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E xecutive sum m ary
The international scoping study of a future Neutrino Factory and super-beam facility (the ISS) 
was carried by the international community between NuFact05, (the 7th International Workshop 
on Neutrino Factories and Superbeams, Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Rome, June 21-26, 
2005) and NuFact06 (Ivine, California, 24-30 August 2006). The physics case for the facility 
was evaluated and options for the accelerator complex and the neutrino detection systems were 
studied. The principal objective of the study was to lay the foundations for a full conceptual- 
design study of the facility. The plan for the scoping study was prepared in collaboration by 
the international community that wished to carry it out; the ECFA/BENE network in Europe, 
the Japanese NuFact-J collaboration, the US Neutrino Factory and Muon Collider collaboration 
and the UK Neutrino Factory collaboration. STFC’s Rutherford Appleton Laboratory was the 
host laboratory for the study. The study was directed by a Programme Committee advised by a 
Stakeholders Board. The work of the study was carried out by three working groups: the Physics 
Group; the Accelerator Group; and the Detector Group. Four plenary meetings at CERN, KEK, 
RAL, and Irvine were held during the study period; workshops on specific topics were organised 
by the individual working groups in between the plenary meetings. The conclusions of the study 
was presented at NuFact06. This document, which presents the Physics Group’s conclusions, 
was prepared as the physics section of the ISS study group. More details of the ISS activities 
can be found at http://w w w .hep.ph.ic.ac.uk/iss/.
Neutrino oscillations are the sole body of experimental evidence for physics beyond the Standard 
Model of particle physics. The observed properties of the neutrino-the large flavour mixing and 
the tiny mass-are believed to be consequences of phenomena which occur at energies never seen 
since the Big Bang. Neutrino facilities to pursue the study of oscillation phenomena are therefore 
complementary to high-energy colliders and competitive candidates for the next world-class 
facilities for particle physics. Neutrino oscillations also provide a window on important issues 
in astrophysics and cosmology. Ongoing and approved experiments utilise intense pion beams 
(super-beams) to generate neutrinos. They are designed to seek and measure the third mixing 
angle d\3 of neutrino mixing matrix (the ‘PMNS’ matrix), but will have little or no sensitivity to 
m atter-antim atter symmetry violation. Several neutrino sources have been conceived to reach 
high sensitivity and to allow the range of measurements necessary to remove all ambiguities in 
the determination of oscillation parameters. The sensitivity of these facilities is well beyond 
that of the presently approved neutrino oscillation programme. Studies so far have shown that 
the Neutrino Factory, an intense high-energy neutrino source based on a stored muon beam, 
gives the best performance over virtually all of the parameter space; its time scale and cost, 
however, remain important question marks. Second-generation super-beam experiments using 
megawatt proton drivers may be an attractive option in certain scenarios. Super-beams have 
many components in common with the Neutrino Factory. A beta-beam, in which electron 
neutrinos (or anti-neutrinos) are produced from the decay of stored radioactive ion beams, in 
combination with a second-generation super-beam, may be a competitive option.
The role of the ISS Physics Group was to establish the strong physics case for the various
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proposed facilities and to find optimum parameters for the accelerator and detector systems 
from the physics point of view. The first objective of this report, therefore, is to try  to answer 
the big questions of neutrino physics; questions such as the origin of neutrino mass, the role that 
neutrinos played in the birth of the universe, and what the properties of the neutrino can tell us 
about the unification of m atter and force. These questions form the basis for the clarification 
of the physics cases for various neutrino facilities. Since it is not (yet) possible to answer these 
questions in general, studies have concentrated on more specific issues tha t may lead to answers 
to the big questions. In particular, studies have addressed such issues as:
1. The relevance of neutrino physics to the understanding of dark m atter and dark energy, the 
connection between neutrino mass and leptogenesis and galaxy-cluster formation;
2. The connection of predictions at the grand-unification scale with low energy phenomena in 
the framework of see-saw mechanism and supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model; 
and
3. The understanding of flavour and the connection between quarks and leptons, the possible 
existence of hidden flavour quantum numbers that may be connected with the small mixings 
among the quarks, the mass hierarchy of the quarks and charged leptons, and the relationship 
of these phenomena with the neutrino mass matrix.
The second objective of this report is to review the predictions of the various models for the 
physics that gives rise to neutrino oscillations and to review the associated phenomenology 
that is relevant for precision measurements of neutrino oscillations. For this purpose, we have 
evaluated the degree to which the various facilities, alone or in combination, can distinguish 
between the various models of neutrino mixing and determine optimum parameter sets for these 
investigations. A class of directly-testable predictions is afforded by the fact that the GUT and 
family symmetries result in relationships between the quark- and lepton-mixing parameters. 
These relationships can be cast in the form of sum rules. One example tha t can be used to 
discriminate amongst various models is:
ÓÏ2 = G12 -  013 cos(^),
where 0f2 can be predicted in classes of flavour models while 012 (the solar mixing angle) and 
013 cos(^) (the product of the small mixing angle and the cosine of the CP violating phase) are 
measured experimentally. Another class of test is afforded by the investigation of the unitarity 
of the PMNS matrix. While the quark-mixing (CKM) matrix is constrained to be unitary in the 
Standard Model, the PMNS matrix, which originates from physics beyond the Standard Model, 
may not be exactly unitary; this is the case, for example, in see-saw models. The third class of 
the test is the existence of flavour-changing interactions tha t might appear at the production 
point, in the oscillation that occur during propagation, or at the point of detection. The possible 
strong correlations between lepton-flavour violation and neutrino oscillations are also discussed.
The potential of non-accelerator, long-baseline neutrino oscillation measurements were also con­
sidered. Significant improvements in the precision with which the solar parameters are known
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could be made using a new long-baseline reactor experiment or by using gadolinium loading of 
the water in the Super-Kamiokande detector to increase its sensitivity to solar neutrinos. A 
large, underground, magnetised-iron detector could be used to improve the precision of the a t­
mospheric mixing parameters, to determine the octant degeneracy, and to search for deviations 
from maximal atmospheric mixing.
The third, and key, objective of this report is to present the first detailed comparison of the 
performance of the various facilities. Using realistic specifications, we have estimated the likely 
performance, tried to find optimum combinations of facilities, baselines, and neutrino energies, 
and attempted to identify some staging scenarios. The cases considered are described in detail in 
the main report, only a brief summary is given here. Although the Neutrino Factory can achieve 
very large data samples with small backgrounds, it operates at energies considerably higher than 
the first oscillation peak (Emax/GeV =  L/564 km). Because of this, at intermediate values of 
013 (10-3 < sin2 2013 < 10-2 ) the Neutrino Factory with only one golden-channel (ve ^  
and Ve ^  V/i) detector (at, say, 4000 km) can not resolve all parameter degeneracies and the 
precision of the measurement of a particular parameter is reduced by correlations among the 
parameters. These problems can be resolved in one of three ways:
1. Placing a second detector at a different baseline (i.e. varying the ratio L / E  );
2. Adding a detector sensitive to the silver channel (ve ^  vT); or
3. Using an improved detector with lower neutrino-energy threshold and better energy resolu­
tion.
Possible configurations for each alternative, alone and in combination, were investigated to find 
an optimum performance of the Neutrino Factory. It was shown tha t a considerable reduction of 
parent muon-energy down to ~  25 GeV is feasible without a significant loss of oscillation-physics 
output, provided a detector performance improved with respect to the one assumed in earlier 
studies can be achieved.
To make direct, quantitative comparisons of the various facilities, the GLoBES package was 
used. Three representative super-beam configurations were considered: the SPL, a super-beam 
directed from CERN to the Modane laboratory; T2HK, an upgrade of the J-PARC neutrino 
beam illuminating a detector close to Kamioka, and the WBB, a wide-band, on-axis beam from 
BNL or FNAL to a deep underground laboratory in the US. Each super-beam was assumed 
to illuminate a megaton-class water Cherenkov detector. The beta-beam options considered 
were the CERN baseline scheme in which helium and neon ions are stored with a relativistic
Y of 100 and an optimised beta-beam for which 7 =  350. Two Neutrino Factory options were 
considered: a conservative option with a single 50 kton detector sited at a baseline of 4000 km 
from a 50 GeV Neutrino Factory; and the optimised Neutrino Factory (see the full report) with 
two detectors, one at a baseline of 4000 km and the second at the magic baseline (~  7500 km). 
The result of the comparisons may be summarised as follows: for the options considered, the 
Neutrino Factory has the best discovery reach for sin2 2013 followed by the beta-beam and the
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super-beam, while the sin2 2013 reach for resolving the sign of the atmospheric mass difference 
is mainly controlled by the length of the baseline. For large values of 013 (sin2 2013 >  10-2 ), 
the three classes of facility have comparable sensitivity for the discovery of CP violation; the 
best precision on individual parameters being achieved at the Neutrino Factory using optimised 
detectors. The reduction of systematic uncertainties is the key issue at large 013; by reducing 
systematic uncertainties, the super-beam may be favourably compared with the conservative 
Neutrino Factory. For intermediate values of 013 (10-3 <  sin2 2013 <  10-2 ), the super-beams are 
outperformed by the beta-beam and the Neutrino Factory and the best CP coverage is achieved 
by the beta-beam. For small values of 013 (sin2 2013 <  10-3 ), the Neutrino Factory out-performs 
the other options. Note, the comparisons are made using three performance indicators only 
(sin2 2013, the sign of mass hierarchy and the CP violating phase 5). If other physics topics, 
such as the search for e , ß , r  flavour anomalies, were to be emphasised, the relative performance 
may be different.
The final contribution to this report reviews the muon physics tha t can be performed with the 
intense muon beams tha t will be available at the Neutrino Factory. The study of rare, lepton- 
flavour violating processes in muon decay, and the search for a permanent electric-dipole moment 
of the muon, are complementary to precision studies of neutrino physics; often sensitive to the 
same underlying physics. The complementarity and the potential of a muon-physics programme 
at the Neutrino Factory is investigated. It will be important in the coming years to establish 
quantitatively the synergy between muon physics and the study of neutrino oscillations and to 
develop a plan for the co-existence of muon and neutrino programmes at the Neutrino Factory 
facility.
A significant amount of conceptual design work and hardware R&D is required before the per­
formance assumed for each of the facilities can be realised. Therefore, an energetic, programme 
of R&D into the accelerator facilities and the neutrino detectors must be established with a view 
to the timely delivery of conceptual design reports for the various facilities.
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1 Introduction
1.1 N e u tr in o  In a N u tsh e ll
Elusive, mysterious, yet abundant. Neutrinos are elementary particles, just like the electrons in 
our bodies. Neutrinos are so elusive that we don’t feel ten trillions of them going through our 
body every second. They were discovered fifty years ago, but still pose many mysteries, defying 
our efforts to understand them due to their elusiveness. Yet neutrinos are the most numerous 
m atter particles in the universe; there are about a billion neutrinos for every single atom.
Slowly we began to appreciate the important roles tha t neutrinos have played in shaping 
the universe as we see today. We already know tha t stars would not burn without neutrinos. 
Neutrinos played an important role in producing the various chemical elements that we need for 
daily life. Given that we (atoms) are completely outnumbered by neutrinos, it is quite certain 
that they played even more important roles.
There was a major surprise eight years ago when we discovered that neutrinos have a tiny, 
but non-zero, mass quite against the expectations of our best theory. This discovery opened up 
new important roles for neutrinos. We are all of a sudden grappling with new exciting questions 
about neutrinos that may lead to revolutionary understandings on how the universe came to be.
Because they have mass, neutrinos may have played an important role in shaping the galaxies, 
and eventually stars and planets. Neutrinos may actually be their own anti-particles; this may 
be the reason why the Universe did not end up empty but has atoms in it. Neutrinos seem to 
be telling us profound facts about the way m atter and forces are unified, and how the three 
types of neutrino are related to each other; we have yet to decipher their message. In addition, 
neutrinos may actually be the reason why the universe exists at all.
We are only beginning to understand neutrinos and their roles in how the universe works. It 
will take many experimental approaches to get the full picture. A neutrino factory discussed 
here will most likely be an essential component of this programme.
1.2 N e u tr in o  p h y sics  as p art o f  th e  H igh  E n erg y  P h y s ic s  P ro g ra m m e
The present is a very interesting time in the field of fundamental physics: over the past four 
decades, an impressive theoretical framework, the Standard Model, has been established. The 
Standard Model is capable of explaining how nature works at the smallest, experimentally- 
accessible distance scales; yet a handful of phenomena seem decisively to elude an explanation 
within the Standard Model and are therefore clues to a more fundamental understanding. These 
observations provide the only clues we have tha t our understanding of fundamental physics is 
incomplete. The experimental and theoretical pursuit of these clues drives the high energy 
physics programme and is likely to guide the bulk of the research in this area over the coming 
decades. In this brief sub-section, the forces currently driving research in fundamental physics are 
discussed and the possible interplay between the component parts of the research programme are
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investigated; the objective being to establish the context within which the future experimental 
neutrino-physics programme must be developed.
Non-zero neutrino masses cannot be explained by the Standard Model. To allow for massive 
neutrinos, the Standard Model must be modified qualitatively. There are several distinct ways in 
which the Standard Model can be modified to accommodate neutrino mass, some of which will 
be discussed in detail in the next section. Our current experimental knowledge of the properties 
of the neutrino property does not allow us to choose a particular “new Standard Model” over 
all the others. We do not know, for example, whether neutrino masses are to be interpreted 
as evidence of new, very light, fermionic degrees of freedom (as is the case if the neutrinos are 
Dirac fermions), new, very heavy, degrees of freedom (as is the case if the canonical see-saw 
mechanism is responsible for tiny Majorana neutrino masses), or whether a more complicated 
electroweak-symmetry-breaking sector is required. To make progress, it is imperative tha t new 
probes of neutrino properties be vigorously developed. This is the main driving force of all 
experimental endeavours discussed in this study.
According to the Standard Model, the Lagrangian of nature is invariant under an SU (3)c x 
S U (2 )l  x U(1)Y local symmetry, but the quantum numbers of the vacuum are such that this 
gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken to S U (3)c x U (1)em. The physics responsible for 
this electroweak-symmetry breaking is not known. The Standard Model states that electroweak 
symmetry breaking arises due to the dynamics of a scalar field -  the Higgs field. While the 
Standard Model explanation for this phenomenon is in (reasonable) agreement with precision 
electroweak measurements, the definitive prediction -  the existence of a new, fundamental scalar 
boson, the Higgs boson -  has yet to be confirmed experimentally.
Even if the standard mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking is realised in nature, our 
theoretical understanding of particle physics strongly hints at the possibility that there are 
more degrees of freedom at or slightly above the electroweak-symmetry-breaking scale (around 
250 GeV). Furthermore, it is widely anticipated that these new degrees of freedom will serve as 
evidence of new organising principles; examples of such principles include supersymmetry and 
the existence of new dimensions of space.
The pursuit of the mechanism responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking is the driving 
force behind the current and the future high-energy-collider physics programme, which aims 
at exploring the high energy frontier. In the near future, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is 
expected to supplant the ongoing Tevatron collider as the highest energy particle accelerator 
in the world. It is widely expected tha t the LHC will reveal the mechanism of electroweak 
symmetry breaking and provide evidence of new heavy degrees of freedom. Anticipating the 
potential findings of the LHC-based experiments, the collider physics community is currently 
planning a high intensity, high precision, high energy electron collider -  the International Linear 
Collider (ILC). The ILC should be able to study in detail the electroweak-symmetry breaking 
sector and reveal the properties of the new physics at the electroweak scale.
Finally, several very different but equally impressive measurements of the mass-energy budget 
of the Universe have revealed beyond reasonable doubt the existence of what is referred to
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as ‘dark m atter’. After several years of observation, it is now clear tha t the Standard Model 
does not contain the degrees of freedom necessary to explain the dark matter. Other than its 
gravitational properties, very little is known about dark matter. It could consist of weakly 
interacting fundamental particles, but it may also consist of very heavy, very weakly interacting 
states, or more exotic objects. Experimental searches for dark m atter are currently among the 
highest priorities of the fundamental physics research programme. Experiments that are sensitive 
to dark m atter vary from direct-detection experiments, to neutrino telescopes, to gamma-ray 
observatories. The hope is tha t the pursuit of the dark-matter clue will not only reveal the 
existence of a new form of m atter but will also provide other clues tha t will allow a more 
satisfying understanding of the composition of the universe and its behaviour in the first instants 
after the Big Bang to be developed.
On top of the dark-matter problem, we are now faced with a seemingly deeper puzzle -  the 
existence of dark energy. We are still far from properly decoding what this puzzle means, and 
it is not clear how progress will be made towards resolving this most mysterious issue. New 
experiments are being devised to study in more detail the properties of dark energy. The results 
of these experiments may play a large role in modifying our picture of how nature works at its 
most fundamental level.
The different probes discussed above not only address different clues regarding new funda­
mental physics, but also complete and complement one-another. The amount of synergy among 
the different experiments cannot be over emphasised. Consider the following examples of such 
synergies:
1. While new physics at the electroweak scale is usually best studied using a high energy collider, 
there are several new-physics phenomena tha t will only manifest themselves in neutrino 
experiments, including new light, very-weakly-coupled degrees of freedom tha t could be 
related to dark m atter or dark energy;
2. The knowledge of neutrino properties is essential for the understanding of certain dark-matter 
searches (for example those performed using neutrino telescopes);
3. A high-energy collider may provide the only means of studying in any detail the property of 
dark m atter particles; and
4. A proper understanding of the origin of neutrino mass can only be obtained after the mech­
anism of electroweak-symmetry breaking is properly understood.
It is im portant to bear in mind tha t we do not know what the next set of clues will be, or where 
they will come from. It may turn  out, for example, tha t neutrino experiments provide our only 
handle on grand unification and other types of very high energy physics, or that astrophysical 
searches for the properties of dark energy will reveal a direct window on quantum gravity. Or 
it may turn  out tha t collider experiments will be able to study directly string-theoretical effects 
(this may be the case if there really are large extra dimensions). Only a comprehensive pursuit of 
the questions tha t we can formulate today will allow us to reach the next stage in understanding
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fundamental physics -  and ask a new set of more fundamental, deeper questions tomorrow. In 
this sense, we perceive the physics discussed here to be on equal footing with other studies 
of fundamental importance to our field, including the direct searches for dark matter, satellite 
missions that will measure the acceleration of the universe, or collider experiments at the energy 
frontier. These are all different, complementary ways of addressing the different questions that 
we cannot answer given our current understanding of fundamental physics.
1.3 Im p lica tio n s  and  o p p o r tu n itie s
Fundamental fermions, are classified in three generations, each generation containing six quarks 
(two flavours, three colours) and two leptons. The measured properties of these particles exhibit 
a clear ‘horizontal’ hierarchy in which the mass of fermions carrying the same Standard Model 
quantum numbers increases with generation number. W ithin a generation, the fermion proper­
ties also exhibit ‘vertical’ patterns, for example, the sum of the electric charge of the members 
of a particular generation is zero. The quarks come in three colour varieties, the source of 
the strong force. Under the weak force, both the quarks and the leptons within a particular 
generation transform as a doublet. In contrast to the general expectation, the mixing angles 
among lepton flavours have turned out to be different to the quark-mixing angles. Many of the 
properties of the neutrino are unique, not shared by the other fundamental fermions. Firstly, 
it has neither colour nor electric charge, hence is the only fundamental fermion that feels solely 
the weak force in addition to the gravitational force. This fact becomes important when cosmo­
logical impact of the neutrino is discussed. Secondly, neutrino masses are tiny compared to the 
masses of all other fundamental fermions. Thirdly, the neutrino could be a Majorana particle; 
a fermion which cannot be distinguished from its own antiparticle9.
The physics of flavour seeks to provide an explanation of these observed patterns. The vertical 
patterns noted above can be explained in ‘Grand Unified Theories’ (GUTs) in which the fermions 
are assigned to representations of a large symmetry group such as S0(10). The horizontal, or 
family patterns, can be explained by assuming a family symmetry such as S U (3)famny. Some 
models that incorporate GUT and family symmetries with super-symmetric extensions come 
within the realm of string theories tha t incorporate extra dimensions. Understanding the sym­
metry structure seems to be a promising strategy to arrive at a description of the physics of 
flavour.
Neutrino oscillations are a phenomenon in which the neutrino changes flavour as it propagates. 
It was predicted by Pontecorvo [2, 3] and Maki, Nakagawa and Sakata [4] and the first clear 
evidence for neutrino oscillations was presented by Super-Kamiokande in 1998 in observations 
of the zenith angle distributions of atmospheric neutrinos [5]. The first indication, however, 
dates back as early as 1970, when the Homestake group detected a deficit in the solar-neutrino 
flux compared to that predicted by the Standard Solar Model [6]. The long-standing ”solar
9 The observation of double beta-decay processes in which no neutrino is produced would imply that the neutrino
is its own antiparticle [1 ].
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Figure 1: The ratio of the measured to the predicted neutrino flux is plotted as a function of L /E . The 
anti-electron-neutrino contribution to the reactor neutrino flux measured by the KamLAND collaboration [8] is 
shown.
neutrino puzzle” was finally proved to be a result of oscillations by SNO in 2001 [7]. The first 
observation of neutrino oscillations from terrestrial neutrino sources was obtained by KamLAND 
by measuring the energy spectrum of neutrinos produced in nuclear reactors [8]. The result of 
the KamLAND measurement, shown in figure 1, exhibits the expected oscillatory behaviour and 
constitutes compelling evidence for neutrino oscillations [9].
Neutrino oscillations occur because of flavour mixing and the tiny, but different, masses of the 
neutrinos. The see-saw mechanism, the most attractive and promising scheme to explain the 
tiny mass, requires the presence of very heavy Majorana neutrinos. In such models, neutrino 
oscillations are a consequence of the physics which pertains at an extremely large energy scale. 
See-saw models are able to explain the striking difference between the quark- and lepton-mixing 
angles in a natural way. If the heavy M ajorana neutrino is abundant in the early Universe and 
decays preferentially into m atter leptons in a CP violating process, then the lepton asymmetry 
would be converted into a baryon asymmetry a split second later during the electroweak era. 
This process is referred to as “leptogenesis” and is a primary theory to explain our m atter 
universe. The neutrino is the most abundant of the m atter fermions in the Universe; with a 
billion neutrinos for each of the other known m atter particles, only the ubiquitous photon is 
more abundant. Hence, the tiny neutrino mass could contribute a non-negligible fraction of the 
dark m atter and is known to play an important role in the formation of large-scale structure in 
the Universe.
Because of its direct connection with phenomena at energies never seen since the Big Bang, the 
precise determination of the masses and mixing angles of the 3 families of neutrino is a unique 
window onto these early times and provides a path to the possible unification of all forces. 
Measurements of neutrino oscillations can be used to determine the three mixing angles and the 
CP violating phase of the lepton-mixing matrix (the PMNS, Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata 
matrix) and two mass-squared differences. Examining neutrino oscillations is a most direct way 
to distinguish between the various possible theories of the physics of flavour and to understand
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the origin of neutrino mass. It is also a logical place to seek for the origin of the CP violation.
Taking a different perspective, ever since Pauli’s 1931 prediction, the unveiling of the properties 
of the neutrino has always heralded a new epoch in the history of elementary particle physics. 
Including the neutrino as a player of beta decay, Fermi formulated the first successful theory 
of weak interactions. The absence of right-handed neutrinos has manifested itself as the ‘V-A’ 
structure of the weak interaction and the pursuit of its origin lead to the discovery of the chiral 
gauge theory which forms the foundation of modern particle theories. The realisation of intense 
neutrino beams immediately resulted in the discovery of the neutral current, establishing the 
unification of the electroweak interactions. The ability of neutrino interactions to distinguish 
flavour and handedness has been extensively utilised in deep inelastic interactions to clarify the 
structure of the nucleon and to establish the asymptotic freedom of QCD. The recent discovery 
of neutrino oscillations could be regarded as another epoch-making observation. So far it is the 
only experimental evidence for, and a vital clue to, the physics beyond the Standard Model. 
Both the mysteries, and the brilliant record, of the neutrino can be attributed to its unique 
and characteristic insensitivity to both the strong and the electromagnetic forces. There are 
ample reasons to believe that this asset remains valid in uncovering the veils that surround the 
neutrino. Neutrino facilities to pursue oscillation phenomena are complementary to high-energy 
colliders and are competitive candidates for the next world-class facilities for particle physics.
1.4 P re c is io n  m ea su rem en ts  and  se n s it iv e  search es
Experimentally, there are several different approaches to elucidate the properties of the neu­
trino. In this report we concentrate mainly on accelerator-based facilities illuminating massive, 
underground detectors. Other complementary means are also taken into account and are de­
scribed in section 6. Among them, reactor-based oscillation experiments may play a crucial role 
in untangling the degeneracies inherent in oscillation measurements. Other techniques include 
double-beta decay, a unique tool to test the M ajorana nature of the neutrino [1]. Massive, un­
derground detectors, while serving as a far detector for the oscillation experiments, also have an 
important role in their own right as telescopes for neutrino astronomy and as a possible window 
on grand unified theories by way of searching for proton decay.
Theories tha t purport to explain neutrino oscillations have consequences for the properties 
of the charged leptons, such as flavour changing process in lepton decay or lepton-induced 
reactions. Considering tha t very intense muon beams will be available as a by-product of the 
Neutrino Factory, it is natural to include muon physics as an indispensable ingredient of the 
study. Section 7 discusses in detail the opportunities tha t high-statistics studies of the properties 
of the muon have to offer.
The present generation of neutrino-oscillation experiments [10-12], reviewed in section 2 be­
low, are designed to measure the smallest neutrino mixing parameter if it is not ‘too small’. They 
utilise intense pion beams (super-beams) to generate neutrinos. They are designed to seek and 
measure the third mixing angle d\ 3 of the PMNS matrix, but will have little or no sensitivity
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to m atter-antim atter symmetry violation. Several neutrino sources, including second genera­
tion super-beams, beta-beams, and the Neutrino Factory have been envisaged to reach high 
sensitivity and redundancy well beyond tha t which can be achieved in the presently-approved 
neutrino-oscillation programme. Section 5 reviews the detailed performance of each of these 
classes of facility and presents quantitative comparisons of the physics potential. Their essential 
features are briefly introduced below.
The super-beam is a natural extension of the conventional neutrino beam and the current and 
approved experiments are mostly of this type [13-23]. The neutrino beam is produced through 
pion and kaon decay and hence these facilities provide beams in which and dominate 
the neutrino flux. However, these beams also contain ve (ve) from kaon and muon decay which 
constitute an irreducible background for the oscillation signal vM(vM) ^  ve(ve). In addition, the 
selection of samples of ve (ve) is prone to neutral current contamination. The principal source of 
systematic uncertainty arises from the fact tha t the spectral shape of the pions and kaons is not 
well known. In the second generation super-beam experiments, the emphasis is on large detector 
mass, i.e. the collection of large data samples, and on muon and electron particle identification. 
These detector solution most often adopted for second-generation super-beam experiments is 
the megaton-scale water Cherenkov counter. Liquid-argon detectors or large volume scintillator 
detectors have also been considered.
The beta-beam [24], in which electron neutrinos or (anti-neutrinos) are produced from the de­
cay of stored radio-active ion beams, provides essentially background-free pure “golden-channel” 
(ve ^  vM), i.e. “the appearance of wrong-sign muons”. Unlike the Neutrino Factory, the 
beta-beam does not need a magnetised detector, because there is no contamination from anti­
neutrinos. This allows the beta-beam to use a very massive detector just as the second generation 
super-beam does [25,26]. Simultaneous operation of the beta-beam and the second generation 
super-beam has also been considered [27]. The disadvantage of the beta-beam is lack of the 
“silver channel” , the ve ^  vT, transition for most of the case studied.
The Neutrino Factory [28,29], an intense high-energy neutrino source derived from the decay of 
a stored muon beam, has access to all channels of neutrino-flavour transition including the golden 
channel. However, to reject beam-induced muon-neutrino events requires tha t the detector be 
magnetised. This leads most naturally to the magnetised iron calorimeter design. Another 
unique feature of the Neutrino Factory is the possibility to observe the silver channel. This can 
be achieved using either emulsion based detectors or a magnetised liquid-argon time-projection 
chamber.
Studies [30-35] so far have shown tha t the Neutrino Factory gives the best performance over 
virtually all of the parameter space; its time scale and cost remain, however, important question 
marks. Super-Beams have many components in common with the Neutrino Factory. A beta- 
beam may be competitive with the Neutrino Factory in some parameter space, but, being 
relatively new in this field, needs further study to fully explore its capability.
There is an im portant issue common to all the facilities that must be borne in mind. A typical 
oscillation experiment, trying to determine the small mixing angle d\ 3 and the CP violating phase
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ö, generally suffers from correlation/degeneracy problem, described in detail in section 2.4. These 
correlations and degeneracies reduce the  sensitivity typically by one order of m agnitude over 
th a t given by the statistical and system atic uncertainties. This happens because a canonical 
oscillation experiment measures only two transition  rates, P (va ^  Vß) and P (V a ^  Vß) and 
the  expression for these probabilities is a quadratic function of two unknown variables, s in 2 0 13 
and sin ö. Given two m easured values at fixed energy, E , and baseline, L, the solution of the 
equations has an extra, fake, (d13, ö) solution which is referred as the intrinsic degeneracy. Our 
ignorance of the sign of Am | 3 (the sign degeneracy), and the indistinguishability of d23 from 
n /2  — d23 (the octant degeneracy) results in a to ta l eight-fold degeneracy. The problem can be 
resolved in one of three ways:
1. To place a second detector at different value of L / E ;
2. To add a different channel (or to  combine d a ta  from a complem entary source, for example 
from a reactor experiments); and
3. To use an improved detector with lower threshold and better energy resolution.
M ethod (3) may be regarded as a variant of (1) from the physics point of view because it is 
essentially equivalent to  widening the energy spectrum . This is the  reason why the consideration 
of synergy among the proposed, as well as the current experiments, is particularly im portant 
in oscillation physics. More often than  not, the combination of experiments of different design 
can achieve a sensitivity th a t far exceeds w hat a mere statistical gain would suggest. For 
instance, NOvA [16] expects to  enhance its sensitivity by combining with a proposed reactor 
experim ent and an upgraded version of NOvA [17, 18] proposes to  put a second detector at 
a different off axis angle (i.e. energy). T2KK [19,20], a variation of T2HK [13], proposes to  
split their megaton water detector in two and place one in Korea; a remedy using two different 
baselines (L=295 km and ~  1050 km). The on-axis W BB [23,36,37], a very long-baseline wide­
band beam from FNAL or BNL to  Henderson or Homestake mine in the US, on the other hand, 
takes advantage of its wide spectrum  to  resolve the problem. It has also been shown th a t the 
combination of atm ospheric-neutrino da ta  with T2HK [38] or a low energy beta-beam  [27] is 
extremely helpful in resolving the degeneracies related to  the  mass hierarchy and the octant 
degeneracy. These examples illustrate the im portance of working towards the identification of 
an optim um  combination of the various facilities.
For all detector concepts, there are im portant questions concerning cost, feasibility and tim e 
scales. In addition, there are design optim isations to  be made, e.g. between energy and angle 
resolution, optim um  baseline length and detector mass. The study of detector concepts for the 
near detector stations will be an im portant aspect of the neutrino physics because of its access 
to  many reactions complementary to  the oscillation process.
For the neutrino-physics comm unity to  arrive a t a consensus on the best possible neutrino- 
oscillation program me to  follow the present generation of experiments requires a detailed eval­
uation of the performance and cost of the various options and of the timescale on which each
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can be implemented. Further R&D programmes into the accelerator systems and the  neutrino 
detectors m ust be carried out.
1.5 W h a t th e  s tu d y  tr ie d  to  ach ieve
The role of the Physics Group of the ISS study was to  establish the  strong physics case for the 
various proposed facilities and to  find the optim um  param eters of the accelerator facility and 
detector systems from physics point of view. The first objective of this report, therefore, is to  
try  to  identify the big questions of neutrino physics such as the origin of neutrino mass, the 
role of the neutrino in the b irth  of the universe, w hat the properties of the neutrino can tell 
us about the unification of m atter and force. These questions lay down the basis for making 
the physics case for the various neutrino facilities. Since it is not (yet) possible to  answer these 
questions in general, studies have concentrated on more specific issues th a t may lead to  answers 
to  the big questions. A class of directly-testable predictions is afforded by the fact th a t GUT 
and family symmetries result in relationships between the quark- and lepton-mixing param eters; 
such relationships can be cast in the form of sum rules.
The second objective was to  look for possible clues of new physics in a ‘bo ttom -up’ approach. 
For this purpose, we have evaluated the degree to  which the various facilities, alone or in combi­
nation, can distinguish between the various models of neutrino mixing and determ ined optim um  
param eter sets for these investigations. One example is to  search for the existence of a sterile 
neutrino. Although the anomaly presented by LSND [39] was not confirmed by MiniBooNE [40], 
the  question is im portant enough to  be pursued further. The second example is the unitary  tr i­
angle: while the CKM m atrix  in quark sector is constrained to  be unitary  in the S tandard Model, 
the  PM NS m atrix  originates from physics beyond the S tandard Model and, in see-saw models, 
may not be exactly unitary. The th ird  example is the existence of flavour-changing interac­
tions th a t might appear at the production point, in the oscillation stage, or at the detection 
point. Possible strong correlations between lepton-flavour violation and neutrino oscillations 
were also discussed. O ther approaches to  the  determ ination of the three-flavour param eters (i.e. 
non-accelerator based measurem ents) were also considered. For example, the possibility of a 
new long-baseline reactor experiment and the loading of the water in the Super-Kamiokande 
detector w ith gadolinium to  improve the solar-neutrino param eters, or an large, underground, 
m agnetised-iron detector to  improve the atm ospheric-neutrino param eters and to  test for devi­
ation from maximal-mixing and determ ine the octant degeneracy were also discussed.
The th ird , and the key, objective of this report is to  present the  first detailed comparison 
of the performance of the various facilities. Utilising realistic specifications, we have estim ated 
likely performances, tried to  find an optim um  combination of facilities, baselines and neutrino 
energies, and to  come up with some staging scenarios.
Although past studies have shown th a t the N eutrino Factory can be considered as an excellent, 
and perhaps as an ultim ate, facility, many questions rem ain open. For instance, the performance 
of the N eutrino Factory at large 013 (sin2 2013 >  10-2 ) where most super-beam  experiments work 
is only now being studied in detail [41]. A question th a t m ust therefore be asked is: “Can the
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N eutrino Factory rem ain competitive if 013 tu rns out to  be large?” . Another concern is the cost 
of the accelerator facility and the detector systems. One estim ate [32] in previous studies gives 
a to ta l cost of 1500 M$ +  400 M$ x E /20(G eV ). Therefore, the second question is: ”W hat is 
the  minimum energy th a t will deliver the physics?” . The N eutrino Factory operates at energies 
considerably higher than  the first oscillation peak (E max/G eV  =  L/564 km). The canonical 
operating condition in past studies has been to  use a parent muon beam of 50 GeV and a 
50 kton magnetised-iron detector at a distance of 3000 -  4000 km [42]. Because of its operation 
at high energy with a single detector, it suffers from the degeneracy problem at interm ediate 
values of 0 13 (10- 3  <  sin2 2913 <  10-2 ). It has been shown th a t remedies exist through the 
addition of either a second detector at the ‘magic’ baseline (L ~  7500 km) [43] or the silver 
channel [44]. Both of these solutions require the second detector. So, the th ird  question is ” Can 
a single-detector configuration w ith improved performance do any better, and if two detectors are 
unavoidable, which combination is the best?” . In order to  answer those questions, an extensive 
investigation in the param eter space (E ß — L )  was carried out. Then, various combinations have 
been compared w ith the intention to  identify both  a conservative option and an improved set of 
detector configurations with possible staging.
Direct, quantitative comparison of the various facilities is a highlight of the study. The 
GLoBES package [45,46] was used. O ther codes, Valencia and M adrid, showed good agreement 
w ith GLoBES in a test using a single reference input. A realistic set of detector specifications 
and a precise norm alisation of neutrino flux and cross sections were prepared. The comparisons 
are made for three performance indicators only (sin2 2 0 13, the sign of mass hierarchy, and the 
CP violation phase ö). If other physics topics, such as e ,ß  — t  flavour anomaly searches, are 
emphasised, the  relative im portance may be different.
The final contribution to  this report reviews the muon physics th a t can be performed with 
the  intense muon beams th a t will be available at the N eutrino Factory. The study of rare 
processes in muon decay and muon-electron and muon-nucleon scattering is complem entary to 
precision studies of neutrino oscillations; often sensitive to  the  same underlying physics. The 
com plem entarity and the potential of a muon-physics programme at the N eutrino Factory is 
investigated. It will be im portant in the coming years to  establish quantitatively the qualitative 
synergy between muon physics and the study of neutrino oscillations.
This report is organised as follows. F irst, in section 2, we give a review of the present generation 
of experiments, sta te  w hat is needed to  complete the picture and explain the degeneracy problem. 
Next we expand upon the physics m otivation for the neutrino-oscillation program me in sections 3 
and 4; section 3 contains a ‘big-picture’ description of neutrino physics addressing such questions 
as the origin of neutrino mass, extra dimensions, flavour symmetry, and the role of the neutrino 
in unification and in cosmology, while section 4 takes a phenomenological approach to  consider 
how measurem ents of neutrino properties may provide clues to  new physics through studies 
such as the  search for sterile neutrinos, the investigation of the leptonic unitary  triangle, and 
the search for non-standard interactions in the oscillation experiments. Section 5 deals w ith the 
physics potential of the proposed facilities: the super-beam ; the  beta-beam ; and the Neutrino 
Factory. Direct comparison of various facilities is given here. A lternative experiments which
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can complement the oscillation experiments are described in section 6. The final section 7 is 
devoted to muon physics.
2 The Standard N eutrino M odel
2.1 In tr o d u ctio n
The “standard neutrino-mixing model” emerged as a result of the remarkable progress made 
in the past decade in the studies of neutrino oscillations. The experiments with solar, atmo­
spheric, and reactor neutrinos [5-7,47-55] have provided compelling evidences for the existence 
of neutrino oscillations driven by non-zero neutrino masses and neutrino mixing. Evidence for 
neutrino oscillations were also obtained in the long-baseline accelerator neutrino experiments 
K2K [56,57] and MINOS [11].
We recall tha t the idea of neutrino mixing and neutrino oscillations was formulated in [2-4]. 
It was predicted in 1967 [58] that the existence of ve oscillations would cause a “disappear­
ance” of solar ve on the way to the Earth. The hypothesis of solar-ve oscillations, which (in 
one variety or another) were considered from ^1970 on as the most natural explanation of the 
observed [6,47-50] solar-neutrino, ve, deficit (see, e.g., references [59-64]), has been convincingly 
confirmed in the measurement of the solar-neutrino flux through the neutral-current (NC) reac­
tion on deuterium by the SNO experiment [7,52-54], and by the first results of the KamLAND 
experiment [55]. The combined analysis of the solar-neutrino data obtained by the Homestake, 
SAGE, GALLEX/GNO, Super-Kamiokande, and the SNO experiments, and of the KamLAND 
reactor Ve data [55], established large mixing-angle (LMA), MSW oscillations [60,61] as the dom­
inant mechanism giving rise to the observed solar-ve deficit (see, e.g., [65]). The Kamiokande 
experiment [47] provided the first evidence for oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos, and VM, 
while the data from the Super-Kamiokande experiment made the case for atmospheric-neutrino 
oscillations convincing [5]. Indications for v-oscillations were also reported by the LSND collab­
oration [39] but are dis-favoured by the recent MiniBooNE measurement [40].
Compelling confirmation of oscillations in (vß, V^), and reactor, Ve was provided by L/E-  
dependence observed by Super-Kamiokande [9] and by the spectral distortion observed by the 
KamLAND and K2K experiments [8,57]. For the first time the data exhibit directly the effects of 
the oscillatory dependence on L /E  and E  characteristic of neutrino-oscillations in vacuum [66]. 
As a result of these developments, the oscillations of solar ve, atmospheric and VM, accelerator 
(at L 250 km and L ~  730 km) and reactor ve (at L ~  180 km), driven by non-zero v -masses 
and v-mixing, can be considered as practically established.
All existing v-oscillation data, except the data of LSND experiment [39], can be described as­
suming three-neutrino mixing in vacuum. Let us recall that in the LSND experiment indications 
for ^  Ve oscillations with (Am2)Lsnd — 1 eV2 were obtained. The minimal four-neutrino- 
mixing scheme which could incorporate the LSND indications for oscillations is disfavoured
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by the existing, long-baseline data [67] and by the recent MiniBooNE data [40]. The v-oscillation 
explanation of the LSND results is possible assuming five-neutrino mixing [68].
The three-neutrino mixing scheme will be referred to in what follows as the “Standard Neutrino 
Model” (SvM). It is the minimal neutrino mixing model which can account for the oscillations 
of solar (ve), atmospheric (vu and / u), reactor ( /e) and accelerator (vu) neutrinos. In the SvM, 
the (left-handed) fields of the flavour neutrinos ve, vu and vT in the expression for the weak 
charged lepton current are linear combinations of fields of three neutrinos Vj, j  =  1, 2,3, having 
definite mass mj :
(1)
where Upmns is the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) neutrino mixing matrix [2-4], 
Upmns =  U. The PMNS mixing matrix can be parametrised by 3 angles, and, depending on 
whether the massive neutrinos Vj are Dirac or Majorana particles, by 1 or 3 CP-violation (C P V ) 
phases [69-72]. In the standard parameterisation (see, e.g., [73]), UPMNS has the form:
(  VeL ^ v1L f  Ue1 Ue2 Ue3 N v1L
VuL =  UPMNS V2L = Uu1 Uu2 Uu3 V2L
V VtL ) v3L UT1 UT2 UT3 v3L
/
UPMNS =
c12c13 s 12c13 -iS \
—s 12c23 — c12s23s 13 c12c23 — s 12s23s 13eiS
S13e
s23c13 diag(1, eia/2, eiß/2) , (2)
iS iS\  s 12s23 — c12c23s 13e —c12s23 — s 12c23s 13e c23c13 )
where cij =  cos Qij , sij =  sin Q j, the angles Qj =  [0, n/2], ö =  [0,2n] is the Dirac C P V  phase 
and a ,ß  are two Majorana CP-violation phases [69-72]. One can identify Am© =  Am^1 > 0 
with the neutrino mass squared difference responsible for the solar-neutrino oscillations. In 
this case |AmA | =  |Am31| =  |A m 22| »  A m ^1 is the neutrino mass-squared difference driving 
the dominant atmospheric-neutrino oscillations, while Q12 =  Q© and Q23 =  Qa are the solar and 
atmospheric neutrino mixing angles, respectively. The angle Q13 is the so-called “CHOOZ mixing 
angle” -  it is constrained by the data from the CHOOZ and Palo Verde experiments [74,75].
Let us recall tha t the properties of Majorana particles are very different from those of Dirac 
particles. A massive M ajorana neutrino Xk with mass m k > 0 can be described (in local 
quantum field theory) by a 4-component, complex spin-1/2 field, x k(x), which satisfies the 
Majorana condition:
C (Xk(x))T =  6 Xk(x), |£k|2 =  1, (3)
where C is the charge conjugation matrix. The M ajorana condition is invariant under proper 
Lorentz transformations. It reduces by two the number of independent components in Xk(x).
The condition (3) is invariant with respect to U(1) global gauge transformations of the field 
Xk(x) carrying a U (1) charge Q, Xk(x) ^  eiaQx k(x), only if Q =  0. As a result and in contrast 
to the Dirac fermions: i) the Majorana particles Xk cannot carry non-zero additive quantum
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numbers (lepton charge, etc.); and ii) the M ajorana fields Xk(x) cannot “absorb” phases. This is 
the reason why the PM NS m atrix  contains two additional CP-violating phases in the case when 
the massive neutrinos Vk are M ajorana fermions [69], Vk =  Xk. It follows from the above th a t the 
M ajorana-neutrino field, Xk(x), describes the  two spin states of a spin 1/2, absolutely-neutral 
particle, which is identical with its antiparticle, Xk =  X k . If CP-invariance holds, M ajorana 
neutrinos have definite CP-parity, n c p ( X k ) =  ± i:
U c p  X k (x) Ucp =  n c p ( X k ) Yo Xk (x'), n c p  (X k) =  ± i . (4)
It follows from the M ajorana condition th a t the currents : Xk(x)OiXk(x) : =  0, for o" =  y«; a aß ; 
^«ßY5 . This means th a t M ajorana neutrinos cannot have non-zero U (1) charges and intrinsic 
magnetic- and electric-dipole moments. Dirac fermions can possess non-zero lepton charge and 
intrinsic magnetic- and electric dipole-moments 10.
The existing da ta  allow a determ ination of Am© , sin2 Q12, and of |AmA |, sin2 2 Q23 w ith a 
relatively good precision (see, e.g. [77-79] and subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). For the best fit val­
ues we have: Am© =  8.0 x 10- 5  eV2, sin2 Q12 =  0.30, |AmA | = 2 .5  x 10- 3  eV2, sin2 2Q23 =  1. 
Thus, Am© ^  |AmA |. It should be noted, however, th a t the sign of AmA is not fixed by 
current data. The present atm ospheric-neutrino d a ta  is essentially insensitive to  Q13, satisfying 
the  upper limit on sin2 Q13 obtained in the CHOOZ experiment [80]. The probabilities of survival 
of solar Ve and reactor / e, relevant for the in terpretation of the solar neutrino, KamLAND and 
CHOOZ neutrino oscillation data, depend on Q13 in the case of interest, |Am 31| »  Am 21:
PKL =  sin4 Q13 +  cos4 Q13 1 -  sin2 2Q12 sin2 Arn2iLAE
~  1 ^ . in 2 Q .  . " . i n 2 ^ m 3 i L  CHOOZ — 1 — s m  w i 3 s in  4E ,
P©v =  sin4 Q13 +  cos4 Q13 P©v(Am21, Q12; N  cos2 Q13)
where P©v is the solar Ve survival probability [81-83] corresponding to  2-V oscillations driven 
by Am 2 1 and Q12, in which the solar e-  num ber density N e is replaced by N e cos2 Q13 [84], 
P©v =  P©v +  P©vosc, P©vosc being an oscillating term  [81-83] and
PqV = — +  ( -  — P') cos 20™2 cos 2912, (5)
10 Let us add, finally, that Majorana neutrinos have in addition to the standard propagator (formed by the 
neutrino field and its Dirac conjugate field), two non-trivial non-standard (Majorana) propagators. If Vj(x) in 
equation (1) are massive Majorana neutrinos, the process of (ßß)0v-decay, (A, Z) ^  (A, Z  + 2) + e-  + e- , for 
example, can proceed by exchange of virtual neutrinos Vj due to the one of these Majorana propagators. For 
Dirac fermions, the two analogous non-standard propagators are identically equal to zero. For further detailed 
discussion of the properties of Majorana neutrinos (fermions) see, e.g., [62,76].
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Here P©v is the  average probability [81-83,85,86], P ' is the  “double exponential” jum p prob­
ability [81-83], r 0 is the  scale-height of the  change of Ne along the V-trajectory in the Sun 
[81-83,87-89], and 0m is the mixing angle in m atter, which in the vacuum limit coincides with 
0 12 . In the LMA solution region of interest, P©vosc =  0 [89]. Performing a combined analysis of 
the  solar-neutrino, CHOOZ, and KamLAND data, one finds [77-79]: sin2 013 <  0.040 at 99.73% 
C.L.
It follows from the results described above th a t the atm ospheric-neutrino mixing is close 
to  maximal, 023 =  n /4 , the solar-neutrino mixing angle 012 =  n /3 , and the CHOOZ angle 
013 <  n /15 . Correspondingly, the pa tte rn  of neutrino mixing is drastically different from th a t of 
the  quark mixing. A comprehensive theory of flavour and of neutrino mixing m ust be capable 
of explaining this remarkable difference. The current theoretical ideas about the possible origin 
of the pa tte rn  of neutrino mixing are reviewed in Section 3.
As we have seen, the fundam ental param eters characterising the SvM are: i) the 3 angles 
012, 023, 013; ii) depending on the nature  of massive neutrinos Vj - 1 Dirac (5), or 1 Dirac +  
2 M ajorana (5, a , ß), CP-violation phases; and iii) the 3 neutrino masses, m 1, m 2, m 3. This 
makes 9 additional param eters in the S tandard Model of particle interactions.
It is convenient to  express the  two larger neutrino masses in term s of the  th ird  mass and the 
m easured A m 2 =  Am 2 1 >  0 and AmA . We have remarked earlier th a t the atmospheric- 
neutrino, K2K, and MINOS d a ta  do not allow one to  determ ine the sign of AmA . This implies 
th a t, if we identify AmA with Am 31(2) in the case of 3-neutrino mixing, one can have Am 21(2) >
0 or Am 21(2) <  0. The two possible signs of AmA correspond to  two types of v-mass spectrum:
N o rm a l ordering: m \  <  m 2 <  m 3, A m \  =  A m ^  >  0 , m 2(3) =  ( m \  +  A m ^ ^ ) 2 ; and
•  In ver ted  ordering  11: m 3 < m \  < m 2, A m \  =  A m 22 < 0, m 2 =  (m2 +  A m 23) 2 , m \  =  
(m2 +  A m 23 — A m 21) a .
Depending on the values of the lightest neutrino mass, m in(m j), the neutrino mass spectrum  
can also be:
•  N o rm a l H ierarchy  (N H ): m i €  m 2 < m 3, m 2 =  ( A m |  ~  0.009 eV, m 3 =  |Am \  ~  0.05 
eV;
•  In v e r te d  H ierarchy  (IH ): m 3 <C m \  < m 2, with m i)2 =  |A m \  |a ~  0.05 eV; or
11 In the convention we use (called A), the neutrino masses are not ordered in magnitude according to their 
index number: Am|1 < 0 corresponds to m 3 < m 1 < m 2. We can also always number the neutrinos with 
definite mass in such a way that [90] m 1 < m2 < m 3. In this convention (called B), we have in the case of 
inverted-hierarchy spectrum: Am@ = Am32, AmA = Am31. Convention B is used, e.g., in [73,91].
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•  Q uasi-D egenera te  (Q D ): m 1 =  m 2 =  m 3 =  m 0, m 2 »  |AmA |, m 0 >  0.10 eV.
One of the principal goals of the fu ture studies of neutrino mixing is to  determ ine the basic 
param eters of the  SvM and to  test its validity.
The possibilities of measuring with high precision the basic param eters of SvM A m 2 , sin2 0© 
|AmA |, sin2 2023, sin2 013, of determ ining sgn(A m 21) and of searching for the effects of CP- 
violation due to  the Dirac phase 5, in neutrino oscillation experiments, will be discussed in 
detail below. It is well-known th a t the neutrino-oscillation experiments are not sensitive to  
the  absolute scale of neutrino masses. Inform ation on the absolute neutrino-m ass scale, or on 
m in(m j), can be derived in 3H ß-decay experiments and from cosmological and astrophysical 
d a ta  (see sections 2.2.4 and 3.4.1.2). The most stringent upper bounds on the ' e mass and on the 
sum of neutrino masses will be discussed briefly in sections 2.2.4 and 3.4.2. These bounds lead 
to  the  conclusion th a t neutrino masses satisfy m j <  1 eV and thus are much smaller than  the 
masses of the charged leptons and quarks. A comprehensive theory of neutrino mixing should be 
able to  explain this enormous difference between the neutrino and charged-fermion masses. The 
theoretical aspects of the problem of neutrino mass generation and of the smallness of neutrino 
masses are reviewed in section 3.1.
Neutrino-oscillation experiments are also insensitive to  the natu re  -  Dirac or M ajorana, of 
massive neutrinos and, correspondingly, to  the two CP-violating, M ajorana phases in the PMNS 
m atrix  [69,92] since the la tte r do not enter into the expressions for the probabilities for neutrino 
oscillations. The only realistic experiments which could verify th a t the massive neutrinos Vj are 
M ajorana particles are, a t present, the neutrinoless double-beta ((ß ß )0v-) decay experiments. 
The physics potential of these experiments is discussed in section 2.2.4. Even if massive neutrinos 
are proven to  be M ajorana fermions, measuring the M ajorana CP phases would be extremely 
challenging. It is quite remarkable, however, th a t the M ajorana CP-violating phase(s) in the 
PM NS m atrix, through leptogenesis (see section 3.4.2, may result in the baryon asym m etry of 
the  Universe [93-95].
The existing d a ta  on neutrino oscillation, as we will see, allow a determ ination of Am© , 
sin2 0©, |AmA |, and sin2 2023, a t 3<r w ith an uncertainty of approxim ately ~12%, ^24% , ^28%  
and ~15%, respectively. These param eters can, and very likely will, be measured w ith much 
higher accuracy in the future: the indicated 3<r errors in the determ ination, for instance, of 
A m  © and sin2 0©, can be reduced to  [96-98] 4% and 10%, as will be reviewed below. “N ear” 
fu ture experiments w ith reactor ve can improve the current sensitivity to  the value of sin2 013 
by a factor of between 5 and 10. The type of neutrino-m ass spectrum , i.e. s g ^ A m ^ ) ,  can be 
determ ined by studying the oscillations of neutrinos and antineutrinos, say, vß ^  ve and ^  ' e, 
in which m atter effects are sufficiently large. If sin2 2013 >  0.05 and sin2 023 >  0.50, information 
on sgn(A m 21) might be obtained in atm ospheric neutrino experiments by investigating the 
effects of the sub-dom inant transitions v^(e) ^  ve(M) and ' M(e) ^  ' e(M) of atm ospheric neutrinos 
which traverse the E arth  [99-101]. For v^(e) (or v'jU(e)) crossing the  E a r th ’s core, new types of 
resonance-like enhancem ent of the oscillation probabilities may take place due to  the mantle-
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core constructive-interference effect (neutrino oscillation length resonance (NOLR)) [102-105]. 
As a consequence of this effect, the corresponding v^(e) (or ' M(e)) transition  probabilities can be 
maximal [103-105]. For Am 2 1 >  0, the neutrino transitions v^(e) ^  ve(^) are enhanced, while for 
A m 31 <  0 the enhancem ent of antineutrino transitions '^ ( e) ^  ' e(M) takes place, which might 
allow to  determ ine sgn(Am3 1 ).
It should be emphasised th a t the CP-violation in the lepton sector is one of the most challeng­
ing frontiers in future studies of neutrino mixing. The experim ental searches for C P  -violation in 
neutrino oscillations can help answer fundam ental questions about the sta tus of CP-sym m etry 
in the lepton sector at low energy. The observation of leptonic C P  -violation at low energies 
will have far reaching consequences. It can shed light, in particular, on the possible origin of 
the baryon asym m etry of the Universe. As was realised recently [93,94], the CP-violation nec­
essary for the generation of the baryon asym m etry can be due exclusively to  the Dirac (and /o r 
M ajorana) CP-violating phase in the PM NS m atrix. Thus, there can be a direct relation be t­
ween low energy CP-violation in the lepton sector, observable, e.g., in neutrino oscillations, 
and the m atter-an tim atter asym m etry of the Universe. These results underline the im portance 
of understanding the sta tus of the C P-sym m etry in the lepton sector and, correspondingly, of 
the experiments aiming to  m easure the CHOOZ angle 0 13 and of the experim ental searches for 
CP-violation in neutrino oscillations.
2.2  R e v ie w  o f  th e  p resen t g en era tio n  o f  e x p er im en ts
2 .2 .1  Solar and  reactor  n eu tr in o  e x p er im en ts
M easurements of the solar-neutrino flux were the first to  indicate th a t neutrinos undergo flavour 
oscillations. The first indications th a t the solar-neutrino flux was smaller th an  th a t predicted by 
the S tandard Solar Models came from Davis’ experim ent a t Homestake (USA) [6]. The results 
of this experiment, have been confirmed by a series of solar neutrino experiments, the SAGE 
experiment in Russia [48], the Gallex and GNO experiments in Italy  [106,107], the Kamiokande 
and Super-Kamiokande (SK) in Japan  [51,108] and finally by the Sudbury N eutrino Observatory 
(SNO) in C anada [7,52-54,109]. In particular, the neutral current (NC) to  charged current 
(CC) ratio  from the SNO d a ta  in 2002  [52] established the presence of an active neutrino flavour 
other than  ve in the observed solar neutrino flux at the 5.3ct level, pu tting  to  rest any doubt 
about the existence of flavour oscillations of solar neutrinos. Further evidence was provided 
by the statistically powerful NC da ta  from the salt phase of the SNO experim ent [54, 109]. 
The cumulative result of solar neutrino data, collected from different experiments over a period 
of more than  four decades, culm inated in the emergence of the ‘Large Mixing Angle’ (LMA) 
solution as the most favoured explanation of the solar neutrino problem.
Figure 2 shows the confidence level contours in the A m ^1 — sin2 012 plane, allowed from the 
global analysis of all solar neutrino d a ta  combined [77,110,111]. To illustrate the effect of the 
results from the salt phase da ta  from SNO, the figure shows in the right-hand and left-hand 
panels, the allowed areas obtained w ith and w ithout the salt phase SNO results respectively.
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Figure 2: The 90%, 95%, 99% and 99.73% C.L. contours (for two degrees of freedom (dof)) show the allowed 
areas from the global analysis of the solar neutrino data with (right-hand panel) and without (left-hand panel) 
the SNO salt phase data.
The high statistics NC to CC ratio in SNO salt data, causes the shrinking of the allowed regions. 
In particular, the upper bound on both and sin2 d\ 2 is seen to improve remarkably.
The KamLAND reactor anti-neutrino experiment in Japan [8,55], specifically designed to 
test the LMA region of the solar neutrino parameter space, presented its first results in 2002, 
confirming the LMA solution [55]. The higher statistics data from this experiment released in 
2004 [8] not only confirmed the observed depletion of the reactor antineutrinos from the first 
results [55], but for the first time unambiguously showed the existence of an L /E  dependence 
in its positron spectrum, confirming tha t the observed ve flavour oscillations were indeed due to 
neutrino mass and mixing.
Figure 3 [110,111] shows the impact of the first and second set of data from the KamLAND 
experiment on the solar neutrino oscillation parameter space. The current 3a allowed range of 
A m ^  and sin2 d\ 2 obtained in the analysis of Bandyopadhyay et al. [77,110,111] is given in 
Table 1 along with their corresponding “spread” defined as:
P  _  P  .i ^ m a x  ^ m m  -, \
sPread =  — ï ^  . x 100 > (?)max +  mm
where P min and P max are the minimum and maximum allowed values of the parameter P  
at 3a. The allowed regions were derived on the assumption of CPT invariance and tha t 0\ 3
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Figure 3: The 90%, 95%, 99% and 99.73% C.L. contours (2 dof) show the allowed areas from the global analysis 
of the solar neutrino data (left-hand panel) and solar neutrino data combined with the first KamLAND results [55] 
(middle panel) and second KamLAND results [8] (right-hand panel).
is negligible. Also given in Table 1 are the bounds on A m ^  and sin2 di2 th a t are expected to  
be obtained when additional d a ta  from the running SNO and KamLAND experiments becomes 
available. For SNO, the analysis assumes th a t the th ird  and final phase of the experiment will 
measure the same NC and CC rates as the salt phase, bu t w ith reduced errors of 6% and 5% 
respectively [112]. For KamLAND, the prospective 3 kTy d a ta  is simulated at A m ^  =  8.0 x 10- 5  
eV2 and sin2 d i2 =  0.3 and a system atic error of 5% is assumed. B etter m easurem ent of charged- 
current (CC) and neutral-current (NC) rates in SNO is expected to  improve the limits on sin2 d i2 . 
The sensitivity of the KamLAND experim ent to  the shape of the reactor-induced Ve positron 
spectrum , gives the experiment a trem endous ability to  constrain Am 2i . However, we can see 
from table 1, KamLAND is not as sensitive to  the mixing angle di2 [98,113]. The uncertainty in 
Am 2i is expected to  reduce to  6% at 3a with 3 kTy of d a ta  from KamLAND. The uncertainty 
in sin2 d i2 is expected to  improve after the phase-III results from SNO to  18% at 3a. This 
would improve to  about 16% if the SNO phase-III projected results are combined with the 3 
kTy simulated d a ta  from KamLAND. However, we note th a t even with the combined d a ta  from 
phase-III of SNO and 3 kTy statistics from KamLAND, the uncertainty on sin2 d i2 would stay 
well above the  10-15% level a t 3a.
In our discussion so far, we have assumed the mixing angle 0i3 to  be zero. If 0i3 is allowed 
to  vary freely, then  the allowed regions obtained are those shown in figure 4 [114]. Note th a t 
this figure shows only the 2 a  contours and uses the confidence-level definition appropriate for
Global Solar Solar + KamLAND 
162 Ty Data
Solar + KamLAND 
766.3 Ty Data
18
D ata  set 
used
Range of Spread in Range of Spread in
A m 2i A m ^  sin2 0i2 sin2 di2
only solar (3.3 -  18.4) x10 - 5  eV2 69% 0.24 -  0.41 26%
solar +  766.3 Ty KL (7.2 -  9.2) x lO “ 5 eV2 12% 0.25 -  0.39 22%
solar(SN 03) +  766.3 Ty KL (7.2 -  9.2) x lO “ 5 eV2 12% 0.26 -  0.37 18%
solar(SNO3) +  3KTy KL (7.6 -  8 .6) x10 - 5  eV2 6% 0.26 -  0.36 16%
Table 1: The 3a allowed ranges (1 dof) and % spread of Am^ and sin2 012 obtained using current and expected 
future data from the current generation of solar neutrino and KamLAND experiments.
one degree of freedom. The d a ta  do not exclude the possibility th a t d i3 =  0. The KamLAND 
experim ent places an upper bound on the value of 0 i3 by taking into account the neutrino energy 
spectrum  as well as the absolute rate. By lowering the value of 0i2 , the anti-correlation between 
d i2 and 0 i 3 can be used to  explain the KamLAND rate da ta  for a wide range of values of di3 . 
In contrast, the KamLAND d a ta  on the positron energy spectrum  can be explained only for a 
certain range of di2 . This imposes an upper limit on the allowed value of d i3 . For the solar 
neutrinos, the upper limit on di3 comes mainly from the difference in the 9 i2- d i3 anti-correlation 
between the low- and high-energy end of the solar-neutrino spectrum . The tension between the 
low energy solar neutrino d a ta  from SAGE, GALLEX, and GNO and the high energy 8B  d a ta  
from SK and SNO, results in a reasonably tight upper bound on 0 i3 [97,115]. Together, the d a ta  
from solar-neutrino experiments and KamLAND put a ra ther stringent limit of sin2 0 i3 >  0.05 
at 2a [114].
2 .2 .2  A tm o sp h er ic  n eu tr in o  e x p er im en ts
The param eters A m 22 (æ A m 2^  and sin2 d23 are constrained by the zenith-angle dependence 
of the atm ospheric-neutrino d a ta  obtained by the Super-Kamiokande experiment (SK) [5,116]. 
The results from the  earlier Kamiokande [117, 118], MACRO [119, 120], and Soudan-2 [1 2 1 ] 
experiments are in agreement w ith the  SK data. Figure 5 [116] shows the allowed areas in 
the  Am 3i-s in 2 2623 param eter space, from a two-generation analysis. The allowed regions are 
obtained by fitting both  the zenith-angle d a ta  [116] and the L /E  dependent da ta  [9] from SK.
The values of A m 2i and sin2 2923 are also constrained by the results from the K2K [57] and 
MINOS [11] long-baseline experiments. W hile K2K has finished its run, MINOS has declared its 
first results in the summer of 2006. Both K2K and MINOS results are consistent w ith the  SK 
atm ospheric neutrino data, and while the allowed range of values for sin2 2923 is still controlled 
mainly by the SK atm ospheric data, the results from the long-baseline experiments have an 
im pact on the allowed range of values for A m 3 i .
Figure 6 [67] shows the projected allowed areas obtained from a full three-generation analysis 
of the global d a ta  from all solar, atm ospheric, long-baseline, and reactor-neutrino experiments. 
Filled regions correspond to  allowed areas w ith the latest MINOS [11] and SNO [109] results, 
while the hollow regions correspond to  the allowed areas obtained w ithout these updates. In
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Figure 4: Three flavour analysis of solar and KamLAND data (both separately and in combination) in the 
(Am2i ( s  Srn2), sin2 $12, sin2 $13). The contours show the 2a allowed regions corresponding to Ax2 = 4.
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Figure 5: The 68% (red lines), 90% (black lines) and 99% (blue lines) C.L. (2 dof) allowed oscillation parameter 
regions obtained in two-generation framework by the SK collaboration. The solid lines are with the analysis of 
the zenith angle binned data, while the dashed lines are obtained using the L/E binned analysis.
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the A %2 versus param eter curves in the figure, the solid lines are for the  full da ta  set, while the 
dashed lines are w ithout the new SNO [109] and MINOS [11] results. The im pact of the MINOS 
d a ta  on the allowed values of A m 2j is clearly visible. The best-fit for A m 31 shifts to  a larger 
value compared to  th a t obtained from the SK atm ospheric-neutrino d a ta  alone. The range of 
allowed values for A m 31 is also significantly changed. W hile the upper bound on A m 31 is hardly 
affected, the lower limit on this param eter is considerably improved. The current limits on all 
the oscillation param eters can be directly read from this figure.
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Figure 6: Projections of the allowed regions from the global oscillation data at 90%, 95%, 99%, and 3a C.L. 
for 2 dof for various parameter combinations. Also shown is Ax2 as a function of the oscillation parameters 
sin2 012, sin2 023, sin2 013, A m 21, Am|1, minimized with respect to all undisplayed parameters. Dashed lines and 
empty regions correspond to the global analysis before this update, while solid lines and colored regions show our 
most recent results.
Figure 7 shows the 90% C.L. upper limit on 013 and how it depends on the different da ta  sets. 
One can note from this figure th a t the bound from the solar+Kam LAND combined analysis is 
com parable to  the one obtained using the atm ospheric+K 2K +M IN O S results. The 90%(3ct)
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Figure 7: 90% C.L. upper bound on sin2 013 (2 dof) from the combination of all neutrino oscillation data as a 
function of Am31.
bounds (1 dof) on sin2 013 from an analysis of different sets of data read as [67]
( 0.033 (0.071) (solar +  KamLAND)
: sin2 013 < I 0.026 (0.054) (CHOOZ +  atmospheric +  K2K +  MINOS) (8)
[ 0.020 (0.040) (global data)
The best-fit values and allowed range of values of the oscillation parameters at different C.L. 
obtained by Maltoni et al. in [67] are shown in Table 2.
parameter best fit. 2a 3(7 4a
Am ?21 [10~5 eV2] 
A m i [1CT3 eV2] 
sin2 012 
sin2 023 
sin2 013
7.9
2.6
0.30
0.50
0.000
7.3-8.5 
2.2-3.0 
0.26-0.36 
0.38-0.63 
< 0.025
7.1-8.9 
2.0-3.2 
0.24-0.40 
0.34-0.68 
< 0.040
6.8-9.3
1.8-3.5 
0.22-0.44 
0.31-0.71
< 0.058
Table 2: Best-fit values, 2a, 3a, and 4a intervals (1 dof) for the three-flavour neutrino oscillation parameters from 
global data including solar, atmospheric, reactor (KamLAND and CHOOZ) and accelerator (K2K and MINOS) 
experiments.
2 .2 .3  L o n g -b a se lin e  n eu tr in o -o sc illa tio n  ex p er im en ts
In 1962, just a few years after neutrinos were observed directly for the first time using the 
intense flux generated in a nuclear reactor [122], the AGS proton accelerator at Brookhaven was
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used to show tha t a second generation of neutrinos exists [123]. In this experiment, a 15 GeV 
proton beam impinged on a beryllium target, producing pions, which decayed into muons and 
neutrinos. 13.5m of steel separated the volume where the pions decayed and the spark chambers 
detected the muons created by the neutrinos penetrating the steel.
Today, the same fundamental principles are used to study the phenomenon of neutrino os­
cillations. The energies of the neutrinos are fixed at a GeV or more due to the production 
mechanism, therefore, to probe the oscillations first seen in atmospheric neutrinos, the distances 
between neutrino source and target have stretched to hundreds of kilometres, giving rise to their 
collective name of long-baseline (LBL) neutrino-oscillation experiments.
At the time of writing, two such experiments, K2K and MINOS, have demonstrated that 
neutrinos disappear from their muon neutrino beams in a way tha t is consistent with neutrino 
oscillations. A third LBL beam, providing neutrinos with energies running up to of tens of 
GeV, has just started operating from CERN to Gran Sasso. This facility will test whether the 
^-disappearance signals are actually accompanied by conversions of into vT, by looking for 
tau production in a beam tha t is originally free of tau neutrinos.
The K2K (KEK-to-Kamioka) experiment was formally proposed in 1995 [124], after the first 
indications of oscillations were seen in Kamiokande, IMB, and Soudan-II atmospheric neutrino 
data, but before the confirmation by Super-Kamiokande, and indeed before the completion of 
the 50 kt water Cherenkov detector.
K2K had a baseline of 250km, and the muon-neutrino energy was a GeV or so. The beam was 
created from a 12 GeV proton beam, the hadrons from which were focussed in a horn-shaped 
electromagnetic volume to increase the beam intensity. A dedicated detector complex, with a 
1 kt water Cherenkov tank, fine-grained detectors, and a muon ranger, was located 100 m from 
the end of the pion-decay volume, and measured the beam before it started oscillating on its 
way to Kamioka. Super-Kamiokande was used as the far detector, and the first beam-induced 
neutrino event was observed in the summer of 1999.
Five and a half years after commissioning, K2K running ended late in 2004. The final os­
cillation analysis [10] was performed using a data set corresponding to 0.922 x1020 protons on 
target. The estimated beam spectra for different neutrino types are shown in figure 8. 112 beam- 
originated neutrino events were observed, where the expected number in the absence of oscilla­
tions was 158.1+86. Of these events, 58 were single-ring muon-like events fully-contained within 
the Super-Kamiokande detector. The energies and directions of the muons in fully-contained 
events can be reconstructed, and because of the simple kinematics of the charged-current quasi­
elastic (CCQE) events tha t make up much of the cross section around 1 GeV, it is possible to 
estimate the energy of the incoming neutrinos. Such a spectrum is shown in figure 8, for the 
58 events, with unoscillated and best-fit oscillated curves, normalised to the number of events 
seen. These results support maximal mixing, with best-fit two-neutrino oscillation parameters 
of sin2 20 =  1 and A m 2 =  2.8 x 10- 3eV2. The 90% C.L. range for A m 2 at sin2 20 =  1 is between 
1.9 and 3.5 x10- 3eV2.
The MINOS (Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation Search) experiment was also proposed in
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Figure 8: Left: The energy spectrum for each type of neutrino at the K2K Near Detector, estimated by MC 
simulations. The neutrino beam consists of 97.3% muon neutrinos. Right: The 58 fully-contained muon-like 
single-ring events, out of the 112 beam-originated neutrino events in K2K. The muon energies and directions can 
be reconstructed for these events, allowing their parent neutrino energies to be estimated under the assumption 
that they are from quasi-elastic interactions. The solid line is the best fit spectrum with neutrino oscillation and 
the dashed line is the expectation without oscillation, both normalised to the number of events seen [10].
E
1995, with a neutrino beam pointed from Fermilab to the Soudan mine in Minnesota, with a 
baseline of 735 km. The beam has a system of movable focussing horns to allow the beam 
energy spectrum to be altered. Three different spectra are shown in the upper plot in figure 
9. Both near and far detectors consist of a steel and plastic-scintillator sandwich structure, the 
performance of which was studied in detail in test beam work at CERN [125].
The experiment started running in the spring of 2005, and within a year had gathered data 
corresponding to 1.27 x 1020 protons on target. The data are shown in the lower plot in figure 9. 
The MINOS results support maximal mixing, with best fit parameters of |AmJ2| =  2.74+0'26 x 
10- 3eV2 and sin2 2023 > 0.87 at 68% C.L. The oscillation parameters from the K2K and MINOS 
experiments, together with results from Super-Kamiokande are shown in figure 10. MINOS will 
run for five years, with the goal of accumulating 16 x 1020 protons on target. This data set 
should improve our knowledge of the oscillation parameters substantially. Both the experiments 
described here are linked, if only indirectly, to future projects to make precision measurements 
of the oscillation parameters and to probe the third mixing angle. These projects, T2K and 
NOvA, are discussed below.
2 .2 .4  0vßß E x p er im en ts
Establishing whether the neutrino is a Dirac or a Majorana fermion is of fundamental importance 
for understanding the origin of neutrino masses and mixing (see, e.g., [126]). Let us recall 
that the neutrinos, Vj, with definite mass, m j, will be Dirac fermions if particle interactions
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Figure 9: Top: MINOS neutrino beam spectra at the Near Detector, for three beam configurations. Bottom: 
The final far detector spectrum and predicted distributions, after the first full year of MINOS running (1.27 x 
1020 protons on target) [11]. Two different methods of near-to-far extrapolation are shown for the unoscillated 
spectrum.
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Figure 10: Confidence intervals from the MINOS experiment [11]. Results from K2K [57] and Super-K [9,116] 
are also shown.
conserve some additive lepton number, e.g., the total lepton number L = Le +  Lß +  LT. If 
no lepton number is conserved, the neutrinos will be Majorana fermions (see, e.g., [62]). The 
heavy neutrinos are predicted to be Majorana in nature by the see-saw mechanism [127], which 
also provides an attractive explanation of the smallness of neutrino masses and, through the 
leptogenesis theory [128], of the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe. The observed 
patterns of neutrino mixing and of neutrino mass-squared differences driving the solar and the 
dominant atmospheric-neutrino oscillations, can be related to massive Majorana neutrinos and 
the existence of an approximate symmetry in the lepton sector corresponding to the conservation 
of the non-standard lepton number L' =  Le — Lß — LT (see, e.g., [129]).
The only experiments which have the potential of establishing the Majorana nature of massive 
neutrinos are the (ßß)0v-decay experiments searching for the process (A , Z ) ^  (A, Z + 2)+ e-  + e -  
(for reviews see, e.g., [62,130-134]). The observation of (ßß)0v-decay and the measurement of 
the corresponding half-life with sufficient accuracy, would not only be a proof that total lepton 
number is not conserved, but might also provide unique information on: i) the type of neutrino- 
mass spectrum; ii) the absolute scale of neutrino masses; and iii) the M ajorana CP-violating 
phases in the neutrino mixing matrix [69-71,73,90,91,135-153].
If the Vj are Majorana fermions, obtaining information about the Majorana CP phases in 
Upmns will be remarkably difficult [73,135,151,154,155]. In a large class of supersymmetric 
theories which include the see-saw neutrino-mass-generation mechanism, the phases a  and ß 
can affect significantly the predictions for the rates of lepton-flavour violating (LFV) decays
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such as ß ^  e +  7 , t ^  ß  +  7 , etc. (see, e.g., [156-158]).
Under the assumptions of massive, Majorana neutrinos, three-neutrino mixing, and (ßß)0v- 
decay being generated solely through the (V-A) charged-current weak interaction mediated by 
the exchange of the three Majorana neutrinos, the (ßß)0v-decay amplitude has the form (see, 
e.g., [73,135]): A (ßß)0v =  < m >  M , where M  is the corresponding nuclear matrix element 
(NME) which does not depend on the neutrino mixing parameters, and:
(m) =  m i|U ei|2 +  m 21Ue2|2eia +  m3|Ue3|2eiß , (9)
is the effective Majorana mass in (ßß)0v-decay, |Ue1 |= c12c13, |Ue2|= s 12c13, |Ue3|= s 13. In the 
case of CP-invariance one has [159-162], n21 =  eia=± 1, n31 =  eiß=± 1; n21(31) being the relative 
CP-parity of M ajorana neutrinos v2(3) and v1.
Information on the absolute scale of neutrino masses can be derived in 3H ß-decay experiments 
[163,164] and from cosmological and astrophysical data. The most stringent upper bounds on 
the Ve mass were obtained in the Troitzk [163] and Mainz [164] experiments:
m^e < 2.3eV at 95% C.L. (10)
We have m^e =  m 1;2;3 in the case of the QD v-mass spectrum. The KATRIN experiment [164] is 
planned to reach a sensitivity of m^e ~  0.20 eV, i.e. it will probe the region of the QD spectrum. 
The CMB data of the WMAP experiment, combined with data from large-scale structure surveys 
(2dFGRS, SDSS), lead to a limit on the sum of Vj masses (see, e.g., [165,166]):
J ^ m j  = £  < (0.4-1.7) eV at 95% C.L. (11)
j
D ata on weak lensing of galaxies, combined with data from the WMAP and PLANCK experi­
ments, may allow £  to be determined with an uncertainty of ~  0.04 eV [167,168]. It proves con­
venient to express [169,170] the three neutrino masses in terms of A m | and AmA , measured in 
neutrino-oscillation experiments, and the absolute neutrino-mass scale determined by min(m j ) 
[73, 132-135]. In both the normal- and the inverted-hierarchy, one has: Am2 =Am | 1 > 0, 
m 2=(m\ +  A m,Q ) a . For normal ordering, A m \  = A m 21 > 0 and m 3=(m f +  A m \  ) a , while if 
the spectrum is with inverted ordering, mMIN= m 3, A m \  =Am | 3 > 0 and m 1=(m3 +  AmA — 
A m,Q ) a .  Thus, given A m \  , A , 0© and 0 i 3 , (m) depends on min(rrij),  Majorana phases a ,  
ß and the type of V-mass spectrum.
The problem of obtaining the allowed values of (m) given the constraints on the parame­
ters following from neutrino-oscillation data, and, more generally, of the physics potential of 
(ßß)0v-decay experiments, was first studied in [169,170] and subsequently in [132-134]. De­
tailed analyses were performed more recently in [151-153,170]. The results are illustrated in 
Fig.11. The main features of the predictions for (m) are [73,91,135,141,142] (figure 11, left 
panel):
1. For the NH spectrum, (m)=\^JA m | s\2+ \J A m \  sf3e^a-/3)|^0.005 eV;
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Figure 11: The value of (m) as a function of m in (m j), obtained using i) the 95% C.L. allowed ranges of AmQ , 
|AmA |, sin2 O q  and sin2 013 (left panel), and ii) prospective 2a uncertainty in (m), corresponding to input 1-a 
experimental errors in AmQ Am^and sin2 O q  of 4%, 6% and 4% and sin2 O13 = 0.015 ± 0.006 (right panel). The 
regions shown in red/grey correspond to violation of CP-symmetry. (From [170].)
2. For teh  IH spectrum , (m )= \J \A m \  |(1— sin2 26,0 sin2 | ) ^ ,  thus (m)& -\/| Am?A | ^0.055 eV 
and { m )Z  \/|A m A | cos 20Q ^0.013 eV, the bounds corresponding to  the values a = 0 ; 7r; and
3. For the QD spectrum , (m )= m o (l—sin2 20© sin2 ^ )a , m o k ,(m )k ,  mo cos 20© ^  0.03 eV, with 
m 0>  0.1 eV, m 0 <  2.3 eV [164] or m 0 <  0.5 eV [165,166].
For the IH (QD) spectrum  we have: sin2(a /2 )=  (1—(m )2/m 2) /s in 2 20©, m 2= |A m A  | (m 2). 
Thus, a m easurem ent of (m) (and m 0 for QD spectrum ) can allow to  determ ine a .
Many experiments have searched for (ß ß )0 v-decay [130]. The best sensitivity was achieved in 
Heidelberg-Moscow 76Ge experim ent [171]: (m) <(0.35 - 1.05) eV (90% C.L.), where a factor 
of 3 uncertainty in the relevant NME (see, e.g., [172-174]) is taken into account. The IGEX 
collaboration has obtained [175]: (m) <  (0.33 - 1.35) eV (90% C.L.). A positive signal at > 3 ct, 
corresponding to  (m) =  (0.1 — 0.9) eV, is claimed to  be observed [176]. Two experiments, 
NEMO3 (with 100Mo and 82Se) [177] and CUORICINO (with 130Te) [178], designed to  reach a
sensitivity to  (m) ~  of (m) ~  (0.2---- 0.3) eV, published first results: (m) <  (0.7-----1.2) eV [177]
and (m) <  (0 .2 -----0.9) eV [178] (90% C.L.), where estim ated uncertainties in the NME are
accounted for. Most im portantly, a num ber of projects aim at sensitivity of (m) ~(0.01-0.05) 
eV [179]: CUORE (130Te), GERDA (76Ge), SuperNEM O (100Mo), EXO (136Xe), M AJORANA 
(76Ge), M OON (100Mo), XMASS (136Xe), CANDLES (48Ca), etc. These experiments will probe 
the  region corresponding to  IH and QD spectra and test the positive result claimed in [176].
The existence of significant lower bounds on (m) in the cases of IH and QD spectra [91], which 
lie either partially  (IH spectrum ) or completely (QD spectrum ) w ithin the range of sensitivity
mMIN [eV]
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of the next generation of (ßß)0v-decay experiments, is one of the most important features of the 
predictions of (m). These minimal values are given, up to small corrections, by AmA cos20© 
and m0 cos 20©. According to the combined analysis of the solar- and reactor- neutrino data 
[77,79,180] including the latest SNO and KL results: i) the possibility of cos 20© =  0 is excluded 
at ~ 6<7; ii) the best fit value of cos 20© is cos 20©= 0.38; and iii) at 95% C.L. one has for sin2 013=
0 (0.02), cos 20© >0.28 (0.28). The quoted results on cos 20© together with the range of possible 
values of |AmA | and m0, lead to the significant and robust lower bounds on (m) in the cases of 
the IH and the QD spectrum [91,143-145]. At the same time one can always have (m) =  0 in the 
case of spectrum with (partial) normal hierarchy [141,142]. As figure 11 indicates, (m) cannot 
exceed ~  6 meV for the NH neutrino mass spectrum. This implies that m ax((m )) in the case 
of the NH spectrum is considerably smaller than min((m)) for the IH and the QD spectra. This 
makes it possible that information about the type of neutrino-mass spectrum may be obtained 
from a measurement of (m) =  0 [91]. In particular, a positive result in the future generation of 
(ßß)0v-decay experiments with (m) > 0.01 eV would imply that the NH spectrum is strongly 
disfavored (if not excluded). Prospective experimental errors in the values of the oscillation 
parameters (figure 11, right panel), in (m) and the sum of neutrino masses, and the uncertainty 
in the relevant NME [172-174], can weaken but do not invalidate these results [141-145,151].
As figure 11 indicates, a measurement of (m) >  0.01 eV would either: i) determine a relatively 
narrow interval of possible values of the lightest v-mass mMIN ; or ii) would establish an upper 
limit on mMIN. If an upper limit on (m) is experimentally obtained below 0.01 eV, this would 
lead to a significant upper limit on mMIN.
The possibility of establishing CP- violation in the lepton sector due to M ajorana CPV phases 
has been studied in [73,135,154,155] and in much greater detail in [141,142,151]. It was found 
tha t it is very challenging: it requires quite accurate measurements of (m) (and of m0 for 
QD spectrum), and holds only for a limited range of values of the relevant parameters. More 
specifically [141,142,151], establishing at 2ct CP-violation associated with M ajorana neutrinos in 
the case of QD spectrum requires, for sin2 0©=0.31 in particular, a relative experimental error on 
the measured value of (m) and m0 smaller than 15%, a “theoretical uncertainty” F<1.5 in the 
value of (m) due to an imprecise knowledge of the corresponding NME, and value of the relevant 
M ajorana CPV phase a  typically within the ranges of ~  (n /4  — 3n/4) and ~  (5n/4 — 7n/4) 
(figure 11, right-hand panel).
The knowledge of the NMEs with sufficiently small uncertainty is crucial for obtaining quan­
titative information on the neutrino-mixing parameters from a measurement of (ßß)0 v-decay 
half-life. Possible tests of the NME calculations are discussed in [181].
2.3  C o m p le tin g  th e  p ic tu re
The measurements of the neutrino-oscillation parameters reviewed above hint at new interactions 
present at an extremely large mass scale, A. In scattering experiments, for example at hadron 
or lepton colliders, these new interactions are suppressed by powers of A. In contrast, neutrino 
oscillations are widely believed to be a direct consequence of the physics at the large mass scale;
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hence, measurements of neutrino oscillations probe physics at a uniquely high mass scale. The 
measurements reviewed above have established the presence of neutrino oscillations and have 
determined a number of relevant parameters. To complete the picture, a dedicated experimental 
programme is required; the elements of this experimental programme are [182]):
• The search for neutrinoless double-beta decay, to establish whether neutrinos are Majorana 
particles [183,184];
• The determination of the neutrino-mass scale by direct measurement (see for example [185]) 
or through cosmology (see for example [186,187]);
• The determination of the neutrino-mass hierarchy by combining neutrino-oscillation mea­
surements with the results of direct neutrino-mass measurements and searches for 0Vßß 
decay;
• The determination of the small mixing angle 013 through measurements of the sub-dominant 
neutrino oscillations;
• The precise determination of the mixing angle 023 to seek to establish whether 023 is maximal;
• The search for leptonic CP violation in neutrino oscillations; and
• The search for sterile light neutrinos through the observation of a third mass-squared differ­
ence in neutrino oscillations. The resent measurements from MiniBooNE [40] dis-favour a 
sterile-neutrino interpretation of the LSND results [188].
2 .3 .1  B o u n d s  on  013 from  ap p roved  ex p er im en ts
The present generation of long-baseline oscillation experiments (K2K [10] at KEK, MINOS [11] 
at the NuMI beam and ICARUS [189] and OPERA [12] at the CNGS beam, see table 3), are 
expected to measure sin2 2023 and |Am31| with a precision of 10%, if |Am31| > 10-3 eV2. 
These experiments could, in principle, measure 013 through vM ^  ve oscillations even though 
they are not optimized for such a measurement. MINOS is expected to reach a sensitivity 
of sin2 013 < 0.02 at a confidence level (CL) of 90% in 5 years [11]. The main limitation of 
the MINOS experiment is the poor electron-identification efficiency of the detector. Thanks 
to the high density and high granularity of the emulsion cloud chamber (ECC) structure, the 
OPERA detector is better suited for electron detection and can reach sin2 013 < 0.015 at 90% 
CL (for Am21 =  2.5 x 10-3 eV2), after five years exposure to the CNGS beam at nominal 
intensity [190,191].
The 013-sensitivity of the present LBL experiments (including the T2K, that will be discussed 
in more detail below) is shown in figure 12. The sensitivity of such experiments to 013 is limited 
by the power of the proton driver and by the ve contamination of the beam. In particular, the 
CNGS beam, which has been optimised for t production, has a mean energy about ten times 
larger than the first vM ^  ve oscillation peak at a baseline of 732 Km.
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Neutrino facility Proton momentum (GeV/c) L (km) E v (GeV) pot/y r (1019)
KEK PS [10] 12 250 1.5 2
FNAL NuMI [192] 120 735 3 204 34
CERN CNGS [193] 400 732 17.4 4.54- 7.6
Table 3: Main parameters for present long-baseline neutrino beams
s in  2 0 13
Figure 12: Expected 6 -sensitivity (in vacuum and for Sep  = 0) for MINOS, OPERA and for the next T2K  
experiment, compared to the CHOOZ exclusion plot. From Ref. [194].
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Another approach to search for non-vanishing 9i3 (and the 023-octant [195]) is to look at ve 
disappearance using reactor neutrinos. The relevant oscillation probability is:
P(ve ve) 1 -  sin2 2013 sin2 +  • • •, (12)
which does not depend on 023 or ö cp . At the baselines relevant for reactor-neutrino experiments, 
the dependence of the oscillation probability on Am21 and 012 is negligible. Therefore, this 
approach allows an unambiguous measurement of 013 free of correlations and degeneracies (see 
section 2.4), though it requires a very precise knowledge of the absolute flux. The Double-Chooz 
experiment [196,197] will employ a near and far detector, located at baselines of 0.2 Km and
1.05 Km respectively. Both detectors will be based on gadolinium-loaded liquid scintillator with 
a fiducial mass of 10.16 tonne. Antineutrinos will be detected using the delayed coincidence 
of the positron from the inverse ß-decay and the photons from neutron capture. The direct 
comparison of the event rates in the two detectors will allow the cancellation of many of the 
systematic errors. After 5 years of data taking, this experiment will reach a 013-sensitivity 
of sin2 013 < 0.0025 at 90% CL. Another reactor experiment has been recently proposed in 
Japan [198]. This experiment has an expected sensitivity of sin2 013 < 0.0038 at 90% CL.
Present LBL and reactor-neutrino experiments can not address the other issues raised above; 
the baselines are too short to take advantage of m atter effects required to identify the mass 
hierarchy, and they are not designed to look for CP-violation.
2 .4  D eg en era c ie s  and  co rre la tio n s
We will follow reference [199] to introduce the degeneracy problem. Other approaches have been 
proposed in references [195,200-204].
2 .4 .1  A p p ea r a n c e  channels: v e ^  v M, an d  ^  v e
It was originally pointed out in reference [205] tha t a measurement of the appearance probability 
P (va ^  Vß) =  Paß for a neutrino-oscillation experiment with a fixed baseline (L) and energy 
(E) can not be used to determine uniquely the oscillation parameters. Indeed, taking (013,£) as 
the ‘true’ values, the equation
Paß (013, ^) =  Paß (013,ö) (13)
has a continuous number of solutions. The locus of points in the (013,ö) plane satisfying this 
equation is called an ‘equiprobability’ curve. As can be seen from figure 13(left), the strong cor­
relation between 013 and ö [206] defines a strip in the (013,ö) plane compatible with Paß(013,£).
Consider now an experiment that can measure both neutrino (+) and antineutrino (—) ap­
pearance oscillation probabilities, at the same L /E . The system of equations:
( ^ )  =  Paß (013,ö) (14)
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Figure 13: Correlation of 613 and S: Left: if  only neutrinos (or antineutrinos) are measured: continuum degener­
acy; Right: if  both neutrinos (full line) and antineutrinos (dashed line) are measured: twofold degeneracy. From 
reference [207].
describes two equiprobability curves, see figure 13(right). The system has two solutions: the 
input pair (013,£) and a second, (L/E)-dependent, point. The ‘continuum degeneracy’ has been 
solved, but a discrete ambiguity in the measurement of the physical values of 013 and ö is still 
present; the ‘intrinsic degeneracy’ or ‘intrinsic clone’ [205].
More information is needed to solve the intrinsic degeneracy. This information can be obtained 
either by making independent measurements at different values of L /E  or by making use of 
independent oscillation channels. The value of L /E  may be varied, for example, by measuring the 
Neutrino Factory beam at a number of baselines [205] and [208], by varying the neutrino-beam 
energy at a beta-beam facility [209], or by measuring precisely the neutrino-energy spectrum in 
a liquid-argon detector [210]. In figure 14(left) it can be seen tha t experiments with different 
baselines have intrinsic clones in different regions of the (013,ö) plane. If the clones are well 
separated, the degeneracy can be solved. The equiprobability curves for the two oscillation 
channels ve ^  and ve ^  vt  measured at a particular L /E  are shown in figure 14(right). 
The figure shows tha t the intrinsic clones for the two channels appear in different regions of the 
parameter space, making it possible to resolve the intrinsic degeneracy.
Two other sources of ambiguities are also present [200,211,212]:
• Atmospheric-neutrino experiments measure disappearance or ^  vt  appearance for 
which the leading terms in the expressions for the oscillation probabilities depend quadrati- 
cally on A m f3, therefore the sign of A m f3 is not known [213]; and
• At leading order, the oscillation probabilities for vm, ve disappearance and ^  vt  appear­
ance depend upon sin2 2023. Therefore only the difference of 023 from 45° (maximal mixing) 
is known, i.e. it is not known whether 023 is smaller or greater than 45°.
As a consequence, future experiments must measure the two continuous variables 013 and ö as
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Figure 14: Solving the intrinsic degeneracy using: Left: same oscillation channel, but two different baselines; 
Right: same L /E , but two different oscillation channels (i.e. golden and silver). From reference [207].
well as the two discrete variables:
Satm =  sign[Am23], Soct =  sign[tan(2023)]. (15)
These two variables assume the values ±1 depending on the sign of Am| 3 (satm =  1 for m3 > m2 
and s atm =  —1 for m j < m2) and 023 (soct =  1 for 023 < n /4  and soct =  —1 for 023 > n/4). 
Therefore, taking into account the present ignorance on the neutrino masses and mixing matrix, 
equation (14) must be rewritten, more precisely, as:
Paß S; Satm , s oct) =  Paß (0^  ö; s atm =  s atm ; s oct =  s oct) , (16)
where s atm and soct have been included as input parameters in addition to $13 and Æ. In equation 
(16) we have implicitly assumed that the sign of Am| 3 and the octant for 023 are unknown. The 
following systems of equations should be considered:
Paß(013,S; s atm , s oct) =  Paß(013,ö; s atm =  s atm ; s oct =  soct) (17)
=  P a ß (013,ö; s atm =  satm; soct =  soct) (18)
=  P a ß (013, ö; s atm =  s atm ; soct =  soct) . (19)
These new sets of equiprobability systems arise when we equate the measured probability (l.h.s.) 
with the theoretical probabilities obtained including one of the three possible wrong guesses of 
satm  and soct (r.h.s.).
Solving the four systems of equations (16)- (19) will yield the true solution plus additional 
‘clones’, forming an eightfold-degeneracy [212]. These eight solutions are respectively:
• The true solution and its intrinsic clone, obtained solving the system in equation (16);
• The A m |3-sign clones (hereafter called ‘sign’ clones) of the true and intrinsic solution, ob­
tained solving the system in equation (17);
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The 023-octant clones (hereafter called ‘octant’ clones) of the true and intrinsic solution, 
obtained solving the system in equation (18); and
The Amatm-sign 023-octant clones (hereafter called ‘mixed’ clones) of the true and intrinsic 
solution, obtained solving the system in equation (19).
Notice, however, tha t transition probabilities are not the experimentally measured quantities. 
Experimental results are given in terms of the number of charged leptons observed in a specific 
detector. For the Neutrino Factory ‘golden channel’ (ve ^  v: ), for example, one counts the 
number of muons with charge opposite to the charge of the muons circulating in the storage ring. 
If the detector can measure the final state lepton and hadron energies with enough precision, 
events can be grouped in energy bins of width A E. The number of muons in the ith energy bin 
for the input pair (013 , s ), for a parent muon energy E : , is given by:
• f dav (p )(E „ ,E V) , _ _ d $ v (p )(EV, E„) 1 Ei+AE
n ; t (013,0) = \ ^  ! eg) P ± (E u,d13,ó) eg) \ (20)
dEu dEv Ei
where ® stands for a convolution integral, N • is the number of events in bin i, E v is the neutrino 
energy, E :  is the scattered muon energy, ovmM(PM), is the neutrino charged-current scattering 
cross section, and $  is the neutrino flux. Solving the following systems of equations, for a given 
energy bin and fixed input parameters (013 , s ):
N iu± (013, S; Satm,Soct) =  N V  (0 13 ,ö
n ;  ± ( 
n ;  ± ( 
n :  ±
?13,0 
013, ö
(013, ö
s atm — s atmi s oct — s oct)
s atm — s atmi s oct — s oct)
s atm — s atm , s oct — s oct)
s atm — s atm , s oct — s oct)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
yields the eight solutions corresponding to the i-th bin.
The existence of unsolved degeneracies results in a loss of sensitivity to the unknowns 013, ö, satm 
(see below). The best way to solve the degeneracies is to perform a set of complementary mea­
surements; experiments must have different baselines, good energy resolution, and access to 
different channels. There is no ‘synergy’ in experiments at the same L /E  measuring the same 
channel [214]. A method to look for optimal combinations of measurements based on solving the 
set of systems of equations (21)- (24) has been presented in reference [199]. Most of the previous 
considerations also apply to the T-conjugated transition ^  ve and to ve ^  vt  (the Neutrino 
Factory ‘silver channel’).
2 .4 .2  D isa p p e a ra n ce  channels: ^
An independent measurement of the atmospheric parameters 023 and A m 23 can be made via 
the v: -disappearance channel using a conventional neutrino beam or the Neutrino Factory. 
It is expected tha t this kind of measurement will reduce the error on the atmospheric-mass 
difference to less than 10% with a few years of data if Am| 3 > 2.2 x 10-3 eV2 [215]. The
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expected error on the atmospheric angle depends on the value of 023 itself, the smallest error 
being achieved for large, but non-maximal, mixing [216]. It is interesting to study in detail the 
parameter correlations and degeneracies tha t affect this measurement and tha t can induce large 
uncertainties. The vacuum-oscillation probability expanded to the second order in the small 
parameters 013 and (A 12L /E ) [213] is:
where J  =  cos 013 sin2012 sin2013 sin2023 and A 23 =  A m |3/2E , A 12 =  A m 22/2E . The dom­
inant contribution comes from first term in the first parenthesis which is symmetric under 
023 ^  n /2  — 023. This symmetry is lifted by the other terms which introduce a mild CP- 
conserving ö-dependence, albeit through sub-leading effects which are very difficult to isolate.
Since the satm =  sign(A m |3) is unknown, two systems of equations must be solved:
where s atm is the physical mass hierarchy. For non-maximal 023, four different solutions are 
obtained. For |A m |3| ~  Amatm equation (26) yields two solutions, the input value 023 =  023 
and 023 ~  n /2  — 023. The second solution is not exactly 023 =  n /2  — 023 due to the small
second term  positive; a change th a t m ust be com pensated w ith an increase in |A m 23| to  give
P ± i ( A m litm; s atm ) =  (|Am 23|; —satm) .
The result of a fit to  the disappearance-channel d a ta  a t the T2K phase I experiment is shown
012 =  33°. For maximal mixing, 023 =  45°, figure 15 (left), two solutions are found at 90 % CL 
when both choices of satm are considered. On the other hand, using a non-maximal atmospheric
general, a two-fold or four-fold degeneracy m ust be discussed in the disappearance channel.
Notice how the disappearance sign clones appear a t a value of |A m |3| higher than  the input 
value. This is expected from equation (25); the shift in the vertical axis is a function of 013 and 
ö which, in this case, has been kept fixed at 013 =  0° =  ö. The degeneracy can be softened or 
solved by using detectors a t baselines long enough th a t m atter effects can be exploited [218].
2 2012 +  sf2 sin2 2023 cos(A23L)], (25)
A m ltm ; s atm ) =  |Am23|; satm) ; (26)
and
A m ltm ; s  atm ) =  |Am23|; —satm) , (27)
023-octant asymmetry; Two more solutions from equation (27) at a different value of |A m |3| 
are also present [217]. In equation (25) we can see tha t changing the sign of Am| 3 makes the
I 3
in figure 15 for three different values of the atmospheric mass difference Am23 =  (2.2,2.5,2.8) x 
10-3 eV2. Fixed values of the solar parameters have been used, A m ^2 =  8.2 x 10-5 eV2;
angle 023 =  41.5° (sin2 023 =  0.44) four degenerate solutions are found, figure 15(right). In
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Figure 15: The sign degeneracy at T2K-I; left: 023 = 45° ; right: 023 = 41.5°.
2 .4 .3  A  m a tter  o f  co n v en tio n s
It is useful to  open here a short parenthesis to  address a problem th a t arose recently concerning 
the ‘physical’ meaning of the variables used to  fit the ‘atm ospheric’ mass difference, A m 2atm. 
Notice, first of all, th a t the experim entally m easured solar-mass difference A m ^ ol can be un­
ambiguously identified with the three-family param eter A m \ 2 =  m2 — m f .  This is not true 
for the experim entally m easured atm ospheric mass difference A m 2atm . Since the sub-leading 
solar effects are, a t present, barely seen in atm ospheric neutrino experiments we can define the 
three-family param eter to  be used in the fits in a num ber of ways: by using Am | 3 =  m j — m f ; 
A m f3 =  m \  — m \;  or A m 2 =  (A m f3 +  Am23) / 2  [219]. A good description of the da ta  will be 
obtained with either choice. W hen measurem ents of the atm ospheric mass-squared difference 
with a precision at the level of 10-4  eV2 are available, however, the different choices of the fitting 
param eter will give different results.
This effect can be observed in figure 16, where the three choices introduced above are com­
pared. The three panels show the 90% CL contours resulting from a fit to  the experim ental 
da ta  corresponding to  the input value, A m 2atm =  2.5 x 1 0 - 3 , in normal hierarchy, bu t fitted 
using in tu rn  Am | 3 (left panel), Am23 (middle panel) and A m 2 (right panel). It can be seen 
th a t the contour corresponding to  the normal hierarchy, s atm =  satm, is always located around 
the input value. On the other hand, the contour obtained for the inverted hierarchy is located 
above, below, or on top of the input value depending on the choice of fitting variable. This is a 
consequence of the fact th a t the difference between each of the  possible choices is O (A m f2).
For three-family mixing, three ‘frequencies’ can be defined, the shortest being the solar- 
oscillation frequency (unambiguously related to  the mass difference A m 22). In the case of the 
normal hierarchy, the middle frequency is related to  Am | 3 and the longest one to  A m f3. In the 
case of the inverted hierarchy these two frequencies are interchanged and the middle frequency 
will be related to  Am 32 and not to  A m J2. For this reason, it has been suggested th a t the anal­
ysis of the normal and inverted hierarchies should be presented using variables which m aintain
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Figure 16: Different choices of the three-family “atmospheric” mass difference; left: Am23; middle: Am23; right: 
Am2, [219].
the  ordering of the oscillation frequencies.
2 .4 .4  D isa p p e a ra n ce  channels: v e ^  v e
A beta-beam  or N eutrino Factory can exploit the ve-disappearance channel to  m easure the solar 
param eters A m f2, $12  or d13 in a degeneracy-free environment. The ve-disappearance probability 
does not depend on ö or on d23. The 0 13 m easurem ent is, therefore, not affected by ( $ 13 — 5) 
correlations or the s oct ambiguity. The ve ^  ve m atter-oscillation probability, expanded at 
second order in the small param eters 013 and ( A m \ 2L / E ) ,  is [220 ]:
P t  =  1 -  ( ^ )  s in 2 (2 0 i3) s in 2 -  (~r) s in 2 (2 0 i2) s in 2 (4^) > (2 8 )
where A 23 =  A n i 23/2 E ,  A 12 =  A m 22/ 2E , A  =  s /2 G p N e, and B zF =  | 4^ =F A 231 - This equation 
describes reasonably well the behaviour of the transition  probability in the energy range covered 
by the beta-beam  facilities presently considered. Two sources of ambiguities are still present in 
ve-disappearance measurements, s atm (for large values of d13, i.e. in the ‘atm ospheric’ region) 
and the 0 13 — d12 correlation (for small values of $13, i.e. in the ‘solar’ region). A beta-beam  
could in principle improve the precision w ith which the solar param eters are known through ve 
disappearance measurements. This is not the  case for a beta-beam  facility in which the neutrino 
energy of ~  100 MeV is m atched to  a baseline of ~  100 km. For such a facility, a t large $13, the 
second term  in equation (28) dom inates over the last term . On the  o ther hand, for small d13 the 
statistics is too low to improve upon the present uncertainties on d 12 and A m 22 (note th a t the 
energy and baseline of the low-7  beta-beam  has not been chosen to  perform this task). It has 
been shown th a t if system atic errors cannot be controlled to  be tte r than  at 5%, the beta-beam  
disappearance channel does not improve the CHOOZ bound on 013 [217].
Equation (28) can also be applied to  reactor-neutrino experiments which aim at a precise 
measurem ent of d13 in a ‘degeneracy-free’ regime. For the typical baseline and energy of a reactor 
experim ent (e.g., L =  1.05 km and (E v ) =  4 MeV for the Double-Chooz proposal [196,197]) 
we can safely consider antineutrino propagation in vacuum. As a consequence, no sensitivity 
to  s atm is expected at these experiments, since B T ^  A 23 for A 23 »  A . It is very difficult for 
reactor experiments to  test small values of $13, and thus the 013 — d 12 correlation (significant 
only in the “solar” region) can also be neglected.
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3 Im plications for new  physics and cosm ology
Neutrino mass is the first example of physics beyond the Standard Model. The extreme smallness 
of neutrino masses, compared to charged fermion masses, and the large mixing angles, are both 
mysteries tha t make more acute the flavour problem in the Standard Model: why are there 
three families of quarks and leptons with the masses and mixings tha t are observed? Although 
there are many ideas concerning the underlying mechanism by which neutrino mass is generated, 
at present none of the proposed mechanisms have any experimental foundation; to make real 
progress more data is required. The neutrino masses and mixings are as fundamental as those of 
the quarks, yet the precision with which the neutrino-mixing parameters are known is very poor 
when compared to the precision of the quark parameters. Some of the neutrino parameters, 
such as the reactor angle and the CP-violating phase, have yet to be measured, and the sign of 
the atmospheric mass-squared difference is undetermined. If neutrino are Dirac fermions, then 
neutrino masses may arise in a manner similar to tha t which generates the masses of the other 
charged fundamental fermions. However, if neutrinos are Majorana particles, then the mass- 
generation mechanism may be quite different. These issues, which have profound implications 
for particle physics and cosmology, will be discussed in detail in this section.
3.1 T h e  orig in  o f  sm a ll n eu tr in o  m ass
This section will address the implications of see-saw mechanisms, supersymmetry and R-parity 
violation, extra dimensions, string theory, and TeV scale mechanisms for small neutrino masses 
on the properties of the neutrinos.
3 .1 .1  S ee-S aw  m ech an ism s
The charged-fermion spectrum already contains quite strong hierarchies with the electron mass 
being a few million times smaller than the top-quark mass. Neutrino masses are also very 
small compared to charged-fermion masses, with the atmospheric neutrino mass being a few 
million times smaller than the electron mass. Such severe fermion mass hierarchies demand some 
explanation. One simple approach is based on the see-saw mechanism and its generalisation to 
include the charged-fermion masses by Froggatt and Nielsen [221]. The idea is tha t all Yukawa 
couplings are of order unity, but lowest order Yukawa couplings to Higgs fields are forbidden by 
some symmetry; neutrino masses are further suppressed by the fact tha t right-handed neutrinos 
are very heavy. Small effective Yukawa couplings and small Majorana masses are then generated 
at higher order, suppressed by ratios of vacuum expectation values (vevs) to heavy field masses. 
The see-saw mechanism thus provides a convincing explanation for the smallness of neutrino 
masses. Here we review its simplest form, the type I see-saw mechanism and its generalisation 
to the type II see-saw mechanism.
Before discussing the see-saw mechanism, the different types of neutrino mass that are possible 
will be reviewed. So far we have been assuming that neutrino masses are Majorana masses of
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the form:
m vLLiyLv£ (29)
where vl is a left-handed neutrino field and vR is the CP conjugate of a left-handed neutrino 
field, in other words a right-handed anti-neutrino field. M ajorana masses imply lepton-number 
violation. Note that lepton-number violation is forbidden by gauge invariance at the renor­
malisation level in extensions of the Standard Model in which the Higgs sector only contains 
doublets. The simplest version of the see-saw mechanism assumes that Majorana-mass terms 
are generated through the interactions of the right-handed neutrinos [127,222,223].
If we introduce right-handed neutrino fields then there are two sorts of additional neutrino 
mass terms that are possible: additional Majorana masses of the form:
+  hermitian conjugate , (30)
where vr is a right-handed neutrino field, vR is the CP conjugate of a right-handed neutrino 
field, in other words a left-handed antineutrino field; and Dirac masses of the form:
m LR^ 7Lï/R +  hermitian conjugate . (31)
Such Dirac mass terms conserve lepton number, and are not forbidden by electric-charge con­
servation.
Once this is done, the types of neutrino mass described in equations (30), (31) (but not 
equation (29) since we do not assume direct mass terms, e.g. from Higgs triplets, at this stage) 
are permitted, and we have the mass matrix:
ï 'l  ) ( „r * * hermitian conjugate . (32)
m LR
Since the right-handed neutrinos are electroweak singlets, the Majorana masses of the right­
handed neutrinos, M r r , may be orders of magnitude larger than the electroweak scale. In the 
approximation that MRR »  mLR the matrix in equation (32) may be diagonalised to yield 
effective Majorana masses of the type in equation (29):
m LL =  - m LRm r r m LR • (33)
The effective left-handed Majorana masses, mLL, are naturally suppressed by the heavy scale, 
M r r . In a one-family example, if we take mLR =  MW and MRR =  MGut , then we find 
mLL ~  10-3 eV which looks good for solar neutrinos. Atmospheric neutrino masses would 
require a right-handed neutrino with a mass below the GUT scale.
W ith three left-handed neutrinos and three right-handed neutrinos the Dirac masses, mLR, 
are a 3 x 3 (complex) matrix and the heavy Majorana masses, M r r , form a separate 3 x 3 
(complex, symmetric) matrix. The light effective Majorana masses mLL are also a 3 x 3 (complex 
symmetric) matrix and continue to be given by equation (33) which is now interpreted as a
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Figure 17: Diagram illustrating the type I see-saw mechanism.
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m atrix product. From a m odel-building perspective the fundam ental param eters which m ust be 
input into the see-saw mechanism are the Dirac mass m atrix  and the heavy right-handed 
neutrino M ajorana mass m atrix  M rr . The light effective left-handed M ajorana mass m atrix  
m ^L arises as an ou tpu t according to  the see-saw formula in equation (33).
The version of the see-saw mechanism discussed so far is sometimes called the type I see­
saw mechanism. It is the simplest version of the see-saw mechanism, and can be thought of as 
resulting from integrating out heavy right-handed neutrinos to  produce the effective dimension-5 
neutrino mass operator:
— ■ L t ) k ( Hu ■ L )  , (34)
where the dot indicates the SU(2)L-invariant product, and:
k =  2 YvMRRy J  , (35)
w ith Yv being the neutrino Yukawa couplings and mLR =  Yvvu w ith vu =  (H u). The type I 
see-saw mechanism is illustrated diagram m atically in figure 17.
In models with a left-right symmetric particle content such as minimal left-right symmetric 
models, Pati-Salam  models, or Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) based on S0(10), the type I 
see-saw mechanism is often generalised to  a type II see-saw (see e.g. [70,224-227]), where an 
additional direct mass term , mLL, for the light neutrinos is present.
W ith  such an additional direct mass term , the general neutrino mass m atrix  is given by:
< )  I 1 ^  I . (36)
mLR M r r  J  \  Vr
U nder the assum ption th a t the mass eigenvalues M Ri of M rr  are very large compared to  the 
components of mL!L and m LR, the mass m atrix  can approxim ately be diagonalised yielding 
effective M ajorana masses:
m LL -  m LL +  m LL , (37)
w ith :
m lLL ~  - m LR M rR  m LR, (38)
for the light neutrinos.
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Figure 18: Diagram leading to a type II contribution mlL to the neutrino mass matrix via an induced vev of the 
neutral component of a triplet Higgs A.
The direct mass term, m ]L, can also provide a naturally small contribution to the light- 
neutrino masses if it stems, e.g., from a see-saw suppressed induced vacuum-expectation value. 
We will refer to the general case, where both possibilities are allowed, as the II see-saw mecha­
nism. Realising the type II contribution by generating the dimension-5 operator in equation (34) 
via the exchange of heavy Higgs triplets of SU(2)L is illustrated diagrammatically in figure 18.
3 .1 .2  S u p e rsy m m e try  and  R -p a r ity  V io la tio n
Another example of the origin of small neutrino masses is R-parity violating supersymmetry 
(SUSY) (for a review see [228]). Here, the left-handed neutrinos mix with neutralinos after 
SUSY breaking, leading to small, loop suppressed, M ajorana masses. The masses depend on 
the SUSY mass spectrum. Should SUSY be discovered, and the mass spectrum determined, at 
high-energy colliders, the theory could be used to predict the Majorana masses.
In any supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model it is possible to introduce interactions 
tha t break R-parity, defined as R =  (—1)3B+L+2S [229], where L , B ,  and S are the lepton 
number, baryon number, and spin, respectively. The interactions tha t can contribute to the 
neutrino masses must also violate lepton number, and are given by [230] :
WRpv  = £ab [ i h j k L ^ R k  +  KjkLtQ^Dk + eiL?H>] (39)
The trilinear R-Parity violating (TRpV) parameters Aij k and A j  are dimensionless Yukawa 
couplings tha t violate lepton number keeping baryon number conserved. The baryon number 
violating interactions (of the form \ \" IJD D ) can also be included, leading to proton decay. The 
present limit on the lifetime of the proton [231] leads to stringent constraints on products of A 
couplings, although such constraints can be relaxed in the case of Split Supersymmetry [232].
The bilinear R-Parity violating (BRpV) parameters, e^ , induce sneutrino vacuum expectation 
values Vi, as well as mixing between particles and sparticles. In particular, neutrinos mix with 
neutralinos forming a set of seven neutral fermions Fi0. A low energy see-saw mechanism induces
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the tree-level neutrino-mass matrix [233] :
v *° 4det(.M  o)
'  a 2 A 1 A 2 A1 A3
A 1 A 2 a 2 A2 A3
_A1 A3 A2A3 a3 .
(40)
where M x 0 is the Minimal Supersymmetrie Standard Model (MSSM) (for a review see [234]) 
neutralino mass matrix and the parameters A i =  ß v i +  eiVd are proportional to the sneutrino 
vevs in the basis where the ei terms are rotated away from the superpotential. Note tha t if this 
is done BRpV reappears in the soft terms [235].
The tree-level neutrino mass matrix has only one non-zero eigenvalue, equal to the trace of the 
matrix in equation (40), and therefore proportional to |A|2. If the above tree-level contribution 
dominates over one-loop graphs, the square of this eigenvalue would be equal to the atmospheric 
mass-squared difference, A m 22 ~  m 3°)2, and the atmospheric and reactor angles would be given 
by tan2 ~  Ag/A3 and tan2 ^  æ A2/(A2 +  A2) respectively. W ithout one-loop corrections, 
the solar mass-squared difference and the solar angle remain undetermined.
Once the one-loop corrections are included [236] the symmetry of the neutrino mass matrix 
in equation (40) is broken and thus the solar mass squared difference is generated radiatively. 
The one-loop corrected neutrino-mass matrix has the general form:
Mj' =  A A iA j  +  B ( e iA j  +  ej Ai) +  Ceiej , (41)
where A(0) =  (g2M 2 +  g/2M2)/4 d e t(M xo) is the only non-zero coefficient at tree-level. In BRpV 
most particles contribute in loops to the neutrino mass matrix. An important loop is the one 
involving bottom quarks and squarks, which is shown in figure 19. The external arrows represent 
the flow of lepton number, while the internal ones show the flow of the bottom-quark electric 
charge, and the cross signals a mass insertion. The complete dashed line represents a single scalar 
propagator corresponding to the heavy bottom squark b2, with the full circles pictorially showing 
the component of this mass eigenstate in left and right sbottoms. The external lines are the 
neutrino states which define the basis used to write the neutrino mass matrix in equation (40). 
The open circles pictorially represent the component of these neutrinos in higgsinos and indicates 
the place where R-Parity is violated. A similar graph with the light sbottom, b2, is obtained 
replacing c; ^  —s; and s; ^  c;. The sum of these two graphs contributes to the coefficient C 
in the following way:
c<i> =  si,l(2"») a -b«a  - (42)
where Nc =  3 is the number of colours, and we have defined:
A B ;ib2 =  B°(0; mg,m22) -  B° (0; ) æ -  ln(m | / m 2i ) . (43)
The result in equation (42) can be understood with the help of the graph presented above. It 
is proportional to the bottom-quark mass due to the mass insertion, and to the square of the 
bottom Yukawa coupling due to the vertices. The sbottom mixing contributes with the factor
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Figure 19: Pictorial representation of the bottom-sbottom loops contributing to the neutrino mass matrix, with 
Rp violated bilinearly in the open circles.
sin(20^), and the higgsino-neutrino mixing accounts for the factor e^ej/ß 2, where the e parameters 
have been factored out from C . The contribution is finite because Veltman functions [237] from 
b2 and b\ are subtracted from each other. The contribution to the B parameter can be obtained 
using B (b) =  —a 3ß C (b), with a3 =  v u (g2M 1 +  g/2M2)/4 d e t(M x0), as can be inferred from the 
neutralino-neutrino mixing shown in the graph. There is also a contribution Ab, but it is in 
general a small correction to A(0).
There are similar loops with charged scalars S+ (charged Higgs bosons mixing with charged 
sleptons [238]) together with charged fermions F +  (charginos mixing with charged leptons [239]). 
Among these are the charged Higgs and stau contributions which have the same form as that 
given in equation (42) with the replacements b ^  t , b ^  f ,  and taking Nc =  1 . There are also 
loops with neutral scalars SO (neutral Higgs bosons mixing with sneutrinos [240]) together with 
the neutral fermions F 0  mentioned above.
BRpV can successfully be embedded in supergravity [241], although with non-universal ej 
terms at the GUT scale (as well as bilinear soft terms Bj, associated to ej). By definition, the 
coefficients A, B, and C in equation (41) depend exclusively on the universal scalar mass m0, 
gaugino mass M 2/2, and trilinear parameter A0 at the GUT scale, and the values of tan ß  and 
ß at the weak scale. In figure 20 we see the region of the m 0 — M 1/ 2 plane consistent with 
neutrino experimental data, for fixed values of the BRpV parameters e1 =  —0.0004, e2 =  0.052, 
e3 =  0.051 GeV, and A1 =  0.022, A2 =  0.0003, A3 =  0.039 GeV2 [242]. In this scenario, the 
solar mass-squared difference strongly limits the universal gaugino mass from above and below. 
Large values of the universal scalar mass are limited mainly by the atmospheric mass-squared 
difference.
This model can be tested at colliders, and the main signal that differentiates it from the 
MSSM is the decay of the lightest neutralino which decays only in RpV modes. In the scenario 
of figure 20 the neutralino mass is 99 GeV and decays to an on-shell W , satisfying:
B(x°i ^  We) A?
B ( X Ï  -  W » )  A2 • 1 j
Such ratios can be directly related to neutrino mixing angles [243].
Other scenarios have been studied, for example Anomaly Mediated Super-Symmetry Breaking 
(AMSB) [245], and Gauge Mediated Supersymmetry Breaking [246], and Split Supersymmetry
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Figure 20: Region of parameter space where solutions satisfy all experimental constraints [242].
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Figure 21: Atmospheric and solar mass-squared differences as a function of susy masses in AMSB [244].
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Figure 22: Pictorial representation of the fermion-sfermion loops contributing to the neutrino mass matrix, with 
Rp violated trilinearly in the open circles.
[247]. In the case of AMSB we see in figure 21 how the solar and atmospheric mass-squared 
differences depend on the universal scalar and gaugino masses, for fixed values of the BRpV 
parameters e1 =  -0.015, e2 =  -0.018, e3 =  0.011 GeV, and Ai =  -0.03, A2 =  -0.09, A3 =  
-0 .09  GeV2.
TRpV interactions do not contribute to neutrino masses at tree-level [248]. The one-loop 
contributions to these diagrams are given by the diagrams shown in figure 22. The convention 
for the graphs is the same as before. Analogous graphs are obtained for the light scalars dn and 
in with the replacement cj^ ^  and s j  ^  cj^ . The mixing angles are:
Note tha t the contribution to the neutrino mass matrix is symmetric in the indices i and j  [249].
which can be added to equation (41). In this way, BRpV and TRpV, together or separated, can 
explain the neutrino masses and oscillations observed in experiments.
3 .1 .3  E x tr a  D im en sio n s
The basic gauge-theoretic way to account for small neutrino masses is to ascribe them to the vi­
olation of lepton number by adding to the SM an effective dimension-five operator O =  ALHLH 
[250] (see figure 23). The favourite scenario realising this idea is the “see-saw” mechanism, which 
requires the presence of singlet “right”-handed neutrinos, which mix with the ordinary SU(2) 
doublet “left”-handed neutrinos [251]. The suppression of the neutrino masses results from the
M Ln -  M Rn M Ln -  M Rn
The contribution to the neutrino mass matrix due to TRpV is:
(45)
(46)
kn
A similar contribution holds for leptons and sleptons inside the loop, replacing A  by A couplings. 
In the approximation where only particles of the third generation contribute inside the loops, 
the shift to the neutrino mass matrix from TRpV is:
(A M j)TRpV =  D A 33A' 33 +  EAi33Aj33 , (47)
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Figure 23: Dimension five operator responsible for neutrino mass. L denotes any of the three lepton doublets 
and H is the SM scalar doublet.
structure of the full mass matrix [70,252]. In the simplest versions of this mechanism the mass 
of the extra states should be about ten orders of magnitude larger than the electroweak scale.
Recently, there have been a number of attem pts to explain neutrino oscillations in theories with 
large internal dimensions and a low fundamental scale [253-257]. A convenient, perturbatively- 
calculable framework is type I string theory with D-branes. The SM is then localised on a stack 
of D-branes, transverse to some large extra dimensions, where gravity propagates. D-brane 
models offer a novel scenario to account for neutrino masses [258-263]; right-handed neutrinos 
are assumed to propagate in the bulk while left-handed neutrinos, being a part of the lepton 
doublet, live on the SM branes. As a result, the Dirac neutrino mass is naturally suppressed by 
the bulk volume. Adjusting this volume, so tha t the string scale lies in the TeV range, leads to 
tiny neutrino masses compatible with current experimental data.
Indeed, the relation between the string scale, Ms, and the four-dimensional Planck mass, M p,
is:
8
Mp = - r VbM2 , (48)
where g is the SM gauge coupling and Vb is the volume of the bulk in string units. The simplest 
way to introduce a right-handed neutrino is to identify it with an open string excitation on some 
(stack of) brane(s) extended in the bulk. Moreover the SM Higgs and lepton doublets must 
come from open strings stretched between the SM and bulk branes and thus, living at their 
intersection, they couple to the bulk neutrino state. More precisely, its kinetic term is:
Skin = Vb d4X ^  [vRmpVRm. +  ^Rmß^Rm +  ^ R m ^ R m  +  C'C'}  > (49)
m
where the sum is extended over all Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations, denoted collectively by m. 
For simplicity we assumed a toroidal compactification for n extra dimensions of common radius 
R, with Vb =  (2nR)n in string units. The two states vR and correspond to the left and 
right four-dimensional (4d) components of the higher-dimensional spinor. The zero-mode vr0 
will be identified with the right-handed-neutrino state, while vR0 may be projected out from the 
spectrum by an orbifold projection and is not relevant for our purposes.
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The interaction of the bulk neutrino with the localised Higgs and lepton doublets reads:
S in t =  X J  d4x H ( x ) L ( x ) v R ( x , y  =  0), (50)
where it has been assumed that the SM brane stack is localised at the origin of the bulk and 
the coupling, X, is in general of order g2 (X is equal to g2 in the simplest 3-brane realisation of 
the SM). By expanding v r  in KK modes, one gets the mass terms:
Smass =  'y y ^L^Rrn i (^1)
m
where v is the Higgs expectation value, (H ) =  v. Note tha t the apparent mixing of vL with 
all KK excitations can be neglected since its strength (51) is much smaller than the KK mass 
gv/R n/2 < <  1/R, or equivalently gv < <  Rn/2-1, which is valid for any n > 2. As a result, the 
right-handed neutrino is essentially the zero mode v r0 and taking into account the normalisation 
of its kinetic term (49), one obtains a Dirac neutrino mass, m vvLvRm, with:
Xv V&X M s
"  ~  M p ' ( ]
which is of the order of 10-3 to 10-2 eV for Ms ~  1 — 10 TeV.
The extra dimensional neutrino-mass suppression mechanism described above can be desta­
bilized by the presence of a large Majorana neutrino-mass term. Indeed, in the absence of any 
protecting symmetry, the lepton-number-violating dimension-5 effective operator in figure 23 
will be present. This would lead, in the case of TeV-string-scale models, to an unacceptable 
Majorana mass term of the order of a few GeV. Even if we manage to eliminate this operator in 
some particular model, higher-order operators would also give unacceptably large contributions, 
since in low-scale gravity models the ratio between the Higgs vacuum expectation value and the 
string scale is of order 0 (1/10 — 1/ 100).
An elegant way to avoid this problem was suggested in reference [264]. It consists of assuming 
that the bulk sector, where the SM singlet states live, is eight-dimensional. There is, how­
ever, a general theorem tha t states that in eight dimensions there can be no massive Majorana 
spinor [265-268]. Moreover, further unwanted large L-violating contributions to neutrino masses 
could be prevented by imposing lepton-number conservation leaving only the Dirac mass (52). 
Indeed, lepton number often arises as an anomalous abelian gauge symmetry associated to the 
U(1)b of the bulk (stack of) brane(s), possibly in a linear combination with other U(1)’s [269,270]. 
The anomaly is canceled by shifting an axion field from the closed string (Ramond-Ramond) 
sector [271,272]. As a result, the gauge boson becomes massive, while lepton number remains 
unbroken as an effective global symmetry in perturbation theory [273]. The gauge coupling, gb, 
of the bulk U(1)b gauge boson is extremely small since it is suppressed by the volume of the 
bulk Vb:
1 -  1 v  - 9 2 m p
2 2 b o i\/r2 ’ ( )g2 g2 8 M s2
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where in the second equality we used equation (48). It follows tha t gb ~  10—16 — 10—14 for 
Ms ~  1 — 10 TeV. Such a theory would lead to light Dirac neutrino masses, in contrast with 
general four-dimensional gauge-theoretic expectations which lead to Majorana neutrinos [251].
If the U(1)b gauge boson is light, it would be copiously produced in stellar processes, leading 
to supernova cooling through energy loss in the bulk of extra dimensions. There are strong 
constraints coming from supernova observations. Note that the corresponding process is much 
stronger than the production of gravitons because of the non-derivative coupling of the gauge- 
boson interaction [259]. In fact, for the case of n large transverse dimensions of common radius 
R, satisfying mA , R —1 < < T  with mA the gauge boson mass and T  the supernova temperature, 
the production rate, Pa , is proportional to:
with mass less than T. This rate can be compared with the corresponding graviton production:
showing tha t for n =  2 (sub)millimeter extra dimensions, it is unacceptably large, unless the 
bulk gauge boson acquires a mass mA > 10 MeV. For n > 3, the supernova bound becomes 
much weaker and mA may be much smaller [274]. Such a light gauge boson can mediate short 
distance forces within the range of table-top experiments tha t test Newton’s law at very short 
distances [275-278].
These theories also lead to novel ways to generate neutrino oscillations. The interaction term 
in equation (50) involves in general all left-handed neutrinos and additional Higgs doublets:
3 3
^  X iL iH iV R  ^  ^ 2  Xi vi ViL vr  , (56)
i=1 i=1
where i is a generation index and for each generation i, H i is one of the possible available 
Higgs doublets Hd or H u , providing also masses to down or to up quarks, with vi =  (Hi) 
the corresponding vev. The above couplings give mass to one linear combination of the weak 
eigenstates while the other two remain massless. The mass is given by equation (52) with 
Xv replaced by The right-handed neutrino, being a bulk state, has a tower of KK
excitations. The mixing of these states with the ordinary neutrinos may have an impact upon 
neutrino oscillations.
3.1.3.1 The effect o f extra  dim ensions
The most im portant features of the data on neutrino oscillations tha t are relevant for the 
present discussion are:
1. The existence of spectral distortions indicative of neutrino oscillations;
(54)
where the factor [R(T — mA)]n counts the number of KK excitations of the U(1)b gauge boson
(55)
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2. The solar mixing angle is large but significantly non-maximal;
3. The atm ospheric best-fit mixing angle is maximal;
4. Both solar and atm ospheric oscillation d a ta  strongly as well as the recent MiniBoone d a ta  [40] 
disfavour the presence of sterile neutrino states in the channel to  which the relevant neutrino 
is oscillating.
There are several discussions in the literature [258-263] regarding neutrino masses and oscilla­
tions in the context of extra dimensions. Most of these discussions are restricted to  the case of an 
effectively one-dimensional bulk. This simple one-dimensional bulk picture is not realistic [279], 
as it is at odds with the current global sta tus of neutrino-oscillation d a ta  given in reference [67] 
and described above. Indeed, such a picture violates at least one of the four points mentioned 
above. In addition there is also a serious theoretical problem, since one-dimensional propagation 
of massless bulk states gives rise to  linearly growing fluctuations which, in general, yield large 
corrections to  all couplings of the effective field theory, destabilizing the hierarchy [280].
In the case of a two-dimensional bulk the situation is significantly improved [270]. Indeed, there 
is enough structure  to  describe both  solar and atm ospheric oscillations by introducing a single 
bulk-neutrino pair, using essentially the two lowest frequencies of the neutrino-m ass m atrix: the 
mass of the zero mode (equation (52)), arising via the electroweak Higgs phenomenon, which 
is suppressed by the volume of the bulk, and the mass of the first KK excitation. The former 
is used to  reproduce the solar-neutrino data. The later is used to  explain atm ospheric-neutrino 
oscillations, which have a higher oscillation frequency, w ith an am plitude which is enhanced due 
to  logarithmic corrections of the two-dimensional bulk [280]. One can see, however, th a t a t least 
condition (4) above is violated, as there is a significant sterile component at least in one of the 
channels of neutrino conversion, corresponding to  the KK excitations of the bulk right-handed 
neutrino, and this is highly disfavoured by the global fits of neutrino oscillations [67].
One way out is to  introduce three bulk neutrinos and explain the observed neutrino oscillations 
in the trad itional way [281]. In this case, vr  in equation (56) would carry a generation index i 
and all left-handed neutrinos would acquire Dirac-type masses w ith the zero modes of the bulk 
states. Moreover, the effect of KK mixing can be suppressed by appropriately decreasing the size 
of the ex tra  dimensions and thus increasing the value of the string scale. Thus, in this limit one 
would obtain the generic case of three Dirac neutrinos, and the lepton-mixing m atrix  depends 
on precisely three angles and one CP phase, as the quark-m ixing m atrix. Correspondingly, the 
oscillation pa tte rn  is “generic” w ithout special predictions. Having Dirac instead of M ajorana 
neutrinos can be experimentally tested by searching for the existence of processes like 0 v ß ß .
On the other hand, “extra-dim ensional” signatures may be present in oscillations at a sub­
leading level, as non-standard interactions (see [251] for a short discussion). The Neutrino 
Factory will provide an interesting laboratory to  probe for the possible presence of such effects.
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3 .1 .4  S tr in g  T h eo ry
There has been relatively little work on the implications of superstring theories for neutrino 
masses. However, it is known th a t some of the ingredients employed in G rand Unified Theories 
and other four-dimensional models may be difficult to  implement in known types of construc­
tions. For example, the chiral superm ultiplets th a t survive in the effective four-dimensional field 
theory are generally bi-fundam ental in two of the gauge-group factors (including the case of 
fundam ental under one factor and charged under a U (1)) for lowest-level heterotic construc­
tions; or either bi-fundam ental, adjoint, antisym m etric, or symmetric for intersecting brane 
constructions. This makes it difficult to  break the GUT symmetry, and even more so to  find the 
high-dimensional Higgs representations (such as the 126 of S 0 (10 )) usually employed in GUT 
models for neutrino and other fermion masses. Thus, it may be difficult to  embed directly many 
of the models, especially GUT models involving high-dimensional representations ra ther than  
higher-dimensional operators, in a string framework. Perhaps more likely is th a t the underly­
ing string theory breaks directly to  an effective four-dimensional theory including the S tandard 
Model and perhaps o ther group factors [282]. Some of the aspects of grand unification, especially 
in the gauge sector, may be m aintained in such constructions. However, the GUT relations for 
Yukawa couplings are often not retained [283-285] because the m atter m ultiplets of the effective 
theory may have a complicated origin in term s of the underlying string states. Another differ­
ence is th a t Yukawa couplings in string-derived models may be absent due to  symmetries in the 
underlying string construction, even though they are not forbidden by any obvious symmetries 
of the four-dimensional theory, contrary to  the assum ptions in many non-string models. Finally, 
higher-dimensional operators, suppressed by inverse powers of the Planck scale, are common.
Much activity on neutrino masses in string theory occurred following the first superstring 
revolution. In particular, a num ber of authors considered the implications of an E 6 subgroup 
of the heterotic Eg x Eg construction [283,286-288]. Assuming th a t the m atter content of 
the effective theory involves three 27s, one can avoid neutrino masses altogether by fine-tuned 
assum ptions concerning the Yukawa couplings [283]. However, it is difficult to  implement a 
canonical type I see-saw. Each 27 contains two S tandard Model singlets, which are candidates 
for right-handed neutrinos, and for a field which could generate a large M ajorana mass for the 
right-handed neutrinos if it acquires a large vacuum expectation value and has an appropriate 
trilinear coupling to  the neutrinos. However, there are no such allowed trilinear couplings 
involving three 27s (this is a reflection of the fact th a t the 27 does not contain a 126 of the 
S 0(10) subgroup). E 6 string-inspired models were constructed to  get around this problem by 
invoking additional fields not in the 27 [285,289] or higher-dimensional operators [288], typically 
leading to  extended versions of the see-saw model involving fields with masses or vevs a t the 
TeV scale.
Similarly, more recent heterotic and intersecting brane constructions, e.g., involving orbifolds 
and twisted sectors, may well have the  necessary fields for a type I see-saw, but it is again 
required th a t the necessary Dirac Yukawa couplings and M ajorana masses for the  right-handed 
neutrinos be present simultaneously. Dirac couplings need not emerge at the renormalisable
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level, bu t can be of the form:
( S i . . .  S'd- 3) N L H u  /M p - 3 , (57)
where the  S ' are S tandard  Model singlets which acquire large expectation values (d =  3 cor­
responds to  a renormalisable operator). Similarly, M ajorana masses can be generated by the 
operators:
W hether such couplings are present a t the appropriate orders depends on the underlying string 
symmetries and selection rules, which are often very restrictive. It is also necessary for the 
relevant S  and S ' fields to  acquire the large expectation values th a t are needed, presum ably 
w ithout breaking supersym m etry a t a large scale. Possible mechanisms involve approxim ately 
flat directions of the potential, e.g., associated with an additional U (1)' gauge sym m etry [290, 
291], string threshold corrections [292-294], or hidden sector condensates [295].
There have been surprisingly few investigations of neutrino masses in explicit semi-realistic 
string constructions. It is difficult to  obtain canonical M ajorana masses in intersecting brane 
constructions [296] because there are no interactions involving the same intersection twice. Two 
detailed studies [269,270] of non-supersym m etric models w ith a low string scale concluded th a t 
lepton num ber was conserved, though a small Dirac mass might emerge from a large internal 
dimension. Large enough internal dimensions for the supersym m etric case may be difficult to 
achieve, at least for simple toroidal orbifolds.
There are also difficulties for heterotic models. An early study of Z 3 orbifolds yielded no 
canonical Dirac neutrino Yukawa couplings [286] at low order. Detailed analyses of free-fermionic 
models and their flat directions were carried out in [295,297] and [298,299]. Both studies 
concluded th a t small M ajorana masses could be generated if one m ade some assum ptions about 
dynamics in the hidden sector. In [295,297] the masses were associated w ith an extended see-saw 
involving a low mass scale. The see-saw found in [298,299] was of the canonical type I type, but 
in detail it was rather different to  G U T-type models. A see-saw was also claimed in a heterotic 
Z3 orbifold model with E 6 breaking to  S U (3) x S U (3) x S U (3) [300]. A recent study of Z6 
orbifold constructions found M ajorana-type operators [301], bu t (to the order studied) the Si 
fields did not have the required expectation values when R -parity is conserved.
In [302] a large class of vacua of the bosonic Z3 orbifold were analysed w ith emphasis on the 
neutrino sector to  determ ine whether the minimal type I see-saw is common, or if not to  find 
possible guidance to  model building, and possibly to  get clues concerning textures and mixing 
if examples were found. Several examples from each of 20 patterns of vacua were studied, and 
the non-zero superpotential term s through degree 9 determ ined. There were a huge num ber of 
D-flat directions, w ith the num ber reduced greatly by the F -flatness condition. Only two of 
the patterns had M ajorana mass operators, while none had simultaneous Dirac operators of low 
enough degree to  allow neutrino masses larger than  10-5 eV. (One apparently successful model 
was ruined by off-diagonal M ajorana mass term s.) It is not clear w hether this failure to  obtain 
a minimal see-saw is a feature of the particular class of construction, or whether it is suggesting
(S1 ••• S n -2)N N /M p-3 (58)
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th a t string constraints and selection rules might make string vacua with minimal see-saws rare. 
Systematic analyses of the  neutrino sector of other classes of constructions would be very useful.
There are o ther possibilities for obtaining small neutrino masses in string constructions, such 
as extended see-saws [295,297] and small Dirac masses from higher dimension operators [291]. 
Small Dirac neutrino masses in models w ith anisotropic compactifications m otivated by type I 
strings [303] have been discussed recently in [304]. The possibility of embedding type II see­
saw ideas (involving Higgs triplets) in heterotic string constructions was considered in [305]. 
It is possible to  obtain a Higgs trip let of SU(2) with non-zero hypercharge in a higher level 
construction (in which S U (2) x S U (2) is broken to  a diagonal subgroup). In this case, because 
of the underlying SU(2) x SU(2) sym m etry the M ajorana mass m atrix  for the light neutrinos 
should involve only off-diagonal elements (often w ith one of the three off-diagonal elements small 
or vanishing). This leads to  phenomenological consequences very different from those of trip let 
models th a t have been m otivated by grand unification or bottom -up considerations, including an 
inverted hierarchy, two large mixings, a value of Ue3 induced from the charged-lepton mixings 
th a t is close to  the current experim ental lower limit, and an observable neutrinoless double­
beta  decay rate. This string version of the trip let model is a top-down m otivation for the 
Le — Lm — Lt -conserving models th a t have previously been considered from a bottom -up point of 
view [306], bu t has the advantage of allowing small mixings from the charged-lepton sector. A 
recent study indicates th a t it may also be possible to  generate a type II see-saw in intersecting 
D6-brane models involving S U (5) grand unification, although the examples constructed are not 
very realistic [307].
These comments indicate th a t string constructions may be very different from traditional grand 
unification or bottom -up constructions, m ainly because of the additional string constraints and 
symmetries encountered. Versions of the  minimal see-saw (though perhaps w ith non-canonical 
family structure) are undoubtedly present amongst the large landscape of string vacua, though 
perhaps they are rare. One point of view is to  simply focus on the search for such string vacua. 
However, another is to  keep an open mind about other possibilities th a t may appear less elegant 
from the bottom -up point of view but which may occur more frequently in the landscape.
3 .1 .5  T eV  sca le  m ech an ism s for sm all n eu tr in o  m asses
N eutrino mass may arise in a class of non-SUSY models via L =  2 scalar-lepton-lepton Yukawa 
interactions. The Lagrangian can be w ritten generically as follows:
—L yuk =  f ijH + + lilj +  gij H +liVj +  h ij H 0vivj +  herm itian conjugate . (59)
Here H H ±  and H 0 are doubly-charged, singly-charged and neutral scalars respectively which 
originate from an S U (2)L,R isospin singlets ( /  =  0) or trip lets ( /  = 1 ) .  Each scalar is assigned 
L =  2. The charged leptons (l±) and neutrinos (v) may be of either chirality. Four examples of 
models which utilise various term s in L yuk to  generate neutrino mass are listed below:
•  T he le ft-r ig h t s y m m e tr ic  model: TeV scale breaking of S U (2)R via the right-handed scalar
trip let vacuum expectation value which gives rise to  a TeV scale see-saw mechanism [308];
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•  H iggs T rip le t Model: Tree-level neutrino mass for the observed neutrinos proportional to  
SU (2)L trip let scalar vev (no right-handed neutrino) [309] ;
•  Zee model: Radiative neutrino mass at 1-loop via S U (2)L singlet scalar H ±  [310]; and
•  B ab u  model: Radiative neutrino mass at 2-loop via SU (2)L singlet scalars H and H ± [311].
All the above models can provide TeV-scale mechanisms of neutrino mass generation consistent 
w ith current neutrino-oscillation experiments. New particle discovery (e.g. Z /,W /,H ± ± ) at 
the  Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is also a possibility if M Z/, M W/ <  3 — 4 TeV, M H±± <  1 
TeV. Precision measurem ents of the neutrino-m ass m atrix  at a N eutrino Factory would provide 
valuable information on the Yukawa couplings ƒ, g, h. Such couplings also induce lepton-flavour 
violating (LFV) decays (e.g. ß  ^  eee ,ß  ^  eY) [62,312], which might also form part of 
the  research program me at a N eutrino Factory. Im portantly, any signal for ß  ^  eY from the 
MEG experim ent can be interpreted in the above models. The first pair of models above can 
accom modate any value of sin 013 and any of the currently allowed mass hierarchies, normal 
(NH), inverted (IH) and degenerate (DG). The second pair of models above are more predictive 
for sin 013 and accom modate specific neutrino mass hierarchies. A distinctive feature of all the 
models is the synergy between precision m easurem ents of oscillation param eters (at a Neutrino 
Factory), LFV decays of ß  and t , and direct searches for the L =  2 scalars, all of which involve 
the  couplings ƒ, g, h.
Left-R ight Sym m etric M odel
The left-right (LR) symmetric model [313] is an extension of the S tandard  Model based on the 
gauge group SU (2)R ® SU (2)L ® U (1)B -L . The LR-symmetric model has many virtues, e.g.:
•  The restoration of parity  as an original sym m etry of the Lagrangian which is broken spon­
taneously by a Higgs vev; and
• The replacement of the  arb itrary  SM hypercharge Y by the theoretically more attractive 
B  — L.
Although the Higgs sector is arbitrary, a theoretically and phenomenologically appealing way to  
break the S U (2)R gauge sym m etry is by invoking Higgs isospin-triplet representations. Such a 
choice conveniently allows the im plem entation of a low energy see-saw mechanism for neutrino 
masses. A right-handed neutrino is required by the S U (2)R gauge group and leptons are assigned 
to  m ultiplets w ith quantum  numbers (TL,T R, B  — L):
LiL =  ^  V )  : (1/2 : 0 : —1) > Lir  =  ^  ^  )  : (0 : 1/2 : —1) • (60)
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Here i =  1 ,2 ,3  denotes generation number. The Higgs sector consists of a bidoublet Higgs field, 
* , and two trip let Higgs fields, A l and A r :
*  =  ( ) : (1/2 : 1/2 : 0) ,
;l / v ^ £ + \
50 -  5L+/V 2 y
=  /  ( ; 1 ;
\ l f x -  Sr +/V2  )  '  '
The vevs for these fields are as follows:
/  «i o A i . - . / o o ^ i . - . / o o  , ,
<$ > =  „  <A ^> =  „ J 1 (A r ) =  „ = • (62)
0 K2 /  V % ’ \  Vl  0 J  \/2 ’ \  VR 0
The gauge groups S U (2)R and U (1)B-L are spontaneously broken at the scale v R. Phenom eno­
logical considerations require v r  »  k  =  \ / +  The vev vL does not play a role
in the breaking of the gauge symmetries and is constrained to be small (v l < 8 GeV) in order 
to comply with the measurement of p =  M§ cos2 dW/MW ~  1. The Lagrangian responsible for 
generating neutrino mass is as follows:
— L =  L l (v d *  +  V d * )L r  +  iyM(L l C t^ A lL l  +  L r C t^ A r L r )  +  herm itian conjugate ,(63)
where yM is a 3 x 3 M ajorana-type Yukawa coupling m atrix. Expanding the term s proportional 
to  um results in a Lagrangian of the form of equation (59) w ith yM = f  = 9 = h. The 6 x 6 
mass m atrix  for the neutrinos can be w ritten  in the block form:
fLR  _ (  M l  m D
mD M r  
Each entry is given by
m D = (vdk  1 +  Vdh2) ; M r  = V 2hvR; M l  = V2hvL- (65)
The neutrino mass m atrix  is diagonalised by a 6 x 6 unitary  m atrix  V as Vt M vV =  M * “ 0 =  
d iag(m 1, m 2, m 3, M 1, M 2, M 3 ), where m i and M i  are the masses for neutrino mass eigenstates. 
The small neutrino masses m i are generated by the Type II see-saw mechanism. O btaining eV 
scale neutrino masses w ith h =  0 (0 .1  — 1) requires M l  (and consequently vL) to  be a t the 
eV scale. In LR-model phenomenology, w ith vR ~  TeV, it is custom ary to  arrange the Higgs 
potential such th a t vL =  0 [314]. In this case the masses of the light neutrinos arise from the Type
I see-saw mechanism and are approxim ately m i ~  mD /M r .  In order to  realise the low-energy 
(~  0 (1  — 10) TeV) scale for the right-handed M ajorana neutrinos, the Dirac mass term , mD, 
should be O (MeV), which for k2 ~  0 corresponds to  yD ~  10- 6  (i.e. com parable in m agnitude 
to  the electron Yukawa coupling). The LR model with vR of order a TeV predicts lepton-flavour 
violating (LFV) decays of the muon and tau  m ediated by H ± ±  with a rate  ~  |h h |2/MH±± [315], 
and a rich phenomenology in direct searches at the LHC.
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Higgs Triplet M odel
In the Higgs Triplet Model (HTM) [70], [316] 12 a single I  =  1, Y =  2 complex S U (2)L triplet 
A l  (see equation (62)) is added to the SM with the Yukawa coupling:
(L lC t2A l Ll ) +  hermitian conjugate . (66)
Expanding equation (66) results in equation (59) with yM = f  = g = h. No right-handed 
neutrino is introduced, and the light neutrinos receive a Majorana mass proportional to the 
left-handed triplet vev (vl) leading to the following neutrino mass matrix:
M „ ™  = V 2vLhij . (67)
The presence of a trilinear coupling ß $ Tî t 2a L $  (where $  is the SM Higgs doublet with vev 
v) in the Higgs potential ensures a non-zero vL ~  ßv2/M 2, where M  is the mass of the triplet 
scalars. Taking M  to be at the TeV scale results in vL ~  ß. From equation (67) it is apparent 
that the HTM does not provide predictions for the elements of but instead accommodates 
the observed values (as does the LR model). However, combining accurate measurements of the 
neutrino oscillation parameters with any signals in LFV processes involving the muon or the 
tau [317] and/or direct observation of H ±± [318] would enable this mechanism of neutrino mass 
generation to be tested. From equation (67) h j  is directly related to the neutrino masses and 
mixing angles as follows:
hij =  - J r — V p ^ d i a g i n i i ,  m2, m 3)V^MNS . (68)
Observation of LFV decays of the muon for example at MEG and/or of the tau (at a Super B 
Factory) together with discovery of H ( a t  LHC) would permit measurements of h j . A Neu­
trino Factory would greatly reduce the experimental error in the right-hand side of equation(68) 
and allow the above identity in the HTM to be checked precisely.
One loop radiative m echanism  via a singly-charged, singlet scalar (Zee m odel)
A singly-charged, singlet scalar is added to the Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) extension 
of the SM. Neutrino mass is generated radiatively via a 1-loop diagram figure 24a in which the 
mixing between the charged singlet and doublet scalars (proportional to a trilinear coupling ß) 
is crucial [310]. The relevant Lagrangian is:
=  ga, ( LS C i L )  ^ H  + +  £  ykLhHilR +  hermitian conjugate , (69)
i=1,2
where is the Yukawa coupling of the doublet H k to the leptons. If only one of the Higgs 
doublets couples to leptons (referred to as the “minimal Zee model”) the resulting neutrino 
mass matrix is symmetric with vanishing diagonal elements:
(70)
0 meT ^
M Z ee = 0
U e r 0
12 The model of [309] contains a triplet majoron and was excluded by LEP data. A viable extension of the HTM 
which contains a singlet majoron (referred to as the ”123” model) was introduced in ref. [252].
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where [312]
m.y  = S«!™?, -  m<2.>'‘F T ^ W  1
2mS 
-ln- Sl
m s — mS2 m 2S2
(71)
and m^ are the charged lepton masses, M Si are the  charged scalar masses and F  =  cot ß  (tan  ß) 
for Type I (II) couplings of the doublets to  the leptons. The above mass m atrix  predicts the solar 
angle to  be almost maximal, which is now ruled out at the 6ct level (see section 2.2.1). However, 
allowing both  Higgs doublets to  couple to  the leptons (the “general Zee model”) leads to  non­
zero diagonal elements in M ^ 66 [319]. The non-maximal solar angle can then be accommodated, 
sin 0 13 =  0 is expected, and an inverted hierarchical neutrino mass pa tte rn  is predicted.
H 2{1
U -
Xï
[i;i
H +
vl Il Ir 
a).
:•*! » x »1
vl vl lLlR lRlL 
b).
vl
Figure 24: Diagram for neutrino mass generation in a) Zee model, and b) Babu model
Two loop radiative m echanism  via singly and doubly-charged, singlet scalars 
(B abu m odel)
SU (2)l singlet charged scalars H and H ± are added to  the SM Lagrangian [311] w ith the 
following Yukawa couplings:
L /ab (CrCZ6r )  H ++ +  g«, ( l Tl C L ,^  6jH +  +  herm itian conjugate . (72)
No right-handed neutrino is introduced. A M ajorana mass for the  light neutrinos arises a t the 
two loop level (figure 24b) in which the lepton num ber violating trilinear coupling ß H ± H ± H ±± 
plays a crucial role. The explicit form for M V is as follows:
M Babu =  Z x
6dTT 6 6 d eT ^
eu eu
Wtt — 26 W^eT +  6^ 2Wee , —W^t — 6WeT +  6^ W(
+  66^ We
V
,(73)
where 6 =  geT/g^T, 6; =  g e ^ /g ^ , Wa, =  fabm am , (ma, m , are charged lepton masses) and Z is 
given by:
Z = 8 m I J
( I67T2)2m 2H± (74)
Here /  is a dimensionless quantity  of O(1) originating from the loop integration. The expression 
for M V involves 9 a rb itrary  couplings. Since the model predicts one massless neutrino (at the
V
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two-loop level), quasi-degenerate neutrinos are not perm itted and only normal-hierarchy (NH) 
and inverted-hierarchy (IH) mass patterns can be accom modated. The g couplings (contained 
in 6 and 6 ) are directly related to  the elements of M V, and thus would be obtained precisely 
at a N eutrino Factory. In the scenario of NH, e w e' w t a n 0 i2 /\/2  and sin $13  is close to  zero. 
Since 6, 6; <  1 one may neglect those term s in M V which are proportional to  the electron mass 
(i.e. Wee, Weu, weT). This simplification leads to  the following prediction: / uu : / UT : / TT æ 1 : 
m u/m T : (m u/m T)2. In the case of IH, large values are required for 6, 6 (>  5), and thus neglecting 
wee, weu, weT in M V may not be entirely justified. However, if such term s are neglected then  the 
above prediction for the ratio of / uu : / UT : / TT also holds approxim ately for the case of IH. A 
lower bound on s 13 >  0.05 can also be derived. If the 2-loop diagram  is solely responsible for the 
generation of the neutrino mass m atrix  the Babu model requires g, / uu ~  10- 2 . Such relatively 
large couplings may lead to  observable rates for LFV decays of muons and taus.
3.2  U n ifica tio n  and  F lavour
A survey of the theoretical models th a t have been developed to  explain the physics of flavour is 
presented in this section. M easurables th a t can be used to  distinguish between the various models 
is also presented. These measurables include the mixing angles themselves and combinations of 
mixing angles, the la tte r are referred to  as ‘sum rules’. This section also contains a discussion 
of lepton-flavour violation.
3 .2 .1  M o d e l su rvey
To understand the origin of the postulated forms of the Yukawa matrices, one m ust appeal to 
some sort of Family symmetry, G Family. In the framework of the see-saw mechanism, new physics 
beyond the S tandard Model is required to  cause lepton-num ber conservation to  be violated and 
to  generate right-handed neutrino masses a t around the GUT scale. This is exciting since it 
implies th a t the origin of neutrino masses is related to  a GUT sym m etry group G gut , which 
unifies the fermions w ithin a family. P u ttin g  these ideas together leads to  the  development of a 
framework for physics beyond the SM which is based on N  =  1 super-sym m etry w ith commuting 
GUT and Family sym m etry groups, G gut x G fam . There are many possible candidate GUT 
and Family sym m etry groups. U nfortunately the model dependence does not end there; the 
details of the sym m etry-breaking vacuum plays a crucial role in specifying the model and in 
determ ining the masses and mixing angles. These models may be classified according to  the 
particular GUT and Family sym m etry th a t is assumed.
It may be possible to  use precise measurem ents of the oscillation param eters to  distinguish 
between different models. A survey of over sixty neutrino-m ass models has been performed. 
The survey included:
•  Models w ith assum ptions about the structure  of the mixing m atrix  (’tex tu re’ assum ptions);
•  Models based on lepton symmetries such as A4, S3, or Le — Lu — LT ; and
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• Models based on GUT symmetries such as SU (5), flipped S U (5), S0(10), E 6, or E g x Eg.
These models are reviewed briefly below with emphasis on how the different predictions arise 
from different symmetry-breaking patterns. A detailed, tabulated summary of the predictions 
for all three angles with references to models that have been included in our survey can be found 
in reference [320].
M odels w ith  Lepton Sym m etries based on ^  — t  Sym m etry
The maximal (or near maximal) mixing observed in atmospheric neutrinos strongly suggests a 
ß  — t symmetry in the neutrino-mass matrix. There are two ways to realise the ß  — t symmetry 
which give rise to maximal mixing in the atmospheric-neutrino sector, 023 =  f  [321]. The first 
possibility is of the following form:
0 0 0  
0 1 1  
0 1 1
(75)
which gives rise to the normal mass hierarchy. In this case, when the ß — t symmetry is exact, 
the 1-3 mixing angle vanishes, sin 013 =  0. In addition, the mass splitting in the solar neutrino 
sector vanishes, A m 22 =  0. Non-vanishing A m 22 can be generated in a ß — t symmetric way by 
adding small parameters of the order of O(6 ^  1),
v/A m 13
/  C6 d6 d6 \  
d6 1 +  6 — 1 
y d6 —1 1 +  6 J
(76)
where the coefficients c and d are of order 1. This leads to,
013 =  0, 023 =  tan 2012 ^  t;----- r ,13 23 4 12 (1 -  c) 
and the parameter 6 is fixed by the ratio of A m 23 and Am 22 as:
(77)
6 =
1 +  c +  \/(c  — l ) 2 +  8 d2
IA m 22 
A m 23
(78)
In order to generate non-zero 013, the ß — t symmetry has to be broken. How the symmetry 
breaking occurs dictates the size of the 013 angle. The ß — t symmetry breaking also causes 023 
to differ from j ,  i.e. the mixing is no longer maximal. The breaking of the /x — r  symmetry can 
generally be parametrised as:
v/A m 13
/ c6 d6 b6 \
d6 1 +  06 - 1
V b6 - 1 1 +  6 )
(79)
2
2
4
2
2
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Table 4: Predictions for 013 and for the deviation (023 — n/4) in models with softly broken ß — t  symmetry for 
different symmetry breaking directions. This table is taken from reference [321].
symmetry breaking 013 Û K&23 4
none 0 0
ß — t sector only ~  A mf2/ A m f 3 < 8 °
e-sector only ~  V Aw-12/ A m 23 < 40rv
dynamical ~  V A m \ 2/A m f3 large
where the parameter a is of order unity. If the breaking is introduced in the e-sector, tha t is, 
a =  1, b =  d, one then has:
4
\ / l  +  8 d2 V A m l13
2(6 +  d)
(80)
and a non-vanishing 013 angle:
(81)
A non-vanishing deviation of the atmospheric mixing angle from j  can exist with magnitude 
f - 0 2 3  ~  0 (e 2). The breaking of the ß — r  symmetry can also be introduced in the ß — r  sector. 
This is characterised by a = 1  and b =  d. In this case, the parameter 6 is related to A m 22 and 
A m 3^ by:
6 =
c +  |(1  +  a) +  -\J (c — -^ (1 — c))2 +  8 d2
'A  m \ 2 
A m 23
(82)
Thus, the predictions for sin 013 and n /4  — 023 strongly depend on the symmetry-breaking 
pattern. Table 4 summarises the predictions for 0\ 3 and for |  — 023 for various symmetry- 
breaking scenarios.
The inverted mass hierarchy can be obtained when the neutrino mass matrix is of the form:
0 1 1
1 0 0
V 1 0 0 )
(83)
This mass matrix has an enhanced Le — — LT symmetry [322,323] and is a special case of 
the following mass matrix:
Mv ~  \ J A m j 3
I  0 sin 0 cos 0 \
sin 0 
cos 0
0
0
0
0
(84)
6
4
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In the exact Le — — LT symmetric limit, this leads to the following predictions [322]:
Amf2 =  0, 013 =  0, 6*12 =  —, sin 2023 =  sin 20 • (85)
Since 0i2 /  f , the Le — — LT symmetry has to be softly broken. The soft breaking of the 
Le — — Lt symmetry can be introduced by adding small e — e, ß — ß, ß — t and t — t couplings:
/  z sin 0 cos 0 \  
sin 0 y d 
cos 0 d x
x, y, d ^  1 (86)
For non-zero x, y and d, one has:
sin2 2012 — 1 —
/  Amf2 
V4Am23
(87)
The breaking of the ß — t symmetry can arise in the ß — t sector, i.e., cos 0 =  sin 0 =  
x =  y, which leads to:
A m 212
A m 23
=  2(x +  y +  z +  d)
and
(88)
The breaking of the ß —t  symmetry can also be introduced in the e-sector by having cos 0 =  sin 0 
and x =  y. This leads to 013 — —dcos2023. In the inverted hierarchy case, the correlations 
among the neutrino-mixing angles is not as strong as in the normal-hierarchy case.
Single-R H  neutrino dom inance
Single-RH neutrino dominance (SRND), proposed in [324], can be implemented in many classes 
of model; it is therefore a mechanism rather than a model. SRND provides a natural way to 
generate large mixing angles. In the simplified case, with only the second and third families, the 
Dirac neutrino-mass matrix and RH Majorana neutrino-mass matrix are generally of the form:
M d =
/
V
■ ■ \
a b 
c d /
M r  =
(
\
■ ■
x 0
0 y )
(89)
in the basis where the RH Majorana neutrino-mass matrix is diagonal. The effective light 
neutrino-mass matrix is then given by:
/
m v =  —M d ■ M r 2 ■ m D =
\
a?_ ï b?_ ac ï bd 
x  ' y  x  ' y
c2
(90)
, ac ï bd  ï d I
\  x  ' y  x  ' y  /
If one RH neutrino dominates, tha t is, if y ^  x, then the sub-determinant in the ß — t block 
is roughly of the order ~  m 2 ■ m 3. The normal hierarchy is obtained for m 2 ^  m 3. The 
atmospheric mixing angle is roughly given by tan 023 ~  (a/c). For a ~  c, large mixing angles
2
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can arise naturally. The two-family case can be generalised to  the three-family case when 
sequential dominance w ith three RH neutrinos is implemented [325].
M odels w ith  G U T  Sym m etries
G rand Unified Theories based on S 0 (10 ) accom modate all 16 fermions (including the right­
handed neutrinos) in a single spinor representation. Furtherm ore, S 0 (10) provides a framework 
in which the see-saw mechanism arises naturally. Models based on S 0(10) combined with 
a continuous, or discrete, flavour sym m etry group have been constructed to  understand the 
flavour problem, especially the small neutrino masses and the large leptonic mixing angles. 
These models can be classified according to  the family sym m etry th a t is implemented as well 
as the Higgs representations introduced in the model. For reviews, see, for example, reference 
[326]. Phenomenologically, the resulting mass m atrices can be either symmetric, lop-sided, or 
asymmetric.
Due to  the product rule, 16® 16 =  10® 120a ® 126s, the only Higgs particles th a t can couple to  
the m atter fields a t tree level are in the 10, 120, and 126 representations of SO(IO). The Yukawa 
matrices involving the 10 and 126 are symmetric under interchange of family indices, while the 
m atrix  involving the 120 is anti-sym m etric. The M ajorana mass term  for the RH neutrinos 
can arise either from a renormalisable operator involving the 126, or from a non-renormalisable 
operator th a t involves the 16s. The case of 126 has the advantage th a t R -parity is preserved 
automatically.
Two large mixing angles in the leptonic sector may arise in two ways:
1. S y m m e tr ic  m a ss  tex tu res: This scenario is realised if S 0 (10 ) is broken through the left-right 
sym m etry-breaking route. In this case, both  the large solar mixing angle and the maximal 
atm ospheric mixing angle come from the effective neutrino-m ass m atrix. A characteristic of 
this class of models is th a t the predicted value for the |UeV31 element tends to  be larger than  
the  value predicted by models in class (ii) below. This GU T-sym m etry-breaking pattern  
gives rise to  the following relations among various mass matrices:
Mu =  M vd , Md =  Me , (91)
up to  some calculable, group-theoretical factors which are useful in obtaining the Jarlskog 
relations among masses for the charged leptons and down-type quarks when combined with 
family symmetries. The value of Ue3 is predicted to  be large, close to  the  sensitivity of current 
experiments. The prediction for the rate  of ß  ^  eY is about two orders of m agnitude below 
the  current experim ental bound.
In a particular model constructed by Chen and M ahanthappa [327], the Higgs sector contains 
fields in 10, 45, 54, 126 representations, w ith the 10 and 126 breaking the electro-weak 
sym m etry and generating fermions masses, and the 45, 54, 126 breaking the S0(10) GUT 
symmetry. The mass hierarchy can arise if there is an S U (2)h  sym m etry acting non-trivially 
on the first two generations such th a t the first two generations transform  as a doublet and 
the  th ird  generation transform s as a singlet under S U (2)H , which breaks down in two steps,
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S U ( 2 ) U( 1 ) ‘nothing’, e' ^  e ^  1. The mass hierarchy is generated by the Froggatt- 
Nielsen mechanism [221]. The resulting mass matrices at the GUT scale are given by:
M,U,V lr
/
10
0
0
+ \
(104+ )
10+
(10+ \
( 10+ \ 
(10+
e I =
)
(  0 0 r 2e
0 r4e e 
V r2e' e 1 )
M u (92)
Md,e =
10-
;i05- ) e '  (1 ,-3 )  (126 ) e
V 0 0
0
0
101 /
0 e 0 
e' (1, —3)pe 0
0 0 1
M d . (93)
The right-handed neutrino mass matrix is of the same form as M tVLR ■
M VRR
\ \/ l26'2° ^ i
1262° j  Ö2
ï m 2° u 3
2
1262° \  63
-'o
( “ ■ /  /
( 0 0  $1
0 $2 $3 I M r  .
V £l $3 1 /
(94)
Note that, since the 126-dimensional Higgs representation is used to generate the heavy 
M ajorana neutrino-mass terms, R-parity is preserved at all energies. The effective neutrino 
mass matrix is:
Mvl l  =  M VLr M vrR M v l r  =
t \0 0  
0 1 1 + 1' 
V t 1 + 1' 1 /
d2vj  
M r  ’
(95)
and causes the atmospheric mixing angle to be maximal and the solar mixing angle to be 
large. The form of the neutrino mass matrix in this model is invariant under the see-saw 
mechanism. The value of C/e3 is related to the ratio ~  which is predicted to
be close to the sensitivity of current experiments. The prediction for the rate of ß ^  eY is 
about two orders of magnitude below the current experimental bound.
2. Lopsided mass textures for charged fermions: In this scenario, the large atmospheric-mixing 
angle comes from the unitary matrix that diagonalises the charged-lepton mass matrix. This 
scenario is realised in models with SU (5) as the intermediate symmetry which gives rise to 
the so-called “lopsided” mass textures, due to the SU (5) relation:
Me =  M j . (96)
Due to the lopsided nature of Me and Md, the large atmospheric neutrino mixing is related to 
the large mixing in the (23) sector of the RH charged-lepton diagonalisation matrix, instead 
of Vcb. Thus it explains why is small while UMV3 is large. The large solar mixing angle 
comes from the diagonalisation matrix for the neutrino mass matrix. Because the two large 
mixing angles come from different sources, the constraint on UeV3 is not as strong as in class 
(1). In fact, the prediction for UeV3 in this class of models tends to be quite small. On the 
other hand, this mechanism also predicts an enhanced decay rate for the flavour-violating
0 e
e
e e2 3
0 e
0
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process ß ^  e y which is close to current experimental limit. As R-parity is broken by the 
vev of the 16 dimensional Higgs, a separate ‘m atter parity’ must be imposed to distinguish 
the particles from their SUSY partners.
In a particular model constructed by Albright and Barr [328], the Higgs sector of the model 
contains Higgs particles in the 10,16,45, with (16Hl ) breaking S0(10) down to S U (5) 
and (16Ha ) breaking the EW  symmetry. The lopsided textures arise due to the opera­
tor A(16i16Hl )(16j 16H2 ) which gives rise to mass terms for the charged leptons and down 
quarks which satisfy the SU(5) relation Md =  Mj . When other operators are included, the 
lopsided structure of Me results, provided the coupling a  is of order 1 :
M
Md =
n
V 5' e ^  —e/3
a  +  e/3 
1
■ md,
/  n 
0
0
(1 /3 ,1)e 
1
• mu
/
/
\ 0  —(1 /3 ,1)e
(  n 5 5' e ^  ^
5 0 —e
V 5' e ^  a  +  e 1 J
Me = ■ md.
(97)
(98)
The large mixing in Ue,L leads to the large atmospheric mixing angle. Meanwhile, because 
large mixing in Ue,L corresponds to large mixing in Ud,R, the CKM mixing angles remain 
small. A unique prediction of the lopsided models is the relatively large branching ratio for 
LFV processes, e.g. ß ^  eY. By considering a RH M ajorana neutrino-mass term of the 
following form, a large solar mixing angle can arise for some choice of the parameters in 
MVrr , leading to a large value for the solar mixing angle:
( 2n2 —ben an / 0 —e 0 \
M VRR —ben e2 —e ■ A ß, Meff = —e 0 2e
\ an —e 1 V 0 2e 1 )
m ; 
A R
(99)
M odels w ith  renorm alisation-group enhancem ents
It is possible to obtain large neutrino mixing angles through renormalisation-group evolution. 
Assuming tha t the CKM matrix and the leptonic mixing matrix are identical at the GUT scale, 
which is a natural consequence of quark-lepton unification, two large neutrino mixing angles can 
be generated by renormalisation-group evolution [329]. The only requirement for this mechanism 
to work is tha t the masses of the three neutrinos are nearly degenerate (m3 >  m 2 > m i) and 
have the same CP parity. The one-loop renormalisation-group equation (RGE) of the effective 
left-handed Majorana neutrino mass operator is given by: 
dmv
=  —{ku mv +  mv P  +  P T mv }
dt
where t  =  ln ß and ß is the energy scale. In the MSSM, P  and ku are given by:
P
1 YeVe 1 h;
32n2 cos2 ß
1
16n2
32n2 cos2 ß  
T r { Y Ï Y u) 
sin2 ß
diag(0,0,1) =  diag(0,0, PT) ;
1
167T2
6 2 2
t 9  1 +  6^2 “  6 - 2 /0  5 sin2 ß
(100)
(10 1)
(102)Ku
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respectively, where g \  =  |# y  is the U{ 1) gauge coupling constant, Yu and Ye are the 3 x 3  
Yukawa coupling matrices for the up quarks and charged leptons respectively, and and hT are 
the t- and T-Yukawa couplings. One can then follow the “diagonalise-and-run” procedure and 
obtain the RGEs at scales between Mß > ß > MSUSY for the mass eigenvalues and the three 
mixing angles, assuming CP violating phases vanish:
d m i _  ™ t t 2
dt 
d S23
dt 
d Sl3 
dt 
d S12 
dt
=  —4Pt mjUrvi — miKu, (i =  1 ,2 ,3 ); (103)
=  —2Pt c23( —s 12UTViV31 +  ci2UTV2V 32) ; (104)
=  —2Pt  C23 c13(c12UTVi V 31 +  s 12UTV2 V 32 ) ; (105)
=  —2PtC12 (c23s 13s 12UTVi V 31 — c23s 13c12 UTV2 V 32 +  Utvi UTV2 V 21) ; (106)
where V j  =  (mi +  m j)/(m i — m j). Because the leptonic-mixing matrix is identical to the CKM 
matrix, we have, at the GUT scale, the following initial conditions, s02 — A, s23 — O(A2) and 
s°3 — O(A3), where A is the Wolfenstein parameter. When the masses mi and mj are nearly 
degenerate, Vij approaches infinity. Thus it drives the mixing angles to become large. Starting 
with the values of (m1, m2, m0) =  (0.2983,0.2997,0.3383) eV at the GUT scale, the solutions at 
the weak scale for the masses are (m 1 ,m 2,m 3) =  (0.2410,0.2411,0.2435) eV, which correspond 
to A m f3 =  1.1 x 10- 3eV2 and A m ^ =  4.8 x 10- 5eV2. The mixing angles predicted at the weak 
scale are sin2 2023 =  0.99, sin2 2012 =  0.87 and sin 013 =  0.08. Because the masses are larger 
than 0.1 eV, they are testable at the present searches for the neutrinoless double beta decay.
P red ictions for th e O scillation Param eters
In the literature, there are thirty models based on S0(10), six models tha t utilise single- 
RH-neutrino dominance mechanism, five based on Le — — LT symmetry, ten based on S3 
symmetry, three on symmetry, one on SO(3) symmetry, and three based on texture-zero 
assumptions. The predictions of these models for sin2 013 are summarised in figures 25 and 26. 
In some models, a range of values (rather than a single value) is given for 013. If these values 
range over N  bins for sin2 013 in a particular model, a weight of 1/N  is assigned for each bin. 
As a result, non-integer values for the number of models for some values of sin2 013 can arise.
Figure 25 shows the histogram of the number of models for each sin2 013 including all sixty 
models and one including only models that predict all three mixing angles. An observation one 
can draw immediately is tha t the predictions of S0(10) models are larger than 10-4 , and the 
median value is roughly ~  10-2 . Furthermore, sin2 013 < 10-4  can only arise in models based 
on leptonic symmetries. However, these models are not as predictive as the GUT models, due 
to the uncertainty in the charged-lepton mixing matrix. In this case, to measure 013 will require 
a neutrino superbeam or the Neutrino Factory. In table 5 the reach of future experiments is 
summarised.
In figure 26, histograms of the number of models for each sin2 013 value are shown for both 
normal and inverted neutrino-mass hierarchies. From these two diagrams, one finds tha t there 
are more models tha t predict the normal hierarchy than the inverted hierarchy. This could
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Table 5: A summary of the current experimental limit on 013 and the reach of future experiments.
sin2 29\i sin 6 \s
current limit 10“ 1 0.16
reactor 
conventional beam 
superbeam 
neutrino factory
10“ 2 
10“ 2 
3 x 10“ 3 
(5 -  50) x 10“ 5
0.05 
0.05 
2.7 x 10“ 2 
(3.5 -  11) x 10“ 3
Predictions o f All 61 Models Models that Predict All 3 Angles
1e-05 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1e-05 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1
. 2 . 2
sin 9 sin 9
Figure 25: Histogram of the number of models for each sin2 913. The diagram on the left includes all sixty models, 
while the diagram on the right includes only those that give predictions for all three leptonic mixing angles.
merely be a result of the theorists’ prejudice for the model. W hat is more important is the 
correlation between the type of the hierarchy and the predicted values for 013. In the normal- 
hierarchy case, the predicted values tend to be larger, while in the inverted case, the distribution 
is quite uniform. The normal hierarchy arises in S0(10) models with type-I see-saw, models with 
single-RH-neutrino dominance, and models based on SO(3) and A4 lepton symmetries, while 
the inverted hierarchy arises in models based on Le — — LT, S3, and S4 lepton symmetries.
In conclusion, predictions for 013 range from zero to the current experimental limit. For 
models based on GUT symmetries, the normal mass hierarchy can be generated naturally. The 
inverted hierarchy may also be obtained in these models with a type-II see-saw, even though 
some fine-tuning is needed. Predictions for 013 in these models tend to be large, with a median 
value sin2 013 ~  0.01. On the other hand, models based on leptonic symmetries can give rise 
to inverted hierarchies and the predictions for 013 can be quite small. Therefore, models based 
on lepton symmetries will be favoured if 013 turns out to be tiny and the inverted hierarchy 
is observed. However, if 013 turns out to be large, the two different classes would not be 
distinguishable. A precise measurement for the deviation of 023 from n /4  can also be crucial for 
distinguishing different models. This is especially true for models based on lepton symmetries
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Figure 26: Histogram of the number of models for each sin2 013. The diagram on the left includes models 
that predict normal mass hierarchy, while the diagram on the right includes models that predict inverted mass 
hierarchy.
in which the deviation strongly depends on how the symmetry breaking is introduced into the 
models. Precision measurements are thus indispensable in order to distinguish different classes 
of models.
3 .2 .2  S u m  R u les
In the previous section, the predictions of various models of neutrino masses have been reviewed. 
Many particularly attractive classes of models lead to interesting predictions for the neutrino- 
mass matrix mv, such as for instance tri-bimaximal or bimaximal mixing. Measurements of 
neutrino oscillation determine matrix elements of the neutrino-mixing matrix, Upmns, which 
may be written as the product of VVL, that diagonalises the neutrino-mass matrix and V^ L, 
which diagonalises the charged-lepton mass matrix, i.e. UPMNS =  VeL vVL. Often, the essential 
predictions of flavour models are hidden due to the presence of the charged lepton corrections. In 
many cases it can be shown that a combination of the measurable parameters $12, $13, and ö can 
be combined to yield a prediction for the 1-2 mixing of the neutrino-mass matrix [330,331], i.e. 
to a rc s in (^ )  for tri-bimaximal and j  for bimaximal mixing, for example. In an SO(3) family- 
symmetry model based on the see-saw mechanism with sequential dominance tha t predicts tri- 
bimaximal mixing via vacuum alignment, such a ‘sum rule’ has been obtained in reference [330]. 
In reference [331], it has been shown tha t neutrino sum rules are not limited to one particular 
model, but apply to large classes of models under very general assumptions, to be specified below. 
Examples for sum rules with theory predictions of tri-bimaximal and bimaximal neutrino mixing, 
respectively, are [330-332]:
$12 — $13 cos(Æ) ~  a r c s i n ^ ;  (107)
012 -  013 cos(£) ~  f .  (108)
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Neutrino sum rules [330,331] are thus a means of exploring the structure of the neutrino mass 
matrix in the presence of charged-lepton corrections and of testing whole classes of models. 
The sum rules, such as those of equations (107) and (108), can only be tested to high-enough 
precision in the most accurate experimental facilities such as the Neutrino Factory.
C harged-lepton corrections and sum  rules
To illustrate the use of sum rules in testing theories of the neutrino-mass matrix in the presence 
of charged-lepton corrections, consider two examples, bimaximal [333] and tri-bimaximal [334] 
neutrino mixing, where the predicted neutrino-mixing angles are:
$12 =  n /4 , $V2 =  n /4 , $V3 =  0 for bimaximal neutrino mixing; and
d\ 2 =  a rc s in (^ ) , 0^2 =  7r / 4 , d\ 3 =  0  for tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing.
A similar, but physically different form, was proposed earlier [335]. The leptonic-mixing matrix 
is the product of VVL and V1 L, and therefore corrections to the predictions for the neutrino- 
mixing angles given in equations (109) arising from the charged-lepton mixing matrix must be 
evaluated to obtain estimates of the mixing angles that are accessible experimentally.
The charged-lepton corrections can be evaluated if it is assumed that the charged-lepton 
mixing matrix has a CKM-like structure, i.e. the charged-lepton mixing angles $e  are small 
and dominated by a 1-2 mixing $f2. This is the case in many generic classes of flavour model in 
the context of GUTs in which quarks and leptons are assigned to representations of the unified 
gauge symmetries [330,336,337]. For $V3 =  0, which is the case in the examples mentioned 
above, such charged-lepton corrections lead to the following PMNS mixing angles [331]:
$23 æ $23 ) (110a)
$ 1 3 æ sin($V3) $12 , (110 b)
$ 1 2 æ $ V2 +  cos($V3) $12 cos(ö) . (110 c)
The quantity ö which appears on the right-hand side of equation (110c) is the Dirac CP phase 
observable in neutrino oscillations. For bimaximal and tri-bimaximal mixing, this implies that 
$23 ~  vr/4 and leads to the prediction 0 \3 w ^ $ Î 2- Substituting the expressions for 0\ 3 and 023 
into equation (110c) results in the following sum rules [330-332]:
{
t  for bimaximal neutrino mixing,
. / ï x f  , . , .  . , , . . . ( m )
a rc s in (^ )  tor tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing.
Therefore, in the case of bimaximal or tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing, precise measurements of 
the leptonic mixing parameters $ 13, $ 12, and ö allow the prediction for $V2 in equation (1 1 1 ) to 
be tested without assuming any particular value for $f2.
More generally, if it is assumed tha t $ 13 æ 0, $13 æ 0 and $13 æ 0, and assuming $23 æ n/4, 
then [331]:
$ 1 2 — $ 1 3 cos(ö) æ $ V2 ($ V2 from “m v-theory black box”) ; and (1 1 2 a)
^13 ~  r^om “GUT black box”). (1 1 2 b)
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A measurement of the combination of PMNS parameters:
$12 =  $ 1 2 — $ 13 cos(ö) (113)
can be used to constrain the neutrino mixing $ V2 by means of the sum rule in equation (112a). In 
many unified flavour models, the Cabibbo angle, $c is related to $f2; equation (1 1 2 b ), therefore, 
can be used to relate $13 to $C. Hence, a precise measurement of $13 may be used to test such 
GUT predictions.
Sum  R ules and Sensitiv ities o f Future E xperim ents
For $12 to be used to discriminate between the various models, precise, independent measure­
ments of $12 and on $13 cos(ö) are required, (for more details see [338]). $12 can be measured 
using solar neutrinos or using the neutrinos generated in nuclear reactors; a comparison of these 
options indicates tha t the best precision on is obtained using the latter [97]. An experiment op­
timised for the measurement of $12, the ‘Survival Probability MINimum’ (SPMIN) experiment, 
has been proposed [97]. In this experiment a single detector is placed at a baseline of ~  60 km so 
tha t the first oscillation minimum is right in the middle of the neutrino energy spectrum. The 
dependence of the 2a error on $12 on the exposure in units of GW kt y is shown in figure 27. The 
following systematic uncertainties were considered: normalisation, 5%; beam tilt, 2%; energy 
scale, 0.5%, reactor power, 2%; and burn-up, 2%. At large exposures these systematic uncertain­
ties are as large as the statistical uncertainty. The figure also shows the performance tha t would 
be obtained if the water in the Super-Kamiokande detector were doped with gadolinium to make 
the detector sensitive to neutrinos from the nuclear reactors in Japan [96]. Another alternative, 
LENA, a 40 kt liquid scintillator detector tha t has been proposed for the Frejus laboratory in 
France, would be sensitive to neutrinos produced in the French nuclear reactors [339]. These 
experiments would yield 2 a  errors on $12 of 2.6° and 1.35° respectively. The SPMIN experiment 
has a greater sensitivity than either of these proposals since the baseline has been chosen to be 
optimal.
Long-baseline experiments, which are sensitive to ö and $13 but have little sensitivity to 
$12, must be used to determine $f2. The precision with which $f2 can be determined, has been 
estimated under the assumption tha t $12 has been measured in a reactor experiment. Three cases 
have been considered corresponding to 2 a  errors on $12 of =  0.75°, 1.35°, and 2.6° respectively. 
For comparison, note that the current error on $12 is 5.6° [67]. To estimate the precision on the 
quantity $f2 the general procedure described in [340] has been followed. The analysis therefore 
includes the uncertainties on $13 and ö, including correlations, as well as the uncertainties on $12, 
Am^1, $23, Am31 and the m atter density. The inclusion of the correlation between $13 and ö is 
crucial since the relevant oscillation probability contains terms which go as $13 sin ö and $13 cos ö. 
However, the L /E  dependence of these two terms is different and therefore experiments covering 
different L /E  ranges may have very different sensitivities to $f2. For these reasons the accuracy 
on the combination $13 cos ö may be very different from the precision with which either $13 or 
cos ö can be determined individually.
Numerical estimates of the precision with which $f2 can be determined were made using 
the assumptions for the various oscillation parameters defined in section 5. The calculations are
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Figure 27: The 2 a error on Ö12 as a function of the exposure for a so called SPMIN experiment.
performed with GLoBES [45,46]. The cases considered are (see section 5.2): T2HK -  an upgrade 
of the Japanese superbeam programme; SPL to Frejus -  a European, CERN based superbeam 
facility; WBB -  a US experiment employing a wide band neutrino beam; a conservative Neutrino 
Factory (NFC) and an optimistic Neutrino Factory NFO (as defined in section 5.4); and a
Y =  350 ß-beam (BB350) as described in [341] (see section 5.3).
Figure 28 shows the 3 a  allowed interval in as a function of the true value of ö for sin2 2013 =  
10-1 . The plot shows three different experiments from left to right: SPL, T2HK, and WBB. 
All three have good sensitivity to 0f2. The presence of the mass-hierarchy-degenerate solutions 
(dashed lines) limits the usefulness of SPL and T2HK severely. These experiments are not able 
to distinguish between bimaximal and tri-bimaximal mixing (horizontal lines). This problem is 
absent for WBB for which the accuracy on 0f2 is also somewhat better.
Figure 29 shows the results for: BB350, NFC, and NFO. Each of these experiments is un­
affected by the mass-hierarchy degeneracy problem mentioned above for the large value of 013 
considered. NFO offers the best sensitivity. The conservative Neutrino Factory option compares 
well to BB350, whereas the performance on ö and 013 individually is much worse than for BB350 
(see also section 5.4). The reason for this is that an experiment for which events are centred 
around the first oscillation maximum, such as a ß-beam or a superbeam, is sensitive mainly to 
the 013 sin ö term. The Neutrino Factory, however, produces the bulk of the events above the 
first oscillation maximum and thus is much more sensitive to the 013 cos ö term.
So far, results for large 013 only have been shown. However, the relative performance of the 
various options does not change very much with 013. In contrast, each of the options considered 
except the Neutrino Factory suffers from the mass-hierarchy degeneracy problem if 013 is too
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Figure 28: The 3 a allowed interval for the combination of physical parameters $f2 = $12 — $13 cos(S) (defined in 
equation (113)) as a function of the true value of S for sin2 2$13 = 10-1. The left hand panel is for SPL, whereas 
the middle one is for T2HK and the right hand one for WBB. The dashed lines are for the sgnAmj^ degenerate 
solution. The colours indicate different errors on $12: blue -  2.8°, red -  1.35° and green -  0.75°. For the true 
value of $12, sin2 $12 = 0.3 ($12 = 33.12°) has been used. The horizontal lines show the case of bimaximal and 
tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing.
True value of ö [o] True value of ö [o] True value of ö [o]
Figure 29: The 3 a allowed interval for the combination of physical parameters $f2 = $12 — $13 cos(S) (defined in 
equation (113)) as a function of the true value of S for sin2 2$13 = 10-1. The left hand panel is for BB350, whereas 
the middle one is for NFC and the right hand one for NFO. The dashed lines are for the sgnAm31 degenerate 
solution. The colours indicate different errors on $12: blue -  2.8°, red -  1.35° and green -  0.75°. For the true 
value of $12, sin2 $12 = 0.3 ($12 = 33.12°) has been used. The horizontal lines show the case of bimaximal and 
tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing.
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Figure 30: The 3 a error in degrees for 0f2 as a function of the true value of S for sin2 2013 = 10-1. The different 
coloured lines are for different experiments as given in the legend. The sgnAmj^ degenerate solution has been 
omitted. The error on 012 is 0.75°.
small. For intermediate values of sin2 2d13 ~  10-2  the accuracy of the measurement of d12 is the 
dominating factor and the performance of the various experiments is similar if the mass-hierarchy 
problem is ignored. The true value of d12 used in the plots is d12 =  33.12° (sin2 d12 =  0.3). For 
larger (smaller) values of true d12, the bands and islands in figures 28 and 29 are shifted up 
(down) accordingly. The performance of all experiments at large sin2 2d 13 =  10- 1  is summarised 
in figure 30. An interesting observation from this figure is tha t the WBB performs second only 
to NFO. The NF is particularly well suited to the determination of the combination d13 cos ö, 
making this the machine of choice for testing the sum rule, even for large d13.
3 .2 .3  C a b ib b o  H a ze  in L ep to n  M ix in g
As a step toward an explanation of the physics of flavour, a phenomenological approach was 
advocated recently in which parametrisations of the lepton-mixing matrix were developed as 
an expansion in A =  sin dc ~  0.22 in analogy with Wolfenstein’s parametrisation of quark 
mixing [342-344]. In addition to its practical advantages for phenomenology, the Wolfenstein 
parametrisation hints at a guiding principle for flavour theory by providing a framework for 
examining quark mixing in the A ^  0 limit. Quark-lepton unification implies tha t if Cabibbo- 
sized perturbations are present in the quark sector, such perturbations will also be manifest in 
the lepton sector. Due to the presence of large angles, however, the lepton-mixing matrix is 
unknown in the A ^  0 limit (unlike the quark mixings, which vanish). Hence, if the limit of zero
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Cabibbo-angle is meaningful for theory, there is a ‘Cabibbo haze’ in lepton mixing, in which the 
initial or ‘bare’ values of the mixings are screened by Cabibbo-sized effects.
Cabibbo effects therefore represent deviations from bare mixings. They can be deviations from 
zero mixing (as in the quark sector); in this approach such effects are likely to represent the 
dominant source of d13. For d23 and d12 (and possibly d13), Cabibbo-sized perturbations represent 
deviations from (presumably large) non-zero initial values. Parametrisations are categorised 
according to the bare mixings and the structure of the allowed perturbations. Perturbations 
which are linear in A yield shifts of < dc ~  13°, while O(A2) shifts are ~  3°. CP-violating phases 
can enter the O(A) shifts but may only occur at sub-leading order, in which case the effective 
phase is suppressed and the size of d13 does not dictate the size of CP-violating observables.
One aim of this approach is to obtain an efficient parametrisation of the lepton-mixing matrix 
in analogy to the Wolfenstein parametrisation for the quark-mixing matrix. However, current 
data is clearly consistent with many possible Wolfenstein-like parametrisations. One reason is 
that there is a wide range of possible bare mixing parameters and Cabibbo shifts, though some 
particular values may be singled out by well-motivated flavour theories. Another reason is the 
current precision of the data. Recast in terms of the Cabibbo angle, the error bar on d12 is of 
O(A2), while the uncertainties in d23 and d13 are of O(A). Although it is not possible to single 
out a particular parametrisation, the approach provides an organising principle for categorising 
the many top-down flavour models based on a A expansion. The approach also provides a useful 
framework in which to interpret the results of future experiments, such as the programme to 
measure d13. Future facilities are expected to reach the O(A2) range, which will yield important 
insight into the nature of lepton mixing in the A ^  0 limit.
The classification scheme proceeds as follows. Recall that the Wolfenstein parametrisation is 
based on the idea tha t the hierarchical quark mixing angles can be understood as a A expansion, 
with:
Uckm =  1 +  O(A). (114)
In the lepton sector, a similar parametrisation requires a A expansion of the form :
Upmns =  W +  O( A). (115)
The starting matrix W , which is dictated by the (unknown) underlying flavour theory, is then 
perturbed multiplicatively by a unitary matrix V(A), which in turn  is assumed to have a A 
expansion:
V (A) =  1 +  O( A). (116)
For the quarks, the starting matrix is the identity matrix and the perturbation matrix takes the 
Wolfenstein form. For the leptons, the structure of the allowed perturbations depend on the 
details of W . Due to Cabibbo haze, W can take different forms which are characterised by the 
number of large angles. For simplicity attention will be restricted here to the best-motivated
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scenario, in which the bare solar and atmospheric mixings, n12 and n23, are non-zero and the 
bare d13 vanishes (see [343] for a more general analysis). In this case W is of the form:
/ 1  0 0 \  /  cos n12 sin n12 0 \
W =  R 1(n23 )R 3(n12) = 0 cos n23 sin n23 
V0 -  sin n23 cos ^23/
 
— sin n12 cos n12 0
V 0 0 1 /
P , (117)
where P  is a diagonal phase matrix of the form:
P
/ eiai 0 0 \
0 e ia 2 0
V 0 0 eia3J
(118)
which encodes the two physical M ajorana CP-violating phases a 12 =  a 1 — a 2 and a 23 =  a 2 — a 3.
Unlike the quark sector, generically the perturbations do not commute with the starting 
matrix:
[W , V(A)] =  0 . (119)
Hence, there are several possible implementations of Cabibbo shifts:
•  Right Cabibbo shifts. The perturbations can be introduced as a multiplication of V(A) on 
the right:
Upmns =  W V  (A).; (120)
• Left Cabibbo shifts. The perturbations can be implemented as a multiplication of V(A) on 
the left:
Upmns =  V(A) W ; (121)
• Middle Cabibbo shifts. The perturbations can be sandwiched between the rotation matrices 
of W:
UPMNS =  R 1 V(A) R 3P , (122)
or
UPMNS =  R 1 V(A) R 3P . (123)
To see tha t this encompasses all possibilities, recall tha t the assumption of Cabibbo haze is that 
the lepton-mixing matrix has a A expansion:
u pmns(a) =  E An Wn, (124)
n= 0
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in which W 0 =  W . This can be expressed as a right Cabibbo shift:
œ
Upmns(A) =  W ^  An(W - 1  Wn) =  WV(A), (125)
n=0
with V =  X^ = 0 An(W - 1Wn). It can also be expressed as a middle Cabibbo shift (dropping P  
for simplicity):
u pmns(a) =  r 1r 3v  (a );
=  R  (R 3V M R -1 ) R 3 =  R1V'(A)R3- (126)
The generalisation to left shifts is straightforward. Note tha t since V, by assumption, is given 
by:
œ
nV(A) =  1 +  1 ]  AnVn, (127)
i=1
V; can also be written in an analogous form:
œ
y M  =  R 3VR - 1  =  1 +  An(R 3VnR-1 ). (128)
i=1
Hence, the decomposition into right, left, or middle shifts is meaningful for a specific choice of 
V. To leading order in A, V is assumed to be:
V
(  1 a 1A c1A\ 
—a^A 1 b1A 
V -cîA  — &ÎA 1 j
+  ©(A2), (129)
which encompasses the Wolfenstein form (a1 =  1, b1 =  c1 =  0, and higher order terms b2 =  A 
and C3 =  A (p  — ^ — irj), in self-evident notation), and allows for more general perturbations. 
Finally, as the shifts in the mixing angles are clearly dominated by perturbations linear in A, it 
is useful to categorise models further as single, double, or triple shifts according to the number 
of such ©(A) perturbations in V.
Given these ingredients, a systematic classification of possible models was presented in [342, 
343], to which the reader is referred for further details. Here attention will be focused on one 
subset of examples. It is straightforward to obtain the following general results for the 0(A) 
shifts in the mixing angles (including phases):
• Right shifts:
$12 =  n12 +  A|a1 1 cos(a12 +  0ai) (130)
$23 =  n23 +  A (cos n12|&1 | cos(a23 +  <&>i ) — sin n12|c1 | cos(a12 — a23 +  0ci )) (131)
$13 =  A|b1eia23 s in ^12 +  C1ei(ai2-a23) cos n d ;  (132)
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• Left shifts:
$12 =  n12 +  A (cos n23|a11 cos <pa1 — sin n23 |C1 1 cos 0ci ) (133)
$23 =  n23 +  A|b1 1 cos 06i (134)
$13 =  A| sin n23a1 +  cos n23C1|; (135)
• Middle shifts:
$12 =  n12 +  A|a1 1 cos 0ai (136)
$23 =  n23 +  A|611 cos 06i (137)
$13 =  A|C1 1. (138)
Each scenario displays distinct correlations between the Cabibbo shifts of the mixing angles. 
Note tha t certain shifts are sized by factors dependent on the bare-mixing parameters. In 
addition, the shifts in the mixing angles depend on the Majorana phases a 12, a 23 only in the 
right Cabibbo shift scenario. The reason is that generically:
[P , V(A) ] =  0, (139)
and hence the right shifts can be rewritten as follows:
Upmns =  W PV
=  W (P V P - 1  )P  =  W VmP . (140)
Vm  can be obtained from V through the replacements ai ^  aieiai2, bi ^  6ieia23, and ci ^
Ciei(«i2-«23)
How might certain examples emerge from the viewpoint of flavour theory? One class of 
examples occur within grand unified models in which the fermion Dirac-mass matrices obey 
S U (5) and S0(10). GUT relations based on the simplest Higgs structures and the down-quark 
mass matrix is further assumed to be symmetric, such tha t M d =  ~  M e and M u ~  M v. 
In such models, the quark and lepton mixing matrices are related [345-348]:
UPMNS =  UCKM F , (141)
where F  is a matrix which encodes the effects of the neutrino see-saw; in these models, F  
must contain two large angles. In the language of this classification scheme, this scenario is an 
example of a left Cabibbo single-shift model, in which F  plays the role of W and V takes the 
form of Uqkm. Other possible examples include models based on quark-lepton complementarity, 
in which case W is a bimaximal-mixing matrix and V has a 1 =  0, b1 =  0, and c1 may or may 
not vanish depending on the details of the model. Different predictions for $13 are implied in 
these cases depending on whether the model is a right, left, or middle Cabibbo shift model. 
Tri-bimaximal mixing scenarios are models in which W takes on the standard tri-bimaximal 
form, and V has a 1 =  b1 =  0 and c1 may or may not be zero, with a range of predictions for $13 
depending on the shift scenario.
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Turning now to the issue of CP violation, the parametrisations also display different predictions 
for the leptonic Dirac and Majorana phases, depending on the details of how and whether phases 
enter W and V. Here, only Dirac-type CP violation is considered (as CP-violating observables 
sourced by Majorana phases are helicity suppressed and thus difficult to observe). For models 
in which W has two large angles (the reader is once again referred to [343] for a more general 
discussion), the invariant measure of Dirac CP violation:
J c p  =  Im(UaiUßjUßUaj) -  sin 2$12 sin 2$23 sin 2$13 sin 5, (142)
vanishes in the A ^  0 limit, and a non-zero value can be generated in two ways:
• Complex V(A): V(A) can be the source of CP-violating phases, which can be O(1) (as in the 
quark sector). Models can be categorised in terms of whether CP violation enters at leading 
or higher order in A, and whether the effective leptonic phase is predicted to be O(1) or 
further suppressed;
• Bare Majorana phases: Majorana phases can also provide a source for Dirac CP violation 
once the Cabibbo-sized perturbations are switched on. For left and middle Cabibbo shifts, 
this does not occur. However, for right Cabibbo shifts it does, as such shifts encode P  
through the modification V ^  Vm.
Consider equation (141) as an illustrative example. If V is of the Wolfenstein form (complex 
0 (A3) terms), J CP is:
1 3J cp  =  ^ A X  r?cosr?23sin2r?23sin2r?i2. (143)
Note tha t in this model, the shifts in the angles are given to 0(A 2) by:
$12 =  n12 — A cos n23 , (144)
$23 =  T)23 -  X2(A  +  i  sin2r?23) and (145)
$13 =  —A sin n23 . (146)
The effective leptonic phase is 5 0(A 2), in contrast to the O(1) CKM phase. This suppression 
occurs because the phases in V arise in subdominant contributions to the mixing angles. Models 
with this feature demonstrate that while the magnitude of $13 is clearly correlated with the 
prospects for the observability of lepton-sector CP violation, it is not the whole story because 
the CP-violating phase itself may be suppressed.
In summary, we are beginning to read the new lepton data, but there is much work to do 
before a satisfactory and credible theory of flavour is proposed. In the meantime, it is illustra­
tive to examine the lepton sector through the lens of quark-lepton unification, and investigate 
parametrisations of the lepton-mixing matrix which include Cabibbo-sized effects. The approach 
emphasises the need for precision measurements, as present data are insufficient for singling out 
a particular parametrisation. Should the limit of zero Cabibbo mixing prove to be meaningful 
for theory, with improved data we may be able to see flavour patterns through the Cabibbo 
haze.
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3.3  L e p to n -f la v o u r  v io la t io n
Searching for lepton-flavour violation in charged-lepton decays is an important way to look 
for new physics beyond the Standard Model [349]. Since the early days of muon experiments, 
processes such as ß ^  eY have been searched for, and the absence of such processes has lead 
us to consider the separate conservation of electron and muon numbers. The discovery of two 
flavours of neutrino in 1962 at BNL indicated that lepton-flavour conservation is indeed realised 
in nature to a good degree of accuracy.
The situation has changed since the discovery of the neutrino oscillations. The separate con­
servation of each lepton number individually is likely violated. However, lepton-flavour violation 
can be observed in charged-lepton processes depends on how neutrino mass is generated. In the 
simple Dirac-neutrino, or the see-saw, framework, lepton-flavour violating processes in muon 
decays are suppressed by more than twenty orders of magnitude below the present experimental 
upper bounds. On the other hand, lepton-flavour violation becomes large, if some new particles 
or interactions exists at the TeV scale. Therefore, searching for lepton-flavour violation in muon 
and tau decay processes provides important information on the origin of the neutrino mass.
Lepton-flavour violation  in three-m uon processes
Among the various lepton-flavour violating processes, three-muon processes, ß  ^  eY, ß  ^  3e, 
and ß — e conversion in muonic atoms, are particularly important. The current experimental 
upper bound for ß ^  eY [350] is at the 10-1 1  level and about one order of magnitude smaller for 
the other two processes [351,352]. Although the ß — e-conversion process has the smallest upper 
bound, the process which imposes the strongest constraints on the theoretical parameters de­
pends on the model under consideration. Muonium-anti-muonium conversion is another process 
which violates the conservation of electron and muon numbers but conserves the total lepton 
number. This process is sensitive to new physics which changes the muon and electron numbers 
by two units. Upper bounds on the branching ratios of tau-lepton-flavour violating processes 
have been improved recently at KEK and the SLAC-B-factory experiments, and have reached 
the level of 10- 7  and below depending on the decay mode in question [353-361]. Generally 
speaking, three-muon processes put stringent constraints on models tha t yield lepton-flavour vi­
olation and the study of correlations among the varous processes is useful to identify the correct 
model.
In near future, the MEG experiment is expected to improve the search-limit on the ß ^  eY 
process by more than two orders of magnitude. If lepton-flavour violation is discovered, the next 
steps will be to discover the nature of lepton-flavour violation and to distinguish between the 
different models. The following techniques can be used to do this:
• The ratio of the branching ratios of ß ^  3e (ß — e conversion) and ß ^  eY depends on 
what kinds of operator are responsible for lepton-flavour violation. In particular, if all three 
processes are generated by the same photonic-dipole-type operator, the following relations
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are hold:
B(ß+ ^  e+e+e—) 
a (ß - Ti ^  e- Ti)
(147)
(148)
This is a good approximation, for example, for most supersymmetric models. On the other 
hand, if lepton-flavour violation is generated by tree-level processes, ß ^  3e and/or ß — e 
conversion, the branching fractions could be much larger than tha t of ß ^  eY ;
• Angular distributions in polarised muon decays provide information on the chiral and CP 
structures of lepton-flavour violating operators [362]. For the ß ^  eY search with a polarised 
ß+, the ß+ ^  e+y and ß+ ^  eRy operators are distinguished by the angular distribution 
of the positron-momentum direction with respect to the initial muon-polarisation direction. 
The chiral structure carrys information on the origin of the lepton-flavour violating interac­
tion. In supersymmetric models, for example, the chirality depends on whether the flavour 
mixing exists in the right- or left-handed slepton sector, and this distinction could provide 
very important clues to the interaction at the GUT scale; and
• In the ß — e conversion search, branching-ratio measurements of different atoms provides 
one means of discriminating between the different operators [363]. The atomic-number de­
pendence of the ß — e-conversion rate differs for different types of quark-level operators. For 
example, we can distinguish scalar, vector, and photon-dipole type operators by compar­
ing branching fractions measured using different nuclei, for example a low-atomic-number 
nucleus such as aluminium and a heavy nucleus such as lead.
These techniques would provide information on different aspects of lepton-flavour violating in­
teractions, and are the basic steps to required to clarify the nature of new interactions.
Supersym m etry and m uon lepton-flavour violating processes
Among the new physics models explored by searches for lepton-flavour violation, supersymme­
try is the most important. Since supersymmetry requires the introduction of a supersymmetric 
partner for each particle in the Standard Model, sleptons should exist. Mass terms for the 
slepton depend on supersymmetry-breaking terms, which do not have an a-priori relation with 
lepton mass terms. In fact, the flavour mixing in the slepton-mass matrix is strongly constrained 
by the lepton flavour-violating processes. This is a part of the flavour problem in supersymmet- 
ric models, some mechanism is needed to suppress flavour-changing neutral-current processes 
in the quark and the lepton sectors. A solution to this problem is one of necessary conditions 
for a realistic supersymmetric model, and a variety of supersymmetry-breaking mechanisms are 
proposed. In principle, we will be able to identify the correct scenario by looking at the super­
particle mass spectrum in energy frontier experiments at the LHC and the International Linear
Searches for lepton-flavour violating processes have a role to play in the determination of 
the off-diagonal elements of the slepton-mass matrix. The determination of these elements is
Collider.
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Figure 31: ß ^  ey branching ratios for SU(5) and S0(10) SUSY GUT. From [349].
particularly important because these elements carry information at very high energy scales such 
as the GUT scale and the see-saw neutrino scales [364,365]. Even if we take a scenario where 
off-diagonal slepton terms are absent at the Planck scale, renormalisation effects due to large 
Yukawa coupling constants can induce sizable off-diagonal terms. In SUSY-GUT models, the 
large top Yukawa coupling constant a source of lepton-flavour violation because quarks and 
leptons are connected to each other above the GUT scale [366,367]. A typical example is shown 
in figure 31 for SU(5) and S0(10) SUSY GUTs. The branching ratio is expected to be close to 
the current experimental upper limit for the S0(10) case.
In the supersymmetric see-saw model, a potentially large Yukawa coupling is provided by 
the neutrino Yukawa coupling constants. The off-diagonal term in the left-handed slepton-mass 
matrix is give by:
where Mp and M r  are the Planck mass and the right-handed neutrino mass respectively, m 0 is 
the universal scalar mass, A0 is the universal triple-scalar-coupling constant for supersymmetry- 
breaking terms, and yv is the neutrino Yukawa coupling constant. Since the see-saw relation 
suggests that the Yukawa coupling is proportional to the square-root of MR, the lepton-flavour 
violating branching ratio is proportional to Mrr. Although the flavour structure of yv is not 
directly related to the flavour mixing in the PMNS matrix, it is natural to expect sizable off­
diagonal elements from the large neutrino mixing. In fact, the ß ^  eY branching ratio can reach 
the experimental bound for MR =  0(1013) — 0(1014) GeV [368-370].
There is an interesting special case which can be realised for a larger value of the ratio of
( m f j i j  ~  — ^ 2 ( V v Y k i i y v ) k j m.Q(3 +  | A 0 |2) l n ( ^ ) , (149)
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Figure 32: ß — e conversion branching ratio in aluminium nucleus and ß ^  eY branching ratio as a function 
heavy CP even Higgs boson mass in the supersymmetric see-saw model [374].
the two Higgs vacuum expectation values (tan ß) [371-373]. In this case, supersymmetric loop 
corrections to the Higgs-lepton vertex can generate a large lepton-flavour violating coupling. 
As a result, heavy Higgs-boson exchange diagrams can be dominant, and the ß — e conversion 
process is enhanced relative to the ß ^  eY process [374]. An example is shown in figure 32. 
For a smaller heavy-Higgs-boson mass, the two branching ratios can be more similar. For the 
same parameter space, we can confirm that the dominant operator is of the scalar type from the 
atomic-number dependence of the ß — e conversion rate.
O ther theoretical m odels
There are many new-physics models that predict sizable rates for muon lepton-flavour violating 
processes [349]. In many cases, the lepton-flavour violation is related to the physics of neutrino- 
mass generation, namely the interaction responsible for the neutrino mixings also induces lepton- 
flavour violation. This is the case for the supersymmetric see-saw model discussed above. Other 
examples are the Zee model [375], Dirac-type bulk neutrinos in the warped extra dimension 
[376], the triplet-Higgs model [317,377], and the non-supersymmetric left-right symmetric model 
[315,378,379]. Supersymmetric, with R-parity violation, can be considered to be in this category, 
since neutrino masses can be generated from R-parity violating couplings [380]. Since each 
model introduces lepton-flavour violation in a different way, the phenomenological features can 
be quite different and measurements will provide important clues to identify the correct model 
of neutrino-mass generation.
The triplet-Higgs model provides a simple way to generate neutrino masses from a small triplet 
vacuum-expectation value. In this model, the triplet Higgs and lepton coupling generating 
neutrino mass also induces a doubly-charged Higgs boson and lepton coupling. The neutrino- 
mixing matrix has a direct relation to the doubly-charged-Higgs-boson coupling. Since the 
doubly-charged Higgs boson gives a tree-level contribution to the ß ^  3e process, this can
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dominate over the other two processes. On the other hand, the ß ^  eY and the ß — e conversion 
branching ratios become similar.
The left-right symmetric model also has the triplet-Higgs field. In this case, however, neutrino 
masses can be generated by the see-saw mechanism. The right-handed neutrino-mass term 
arises in association with SU (2)L x SU (2)R x U(1)B-L symmetry breaking to the Standard 
Model gauge groups. If this scale is close to the TeV scale, observable lepton-flavour violating 
effects are generated through the doubly-charged Higgs boson and lepton couplings. Unlike the 
triplet-Higgs model, the relationship between neutrino mixing and lepton-flavour violation is not 
straightforward. A generic feature is tha t the ß ^  3e branching ratio is larger by two orders of 
magnitude compared to the ß ^  eY and the ß — e conversion branching ratios.
In this way, muon lepton-flavour violating processes provide one way to explore physics be­
yond the Standard Model. This is particularly important because neutrino oscillations are clear 
evidence of new physics, and the origin of neutrino masses is still unknown. There are various 
scenarios for neutrino-mass generation, each with different features tha t may give rise to observ­
able signals for lepton-flavour violation in charged-lepton processes. The experimental pursuit 
of ß ^  eY, ß ^  3e, and ß — e conversion is important if the origin of flavour mixing in the 
lepton sector is to be determined.
3 .4  C o sm o lo g y
3 .4 .1  N e u tr in o s  and  L arge S ca le  S tru ctu re
The observation of cosmological perturbations -  such as Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) 
anisotropies, or the large-scale density perturbations reconstructed, e.g., from the galaxy dis­
tribution in the Universe -  are known to provide good measurements of many cosmological 
parameters. For instance, the spectrum of cosmological perturbations is very sensitive to the 
abundance of ultra-relativistic particles in the early Universe. This can be used to make a 
good estimate of the number of neutrinos which were in thermal equilibrium at tha t time, 
parametrised by an effective number, Neff. The standard scenario with three neutrino flavours 
and no other relativistic relics in the Universe (apart from photons) corresponds to Neff =  3, 
while scenarios with one light sterile neutrino originally in thermal equilibrium corresponds to 
Neff =  4; relaxing the thermal equilibrium assumption, the last scenario would give 3 < Neff < 4. 
Current cosmological bounds give Neff =  3.8+f'6 at 2ct [381-387], which is compatible with the 
standard scenario, but also with the presence of extra relativistic relics. Future experiments 
are expected to reach a 1ct sensitivity of 0.3 in approximately five years from now, and should 
be able to confirm the standard N ff =  3 cosmological scenario with better accuracy than Big 
Bang nucleosynthesis bounds. In the rest of this section, it will be assumed, for simplicity, that 
Neff =  3.
Neutrino masses are more difficult to measure than Neff because they are too small to con­
tribute more than ~  1% of the current energy density of the Universe. Fortunately, the formation
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of structures (galaxies and clusters) during the matter-dominated epoch is quite sensitive even 
to small neutrino masses.
3.4.1.1 Im pact o f neutrinos on structure formation: theoretical predictions
The process of galaxy formation depends very much on the velocity dispersion of the compo­
nents contributing to the m atter of the Universe (for a review, see [388]). If all non-relativistic 
components (such as baryons and Cold Dark Matter, CDM) have a very small velocity dis­
persion the process of gravitational collapse reaches its maximal efficiency. The m atter (or 
energy) density contrast starts from very small values in the early Universe, with Fourier modes 
ök =  [öpk/p] of order 10-5 . On wavelengths corresponding today to the Large Scale Structure 
(LSS) of the Universe, the density contrast starts to be amplified during the radiation dominated 
epoch, but at a slow (logarithmic) rate. Efficient structure formation begins after the time of 
radiation-m atter equality, when the photon pressure cannot resist the gravitational in-fall. At 
this point, the rate of linear structure formation is given by ök «  a, where a is the scale factor. 
This simple law is the result of a balance between gravitational collapse and the expansion of 
the Universe (which tends to increase all distances, and therefore to damp gravitational forces 
and to slow down structure formation). A crucial observation is that ök «  a is a solution of the 
Einstein equation only under the condition tha t the same species contributes to both gravita­
tional collapse and to the expansion (through the Friedmann law). This process brings ök from 
order 10-5  to order one, i.e. to the non-linear regime, starting with the smallest wavelengths. 
The non-linear evolution is very difficult to simulate numerically, but many current and future 
observations are based on large enough wavelengths or redshifts for probing the linear (or mildly 
non-linear) regime, for which theoretical predictions are well under control.
If neutrinos have a small mass (it will be assumed first, for simplicity, tha t only one species 
is massive), there will be a constant fraction of non-relativistic m atter in the form of neutrinos 
between the time at which the neutrino became non-relativistic and today. Non-relativistic 
neutrinos have a much larger velocity dispersion than CDM particles, only two or three orders 
of magnitude smaller than the speed of light:
v = —  ~  —  ~  150(1 +  z) ( km s“ 1 , (150)
m m  \  m  J
where z =  (a0/a  — 1) is the redshift. The neutrinos cannot cluster on scales smaller than the 
total distance over which they travel on average between the early Universe and today (this 
distance, called the free-streaming length, is insensitive to the precise choice of ‘time zero’). 
Indeed, on such scales, the neutrinos experience free diffusion instead of being trapped inside 
gravitational potential wells. Therefore, we could expect naively that on scales smaller than 
the free-streaming scale, the density contrast ök of the total non-relativistic m atter should be 
reduced by a fraction f v, where f v is the relative contribution of neutrinos to the total non- 
relativistic m atter density. Fortunately, the effect is stronger than this since neutrinos not only 
do not participate in the gravitational collapse on small scales but neutrinos also slow down the 
growth of the density contrast of other m atter components, CDM, and baryons.
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The balance between gravity and expansion described above is broken in presence of neutrinos. 
On scales smaller than the free-streaming length, neutrinos do not participate in the gravitational 
collapse, but contribute to the expansion because their homogeneous background density appears 
in the Friedmann equation. So, massive neutrinos give rise to more expansion for the same 
amount of m atter subject to gravitational clustering than would be the case if neutrinos were 
massless. As a consequence, the growth rate of the density contrast ök is reduced on those scales 
to ök «  a 1-(3/5)fv. If the neutrino mass is very small, this reduction is tiny, but it accumulates 
over an extended period of time, so that today ök can be significantly smaller than in the massless 
case; typically the relative reduction is given by a factor —4fv.
In total, the signature of massive neutrinos on the total m atter power spectrum at redshift z, 
denoted P (k ,z ) =  (|ök(z)|2), is the sum of two effects:
1 . As a function of k, the m atter power spectrum P(k, z) is step-like suppressed for wavelengths 
smaller than the free-streaming length (see figure 33). More precisely, for any observable red­
shift, what matters is the free-streaming length at the time of the non-relativistic transition, 
since P (k , z) goes through a maximum when:
/  ï V \  1/2
Anr ~  350 Q“ 1/2 f j  h ~ l Mpc , (151)
where Qm ~  0.3 is the matter-density fraction today. The relative amplitude of the small- 
scale suppression today is well approximated by —8f v. Note tha t no other cosmological 
parameters have such a step-like effect on P (k ,z); and
2 . As a function of z or a, the m atter power spectrum undergoes a different evolution on 
large scales (with P (k ,z ) «  a2) and small scales (with P (k ,z ) «  a2-(6/5)fv). This is an 
absolutely unique effect of dark-m atter particles with a large velocity dispersion, no other 
known ingredient can justify such a scale-dependent growth factor.
Note tha t both effects depend primarily on the total neutrino mass M v =  ^ i m vi (summed over 
the three mass eigenstates):
Qj, Mj,
u  = ü Z  T ï ë v -
Since massive neutrinos have such distinct signatures on LSS, the total neutrino mass may, in 
principle, be extracted with a precision which depends upon:
• The statistical and systematic uncertainties of the experimental data; large uncertainties will 
result in a confusion between the effect of massive neutrinos and that of other cosmological 
parameters; and
• The priors tha t are considered acceptable for the underlying cosmological model.
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Figure 33: Ratio of the matter power spectrum including three degenerate massive neutrinos with density fraction 
f v to that with three massless neutrinos. The parameters (wm, Qa) = (0.147, 0.70) are kept fixed, and from top 
to bottom the curves correspond to f v = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03,. .. , 0.10. The individual masses m v range from 0.046 eV 
to 0.46 eV, and the scale fcnr = 2n/Anr from 2.1 x 10-3h Mpc-1  to 6.7 x 10-3h Mpc-1  as shown on the top of the 
figure.
3.4.1.2 Current bounds
Currently, the combination of up-to-date CMB and LSS data is compatible with the simplest 
version of the ACDM scenario, containing three species of massless neutrinos. Still, cosmological 
observations provide a stringent upper bound on the total neutrino mass. This bound is not 
unique since it depends on the exact data set considered and on the theoretical priors. The data 
sets used to determine the bound include CMB anisotropy measurements (from WMAP [389] and 
other experiments probing smaller angular scales). CMB anisotropies have a weak dependence 
on neutrino masses, but by accurately measuring other cosmological parameters CMB data plays 
a crucial role in reducing parameter degeneracies.
Current large-scale structure data consists of several types of complementary observations. 
One of them is the galaxy-galaxy two-point correlation function, best measured by the 2dF [390] 
and SDSS [391, 392] groups. This observable can be used over a range of scales and directly 
reflects the shape of the linear power spectrum predicted by the theory, modulo an unknown nor­
malisation factor called the light-to-mass bias, the galaxy-galaxy correlation function probes the 
shape, but not the amplitude of the primordial spectrum. Therefore, an accurate determination 
of the shape of the spectrum is sufficient for detecting the characteristic step-like suppression 
caused by massive neutrinos. However, the galaxy-galaxy correlation function does not probe 
an extended range of scales; it is limited on small scales by the fact tha t it is difficult to compare 
the theory with the data for strongly non-linear scales k > 0.2h- 1  Mpc; and it is limited on 
large scales by selection effects (i.e., if galaxies are too far from us, they are also too faint to be
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accurately sampled).
To complement this type of observation, the light-to-mass bias can be measured (for example 
by using higher-order correlations beyond the two-point correlation function). Determination of 
the light-to-mass bias is im portant for the determination of the neutrino mass because it fixes the 
amplitude of the m atter power spectrum on small scales, while on large scales CMB experiments 
provide an accurate normalisation. The comparison of the two measurements provides some 
constraints on the step-like suppression caused by massive neutrinos.
Instead of being computed in three-dimensional space, the galaxy-galaxy two-point correlation 
function can be measured in angular space. This method offers greater sensitivity to the acoustic 
oscillations imprinted on the baryon density before photon decoupling. This type of data is 
usually called Baryonic Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) data. The latest BAO data, obtained by 
the SDSS collaboration [393], provides more precise constraints on cosmological parameters 
(including the neutrino mass) than can be obtained using the three-dimensional galaxy-galaxy 
power spectra at present.
Measurements of the m atter power spectrum over a wide range of scales on both sides of the 
characteristic scale Anr are required for the determination of neutrino mass. Since the limitation 
on small scales is given by the transition to the non-linear regime, it would be very useful to 
measure the m atter power spectrum at large redshift, i.e. far back in time, when the non-linear 
scales were confined to smaller wavelengths than today. This can be done using the Lyman- 
a  forest data coming from a detailed analysis of quasar spectra, obtained for instance by the 
SDSS collaboration [394]. For each spectrum, one can identify a waveband corresponding to 
Lyman-a absorption along the line of sight; the wavelength at which the Lyman-a absorption 
band appears depends upon the redshift of the galaxy in question. The Lyman-a forest data 
is a tracer of m atter fluctuations at redshifts in the range 2 < z < 3, this is to be compared 
with current date on the galaxy-galaxy correlation function which spans redshifts in the range
0 < z < 0.2. Therefore, Lyman-a forest data can probe very small scales which are strongly 
non-linear today, but were mildly non-linear at the time of the transition. The data can be 
related to the theoretical linear power spectrum. However, there is still some controversy about 
various aspects which might lead to an underestimation of systematic uncertainties.
A graphical summary is presented in figure 34, where the cosmological bounds found in the 
literature correspond to the horizontal bands. The three bands correspond to different types of 
data and the thickness of each band roughly describes the spread of values obtained by different 
authors [388] (see reference [395] for an update). The upper band corresponds to the constraints 
obtained from CMB data only. These bounds are very robust because the CMB probes the 
density contrast deep into the linear regime. The 2<r limits on Mv derived from current CMB 
data range from 2 eV to 3 eV. The middle band includes three-dimensional measurements 
of the galaxy-galaxy correlation function in addition to CMB data. Here, the light-to-mass 
bias is left as a free parameter, so the data only measures the shape of the m atter power 
spectrum. The corresponding robust and conservative bounds on the neutrino mass are in the 
range 0.9 — 1.7 eV. Finally, the lower band includes data with more controversial systematic 
uncertainties, or for which the comparison between theory and observations is non-trivial and
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Figure 34: Various current upper bounds (2a level) from cosmological data on the total neutrino mass, compared 
to the values in agreement with neutrino oscillation data (at the 3 a level): for normal hierarchy, the total neutrino 
mass as a function of the lightest eigenstate mass is to be found between the two red lines; for inverted hierarchy, 
between the two black lines.
subject to caution, the light-to-mass bias determination and/or Lyman-a forest data and/or 
BAO angular spectrum. In this case, the upper limit on Mv ranges typically from 0.2 
to 0.9 eV. One can see from figure 34 tha t current cosmological data probe the region where 
the 3 neutrino states are degenerate, with a mass Mv/3. If one trusts the most aggressive 
combination of data sets (in particular, from Lyman-a forests), this region can be considered as 
entirely excluded by cosmological observations.
3.4.1.3 Future prospects
In order to improve the bounds on Mv significantly, or to detect a non-zero value, it is necessary 
to observe large-scale structures both:
• On larger scales than today, in order to increase the lever-arm on the m atter power spectrum 
towards large wavelengths, and also to reduce the statistical (sampling) error on all scales; 
and
• At higher redshift to probe smaller scales in the linear or mildly non-linear regime and 
thereby to increase the lever arm towards small wavelengths. In addition, measurements 
at high redshift are sensitive to the modified growth rate of density contrasts which are 
imprinted by neutrinos on small scales.
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Figure 35: Forecast 2a sensitivities to the total neutrino mass from future cosmological experiments, compared to 
the values in agreement with present neutrino oscillation data (assuming a future determination at the 5% level). 
Left: sensitivities expected for future CMB experiments (without lensing extraction), alone and combined with 
the completed SDSS galaxy redshift survey. Right: sensitivities expected for future CMB experiments including 
lensing information, alone and combined with future cosmic shear surveys. Here CMBpol refers to a hypothetical 
CMB experiment roughly corresponding to the Inflation Probe mission.
More precise CMB data would also be useful to constrain more strongly other cosmological 
parameters so further reducing parameter degeneracies.
The expected sensitivity of different cosmological data to Mv is shown in figure 35. The figure 
also shows the values of Mv which are allowed in two of the possible three-neutrino schemes 
(see reference [388] for details). The left-hand panel shows the expected sensitivity of future 
CMB and galaxy-redshift surveys. The Planck satellite will provide a measurement with a 20- 
sensitivity of the order of 1 eV; the same data combined with the completed results of the SDSS 
galaxy redshift survey should reach 0.4 eV [396]. NASA is studying a number of projects with 
even better sensitivity and resolution, under the generic name of the ‘Inflation Probe’ [397]. 
Taking the sensitivity of one of these projects, CMBpol, as a benchmark, yields an expected 
sensitivity of 0.4 eV for CMBpol alone, and a sensitivity slightly better than 0.3 eV when the 
CMBpol data is combined with SDSS.
More spectacular improvements can be expected from weak lensing experiments, the goal of 
which is to deduce the surrounding gravitational potential and m atter distribution from the 
distortion of the images of galaxies or from the anisotropy patterns in the CMB radiation itself. 
It would be impossible to estimate lensing effects by observing a single galaxy or a single CMB 
pixel. However, lensing distortions can be accurately deduced from a statistical analysis of many 
groups of galaxies or extended regions in CMB maps. CMB lensing measurements offer a unique 
opportunity to probe density contrasts at very high redshift (up to z ~  3). However, galaxy weak 
lensing observations can reach a higher signal-to-noise ratio and can be used for tomography. By
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classifying the source galaxies in redshift bins, one can reconstruct the gravitational potential 
distribution at different redshifts, and follow the growth of perturbations as a function of redshift. 
This has been shown to be particularly useful for probing the neutrino-mass effect on small scales.
The right-hand pane of figure 35 shows the expected sensitivity of future CMB experiments 
such as Planck and CMBpol, including the lensing data extracted from the same experiment. 
The 20 sensitivity to Mv is as good as 0.3 eV and 0.07 eV respectively. These forecasts should 
be interpreted with care because it has been assumed tha t astrophysical foregrounds can be 
removed accurately from the CMB map. The improvement in sensitivity that can be obtained 
by adding data from galaxy weak-lensing surveys is also shown. S300/S1000 refers to experiments 
involving a spatial telescope scanning galaxies in a small region of the sky (300 to 1000 squared 
degrees). G2n/G4n refers to plausible ground-based experiments probing half of the sky or all 
of it. Such experiments are planned for the near future (see [167,388] and references therein). 
The sensitivity of Planck plus S300/S1000 is of the order of 0.2 eV, while CMBpol combined 
with a full-sky galaxy scan would reach a 2<r sensitivity equal to the minimum value of Mv in 
the case of normal hierarchy (of order 0.05 eV). The combination of measurements of the CMB 
with future galaxy-cluster surveys (derived from the same weak lensing observations as well as 
X-ray and Sunyaev-Zel’dovich surveys) should yield a similar sensitivity [398,399].
3 .4 .2  L ep to g en esis
The origin of the m atter-antim atter asymmetry is one of the most important questions in cos­
mology. The presently observed baryon asymmetry is [389]:
Y b  =  n B ~ UB ~  6.1 x K T 10 . (153)
s
where Yb is the baryon to photon ratio at recombination. In 1967 A. Sakharov suggested tha t the 
baryon density can be explained in terms of microphysical laws [400]. Three conditions need to 
be fulfilled: there must exist a mechanism by which baryon number conservation is violated; the 
conservation of C and CP must be violated; and there must be a period in which the Universe 
is out of thermal equilibrium. Several mechanism have been proposed to explain the baryon 
asymmetry, many of which are dis-favoured by cosmological or theoretical considerations.
Leptogenesis has emerged as a successful mechanism for explaining the origin of the baryon 
asymmetry of the Universe [128]. Assuming tha t B — L is conserved both at the perturba- 
tive and the non-perturbative level, then if a net B — L (for example a net lepton number) 
could be created, then the ‘sphaleron’ process would convert the net B — L into a net baryon 
and lepton number of comparable magnitude. Leptogenesis is particularly appealing because it 
takes place in the context of see-saw models [127,222,223], which, naturally explain the small­
ness of neutrino masses. As discussed above, the see-saw mechanism requires the existence of 
heavy right-handed (RH) Majorana neutrinos, singlet with respect to the Standard Model gauge 
symmetry group. Introducing a Dirac neutrino mass term and a Majorana mass term for the 
right-handed neutrinos via the Lagrangian:
- C  = V U  (m n ) i j  N Rj  +  -  (N Ri)c (M r ) ^  N Rj , (154)
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leads, for sufficiently large Mr , to the well known see-saw formula for the low-energy neutrino 
mass matrix, m v [127,222,223]:
m v ~  — m D M - 1  mD , (155)
=  U Dm UT , (156)
where terms of order O(M —2) have bee neglected, Dm is a diagonal matrix containing the masses 
m i,2,3 of the three light massive M ajorana neutrinos, and U is the unitary PMNS matrix.
The CP-violating and out-of-equilibrium decays of RH neutrinos produce a lepton asymmetry 
[128] that can be converted into a baryon asymmetry through anomalous electroweak processes
[401,402]. The requisite CP-violating decay asymmetry is caused by the interference of the 
tree-level contribution and the one-loop corrections in the decay rate of the heavy Majorana 
neutrinos, N i ^  $ -  1+ and N i ^  $ + I - :
£i -  d T {N i^ -e ,+ )+ T {N i^ + ^ -)
Im(mD molij \ / \\ (157)
where $  and I  indicate the Higgs field and the charged leptons, respectively. Here v ~  174 GeV 
is the electroweak-symmetry-breaking scale and Xj =  M 2/M 2. The functions ƒ and g stem from 
vertex [128,403-405] and from self-energy [406-410] contributions:
f ( x )  = s j i  (1  -  (1 +  x)  In ( ^ ) )  ; and
» W  = È &  ■
For x  1, i.e. for hierarchical heavy M ajorana neutrinos, f ( x )  +  g(x )  ~  Under these
assumptions, the baryon asymmetry is obtained via:
YB = a ^ e  i ,  (159)
g*
where a ~  —1/2  is the fraction of the lepton asymmetry converted into a baryon asymmetry
[401,402], g* ~  100 is the number of massless degrees of freedom at the time of the decay, and 
k is a efficiency factor tha t is obtained by solving the Boltzmann equations. Typically, one gets 
Yb ~  6 x 10-10  when e1 ~  (10-6  — 10-7 ) and k ~  (10-3  — 10-2 ). Note tha t this estimate of Yb 
is valid in the supersymmetric theories too [406-410].
The results reported so far are valid if the individual lepton flavours (which indicate the lepton- 
mass eigenstates at the temperature of leptogenesis) are effectively indistinguishable. Recently, 
it has been pointed out tha t if this assumption does not hold, the evolution of the lepton 
asymmetry in each flavour a, YL,a , needs to be considered separately and the resulting final 
baryon asymmetry can be different from the one obtained from equation (159) [411]. Following 
reference [411], consider the case of hierarchical heavy neutrinos for which the generation of the 
lepton asymmetry is dominated by the decay of the lightest with mass M 1. The lepton-flavour 
asymmetry is proportional to the flavour CP-asymmetry, ea a , of the decay of N 1 into the leptons 
of flavour a:
1 1
=  -— 2 T “ F------—  y i Im ((m ß )« i(m Dm ß ) i i (m ß)a i U{xj )  +g( x j ) ) )  ■ (160) 
8nv (mDmD)11 j v y
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By solving the coupled Boltzmann equations for the asymmetries corresponding to the indis­
tinguishable flavours, one obtains an efficiency factor for each flavour a. When computing the 
final baryon asymmetry, this flavour efficiency factor weights the decay asymmetries as ea a . If 
M 1 <  109 GeV, the ß and t  Yukawa couplings are in equilibrium and the three flavours need to 
be considered separately. For 109 GeV ^  M 1 ^  1012 GeV, only the interactions mediated by the 
t  Yukawa coupling are in equilibrium and the problem reduces to an effective two-flavour case. 
Finally, if M 1 >  1012 GeV, the Yukawa interactions are all out of equilibrium and all flavours 
are indistinguishable. In this case, the results of one flavour are recovered.
In the MSSM, flavour effects are relevant for even larger tem perature ranges [412]. Here, the 
one-flavour formulæcan only be applied for temperatures larger than (1 +  tan 2 ß) x 1012 GeV, 
since the squared charged-lepton Yukawa couplings in the MSSM are multiplied by this factor. 
Consequently, charged ß- and t-lepton Yukawa couplings are in thermal equilibrium for (1 +  
tan 2 ß ) x 105 GeV ^  M 1 ^  (1 +  tan 2 ß ) x 109 GeV and all flavours in the Boltzmann equations 
are to be treated separately. For (1 +  tan 2 ß) x 109 GeV <  M 1 <  (1 +  tan 2 ß) x 1012 GeV, 
only the t  Yukawa coupling is in equilibrium and only the t  flavour is treated separately in the 
Boltzmann equations, while the e and ß flavours are indistinguishable.
Establishing a connection between the parameters at low energy (neutrino masses, mixing 
angles, and CP-violating phases), measurable in principle in present and future experiments, 
and at high energy (relevant in leptogenesis) has been intensively investigated. The number of 
parameters in the full Lagrangian of models which implement the see-saw mechanism is larger 
than the ones in the low-energy sector: in the case of three light neutrinos and three heavy ones, 
at high energy the theory contains, in the neutrino sector, 18 parameters of which 12 are real. 
At low energy only 9 are accessible - 3 angles, 3 masses and 3 phases. The decoupling of the 
heavy right-handed neutrinos implies the loss of information on 9 of the parameters required to 
specify the theory at high energy. This implies tha t reconstructing the high-energy parameters 
entering in the see-saw models from the measurement of the masses, angles, and CP-violating 
phases of m v depends on the specific model considered.
Using the weak basis in which both Mr and the charged-lepton mass matrix are real and di­
agonal, it is useful to parametrise the Dirac mass by the bi-unitary or the orthogonal parametri- 
sations:
• B i-U nitary  parametrisation: The complex 3 x 3 Dirac mass matrix can be written in the 
form [413]:
mD =  UL mDag Ur , (161)
where Ul and Ur are unitary 3 x 3 matrices and mDag is a real diagonal matrix. All the 
CP-violating phases are contained in UL and UR; and
• Orthogonal parametrisation: By using the see-saw formula, equation (155), we can express 
m D as [156,414]:
mD =  i U Dm/2 Rm R /2 , (162)
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where Dm is the diagonal real matrix which contains the low-energy light neutrino masses, 
and R is a complex orthogonal matrix. R  contains 3 real parameters and 3 phases.
The use of these parametrisations clarifies the dependence of leptogenesis and LFV charged- 
lepton decays, on the different parameters entering in mD.
hermitian matrix mD mD :
For leptogenesis, in the case of one effective flavour, the decay asymmetry e1 depends on the
D-
■ UR (mDag) 2 U r , bi-unitary;
m D m D =  { 1/2 + 1/2 (163)
MR Rt Dm R M r  , orthogonal.
Notice tha t the PMNS unitary mixing matrix does not enter explicitly into the expression for 
the lepton asymmetry. However, it has been pointed out tha t if this approximation does not 
hold, single-flavour asymmetries need to be considered. In this case, the flavour CP asymmetry 
may be written:
3M 1 Im ( mß/ 2mP/ 2U^ U«pRß iRpi)
=  ~T7, 2 Tp 12 ' (164)16nv2 m ß|R ßi|2
It is important to notice that in this case the lepton asymmetry depends also on the CP-violating 
phases in U . In the interesting case of R real, the asymmetry does not cancel out and will be 
determined by the values of the low-energy Dirac and Majorana CP-violating phases, which are 
measurable in principle in future experiments.
In the bi-unitary parametrisation, the neutrino mass matrix m v can be written as: 
mv =  - U* mDiag U r M R 1 UT mDiag U* , (165)
showing that the phases in U receive contributions from CP-violation both in the right-handed 
sector, responsible for leptogenesis, and in the left-handed one, which enters in lepton-flavour- 
violating processes. Due to the complicated way in which the high-energy phases and real 
parameters enter in m v, equation (165), if there is CP-violation at high energy, as required by 
the leptogenesis mechanism, we can expect in general to have CP-violation at low-energy, as a 
complete cancellation would require some fine-tuning or special forms of m D and Mr .
More specifically, from equation (165), it can be seen that, in general, there is no one-to- 
one link between low energy CP-violation in the lepton sector and the baryon asymmetry; a 
measurement of the low-energy CP-violating phases does not allow the leptogenesis phase to 
be reconstructed. However, if the number of parameters in m e is reduced, a one-to-one corre­
spondence between high-energy and low-energy parameters might be established. For example, 
in certain classes of neutrino-mass models with sequential right-handed neutrino dominance, a 
strong link between the leptonic-CP violating phase, 5, and the CP-violation required for lepto­
genesis can be established, and flavour-dependent effects have a significant effect [412]. In other 
classes of models such strong links were not found. Links can also be achieved in models which
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allow for CP-violation. For example, this can be achieved in models which allow for CP-violation 
only in the right-handed sector, that is in Ur . It has been shown recently that, to the extent 
tha t the different flavours can be distinguished, leptogenesis depends only on the phases in the 
PMNS mixing matrix, if R is real. Each model of neutrino mass generation should be studied 
separately in detail to establish the feasibility of the leptogenesis mechanism [415-422].
In conclusion, the observation of (ßß)ov-decay, implying the violation of the global lepton 
number (one of the main conditions for leptogenesis), and of leptonic CP-violation in neutrino 
oscillations and/or neutrinoless double-beta decay is crucial in understanding the origin of the 
baryon asymmetry. The observation of leptonic-CP violation itself would be a strong indication, 
though not a proof, tha t leptogenesis is the explanation for the observed baryon asymmetry of 
the Universe.
3 .4 .3  N e u tr in o s  and  In fla tion
In the previous sections, we have seen tha t neutrinos may have played crucial roles in shaping 
the Universe of today (the large-scale structure) and in the removal of the anti-m atter from 
the early Universe (leptogenesis). The neutrino may also may also be the key to the process of 
inflation by which the Universe went through a period of exponential growth. The ‘stretching’ 
of the Universe during inflation is held to explain the uniformity of the today’s Universe.
In nearly all discussions about the birth of the Universe, it is assumed that the Universe 
was originally microscopically small. There is a good reason for this; communication between 
different parts of the Universe has a ‘speed limit’, the speed of light, c. No regions of space 
‘know’ about other regions if they are separated by more than the distance ct where t is the 
age of the Universe at a particular moment. It is very difficult to conceive of a process tha t can 
create the Universe tha t is larger than ct. It is much more natural to think that the Universe 
was born small, but tha t there was a mechanism to stretch it to a macroscopic size later, much 
larger than that allowed by the assumed speed limit c.
Support for this view can be found in the CMB. The tem perature of cosmic microwave back­
ground is the same, to better than one part in a hundred thousand or so, in every direction. The 
microwave photons from the different directions come from opposite ends of the Universe that 
could never have been in communication with each other. The CMB distribution reflects the 
temperature distribution of the early Universe. Therefore, the uniformity of the CMB implies 
that different regions of the early Universe, which are not necessarily causally connected, are 
nonetheless at the same temperature. This is the ‘horizon problem’: what is the mechanism 
which gave rise to such a uniform tem perature distribution.
Another well-known problem is the ‘flatness problem’. When the Universe was born, no 
known microphysics can determine what kind of space, namely the topology and the local 
curvature, should be chosen. At the time of big-bang nucleosynthesis (the best-tested aspect of 
the description of the early Universe when it was about a second to a minute old) the Universe 
must have been extremely flat at the level of 10-20. This requirement becomes much stronger
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if we contemplate even earlier times. W hat mechanism squashed the Universe so flat?
Finally, the large-scale structure of the Universe discussed above suggests that the Universe
appears to be correlated in different parts of the space -  i.e., the initial density perturbation 
appears acausal. In addition, the spectrum of the fluctuation is nearly independent of the 
distance scales, suggesting that it was generated by some kind of self-replicating mechanism. 
The fluctuations themselves are Gaussian in nature.
Cosmological inflation is currently the only way to answer these profound questions and ex­
plain the empirical observations of the large-scale structure of the Universe [423,424]. Inflation 
stretches the Universe exponentially from the microscopic size at its birth to a macroscopic size 
which leads to the vast Universe as observed today. At the same time, even a bumpy space gets 
flattened once it is exponentially stretched because what we see today is only a tiny portion 
of the entire space. Also, because the entire Universe originated from a small patch which was 
in communication, the sky in all directions must look the same. In a surprising way, quantum 
fluctuations in an exponentially expanding Universe soon become classical because the natural 
wave length exceeds the causally-connected region of space, and as the Universe keeps expand­
ing it generates itself many times leading to a scale-invariant Gaussian spectrum of density 
fluctuations [425].
For concreteness, consider a simple model of inflation based on a scalar field (0) with just a 
mass term, namely a quadratic potential [426]:
originated from a small fluctuation in the energy density at the level of 10 5, which somehow
(166)
Such a scalar field can drive inflation. The equation of motion of the scalar field is:
0 +  3H 0 +  m 20 =  0, (167)
while the expansion rate of the Universe H  =  à /a , if dominated by this scalar field, is given by:
(168)
1/2This coupled equation has a very simple solution if 0 > M P1 =  . It can be shown tha t the 
0 and 02 in the above equations can be safely neglected (the ‘slow-roll’ condition). In this case 
equations (167) and (168) can be combined into a single equation:
and hence:
(169)
(170)
At the same time, the Universe expands as:
a(t) =  a(0)exp
m M Pl 2 
2v/247t
(171)
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Figure 36: Global fits to the cosmological data versus predictions of simple inflation models [389].
For t ^  0(0)/(m M pi) the second term in the parentheses can be ignored, and the expansion 
of the Universe is exponential. This way, the initial microscopic size of the Universe can be 
made macroscopically large. The curvature is squashed exponentially as (a(0 )/a (t) )2 solving 
the flatness problem, and also the horizon problem by assuming tha t the e-folding is large 
enough (>  60) so tha t the initial horizon contains the entire visible Universe of today.
To obtain the correct size of the density fluctuations, we need m ~  2 x 1013 GeV [427]. It is 
remarkable tha t the simple quadratic potential is consistent with available cosmological data, 
including the upper limit on the tensor component (see figure 36 [389]). A natural question 
from the particle physics point of view is what is this scalar field? The most likely candidate is 
a gauge singlet, to maintain the form of the potential against radiative corrections. There are 
no such fields within the Standard Model or its minimal supersymmetric extension.
However, the mass of the scalar required to generate the quadratic potential is similar to the 
mass of right-handed neutrinos required by the see-saw mechanism. The RH neutrinos are also 
naturally gauge singlets. It is therefore tempting to consider that neutrinos have something to 
do with inflation. If nature is supersymmetric, the right-handed neutrinos needed in the see-saw 
mechanism have superpartners (sneutrinos) which are scalar fields. The sneutrino potential is 
quadratic, making the right-handed sneutrinos candidates for the inflaton field [428]. Moreover, 
once the inflation is over, the right-handed sneutrino oscillates around the origin and decays, 
reheating the Universe to an ordinary thermal bath. This process is the same as that assumed 
in the discussion of leptogenesis above, and hence can generate the baryon asymmetry. Because 
the Universe is dominated by the right-handed neutrino at this point, leptogenesis is more 
efficient than conventional thermal leptogenesis. Using the available neutrino data and assuming
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hierarchical spectrum of right-handed neutrinos, the resulting lepton asymmetry is given by:
T  “ L5 x 10~ m W l h v  6■ <172>
where ö is the CP violating phase in the neutrino mixing [429]. Interestingly, leptogenesis is 
possible with a relatively low reheating temperature TRH ~  106 GeV, low enough to avoid 
the cosmological problem of gravitinos even for the case of hadronic decay [430] which imposes 
strong constraints on thermal leptogenesis with hierarchical right-handed neutrinos [431,432].
There is, however, an important issue to be addressed for the simple quadratic form of the 
potential to extend beyond the Planck-scale amplitude. In fact, supergravity tends to modify this 
form and requires a somewhat special Kahler potential to maintain the quadratic form [433] (see 
also [434,435] for more recent discussions). The most im portant test of the quadratic potential 
is its prediction of the tensor component r  ~  0.15. This relatively large tensor component will 
be probed in the near future by B-mode polarisation measurements of the cosmic microwave 
background [436]. An alternative scenario of sneutrino inflation, where a small r  is predicted 
and which is therefore easily distinguishable from the above model, is hybrid inflation with a 
sneutrino inflaton field [437]. There is therefore an intriguing coincidence between the properties 
of scalar fields required to drive inflation, for the see-saw mechanism, and for leptogenesis. It 
points to a remarkable possibility tha t the neutrino is the mother of the Universe.
4 Effects of N ew  Physics beyond the Standard N eutrino M odel
Almost all experimental results to date are consistent with the Standard Neutrino Model (see 
section 2). These results are most often used to determine the parameters of the SvM. To 
go beyond the SvM, there are two complementary approaches. The first is the ‘theoretical 
approach’ in which models are constructed which solve one or more of the problems of the 
SvM, this was the approach taken in section 3. These models may predict new phenomena 
or predict small deviations from the results of the SvM. Present and future experiments may 
support, constrain, or contradict these models. The Standard Model itself was established in this 
way, the minimal super-symmetric standard model (MSSM) and other extension of the SM are 
expected to be tested in future experiments especially at the LHC [438]. The second approach 
is the ‘phenomenological approach’ in which possible effects of unknown physics are described in 
a model-independent way. Experiments may give constraints on these parameters, giving very 
im portant information for the development of a complete theoretical description. An example of 
this approach is the model-independent parameterisation of new physics effects in the vacuum 
polarisation of electroweak gauge bosons [439,440]. The strong experimental constraints on the 
relevant parameters have allowed technicolor models to be rejected.
Neutrino experiments which are being carried out or are in preparation are optimised to mea­
sure precisely the parameters of the SvM. The second-generation neutrino facility, on the other 
hand, should be designed not only to determine these parameters but also to have sensitivity 
to signatures of physics beyond the SvM. In the following, the possibility of detecting various 
new-physics effects in neutrino oscillations will be discussed.
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4 .1  S te r i le  n e u t r in o s
Neutrinos which have no Standard Model couplings are referred to as ‘sterile’. They arise in 
many extensions of the SM which include singlet-fermion states and the corresponding mass 
eigenstates. The new sterile-neutrino states can mix with ordinary neutrinos and generate 
effects tha t may be observed in terrestrial, cosmological, and astrophysical experiments.
4 .1 .1  T h e o r e tic a l issu es
If sterile neutrinos are present, it is necessary to explain the origin of their masses and of 
the mixing with active neutrinos. Small masses and large mixings can arise, for example, via 
higher-dimensional operators in the superpotential [291] which induce an intermediate-scale 
expectation value, , for a singlet field. The magnitude of is between the electroweak scale 
and a large energy scale, M . The masses of the sterile neutrinos are found to be suppressed 
by powers of /M . Sterile neutrinos with masses from 100 MeV to few GeV are required 
to generate the observed light-neutrino masses in theories with dynamic electroweak-symmetry 
breaking [441-444]. Models with ‘mirror m atter’ contain mirror neutrinos which would be light 
for reasons similar to the reasons for which their ordinary partners are light [445-452]. The 
interactions between active and sterile neutrinos would be mediated by operators of the type 
v0v;0 '/M p , where the prime refers to the mirror world and Mp is the Planck mass. Singlet 
neutrinos could be the supersymmetric partners of the moduli field [453] or the singlets contained 
in representations of E 6 [454-456]. In these cases it can be argued tha t the singlet mass would be 
of order TeV2/M p , the TeV mass scale arising from supersymmetry breaking. Sterile neutrinos 
can easily be embedded in models based on extra dimensions, the sterile neutrinos can be new 
singlet fermions propagating in the bulk of a higher-dimensional theory with naturally small 
masses [457]. In addition, such theories predict a tower of Kaluza-Klein modes which can 
generate interesting observational signatures, neutrino oscillations in particular [458].
4 .1 .2  P h e n o m e n o lo g y  o f  ligh t s te r ile  n eu tr in o s
Here we consider sterile neutrinos with masses up to a few eV tha t mix with ordinary neutrinos. 
The main signals for such sterile neutrinos arise in neutrino oscillations. The implications of 
the LSND measurements is postponed to section 4.1.5. A detailed discussion of the bounds 
summarised below is given in [67,459].
Reactor- and accelerator-neutrino experiments
In these experiments active-sterile neutrino oscillations would take place, implying a reduction 
of the observed flux at the far detector. Reactor-neutrino experiments are sensitive to the mixing 
with ve, Ues. The CHOOZ and Bugey experiments put bounds as strong as |Ues|2 ^  0.01 for 
particular neutrino-mass ranges. Mixing of sterile neutrinos with vM may be tested in accelerator 
experiments for which muon neutrinos are the dominant beam contribution at the source. Data
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from the CDHS and CCFR disappearance experiments allow limits on to be derived. In 
addition, appearance experiments sensitive to the transition vM ^  ve (KARMEN) and vM ^  vT 
(NOMAD and CHORUS) probe a combination of the mixing angles, , Ues and , UTS, 
respectively. A combined analysis of recent data from Super-Kamiokande (SK), K2K, MACRO 
have yielded the constraint |U^s |2 ^  0.065 at 99% C.L. [67].
Solar neutrino experiments and K am LA N D
The data from these experiments can be used to constrain the mixing of sterile neutrinos 
with ve. The MSW enhancement of electron-neutrino oscillations, with its characteristic energy 
dependence, makes it possible to search for a sterile-neutrino component down to mass-squared 
differences as small as A m 2 ~  10-8  eV2. For large mixing angles, the search can be extended 
to masses as small as A m 2 ~  10-12  eV2. In some models sterile neutrinos produce effects at 
energies below an MeV; data from the SNO and SK experiments already dis-favour models which 
modify the energy distribution for neutrino energies greater than a few MeV. The low-energy 
(Ev < 1 MeV) region was accessible only to the Gallium experiments. In the future, Borexino 
will be able to test part of this interesting region through the analysis of, for example, diurnal 
or seasonal variations in the neutrino spectra.
Neutrinoless double-beta decay
Sterile neutrinos tha t are Majorana particles and mix with electron neutrinos would contribute 
to the effective Majorana mass on which the half-life of the double-beta-decay process depends. 
In particular, the effective mass would be:
| < m > | = E
i= 1,2,3
mi Ue2 +  ms Ue2s (173)
where mi are the masses of the light, ordinary neutrinos and m s indicates the mass of the sterile 
neutrino. Notice tha t =  |Ues|2 eißs, where ßs is a M ajorana CP-violating phase. Due to the 
presence of the Majorana phases the contributions in | < m > | can be constructive or partially 
cancel [135]. A future measurement of | < m > | with values outside the range predicted in the 
case of three light neutrinos might be a signal for the presence of sterile neutrinos.
4 .1 .3  S ig n a tu res  o f  h ea v y  ste r ile  n eu tr in o s
The signatures of sterile neutrinos with masses m s »  100 eV depend strongly on the flavour 
with which the sterile neutrino mixes and on the sterile-neutrino mass [460]. For masses 30 eV < 
m N < 1 MeV, the most sensitive probe is the search for kinks close to the end-point of ß-decay 
spectra [461,462]. The bounds are typically in the |Ues|2 ~  10- 2-10 -3  range. For heavier 
masses, a very powerful probe of the mixing of a heavy neutrino with both ve and vM are peak 
searches in leptonic decays of pions and kaons [461,463]. A heavy neutrino can be produced in 
such decays and the lepton spectrum would show a monochromatic line at:
=  +
2mM
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where Ei and mi are, respectively, the lepton energy and mass, and m M is the meson mass. The 
mixing angle controls the branching ratio of this process and can be constrained by the height 
of the peak. Notice tha t these bounds are very robust because they rely only on the assumption 
tha t a heavy neutrino exists and mixes with ve and/or vM. The limits for |Ues|2 are as strong 
as 10-8-few x10- 7  for masses around 100 MeV. For masses up to 34 MeV, the most stringent 
constraints on the mixing with muon neutrinos come from pion decays with |U^s |2 <  few 10-5 , 
while for higher masses kaon decays are used and lead to limits as strong as |UMS|2 <  10-6  [464].
Another strategy to search for a heavy sterile neutrino is to look for the products of its 
decay. A sterile neutrino, vs, would be produced in every process in which active neutrinos 
are emitted, with a branching ratio depending on the mixing-matrix element |Uis|2. It would 
subsequently decay into neutrinos and other visible particles such as electrons, muons, and 
pions. Searches for the visible products were performed and were used to constrain the mixing 
parameters. These bounds are less robust than the ones previously discussed. In fact, if the 
dominant decay modes of the heavy neutrinos are into invisible particles, these bounds would be 
weakened, if not completely evaded. In reactors and in the Sun only low mass, m N < few MeV, 
heavy sterile neutrinos mixed with ve can be produced. The bounds, obtained by looking for 
decays into electron-positron pairs are, typically, |Ues|2 <  10-4 . For higher masses, heavy sterile 
neutrinos mixed with ve;M;T can be produced in meson and vector bosons decays. There are 
two different types of experiments. In beam-dump experiments, vs are usually produced by the 
decay of mesons, n, K and D, and the detector is located far away from the production site. 
Alternatively, the production can happen in the detector itself. The limits depend strongly on 
the mass range. Typical values for the limits are: |Ues|2 <  10- 9-10-4 , if m s ~  0.02 GeV -  
0.4 GeV; |Ues|2 10- 7-10-6 , if m s ~  0.4 GeV -  2 GeV; and |Ues|2 <  few 10-5 , if m s ~  2 GeV
-  80 GeV. Similar bounds hold for the mixing with while |UTS|2 is constrained to be smaller 
than at most 10-5 . For a detailed review see references [460,464].
If heavy, sterile neutrinos are M ajorana particles, they would mediate AL =  2 processes such 
as neutrinoless double beta-decay. New processes would be allowed and could also be resonantly 
enhanced for some mass ranges. A very sensitive probe of the mixing with muon neutrinos 
is given by the rare kaon decay K  + ^  n - ß+ß+ [465,466], as well as the nuclear transition 
ß -  +  (A, Z ) ^  +  (A, Z  — 2) [467]. Heavy-quark meson decays, e.g. D+ ^  K - (n- )ß+ß+, 
were also studied [468]. Recently, bounds were obtained from the process H-  ^  pß - ß -  [469,470].
4 .1 .4  S ter ile  n eu tr in s  and  co sm o lo g y  and  a stro p h y sics
Sterile neutrinos, if mixed with the active neutrinos, would be copiously produced in the early 
Universe and in astrophysical objects such as supernovae. Since the presence of sterile neutrinos 
would significantly affect the evolution of such events, it is possible to constrain sterile-neutrino 
models using astrophysical and cosmological observations ( [187]).
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4 .1 .4 .1  L ight, ster ile  n eu tr in os
If light, sterile neutrinos, with masses m s < 10 eV, were produced in the early Universe, they 
would generate various effects. At Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), they would contribute to 
the energy density in relativistic particles, modifying the expansion rate of the Universe and 
consequently the n /p  ratio. Different analyses have been performed and provide bounds on the 
number of neutrinos, typically <  3.24 ±  1.2 at 95% C.L. [471] (see also reference [459]). 
The presence of a neutrino asymmetry affects the reactions in which neutrinos are involved and 
could weaken the bounds quoted above. For a detailed recent analysis see, e.g., reference [472]. 
The number of relativistic degrees of freedom at photon decoupling can be probed by CMB 
observations and is constrained to be =  3 ±  2 [383,384,473].
Finally, light sterile neutrinos affect large-scale structure formation, making structures less 
clustered due to the free-streaming of these particles. Two parameters are relevant for these 
studies: the temperature at which these particles become non-relativistic, T  ~  m s/3; and the 
energy density, Qsh2. As the total energy-density in light degrees of freedom is constrained 
to be less than 1%, it is possible to put strong bounds on the mass of light-sterile neutrinos. 
Supernovæare also sensitive probes of the existence of sterile neutrinos [474,475]. The data from 
SN1987A strongly constrain the mixing angles, future experiments might allow these bounds to 
be strengthened. Sterile neutrinos would be produced in the core of supernovae and would escape 
carrying away a sizable fraction of the energy. The limit |Uis |2 <  10-10  can be derived from such 
an analysis, while for large values of the mixing, |Uls |2 >  10-2 , the sterile neutrinos would be 
effectively trapped and no bound applies. In addition, MSW oscillation in sterile neutrinos can 
take place for specific ranges of parameters and can modify the flux of electron anti-neutrinos. 
These bounds should be used with care as there is not yet a full understanding of the initiation 
and evolution of supernovae.
4.1.4.2 K eV  sterile neutrinos
Sterile neutrinos with masses in the few-KeV range have been advocated as a source of dark 
m atter [475-478]. Sterile neutrinos could have been produced via scattering-induced conversion 
of active neutrinos [475,476]. In this case they would constitute a warm dark-m atter candi­
date with interesting features for structure formation. A bound of m s > 10 KeV applies in 
this case [479-481] from Lyman-a observations. In the presence of a large lepton asymmetry, 
the conversion can be resonantly enhanced and the resulting spectrum would be non-thermal, 
allowing for cool and cold dark m atter as well [482]. Other mechanisms of production in which 
sterile neutrinos are colder than in the case of a thermal spectrum at structure formation allow 
the 10 KeV limit reported above to be relaxed down to masses as small as a few KeV [483,484]. 
These massive neutrinos would decay into a neutrino and a photon, contributing to the diffuse 
extragalactic background radiation [485-488]. The observations typically exclude a large frac­
tion of the parameter space required for dark matter. Future observations and in particular 
the Chandra X-ray observatory have the potential of strengthening these bounds or of detecting 
X-ray fluxes from clusters of galaxies. Weaker bounds on mixing angles and masses can also
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be obtained from the contribution of sterile neutrinos to BBN and to the CMB. These bounds 
are not competitive with the ones from X-ray observations and structure formation. The de­
cays of sterile neutrinos into photons could have affected star formation, as they can catalyse 
the production of molecular hydrogen and favour star formation [489]. Sterile neutrinos in the 
same mass and mixing ranges can explain the very high velocities of pulsars. In the presence 
of the strong magnetic fields of newly born neutron stars, they can be emitted asymmetrically 
generating a strong kick which boosts the star. The required values of the mixing angle are 
in the range 10- 5- 10-4 , depending on the mass and on the type of conversion (resonant or 
non-resonant) of active-sterile neutrinos in the star core [490-492]. Larger values of the mixing 
angles are excluded by considerations similar to those which apply in the case of light neutrinos 
in supernovae.
4.1.4.3 M eV -G eV  m ass sterile neutrinos
Heavy sterile neutrinos, once produced in the early Universe, would decay rapidly into light 
particles; mainly neutrinos, electrons, and pions. They would affect the predictions of BBN 
for the abundance of light elements and in particular of 4He [493]. The main effect would be 
to increase the energy density, leading to a faster expansion of the Universe and to an earlier 
freeze out of the n/p-ratio. In addition, the decay of vs into light neutrinos, in particular, ve, 
would modify the neutrino-energy spectrum and the equilibrium of the n — p reactions. In 
principle, SN1987A data could also be used to exclude sterile neutrinos with mixing angles 
10- 7  <  |Uls |2 10-2  and masses m s <  Tcore, where Tcore =  30 — 80 MeV is the temperature 
of the neutron star core. For masses larger than Tcore, the production of sterile neutrinos is 
suppressed by the Boltzmann factor. The emission of sterile neutrinos from the core depends 
on the mixing with active neutrinos and the emission history might be very complicated [475]. 
More detailed analyses should be performed for reliable bounds to be derived.
Notice tha t all the cosmological bounds quoted above depend on the density of sterile neutrinos 
in the early Universe. If they were not efficiently produced, these limits would be weakened or 
not apply at all. This is the case in the presence of mirror neutrinos with very small mass 
splittings or if there is a very late phase transition such that sterile and active neutrinos are 
unmixed at higher temperatures, or if the reheating temperature is as low as few MeV [494].
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4 .1 .5  T h e  L S N D  c h a l le n g e 13
The LSND experiment [188] at LANSCE in Los Alamos took data from 1993-1998 and observed 
an excess of 87.9 ±  22.4 ±  6.0 events in the vM ^  ve appearance channel, corresponding to a 
transition probability of P  =  (0.264 ±  0.067 ±  0.045)%, ~  3.3<r away from zero. To explain this 
signal with neutrino oscillations requires a mass-squared difference A m 2 ~  1 eV2. Such a value 
is inconsistent with the mass-squared differences required by the solar and reactor experiments 
and tha t required by the atmospheric and long-baseline experiments within the SvM. Moreover, 
the KARMEN experiment at the neutron spallation source, ISIS, at the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory studied the same appearance channel (vM ^  ve) between 1997 and 2001 at a slightly 
different baseline than LSND, but did not observe a positive signal [496]. A combined analysis 
of LSND and KARMEN data has been performed in reference [497].
The MiniBooNE experiment [498] at Fermilab has been designed to test the indication for 
oscillations reported by LSND. In April 2007 the Miniboone group announced the first oscillation 
analysis [40]. The results dis-favour the simplest sterile-neutrino schemes (the two flavour scheme 
as well as the (3+1)-scheme described in 4.1.5.3). However, the (3+2)-scheme, with two sterile 
neutrinos (section 4.1.5.5), can accommodate different oscillation patterns for v and v (see 
section 4.1.5.6) and, as was shown in [495], the (3+2)-scheme is not dead at the time of writing 
since the Miniboone is yet to present v data. Until Miniboone announces a negative result for 
v, therefore, the scenario which is described in sections 4.1.5.5 and 4.1.5.6 is still acceptable. 
Furthermore, even if Miniboone announces a negative result for v in the future, and even if 
schemes like (3+1) and (3+2) are dead, there still remains a possibility for sterile-neutrino 
scenarios in which the mixing angles are small enough to satisfy the Miniboone constraint, and 
the effect of these scenarios could be revealed as a violation of three-flavour unitarity in future 
neutrino experiments. Such scenarios are as probable as all other possibilities described in the 
rest of section 4 since there is no evidence as yet for any of them. So, from this point of view, 
it is useful to consider scenarios tha t seek to reconcile the evidence for vM ^  ve appearance 
from LSND with the other evidence for neutrino oscillations. In the following we discuss the 
difficulties tha t must be overcome if the LSND signal is to be explained by oscillations involving 
light sterile neutrinos.
13 In April 2007 the Miniboone group announced the data [40] which disfavours the simplest sterile neutrino 
schemes (the two flavour scheme as well as the (3+1)-scheme described in 4.1.5.3). However, the (3+2)-scheme 
with two sterile neutrinos (section 4.1.5.5) can make a difference between v and v (section 4.1.5.6) and as was 
shown by [495], the (3+2)-scheme is not dead at the time of writing since the Miniboone group hasn’t published 
the v data yet. Until Miniboone announces the negative result for v, therefore, the scenario which is described 
in sections 4.1.5.5 and 4.1.5.6 is still acceptable. Furthermore, even if Miniboone announces the negative result 
for v in the future, and even if the schemes like (3+1) and (3+2) are dead, there still remains a possibility for 
sterile neutrino scenarios whose mixing angles are small enough to satisfy the Miniboone constraint, and the 
effect of these scenarios could reveal as violation of three flavour unitarity in the future neutrino experiments. 
Such scenarios are as probable as all other possibilities described in the rest of the section 4 because none of 
the latter has ever been supported by any experiment so far. So also from that point of view, it is still useful 
to have the descriptions in 4.1.5.
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Figure 37: The two classes of four-neutrino mass spectra, (2+2) and (3+1).
4.1.5.1 Four-neutrino oscillations
Three mass-squared differences are required to accommodate all evidence for neutrino os­
cillations including tha t provided by LSND, the third mass-squared difference being signifi­
cantly larger than the other two. A sterile neutrino with mass in the eV range must be intro­
duced [499-501]. However, it turns out tha t in such four-neutrino models, it is not possible to 
arrange the mixing so as to accommodate all the data [67,502,503].
Four-neutrino schemes are usually divided into the two classes (3+1) and (2+2), as illustrated 
in figure 37. The (3+1) mass spectra can be considered as a small perturbation of the stan­
dard three-active-neutrino scenario. In this case, solar- and atmospheric-neutrino oscillations 
are explained mainly by active-neutrino oscillations, with mass-squared differences A m |0L and 
AmATM, and the fourth neutrino state separated by AmLSND contains just a small component of 
the electron- and muon-neutrino flavours to account for the LSND signal. In contrast, the (2+2) 
spectrum is intrinsically different from the standard three-active-neutrino scenario as the sterile 
neutrino must take part dominantly either in solar- or in atmospheric-neutrino oscillations, or 
in both.
Neglecting CP violation, neutrino oscillations in four-neutrino schemes are generally described 
by 9 parameters: 3 mass-squared differences and 6 mixing angles. A convenient parameterisation 
has been introduced in reference [504], in terms of A m |0L, dS0L, AmATM, 0atm, Am^SND, and 0LSND. 
These 6 parameters are similar to the two-neutrino mass-squared differences and mixing angles 
and are directly related to the oscillations in the solar, atmospheric, and LSND experiments. 
For the remaining 3 parameters one can use ns,ne and dM. These quantities are defined by:
n« =  £  |Ua i |2 with i € solar mass states; and (175)
i
=  1 — ' ' Y  |Ua i |2 with i € atmospheric mass states; (176)
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where a  =  e, ß,T, s. Note tha t in (2+2) schemes the relation n« =  d« holds, whereas in (3+1) 
n« and da are independent. The physical meaning of these parameters is the following: n« is the 
fraction of participating in solar oscillations, and (1 — da ) is the fraction of participating 
in oscillations with frequency AmATM (for further discussions and details of the approximations 
adopted see reference [504]).
4.1.5.2 (2+ 2): ruled out by solar and atm ospheric data
The strong preference for oscillations into active neutrinos in solar and atmospheric oscilla­
tions leads to a direct conflict in (2+2) oscillation schemes [505,506]. Thanks to recent solar 
neutrino data (in particular from the SNO-salt phase [54]) in combination with the KamLAND 
experiment, and Super-Kamiokande data on atmospheric neutrinos the tension in the data has 
become so strong tha t (2+2) oscillation schemes are essentially ruled out. The left panel of figure 
38 shows the A x 2 from solar-neutrino data as a function of ns, the parameter describing the 
fraction of the sterile-neutrino participating in solar-neutrino oscillations. It is clear from the 
figure tha t the improved determination of the neutral-current-event rate from the solar 8B flux 
implied by the salt enhanced measurement in SNO [54] substantially tightened the constraint 
on a sterile contribution; the 99% C.L. bound improves from ns < 0.44 for pre-SNO-salt to 
ns < 0.33 at the 99% C.L. Although KamLAND on its own is insensitive to a sterile neutrino 
contamination, it contributes indirectly to the bound because of the better determination of 
A m |0L. The combined analysis leads to the 99% C.L. bound:
ns < 0.25 (solar +  KamLAND). (177)
In contrast, in (2+2) schemes atmospheric data prefer values of ns close to 1. From the combined 
analysis of Super-Kamiokande atmospheric data, K2K and short-baseline (SBL) [496, 507, 508] 
neutrino data one obtains the bound ns > 0.75 at 99% C.L., in clear disagreement with the 
bound from solar data. The middle panel of figure 38 shows the A x 2 for solar data and for 
atmospheric+K2K combined with SBL data as a function of ns. Note tha t the main effect 
comes from atmospheric+K2K data; SBL experiments contribute only marginally, as may be 
seen from the dashed line. From this figure we also see tha t the ‘solar+KamLAND’ and the 
‘atm +K 2K +SBL’ allowed domains overlap only at Xpc =  17.2, i.e. at the 4.1<r level. In the 
middle panel of figure 38, the ‘global’ X2 function defined as [509]:
X (ns) =  A Xs0L+KAM (ns) +  AXATM+K2K+SBL(ns) (178)
is shown. In references [502, 509] a statistical method to evaluate the disagreement of different 
data sets used in a global analysis has been proposed. The ‘parameter goodness of fit’ (PG) 
makes use of the X2 defined in equation (178). The result, XpG =  X i^m =  26.1, corresponds to 
exclusion of (2+2) mass schemes at the 5.1ct level. Sub-leading effects beyond the approximations 
adopted in [67] should not affect this result significantly [510].
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Figure 38: Left: Ax2 as a function of ns from solar data before the SNO salt-phase results, from current solar 
data, and from solar+KamLAND data. Middle: Ax2OL, A x 2Tm+k2k+sbl and x2iobai as a function of in (2+2) 
oscillation schemes. The dashed line corresponds to atmospheric and K2K data only (without SBL data). Right: 
A x 2Tm+k2k as a function of dM. Figure from reference [67].
4.1.5.3 (3+ 1): strongly dis-favoured by SBL data
It has been known for a long time that (3+1) mass schemes are dis-favoured by the comparison 
of SBL disappearance data [507,508] with the LSND result [511-517]. The reason is tha t in 
(3+1) schemes the relation sin2 20LSND =  4 de dM holds, and the parameters de and dM (see 
equation (176)) are strongly constrained by ve and disappearance experiments, leading to a 
double suppression of the LSND amplitude. In reference [514] it was shown tha t the up-down 
asymmetry observed in atmospheric ß events leads to an additional constraint on (see also 
reference [518]). The A%2(dM) from the fit to atmospheric+K2K data is shown in the right panel 
of figure 38, and one obtains the bound:
dM < 0.065 at 99% C.L. (179)
Figure 39 shows the upper bound on the LSND oscillation amplitude, sin2 20LSND, from the 
combined analysis of no-evidence (NEV) and atmospheric neutrino data [517]. Data from the 
Bugey [508], CDHS [507], KARMEN [496], and CHOOZ [519] experiments are included in the 
NEV data set; the NOMAD experiment [520] gives additional constraints in the region of high 
A m 2SND. From this figure one can see that the bound is incompatible with the signal observed 
in LSND at the 95% C.L. Only marginal overlap regions exist between the bound and global 
LSND data if both are taken at 99% C.L. Using only the decay-at-rest LSND data sample [497], 
the disagreement is even more severe. These results show tha t (3+1) schemes are strongly 
dis-favoured by SBL disappearance data.
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Figure 39: Upper bound on sin2 2ÖLSND from NEV, atmospheric and K2K neutrino data in (3+1) schemes. The 
bound is calculated for each Amj!iND using the Ax2 for 1 dof Also shown are the regions allowed at 99% C.L. 
(2 dof) from global LSND data [188] and decay-at-rest (DAR) LSND data [497].
4.1.5.4 G lobal fit in four-neutrino schem es
The methods developed in [504] allow the oscillation data to be fit using the four-neutrino 
model. The result of such fits can be used to evaluate a goodness-of-fit statistic using the PG 
method [509], allowing the different hypotheses to be compared. The global oscillation data 
were divided into the four data sets SOL, ATM, LSND, and NEV and the PG method used to 
evaluate x 2 [502]:
X2 =  AX2OL (^ SOL, A m 20L,ns) +  Ax 1 tM( A^TM, ^ A t m ^ S , ^  (180)
+  AXnEV( L^SND , A m LSND, dM, ^e) +  AXlSND ($LSND) A m LSND) ,
where AxX =  Xx — (xX)min (X  =  SOL, ATM, NEV, LSND), and x^m is the minimum value 
of the x 2. Table 6 shows the contributions of the four data sets to XpG =  X^m for (3+1) 
and (2+ 2) oscillation schemes. As expected, the main contribution to xpG in (3+1) schemes 
comes from SBL data due to the tension between LSND and NEV data in these schemes. For 
(2+ 2) oscillation schemes a large contribution to XpG comes from solar and atmospheric data 
as discussed in Sec. 4.1.5.2. The contribution from NEV data in (2+2) comes mainly from the 
tension between LSND and KARMEN [497], which does not depend on the mass scheme. The 
parameter goodness of fit (PG) shown in the last column of table 6 is obtained by evaluating 
XpG for four degrees of freedom [509]. This number of degrees of freedom corresponds to the 
four parameters dM, $LSND, A m 2SND describing the coupling of the different data sets.
The status of four-neutrino explanations of the LSND signal can be summarised as follows:
• Schemes of the (2+ 2) structure are ruled out at the 5ct level (PG of 7.8 x 10 7) by the 
disagreement between the individual data sets. This result is very robust, independent of
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SOL ATM LSND NEV XpG PG
(3+1) 0.0 0.4 5.7 10.9 17.0 1.9 x IO“ 3 (3.10-)
(2+2) 5.3 20.8 0.6 7.3 33.9 7.8 x 10“ 7 (4.9(7)
Table 6: Parameter goodness-of-fit (PG) and the contributions of different data sets to xPG in (3+1) and (2+2) 
neutrino-mass schemes [67].
whether LSND is confirmed or disproved, and applies to all four-neutrino-mass models where 
two pairs of neutrino-mass states providing A m 2OL and AmATM are separated by a big mass 
gap;
• The explanation of the LSND effect within (3+1) schemes is dis-favoured at the ~  30- 
level (PG of 0.19%). This result relies heavily on the null-result obtained from the SBL 
disappearance experiments Bugey and CDHS. Therefore, if the LSND appearance signal 
were to be confirmed by MiniBooNE, a (3+1) mass scheme should lead also to an observable 
signal for the disappearance signal in MiniBooNE.
4.1.5.5 F ive-neutrino oscillations
As a possible way out of the problems in four-neutrino schemes, a second sterile neutrino has 
been introduced in the analysis, and a five-neutrino mass scheme of the type (3+2) considered 
[68]. In a manner similar to the (3+1) scheme, the active neutrinos are contained mainly in the 
three lightest-mass states responsible for solar and atmospheric oscillations. the two states with 
masses in the eV range are available to explain the LSND effect. The disagreement between 
the data sets measured by the parameter goodness-of-fit is improved from 0.032% for the (3+1) 
scheme to 2.1% for the (3+2) scheme. The best fit point for the (3+2) scheme gives the mass- 
squared differences A m |1 ~  0.9 eV2 and A m ^  ~  22 eV2, but also solutions with only sub-eV 
masses are found [68].
Note tha t the possible conflicts of eV-scale sterile neutrinos with cosmology (see e.g. [521]), 
which already appear for four neutrinos, become more severe in the five-neutrino case and 
a non-standard cosmological model must be constructed. Moreover, the (3+2)-best-fit point 
found in [68] seems to be disfavoured also by atmospheric-neutrino data; as pointed out in [514], 
atmospheric neutrinos provide a constraint on the parameter dM (see equation (176)). In the 
(3+2) scheme this parameter is given by dM =  |U^412+ 1 1 2; with the best-fit values U^4 =  0.204, 
=  0.224 one obtains dM æ 0.09, in conflict with the bound given in equation (179) [68]. Figure 
38 shows tha t this value of dM leads to a A x2 æ 12.5 from atmospheric and K2K data, and hence 
is disfavoured at the 3.5o level. Therefore, a re-analysis of the (3+2) scenario, including the 
constraint from atmospheric data, is required for this model to be considered viable.
4.1.5.6 U nconventional m anifestations o f leptonic-C P  violation?
Neutrino models involving active/sterile neutrino mixing at the LSND [188] neutrino-mass- 
splitting scale via at least two sterile-neutrino states would open the possibility for further
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manifestations of leptonic-CP violation, including ones tha t could be measurable with neutrino- 
appearance experiments at short baselines [522].
For N  neutrino species, there are, in general,(N — 1) independent mass splittings, N (N  — 1)/2 
moduli of parameters in the unitary mixing matrix, and (N  — 1)(N — 2)/2 Dirac CP-violating 
phases tha t may be observed in oscillations. In short-baseline (SBL) experiments tha t are 
sensitive only to vm ^  vy, ve ^  vy, and vm ^  ve transitions, the set of observable parameters 
is reduced considerably. First, oscillations due to atmospheric- and solar-mass splittings can be 
neglected or, equivalently, one can set m 1 =  m 2 =  m 3. Second, mixing-matrix elements that 
measure the T-neutrino flavour fraction of the various neutrino mass eigenstates do not enter 
in the oscillation probability. In this case, the number of observable parameters is restricted 
to (N  — 3) independent mass splittings, 2(N  — 3) moduli of mixing matrix parameters, and 
(N  — 3)(N  — 4)/2 CP-violating phases. Therefore, for the (3+2) sterile-neutrino models [68] 
tha t we wish to discuss here, tha t is for the N  =  5 case, there are two independent mass splittings 
A m ^  and A m ^ , four moduli of mixing matrix parameters |Ue4|, |U^4|, |Ue5|, |U^5|, and one 
CP-violating phase. The convention used in the following for this CP-phase is:
045 =  a r g ^ ^ U ^ )  (181)
Under these assumptions, the relevant oscillation probabilities can be rewritten as:
P  (Va ^  Va) =  1—4[(1—|Ua412—| Ua512)'( | Ua412 sin2 X41+|Ua5|2 sin2 X5i)+|Ua4|2|Ua5|2 sin2 X54] and
(182)
P(Va ^  Vß) =  4|Ua4|2|Uß4|2 sin2 X41 +  4|Ua5121U3512 sin2 X51 +
81Ua51|Uß51|Ua41|Uß41 sinX41 sinX51 cos(X54 +  045) (183)
for a  =  ß  and a  =  ß, respectively. The formulas for antineutrino oscillations are obtained by 
substituting 045 ^  — 045.
We perform a combined analysis of SBL and atmospheric-neutrino data. The analysis uses 
the same seven SBL datasets as in Ref. [68], including results on vm disappearance (from the 
CCFR84 [523] and CDHS [507] experiments), Ve disappearance (from the Bugey [508] and 
CHOOZ [519] experiments), and vm ^  Ve oscillations (from the LSND [188], KARMEN2 [496], 
and NOMAD [520] experiments). The assumptions used to describe SBL data are described in 
Ref. [68]. The atmospheric-neutrino constraints used in the analysis include 1489 days of Super- 
Kamiokande charged-current data [116], including the e-like and ß-like data samples of sub- and 
multi-GeV contained events, stopping events, and through-going upward-going muon events. 
The assumptions used to describe atmospheric data are described in Refs. [67,524]. The atmo­
spheric constraint also includes data on vm disappearance from the long-baseline, accelerator- 
based experiment K2K [10].
The purpose of this study is not only to determine what the allowed values of the SBL CP- 
violation phase 045 are from existing SBL+atmospheric data, but also what the oscillation 
appearance probabilities in neutrino and anti-neutrino running modes are to be expected in the
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Model X2 (d .o .f .) A m h  (eV2) A m 2! (eV2) \UeA\ I M lt/es! l^ s l 045
CPC 141.4 (145) 0.92 24 0.132 0.158 0.066 0.159 0
CPV 140.8 (144) 0.91 24 0.127 0.147 0.068 0.164 1.87T
Table 7: Comparison of best-fit values for mass-splittings and mixing parameters for (3+2) CP-conserving and 
CP-violating models.
MiniBooNE experiment at Fermilab [525], in the context of (3+2) sterile neutrino models, and 
allowing for the possibility of CP violation. The MiniBooNE experiment took data in neutrino 
running mode between September 2002 and January 2006, at which point the experiment started 
its ongoing anti-neutrino run. Realistic estimates of the oscillation probabilities to be expected 
at MiniBooNE are used in the analysis, based on neutrino flux and cross-section expectations 
provided by the MiniBooNE Collaboration. In particular, the effect of “wrong sign” neutrinos 
in computing the expected oscillation probabilities, which have the effect of washing out CP- 
violating observables, is taken into account. This effect is non-negligible since as much as 
one third of the total interaction rate in anti-neutrino running mode is expected to be due 
to neutrinos rather than anti-neutrinos; on the other hand, the anti-neutrino contribution in 
neutrino running mode is expected to be much smaller.
From the upcoming MiniBooNE appearance measurements in neutrino and anti-neutrino run­
ning modes, the following CP-asymmetry observable, A cp , could be extracted:
A c p  =  PBooNE -PBooNE ; (184)
PBooNE +  PBooNE ’
where we have defined the oscillation probability in neutrino (anti-neutrino) running mode as:
(-) (-)
(-) _  ƒ  d E  [p(uß ->■ ve) No (v) +  p (vß ->■ ve) No (i/)] fA orA
V B o o N E —  ^  ^
ƒ  dE [No (v)+  No (/)]
where E  is the neutrino energy; p(vM ^  ve) and p(v^ ^  ve) are the oscillation probabilities 
given by equation (183), with 045 =  0 or n for the CP-conserving case, and 0 < 045 < 2n for 
the CP-violating case; N0(v) and N0(/)  are the MiniBooNE neutrino and anti-neutrino full- 
transm utation rate distributions in neutrino-running mode (that is, muon neutrino and anti­
neutrino fluxes multiplied by electron-neutrino and anti-neutrino cross-sections), and N0(v) and 
N0(/)  are the neutrino and anti-neutrino full-transmutation rate distributions in anti-neutrino- 
running mode.
The main results of this study are given in table 7, and in figures 40 and 41. Table 7 shows the 
best-fit model parameters for CP-conserving and CP-violating (3+2) sterile neutrino models; 
figure 40 shows the oscillation probabilities to be expected at MiniBooNE in neutrino and 
anti-neutrino running modes (equation (185)), in a CP-violating, (3+2) scenario; and figure 41 
shows the 045 values (equation (181)) allowed by current SBL+atmospheric constraints, and the 
corresponding CP asymmetries expected at MiniBooNE (equation (184)), in this same scenario.
The results shown can be summarised as follows. First, we find tha t CP-violating, (3+2) 
models do not provide a significantly better description of short-baseline and atmospheric data,
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Figure 40: Expected oscillation probabilities at MiniBooNE in neutrino and anti-neutrino running modes, for 
CP-violating (3+2) models. The yellow (light grey) region corresponds to  the 90% CL allowed region; the blue 
(dark grey) region corresponds to  the 99% CL allowed region.
Figure 41: C urrent limits on the CP-violating phase 045 from current short-baseline results, and CP asym m etry 
measurem ent expected at MiniBooNE, A c p , as a function of 045. The yellow (light grey) region corresponds to 
the 90% CL allowed region; the blue (dark grey) region corresponds to  the 99% CL allowed region.
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compared to CP-conserving, (3+2) models. On the other hand, even if only a small degree of 
CP violation is marginally preferred, we also find that existing data allow for all possible values 
for the single CP-violating phase that could be observed at short baselines in (3+2) models, 
at 99% C.L.. Finally, if leptonic-CP violation occurs and (3+2) sterile-neutrino models are a 
good description of the data, we find that differences as large as a factor of three between the 
electron (anti-)neutrino appearance probabilities in neutrino and anti-neutrino running modes 
at MiniBooNE, corresponding to =  -0 .5  in equation (184), are possible.
4 .1 .5 .7  M ore exotic  explanations o f LSN D
In view of these difficulties in finding an explanation of the LSND result, several alterna­
tive mechanisms have been proposed. Some of the proposed mechanisms involve speculative 
process such as: non-standard neutrino interactions; violation of CPT invariance; violation of 
Lorentz invariance; quantum decoherence; or mass-varying neutrinos [526]. Many of the pro­
posed mechanisms are unable to accommodate all of the evidence for neutrino oscillations as 
well as the constraints from the NEV experiments. Mechanisms which seem to be in agreement 
with all present data are: the four-neutrino mass scheme plus CPT violation [527]; a model 
based on sterile neutrinos and large-extra dimensions [528] ; and a model with a decaying sterile 
neutrino [529].
In reference [527], a four-neutrino scheme similar to (3+1) is considered. However, this model 
allows for different mixing matrices for neutrinos and anti-neutrinos, violating CPT invariance 
and therefore avoiding the constraints imposed by the NEV experiments. In reference [528], a 
new resonance effect is introduced by assuming ‘short-cuts’ for sterile neutrinos through rather 
particular extra dimensions. In contrast to such relatively exotic ideas, the scenario proposed in 
reference [529] involves a comparably ‘modest amount’ of non-standard physics. In this model a 
heavy neutrino, n4, is introduced, with a small mixing with muon neutrinos of |U^4|2 ~  0.01, such 
tha t a small n4 component is contained in the initial Vy beam produced in the LSND experiment. 
The n 4 decays into a scalar particle and a light neutrino, predominantly of the electron type, 
accounting in this way for the / e appearance in LSND. Values of gm4 ~  few eV are required, 
where g is the neutrino-scalar coupling constant and m4 is the heavy-neutrino mass. For example, 
one can take m4 in the range from 1 keV to 1 MeV and g ~  10-6-10-3 , consistent with various 
bounds on such couplings. Unlike the case of (3+1) four-neutrino oscillation schemes, the decay 
model is in complete agreement with the constraints from SBL disappearance experiments. 
Testing the compatibility of LSND and all the null-result experiments, one finds a parameter 
goodness-of-fit PG =  4.6% for decay, which is slightly better than the PG =  2.1% obtained in 
reference [68] for the (3+2) five-neutrino oscillation scenario.
4 .2  M ass V ary in g  N e u tr in o s
Abundant cosmological data indicate that the expansion of our Universe is in an accelerating 
phase caused by a negative-pressure component called dark energy. Dark energy is troubling
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because the acceleration of the Universe is a very recent phenomenon in its expansion history. 
This ‘cosmic coincidence’ problem can be expressed as follows: why are the dark-matter and 
dark-energy densities comparable today, even though their ratio scales as ~  1 /a3 (where a is 
the scale factor)? The coincidence that the scale of dark energy (2 x 10-3 eV)4 is similar to 
the scale of the neutrino mass-squared difference squared ([0.01 eV2]2) was exploited recently 
to solve the coincidence problem [530]. The assumption was made tha t neutrinos couple to 
dark energy by in such a way as to make the dark-energy density a function of neutrino mass. 
The total energy density of neutrinos and dark energy was assumed to be constant, i.e. to be 
independent of neutrino mass. Under these assumptions, changes in the neutrino-energy density 
and the dark-energy density are correlated. Over a wide range of values of a, neutrino masses 
must vary so as to allow the total energy density remains constant.
A simple way to make the dark-energy density neutrino-mass dependent is to introduce a 
Yukawa coupling between a sterile neutrino, s, and a light, scalar field, 0, called the acceleron. 
At scales below the sterile-neutrino mass, a Lagrangian of the form:
L =  m Dvs +  A0ss +  V0(0), (186)
where v is a Standard Model left-handed neutrino, leads to an effective potential for the acceleron 
(if neutrinos are non-relativistic) given by:
2rm ^
V  = - ^ n v +  Vo(0) • (187)
Thus, the effective potential of the acceleron at late times receives a contribution equal to m v , 
where m v =  mD/(A0) and are the active-neutrino mass and number density, respectively. 
More elaborate supersymmetric models of neutrino dark energy have been constructed in [531, 
532].
Model-independent tests of neutrino dark energy are cosmological [530,533]. A strict relation­
ship between the equation of state of the combined dark-energy neutrino fluid w =  pnde/p nde 
(where nde denotes neutrino dark energy) and neutrino mass is predicted to be [530]:
w =  - H ---- —  . (188)
Further, since neutrino masses are predicted to scale with redshift approximately as a3 in the 
non-relativistic regime, cosmological and terrestrial probes of neutrino mass could give conflicting 
results.
It has been argued that it is natural to expect couplings of the acceleron to quarks and 
charged leptons to be generated radiatively [534]. Moreover, Yukawa couplings of the acceleron 
to visible m atter could be low energy manifestations of non-renormalisable operators arising 
from quantum gravity. If the acceleron couples both to neutrinos and matter, it may be possible 
to investigate this scenario through neutrino oscillations [534,535]. However, the coupling to 
m atter is model-dependent. The effective neutrino mass in m atter is altered by the interactions 
of the scalar which in turn  modifies neutrino oscillations.
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At low redshifts, the contribution to neutrino mass caused by the interactions of the acceleron 
with electrons and neutrinos is of the form [536]:
M  =  -^-(A en e +  Av { n ° vB +  , (189)
where Av (Ae) is the Yukawa coupling of the acceleron to the neutrino (the electron). In principle, 
0 has a mass, m^, that depends on ne and the . This dependence is weak since the underlying 
assumption tha t has been made in obtaining equation (189) is tha t 0 evolves adiabatically and 
remains at the minimum of its potential. The number density of the cosmic neutrino background 
in one generation of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos is ~  112 cm-3 ~  10-12 eV3, the number 
density of relativistic neutrinos in the background frame is nVe1, and the electron number density 
is n e. We emphasise tha t m v is the neutrino mass in a background-dominated environment.
In terrestrial environments, and even for applications to solar neutrinos, the dominant con­
tribution to the mass shift arises from the Aen e term. In this case, one can adopt a m atter 
dependence of the form [536] :
M ( n e) = M °  , (190)
where M 0 is the value at some reference density, n°, and k parametrises a power-law dependence 
of the neutrino mass on density. In principle, M  is expected to depend linearly on n e, but, 
phenomenologically, one may allow k to deviate from unity. The choice of reference density is 
arbitrary. If the environment that neutrinos traverse has a constant density (e.g for passage 
through the earth’s crust), then tha t density could be taken to be the reference density. If 
neutrino propagation is adiabatic (as in the sun), the reference density could be taken to be 
the density at which the neutrinos are produced. Implicit in the form of equation (190) is 
the assumption tha t the neutrino number density has a negligible effect on neutrino masses. 
Thus, it applies only in the current epoch when the cosmic neutrino background number density 
(0(10-12) eV3) is tiny. At earlier epochs, the neutrino number density is orders of magnitude 
larger and must be taken into account. For example, in the era of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis 
(BBN), the neutrino number density is 0 (1030) eV3. For the compatibility of mass-varying 
neutrinos (MaVaNs) with BBN see [537].
A simplifying assumption is that the heaviest neutrino has a mass of 0(0.05) eV in the 
present epoch. As a result of their non-negligible velocities, the neutrino ‘over-density’ in the 
Milky Way from gravitational clustering can be neglected [538]. Then m v represents the masses 
of terrestrial neutrinos in laboratory experiments such as those measuring tritium  beta decay. 
Note tha t cosmological bounds on the sum of neutrino masses of O(1) eV are inapplicable to 
MaVaNs. Consequently, the usual relationship between neutrino dark m atter and neutrinoless 
double beta decay is also rendered inapplicable [539]. Moreover, it was pointed out that if 
the acceleron couples to highly non-relativistic neutrino eigenstates, neutrino dark energy is 
unstable [540,541]. The assumption tha t the background neutrino masses are small circumvents 
this instability problem.
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Figure 42: P(ve ^  ve) vs. Ev for MaVaN oscillations (solid curve). The dashed curve corresponds to conventional 
oscillations with the best-fit solution to KamLAND data. The data points and the procedure to extract them can 
be found in [543,544]. Taken from reference [536].
For such light neutrinos, only model-dependent (neutrino oscillation) tests of the MaVaN sce­
nario are viable because the model-independent (cosmological) tests become inoperable. There 
are two reasons for this:
• The effects of dark energy and a cosmological constant are almost the same in today’s 
Universe; and
• If the light neutrinos do not cluster sufficiently, the local neutrino mass is the same as the 
background value, below the sensitivity of tritium  beta-decay experiments. In this case, the 
high-redshift cosmological data (which should show no evidence for neutrino mass) and the 
data from tritium  beta-decay experiments will be consistent.
It has been shown tha t oscillations of mass-varying neutrinos (that result in exotic m atter 
effects of the same size as standard m atter effects) lead to an improved agreement (relative to 
conventional oscillations) with solar-neutrino data while remaining compatible with KamLAND, 
CHOOZ, K2K, and atmospheric data [536]. MaVaN oscillations are perfectly compatible with 
solar data because the survival probability can change from a higher-than-vacuum value (at low 
energies) to sin2 0 (at high energies) over a very narrow range of energies as shown in figure
42. An analysis of solar and KamLAND data concludes that the fit in the LMA-II region is 
improved; while the region is excluded at more than the 4<r C.L. in the standard oscillation 
analysis, it is allowed at the 98.9% C.L. for MaVaN oscillations [542].
W hether or not an explanation of solar-neutrino data requires MaVaN oscillations will be 
answered by experiments tha t will measure the survival probability of MeV and lower energy 
neutrinos. As shown in reference [545], other tests in reactor and long-baseline experiments
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emerge when the above scheme is embedded in a comprehensive model tha t can explain all 
the available neutrino-oscillation data, including the LSND anomaly, and a null MiniBooNE 
result. This model requires large values of sin2 2013 in the range 0.10 < sin2 2013 < 0.30. Such 
values are not inconsistent with the CHOOZ reactor constraint on Ve ^  z/e oscillations at the 
atmospheric scale (L /E v ~  250 m/MeV) since the neutrino path in CHOOZ was primarily in 
air. The relevant limit is that provided by Palo Verde for which the neutrino path was through 
the ground; the Palo Verde limit is significantly weaker than tha t provided by CHOOZ. Such 
large values of sin2 2013, are likely to be measured in experiments such as Angra, Daya Bay, or 
KASKA for which most of the neutrino path is underground [546,547]. These experiments will 
be sensitive to 013 for sin2 2013 > 0.01. However, Double-CHOOZ [196,548], which should be 
sensitive to sin2 2013 > 0.03, would see a null result since most of the neutrino path is in air. 
The MINOS experiment which is sensitive to sin2 2013 > 0.05 at the 90% C.L. [549], should also 
see a positive signal in the vy ^  ve appearance channel.
The idea of using reactor experiments with different fractions of air and earth m atter along the 
neutrino path to study MaVaN oscillations has been further explored in [550]. For sin2 2013 > 
0.04, two reactor experiments with baselines of at least 1.5 km, one of which passes predom­
inantly through air, the other through the earth, can constrain an oscillation effect which is 
different in air and m atter at the level of a few percent. Neutrino super-beam experiments may 
probe mass-varying neutrinos in a controlled environment if the effects are large enough. It is 
worth investigating the sensitivity of long-baseline experiments to non-standard m atter effects 
in MaVaN oscillations. A preliminary analysis can be found in reference [551].
4 .3  C P T  and  L oren tz  in variance v io la tio n
CPT, the product of charge conjugation, parity, and time reversal is one of the most fundamental 
symmetries in nature. CPT invariance has a number of profound implications; for example, it 
guarantees tha t the mass of particle and anti-particle are equal. Though there is no experimental 
evidence of CPT-invariance violation (CPTV), the presence of a small violation is compatible 
with all current data. On the other hand, CPTV and/or Lorentz-invariance violation (LIV) can 
arise in string theories [552-555]. CPTV is closely related to LIV and it has been shown that 
CPTV necessarily implies LIV [556].
The phenomenological consequences of CPTV and LIV in neutrino oscillations have been 
widely discussed [503, 527, 557-562, 562-565, 565, 566, 566, 567, 567-573]. In some cases, the 
phenomenological implications of the violation of the Equivalence Principle (EPV) in neutrino 
oscillations [574-578] is identical to tha t of LIV and therefore the two can be treated in a similar 
fashion [579].
One of the possible implications of CPTV is tha t the masses and/or the mixings of neutrinos 
can be different from those of anti-neutrinos. In this case, oscillation probabilities for neutrinos 
would differ from those for anti-neutrinos even in the absence of CP violation or m atter effects. 
CPTV has been suggested to reconcile LSND results with solar- as well as atmospheric-neutrino 
observations in the framework of three neutrino flavours [503,558,559]. Atmospheric neutrinos
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probe oscillations for both neutrino and anti-neutrino channels (though the contribution from 
neutrinos is dominant) whereas solar neutrinos probe only the neutrino channel. As a result, 
once CPTV is allowed solar and atmospheric oscillations can be described in terms of two mass 
squared differences A m | and Am^tm whereas atmospheric and LSND anti-neutrino oscillations 
were driven by Am;;tm and AmLSND. However, in view of the KamLAND results [8,55], this 
scenario is strongly dis-favoured, since KamLAND data are compatible with anti-neutrino os­
cillations also characterised by A m | [561,580].
In the presence of LIV, the maximum velocity which a particle can attain  may differ from 
particle to particle. For neutrinos the implication could be tha t velocity is dependent on flavour. 
Mixing between flavour and velocity eigenstates will then lead to neutrino oscillations even if 
neutrinos are massless [570]. The possibility of resonant conversions in the massless-neutrino 
limit was first noted in the context of theories where neutrinos have non-standard interactions 
[581]. In such cases both the physics and the signatures are different from those expected when 
Lorentz invariance is violated [582].
4 .3 .1  D ir e c t  b o u n d s on  C P T V
W ithout assuming any underlying model, CPTV can be constrained by comparing the mixing 
parameters for neutrinos and anti-neutrinos [583]. The current bound on the difference between 
sin2 012 for neutrino and sin2 012 for antineutrinos is rather weak [8,55]. Even if it is assumed 
that 012 is in the first octant, | sin2 012 — sin2 012| <  0.3 at the 99.73% C.L. For mass-squared dif­
ferences, the current bound [569] is |Am21 — Am21| < 1.1 x 10-4 eV2 at 99.73% C.L., where Am21 
is the mass squared difference of antineutrinos. For comparison, the bound on the difference bet­
ween the neutrino and antineutrino 023 mixing angle is —0.41 < sin2 023 — sin2 023 < 0.45 [524] 
at the 99.73% C.L. level. For AmJ2 there are two results: one from the Super-Kamiokande 
collaboration —1.9 x 10-2 eV2 < |AmJ2| — |A m |2| < 4.8 x 10-3 eV2 [584]; and the other from 
Gonzalez-Garcia et al. —10-2 eV2 < AmJ2 — A m |2 < 3.4 x 10-3 eV2 [524]; both at the 99.73% 
C.L. level.
4 .3 .2  C P T V /L I V  E ffect on  con version  p ro b a b ility
Oscillations between two flavours, for example, between vy and vT in the presence of CPTV or 
LIV, can be described by the Hamiltonian [555,585]:
A m 2 / —1 0 \  t / —1 0 \  + , N
H = -1Ë 'H  » l ) Ul + —  U ( 0 1J <  ' (m)
where A m 2 is the mass-squared difference between the two neutrino mass eigenstates, n parametrises 
the size of the CPTV or LIV effect. Here, n is an integer where n  =  0 corresponds to CPTV 
and LIV, n =  1 to LIV or EPV. The matrices U# and are given by:
( cos 0 sin 0 \  (  cos £ sin \, Ug„ =  .  ^ , (192)— sin 0 cos 0 / \ — sin £ew  cos £ I
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where p  is the non-vanishing relative phase. Note tha t n =  0 may also corresponds to the 
non-standard interaction case described in [581,582].
If the CPTV or LIV strength is constant along the neutrino trajectory the survival probability 
takes the form [555,585]:
Pvp—H'p =  1 — =  1 — sin 2 0  sin ^ —  IZ^j , (193)
with
sin2 2 0  =  —^  (sin2 29 +  Ftl sin2 2{ +  2R n  sin 29 sin 2{ cos <p) , (194)
R 2
R  =  \ J \  +  i?2 +  2Rn  (cos 29 cos 2{ +  sin 29 sin 2{ cos <p) , (195)
nEn 4E
» * ^ T Ä S '  (196)
where, for simplicity, CPTV or LIV scenarios which can be characterised by a unique parameter 
n have been assumed.
The n =  0 case can lead to CPTV and LIV by identifying n =  bi — b2 where the b* are the 
eigenvalues of the Lorentz-violating CPT-odd operator [554,555,557]. The n =  1 case can lead 
to LIV by identifying n =  c1 — c2 where the c  are the maximal attainable velocities of v  [570]. 
This case is phenomenologically equivalent to EPV [579] for the constant gravitational potential 
through the identification n =  2 |0 |(y1 — y2) where 0 is the gravitational potential, assumed to 
be constant, and y* is the coupling of neutrinos to gravity [574,575].
Atmospheric neutrino data can be used to constrain the possible CPTV, LIV, or EPV effects. 
For example, the following limits were derived in [524,585]:
n =  bi — b2 =  5b < 5.0 x 10-23 GeV , for C P T V , LIV (n =  0) (197)
n =  (c1 — c2) =  5c/c < 1.6 x 10-24 , forVLI (n =  1) (198)
n =  2 |0 |(y1 — y2) =  2 |0 |A y < 1.6 x 10-24 , for EPV (n =  1) (199)
4 .3 .3  F u tu re  P r o sp e c ts
The bounds on the CPTV differences between neutrino and anti-neutrino mixing parameters at 
a future Neutrino Factory have been studied for a muon-beam energy of 50 GeV and a baseline 
of 7000 km [564]. Assuming a 10 kT detector and 1020 muon decays per year leads to the 
following bounds:
I |Am|2| -  [ A m y  I 
è(|A  m l 2\ +  |A m 22|)
1^ 23 — ^231
0(623 + 623)
< 8 x 1 0  3 ; and
< 4.2 x 10 2
(200)
(201)
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The bound on the CPTV effect is determined by the parameter 5b through oscillation. For 
oscillation experiments with baselines shorter than ~  1000 km and energy ~  1 — 2 GeV, such 
as T2K [13] and NOvA [16], the existing bounds described in the previous section will not be 
improved. On the other hand, future neutrino-oscillation experiments at the Neutrino Factory 
with longer baseline, L > 3000 km, and higher energy, (E) > 10 GeV, are expected to improve 
the present bounds. Reference [557] estimates tha t the sensitivity on 5b can be as small as 
~  10-23 GeV for L =  2900 km for a 10 kt detector and 1019 muon decays.
4 .4  L ep to n ic  u n ita r ity  tr ia n g le  and  C P -v io la tio n
In the quark sector, the unitarity triangle has proved to be a very useful representation of mixing 
and CP-violation. Similarly, in the lepton sector, the unitarity triangle provides a convenient 
framework for a variety of analyses including: analysing the experimental results on lepton mix­
ing; testing the unitarity of the mixing matrix and searching for new neutrino states; establishing 
the violation of the CP invariance and measuring the Dirac CP-violating phase 5; and searching 
for effects of new interactions of neutrinos.
In the following it will be assumed tha t there are only three neutrinos so that mixing may be 
described using a 3 x 3 unitarity matrix. In the standard parametrisation, U =  U23I<5U13ljU 12, 
where U j are rotation matrices in the ij-plane, and I<s =  diag(1,1, ei5). The unitarity condition 
UUt =  I  leads to three ‘row equalities’, U^Uß* =  0, a  =  ß, or explicitly:
Ue1 U^1 +  Ue2U^2 +  ^ 3 ^ 3  =  0, (a)
Ue1Ur* 1 +  Ue2Ur*2 +  ^ 3 ^ 3  =  0, (b) (202)
Ut 1U; 1 +  UT2U^2 +  UT3U^3 =  0. (C)
In the complex plane, each term from the sums in equation (202) represents a vector. Equations 
(202) imply tha t the three terms appearing in each equation form a triangle, known as a ‘uni­
tarity triangle’. The expressions (202) also reflect the orthogonality of the flavour states; the 
corresponding triangles are called the flavour triangles, for example, equation (202)a describes 
the e^-triangle. The sides of triangle can be then enumerated by the mass eigenstates:
Zi =  U«iUßi. (203)
The unitarity condition U^U =  I  leads to the ‘column equalities’ ^ a U ^ U ^  =  0, (for i =  j) . 
These equations also define triangles known as the mass state triangles.
The shape and area of the triangles are closely related to CP-violation in leptonic mixing. 
Indeed, the Dirac CP-violating phase vanishes if and only if the phases of all elements of the 
mixing matrix are factorisable: Uai =  ei(o“+7i)|Ua i|. In this case, UaiUß =  ei(CT“-CTß)|Ua i||Ußi | 
and therefore the unitarity triangles shrink to segments. Recall tha t the CP-violating effects are 
determined by the Jarlskog invariant:
J c p  =  Im[UaiUßiUajUßj] , (204)
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which in the standard parametrisation is given by: 
J CP =  s 12c12s23c23s 13c23 sin 5, (205)
where s 12 =  sin012, etc. In particular, the invariant determines the CP-asymmetries in neutrino 
oscillations, P (va ^  Vß) — P (va ^  Vß) «  . The area of the triangle, S , is related to the 
Jarlskog invariant. For the flavour triangle:
s  = ^ 1 7 * ^ 1 7 ^ 1  , (206)
where 0ij is the angle between the sides i and j .  Equations (204) and (206) can be combined 
to give:
S  =  -  J c p ■ (207)
The relation 207 is the basis of the unitarity triangle method for measuring the CP-violating 
phase [586,587]. Reconstructing the unitarity triangle is an alternative to the direct measurement 
of the CP-asymmetries in transition probabilities P(Va ^  Vß) — P (va ^  Vß) [588-593].
4 .4 .1  P r o p e r tie s  o f  th e  le p to n ic  tr ia n g les
For very small 13 mixing, sin 013 ^  0.15, the unitarity triangles are of two forms:
• Triangles tha t include the element Ue3 and therefore have one small side and two nearly 
equal sides: e.g., the e/x-triangle in which \z\\ æ  \z2\ and |z3| w s 1 3 / V 2 ; and
• Triangles tha t do not include the Ue3 element: e.g., the ßT-triangle for which |z1| æ 1/6 +  
O (s13), |Z21 æ 1/3 and |z3 | æ —1/2 +  O (s13).
For s 13 saturating its upper bound, s 13 ~  0.15, the sides of the triangle can be of the same size.
Figure 43 shows examples of the eß-triangle constructed for s 12 =  0.56, s23 =  0.67 (the best­
fit values), s 13 =  0.15, and for three different values of the CP-violating phase. The horizontal 
side is normalised to 1. Each scatter point represents the possible position of vertex if the 
values of mixing parameters pick up different values within the present uncertainty ranges: 
sin2 023 € [0.36,0.61], sin2 012 € [0.23,0.37] and sin2 013 € [0,0.031] and 5 varies between 0 
and 2n. Some scatter points lie on the horizontal axis. This reflects the fact tha t with the 
present data it is not possible to establish CP-violation. Notice that despite the fact that s 13 is 
relatively small, for a considerable portion of the scatter points, the sizes of the all three sides 
of the triangle are comparable. The triangles can take a particular form if the mass matrix, 
and consequently the mixing matrix, have a certain symmetry. The ß  — t  reflection symmetry 
defined as vm ^  vC, vt  ^  v^, where the superscript c denotes the C-conjugation [594,595], leads 
to isosceles column-based triangles and congruent row-based eT- and eß-triangles.
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Figure 43: The unitarity e^-triangles. The horizontal side, |Ue1 U*â1 | is normalised to one. The triangles cor­
respond to s13 = 0.15 and different values of S. Each scatter point represents a possible position of vertex 
as the mixing parameters pick up random values within the present uncertainty ranges: sin2 023 G [0.36, 0.61], 
sin2 012 G [0.27, 0.37] and sin2 0i3 G [0, 0.031] and S G [0, 2n]
4 .4 .2  L ep to n ic  tr ia n g les  and  co h eren ce  o f  n eu tr in o  s ta te s
The charged-current (CC) coupling of neutrino mass eigenstate, Vj, and the charged lepton, a, 
is given by As a result, by studying the CC interactions of a neutrino beam of pure mass 
eigenstates, we can derive the moduli of the mixing-matrix elements which give the sides of 
the unitarity triangle. Unfortunately, terrestrial neutrino beams are composed of flavour, rather 
than mass, eigenstates which are coherent combinations of the mass eigenstates. To create beams 
of neutrino-mass eigenstates it is necessary to destroy the coherence of the neutrino-flavour state 
produced through the weak interaction. There are several circumstances in which the coherence 
can be destroyed [587]:
• Adiabatic conversion o f  the flavour neutrino state: Suppose the neutrino flavour state, va , is 
produced at densities much higher than the MSW-resonance density. Then, at the production 
point, the mixing in m atter is strongly suppressed and va practically coincides with one of 
the energy (or effective-mass) eigenstates in matter: va æ vim. Suppose this state propagates 
to a region of small (zero) density. If the propagation is adiabatic, then vim ^  v  and at 
the exit from the m atter layer, the beam will be pure v^ . Such a situation is approximately 
realised for the high-energy (with > 10 MeV) solar neutrinos; i.e., ve produced in the 
center of the Sun is transformed into v2 at the surface;
• N eu tr in o  decay: If the heavier neutrinos on their way to the detectors decay into the lightest 
neutrino (plus another light or massless particle), regardless of the original flavour com-
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position, we will obtain a flux which is purely composed of the lightest mass eigenstate; 
and
• Decoherence: One can also use a beam of several mass eigenstates provided tha t they are 
incoherent. The rates of processes induced by such a beam will be determined by the moduli 
of matrix elements. The effective loss of coherence can occur due to divergence of the neutrino 
wave-packets over long distances or the averaging of oscillations.
The decay and the loss of coherence both require astronomical distances; moreover, the adiabatic 
conversion cannot be realised on distances smaller than the solar radius. Obtaining pure neutrino 
mass eigenstates therefore requires astrophysical sources of neutrinos and astrophysical methods. 
In section 6.4, we will discuss such methods.
To reconstruct the unitarity triangle, the absolute values of the elements of two rows (or 
equivalently two columns) in the mixing matrix must be measured. To reconstruct the eß- 
triangle, three quantities should be determined independently:
lUelU^I, |Ue2U ;21, |UesU;31. (208)
The form of the triangle depends on the, as yet unknown, value of |Ue3|. Assuming tha t only three 
neutrino species take part in the mixing and tha t there is no other source of CP-violation apart 
from the phases of the mass-matrix elements, one can use the two independent normalisation 
conditions:
|Uei|2 =  1 , E  U i | 2 =  1 , (209)
i= 1,2,3 i=1,2,3
to determine the length of the sides of the eß-triangle. Thus, to find the sides of the eß-triangle 
it is enough to measure the moduli of the four mixing matrix elements:
|Uel|, U l ! ,  |Ue3|, U 31. (210)
To prove the CP violation, the following inequalities must be established:
|UelU; i| < | Ue2 U^ 21 +  ^ 3^ 31;
|Ue2U;2 | <  |UelU; i| +  |Ue3U;31. (2 1 1 )
Using the present information on the absolute value of the matrix elements one can estimate 
the accuracy required. According to equation (2 1 1 ) the quantities:
Ai =  I Ue\ j j U j +  \Ue3\\U ^\  +  -  |[/el|2 -  |C/e3|2)( l -  |t/Ml |2 -  1 ^ 3 12) (212)
and:
A2 =  I Ue\ 11U I +  I Ue311Uß3 I -  -  |[/el|2 -  |C/e3|2)( l -  |£ V l2 -  |C^3|2) (213)
are measures of CP violation; i.e., CP is conserved if either Al or A2 is zero. Setting 0l2 and 023 
to their best fit values (sin2 0l2 =  0.315 and sin2 023 =  0.45), 0l3 close to the present upper bound 
(Ue3 =  0.15), and taking a maximal Dirac phase, ö =  90°, we find Al =  0.09 and A2 =  0.10.
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Notice tha t Al>2 can be negative if there is an extra neutrino and as a result the 3x3 active 
sub-matrix is not unitary. Equations (212) and (213) imply that, in order to establish CP- 
violation (non-zero values of Al>2) the absolute errors, A|UAt3|, A|Ue l|, A|Ujttl| and A|UAt3Ue3| 
(regardless of the measurement method) should be smaller than a few percent even in the most 
optimistic case -  namely, Ue3 as large as possible and ö =  90°. This seems quite challenging 
specially in the case of |Ujttl|.
If |Ue3| turns out to be very small, the sides proportional to |Ue3| will be also tiny and it will 
be more difficult to reconstruct the eß-triangle and to check the inequalities (211). A similar 
situation occurs for the uc-triangle in the quark sector. In this connection, it was proposed 
in [596] to reconstruct the 12-triangle which is made up of |UelUe*2|, |Ujttl U*21, and |UTlU^2|. 
Notice tha t although all the sides of the 12-triangle are comparable, in the limit of small s l3, 
the height of this triangle will be small. This creates another problem for measuring the area. 
W ithin the tri-bimaximal scenario, it may be simpler to reconstruct the 23-triangle (the triangle 
made up of |Ue3Ue*2|, |Ujtt3U*21, and |UT3U*2|) [597,598]. Up to now, there is no direct information 
about the values of |UTl| and |UT21. Moreover, both the creation of intense vt-beams and the 
detection of vt seem to be difficult. Reconstructing the 23- and 12-triangles does not therefore 
seem very promising from a practical point of view. If we do not want to make any theoretical 
pre-assumptions about the mass texture, the eß-triangle seems to be a more promising option 
to reconstruct, especially if, for s l3 close to the present upper bound, as demonstrated in figure
43, all the sides of the eß-triangle are comparable. Throughout the present analysis we therefore 
focus on the eß-triangle.
4 .4 .3  T h e  u n ita r ity  tr ia n g le  and  o sc illa tio n  ex p er im en ts
In this section, we describe the set of oscillation measurements tha t have been suggested in [587] 
to determine the eß-triangle. Since the oscillation probabilities depend not only on the moduli 
of the mixing-matrix elements, but also on the unknown relative phases (öx), the strategy is to 
select configurations of oscillation measurements for which the dominant effect is determined by 
moduli:
Paß =  Paß(|Uei|) |U^i |) +  A Paß(öx), a , ß  =  e, ß  , (214)
where A P  ^  P . The hierarchy of mass splittings:
e =  ~  0.03 , (215)
A m 23 ’ v ;
as well as the small |Ue3| play a key role in this argument. The experimental setup must be 
chosen in such a way tha t the öx-dependent correction in (214) induced by the m atter effect is 
suppressed. The product |Ue*3UM31, which is one side of the triangle, can be measured in studies 
of the vm ^  ve transitions driven by AmJ2. For this channel, in vacuum:
Pße = A\U*e,U ß i \2 sin2 +  A Pße , (216)
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where the correction AP^e is due to non-zero Am^l . In general, due to the m atter effect it is not 
possible to write the transition probability in the simple form of equation (216) with AP^e ^  P^e. 
The probability can however be reduced to the form (216) in two limiting cases [587]:
• The low-energy limit E  ^  E23 (ER ~  6 GeV is the resonance energy corresponding to the 
2 — 3 splitting) for which the m atter correction is small;
• The short-baseline limit where ‘vacuum mimicking’ condition is satisfied [599,600].
Unfortunately, neither of the proposed state-of-the-art long-baseline experiments, Nov A and 
T2K fulfill these requirements. As illustrated in figure 5 of [601], the transition probability for 
these setups is sensitive not only to |Ue3||UM3| but also to the value of the CP-violating phase. 
Thus, the |UM3Ue*3| side should be determined by separately by measuring the values of |U^31 
and | Ue31.
The four elements in equation (210) can be determined, in principle, as follows:
1. |Ue3| can be measured by reactor experiments with a typical baseline of ~  1 km. In these 
experiments the m atter effect is negligible and the survival probability for ve can be written:
Pee =  1 -  4(1 -  \Ue3 \2 )\Ue 3 \2 Sin2 +  A Pee . (217)
The relative correction is small, A Pee/(1 — Pee) < 2 %, so |Ue3| can be determined with 
O(1)% accuracy [587]. Experimental errors in the measurement of Pee will dominate over 
A Pee. If 0l3 is close to the present upper bound, the next generation of reactor experiments 
will be able to measure it with a relative error of 0(10)% [601-603]. The uncertainty in Al>2 
(defined in equations (212) and (213)) arising from A|Ue3| can be evaluated as:
|Ue3| 'AAi ItW -  IM jg j
A|E/e3|
A | Ue31 and AA2 = |UM31 +  |UM21
|Ue2|
A| Ue31 . (218)
Taking |[/e3| ~  0.15 and ^  ^  ~  10% yields AA i ;2/A i ;2 ~  20%.
2. The element |U ^ | can be measured in long-baseline vM-disappearance experiments (one of the 
main motivations of which is to measure the mixing angle 023 with high precision). For T2K 
and NovA, the m atter effect cannot be neglected since A m ^ / E  ~  \ / 2 G p n e, however effects 
due to the solar mass splitting are unimportant. To an approximation of 0(A m 52L /2 E ) ~  
0.01, the survival probability can be treated in the two-neutrino oscillation framework. The 
value of sin023 (thus |U^3| =  s23cl3) can be extracted with accuracy of 4% or better [16];
3. The values of |Ue l| and |Ue21 can be obtained from the solar-neutrino data. Since the 
energy of solar neutrinos is low, to a good approximation, the m atter effect on |Ue3| can 
be neglected. Moreover, the solar-neutrino conversion driven by Am3l produces only an 
averaged oscillation effect (1 ^  Am3lL /E v). In this case the survival probability reads 
[604,605]:
Pee =  (1 — |Ue3|2)2P2(tan2 ^l2, Am2l) +  |Ue3|4 , (219)
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where:
(220)
and P 2 is the two-neutrino survival probability determined from the solution of the two- 
neutrino-evolution equation with the oscillation parameters tan2 0l2, Am^l and the effective
potential (1 — |Ue3|2)Ve. Analysis of solar-neutrino data alone cannot yield an uncertainty in
For a reactor experiment with a large baseline (~  100 km) such as KamLAND, Pee is given
This opens up the possibility of measuring the value of sin 0l2 with high precision. Although 
the current experiment, KamLAND, cannot reach a precision better than 18% [97], if a 
reactor experiment with a baseline of 60 km, an exposure of ~  60 GWkTy and a systematic 
error of 2% is constructed, sin2 0l2 can be measured with an uncertainty of 6% at 3a. 
Moreover, as shown in [606], combining data from KamLAND and Borexino will allow the 
uncertainty on sin2 20l2 to be reduced to 5%. Then, using the measured value of |Ue l|, |Ue2| 
and the normalisation condition, |Ue l|2 +  |Ue2|2 =  1 — |Ue312, |Ue l| and |Ue2| can be determined 
separately. In this way, |Uel| can be determined with relatively high precision leading to 
(AAl>2) < Al)2/5  for ö ~  90°. Such an uncertainty is small enough to establish the CP- 
violation; and
4. The determination of |UMl| (and/or |U^21) is the most challenging part of the method. Note 
that in contrast to |Ue*3U^31, it is not possible to measure the combinations |Ue*l UjUl| and 
|Ue*2Uju2|, directly from oscillation experiments. Indeed, in vacuum the ^  ve transition 
probability is determined by the product Re [U* l UelUM2Ue*2] which depends not only on the 
absolute values of the matrix elements but also on their phases. Therefore one has to resort 
to the possibility of separately measuring |UMl| and |U^21. In fact, it is sufficient to measure 
a combination of |UMl| and |U^2| which differs from the normalisation condition (equation 
(209)). This requires an experiment sensitive to the A m f2 splitting which appears usually as 
a sub-dominant mode. To suppress the leading effect and the interference of the leading and 
sub-leading modes, the oscillations driven by A m |3 should be averaged out. This condition 
necessitates the following experimental configuration:
• The energy of the beam should be low: E  < 1 GeV; and
• The baseline should be large, L »  4EV/A m 22.
Moreover, to avoid suppression of the sub-dominant mode the baseline, L, should be of the 
order of the oscillation length associated with the (1 - 2) splitting, L > 2000 km. Realisation 
of such a set-up is very challenging. The requirements listed above are fulfilled by the 
proposed Brookhaven to Homestake long-baseline experiment [607].
sin2 0l2 better than 19% at the 3a C.L. [97], even if the pp-flux data with a 3% uncertainty 
is included.
by:
(221)
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In summary, if |Ue3| saturates the present bound (|Ue31 ~  0.1), the results of the next gener­
ation of reactor experiments can be combined with the measurements of the vM-survival prob­
ability in T2K and/or Nov A to determine |Ue3| and |U^3|, and consequently the third side of 
the eß-triangle, with the required precision. Moreover, by combining the results of KamLAND 
and Borexino, or alternatively by constructing a reactor experiment with L ~  60 km and an ex­
posure of 60 GWkTy, one can determine |Uel | and |Ue2| with sufficient accuracy to reconstruct 
the unitarity triangle. The main obstacle to the construction of the unitarity triangle is the 
precision measurement of |UMl| and |U^21 which requires a very-long-baseline experiment with a 
setup similar to the proposed Brookhaven to Homestake project [607].
The reconstruction of the unitarity triangle using measurements of neutrino mixing in m atter 
has been considered in [596, 608, 609]. The area of the triangle will also be proportional to 
the CP-violating phase ö. However to extract information on the neutrino parameters, several 
different setups with distinct beam energies and m atter densities are required which correspond 
to different ‘triangles in m atter’.
4 .4 .4  L ep to n ic  u n ita r ity  tr ia n g le  and  fu tu re  ex p er im en ts
Figure (44) illustrates the possibility of establishing CP-violation by the triangle method for 
the realistic uncertainties which can be achieved after the next generation of experiments. The 
shown triangle corresponds to s l3 =  0.15, öD =  90° and the current best fit for the rest of the 
mixing parameters (s23 =  0.67 and s l2 =  0.56). The horizontal side (|UelU* l |) is normalised 
to one. The scatter points show the position of the vertex of the triangle, when the moduli of 
the mixing matrix elements take random values around the central points |Ue l| =  0.74, |UMl| =  
0.42, |Ue3| =  0.15 and |U^3| =  0.67 (which correspond to the mixing parameters above) within 
the future uncertainty ranges. To produce the scatter points, we have taken A|Ue l|/|U e l| =  
5%, A|Ue3|/|U e3| =  10% and A|Uju3 |/|U ju3| =  3% which correspond to the accuracy achievable 
respectively by combined KamLAND and Borexino data analysis [606], reactor experiments 
[601], and T2K/NovA [16]. We have taken an optimistic accuracy of A|UjUl|/|U jUl| =  10%. 
From this figure we observe tha t if the value of s l3 is close to its present upper bound and öD 
is maximal, the uncertainties outlined above will be small enough to establish CP-violation.
The measurements described above can be complemented by those tha t can be made at the 
proposed super-beams and at a Neutrino Factory. While |UMl| and |U^2| can not be determined 
by these experiments, the triangle method can be considered as an alternative for resolving the 
eight-fold degeneracies which are encountered in the conventional methods of searching for the 
CP-violating phase [38,214,341,610]. For example, none of the setups we have suggested to 
reconstruct the triangle is sensitive to sg ^ A m ^ ) thus the triangle method can serve to resolve 
the sgn(Am2l) degeneracy.
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Figure 44: The e^-triangle taking s 13 =  0.15, S =  90° and the best fit values s 23 =  0.67 and s 12 =  0.56. The 
|UeiU *1| side is normalised to  one. Each scatter point represents the possible position of vertex when the moduli 
of mixing m atrix  elements pick up random  values around |Ue11 =  0.74, |UM 11 =  0.42, |Ue31 =  0.15 and |Um3| =  0.67 
(which corresponds to  the above mixing param eters) w ithin the following uncertainty ranges: A |U e1 |/ |U e11 =  5%; 
A |Um 1 |/ |U M 1 1 =  10%; A|Ue3 |/|U e31 =  10%; and A |U M3I / U 31 =  3%.
4 .4 .5  B ey o n d  th r e e  n eu tr in o s
Deviation of the mixing matrix from unitarity may originate from violation of the universality 
of weak interactions due, for example, to mixing of neutrinos with heavy neutral leptons. This 
affects not only neutrino oscillations in vacuum and in m atter but also the leptonic decays, for 
example through the existence of lepton-flavour violating decays [611]. The discovery of sterile 
neutrinos and their mixing with active neutrinos would imply violation of unitarity for active- 
neutrino mixing. In the case of four light neutrinos, the mixing can be represented in the form 
of quadrangles. In this case, the number of Dirac CP-violating phases will increase to three. A 
classification of the unitarity quadrangles in the four-neutrino mixing scheme is given in [612]. 
Relations between the areas of the unitarity quadrangles and the re-phasing invariants of CP 
and T violation have been established. Also quadrangles in m atter were studied in [596].
4 .4 .6  C o n stra in ts  on  u n ita r ity
Neutrino oscillations constitute evidence for physics beyond the Standard Model. If new physics 
exists, it can manifest itself through unitarity violation in the Standard Model couplings, the 
complete theory being unitary and probability-conserving. In the quark sector, the search for 
deviations from unitarity of the CKM matrix is considered as a sensitive way to search for 
physics beyond the Standard Model. In the lepton sector unitarity violations can arise both 
from new physics at low energy -  as in the case of the hypothetical existence of additional
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light sterile neutrinos -  or at high energy -  as in the case of the canonical see-saw mechanism 
[127,222,223,308], where light neutrino masses are generated through mixing with heavy, singlet, 
fermionic states. In the following we will discuss both possibilities.
To study mixing among active and sterile neutrinos, we consider the Standard Model field 
content plus Ns sterile neutrinos. The complete (3 +  Ns)-dimensional mixing matrix is unitary, 
but the 3 x 3 PMNS matrix is not since it is a sub-matrix. Probability conservation in the 
complete theory implies:
where P (vx — ) =  Pxs is the oscillation probability into sterile neutrinos. Since neutral 
currents are sensitive to this sum, in principle a neutral-current measurement alone would be 
sufficient to determine Pxs. However, in a realistic detector mis-identifications of charged cur­
rent and neutral current events, together with systematic uncertainties on neutrino interaction 
cross sections, complicate the analysis. In reference [613] the sensitivity of neutral-current mea­
surements to the sterile content of a neutrino beam in a long-baseline oscillation experiment is 
studied. The performance that can be expected of the present and next generation of exper­
iments (K2K, MINOS, and T2K) at 3a sensitivity and the 90% C.L. exclusion limits for the 
sterile oscillation probability will be of order 0.10 — 0.15.
To date, deviations from unitarity coming from the additional light neutrinos have been dis­
cussed. However, similar deviations can be generated by the presence of heavy neutrinos. This 
is the case, for instance, in the see-saw mechanism, where N r right-handed neutrinos, with 
heavy M ajorana masses, are added to the Standard Model. As before, the complete (3 +  N R)- 
dimensional mixing matrix is unitary, while the 3 x 3 sub-matrix is not. The main difference 
with the light-neutrino case is that the mixing between the light and heavy states is mini­
mal because the mass difference is so large. This case has been studied by many authors, 
both in general frameworks in which heavy fermions have been added to the Standard Model la­
grangian [614-616] and in the specific neutrino context [617-620]. In particular, in reference [619] 
CP violation in presence of non-unitarity induced by heavy neutrinos has been considered and 
an enhancement of the effect has been observed.
Deviations from unitarity can also be studied in an effective-theory approach, without the need 
for the introduction of new fermionic states. This can be done as long as the new physics resides 
at energies much larger than the electroweak scale, such tha t heavy fields can be integrated out. 
The low-energy effective lagrangian will generally contain corrections to the Standard Model 
couplings and a tower of non-renormalisable higher-dimensional operators suppressed by powers 
of the large energy scale, both of which can result in deviations from unitarity in the mixing 
matrices. In reference [611] deviations from unitarity of the leptonic mixing matrix are studied, in 
a minimal framework dubbed MUV (Minimal Unitarity Violation). In the MUV scheme sources 
of non-unitarity are allowed only in those terms of the Standard Model lagrangian involving 
neutrinos and only three flavours are considered, as in the standard case. It is always possible 
to go to a basis, the mass basis, where kinetic terms are diagonal and normalised and neutrino
(222)
y=e,^,r
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masses are diagonal too. Here the whole effect of new physics is encoded in the non-unitarity of 
the leptonic mixing matrix. In this framework, and taking a completely general mixing matrix, 
a large set of neutrino data, including oscillations and decays, is analysed, in order to see up to 
what point the measured elements of the mixing matrix arrange themselves in a unitary pattern.
The starting point is the Standard Model lagrangian, where the PMNS matrix is replaced 
by a generic matrix N , which relates the mass and flavour basis: va =  NaiVj. Since N  is not 
unitary, and since the mass basis is still orthonormal, the flavour basis is no longer orthogonal, 
and this gives rise to new physical effects. The oscillation probability now reads:
IV  N * L Na-12
Pv VJ E , L )  =  \{vg \va (L))\2 =  IZ^  . (223)
a ; V (NN^)aa(NN^)ßß V ;
This formula is formally identical to the standard one, apart from a normalisation factor in the 
denominator. However, due to the non-unitarity of N , the oscillation probability at L  =  0 is 
not zero, a phenomenon referred to as the ‘zero-distance’ effect:
Pvavß (E, L =  0) «  |(N N t)ß« |2 . (224)
The zero-distance effect, and the fact tha t oscillations in m atter become non-diagonal, are the 
unique consequences of the non-unitarity of N  on the phenomenology of neutrino oscillations. 
The non-unitarity of N  also has consequences in other sectors. Since the electroweak couplings 
are modified, interactions involving the W and Z bosons are now sensitive to the elements of N . 
However, since it is not possible to tag experimentally neutrino mass eigenstates, in contrast to 
the quark sector, electroweak decays can only be used to determine sums of products of mixing- 
matrix elements. This information is extremely relevant in the determination of the moduli of 
the matrix elements.
The number of parameters required to specify N  (9 moduli and 4 or 6 phases, depending on 
the Dirac or Majorana nature of neutrinos) is larger than in the unitary case. It is presently 
possible only to determine the moduli since all positive oscillation signals to date correspond to 
disappearance modes. The elements of the ‘e-row’ can be constrained using data from CHOOZ 
[519], KamLAND [8], and SNO [109], together with the information on A m |3 resulting from an 
analysis of K2K data [56]. In contrast, less data is available tha t may be used to constrain the 
elements of the ß-row. D ata from K2K and SuperKamiokande [116] can be used to determine 
|Nm3| and the combination |Nmi |2 +  |Nm2|2. Putting all this information together, the following 
allowed 3a ranges are obtained for the moduli of the elements of the leptonic mixing matrix:
|N | =
(  0.76 — 0.89 0.45 — 0.66 < 0.37
M ^ i l 2 +  \Nß2\2 =  0.57 -  0.86] 0.57 -0 .8 6  I . (225)
\  ? ? ? J
Notice tha t using only oscillation experiments, and without assuming unitarity, only half of the 
elements can be determined. However, some information is also available from NOMAD [621], 
KARMEN [622], BUGEY [508], and the near detector at MINOS [623]. These experiments 
exploit the zero-distance effect (equation (224)) to provide constraints on N N t. Combining this 
information with equation (225), |Nmi I and |Nm2| can be disentangled.
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In order to constrain all the elements of the mixing matrix, other data have to be considered. 
The decay widths for W and Z bosons are given by:
r ( w l a va ) =  % ^ ( A T A r t ) c
m Z
6^2-
; and T ( Z  -» invisible) =  z  V  [(iVA^ ) ^ ) 2 . (226)
1^ 2n a,ß
These relations allow the diagonal elements of N N t to be constrained. Additional information 
can be obtained from ratios of the rate of decay of leptons, the W boson and the electroweak 
decays of pions.
The off-diagonal elements of N N t can be constrained using rare charged-lepton decays such 
as ^  Iß7 . The non-unitarity of N  forbids the GIM cancellation of the constant term, and the 
branching ratio is approximated very accurately by:
r ( la  ^  Iß Y) _  100a |(N N  t )aß I2
T(£a -> v j - ß v ß )  967r (N N t)a a (NATt)ßß
(227)
Performing a global fit to all these electroweak data, the following values are obtained at the 
90% CL:
|N N  t |
/  0.994 ±  0.005 < 7.0 ■ 10-5  
< 7.0 ■ 10-5  0.995 ±  0.005 
V < 1.6 ■ 10-2
< 1.6 10-2
< 1.0 10 2 (228)
< 1.0 ■ 10-2  0.995 ±  0.005 /
Similar bounds can be inferred for N t N  proving that, in the MUV scheme, unitarity in the 
lepton sector is experimentally confirmed from data on weak decays with a precision better than
5%.
The elements of the mixing matrix obtained from the analysis of neutrino-oscillation experi­
ments, equation (225), can now be combined with the unitarity constraints obtained from weak 
decays, equation (228). The resulting mixing matrix in the MUV scheme is:
IN I =
0.75 — 0.89 0.45 — 0.65 < 0.20 
0.19 — 0.55 0.42 — 0.74 0.57 — 0.82 
V 0.13 — 0.56 0.36 — 0.75 0.54 — 0.82 /
(229)
All the elements are now significantly constrained to be rather close to those stemming from the 
usual unitary analysis [624]:
|U I =
(  0.79 — 0.88 0.47 — 0.61 < 0.20 \  
0.19 — 0.52 0.42 — 0.73 0.58 — 0.82 
0.20 — 0.53 0.44 — 0.74 0.56 — 0.81
(230)
In the future, improvements in the measurements of the matrix elements are expected, as well 
as improvements in the unitarity tests. On the one hand, the exploration of the appearance 
channels at future facilities, such as super-beams [13,15,16,625], beta-beams [24], and the 
Neutrino Factory [28,29], will permit the testing of the t-row directly and the measurement of
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the phases of the mixing matrix, which up to now are completely unknown. On the other hand, 
improvements on the unitarity bounds are expected from the experiments looking for ß ^  eY, 
but also from the bounds which can be obtained at a Neutrino Factory. In particular, since 
the bounds on rare t decays are not likely to improve much, an improvement on the bounds 
on (N N t )eT and (N N t)^r could be obtained with an OPERA-like detector placed at a short 
baseline (100m) from a Neutrino Factory beam.
4 .5  N o n -sta n d a rd  in tera c tio n s
Neutrino oscillation experiments probe lepton-flavour non-conservation, an effect which is not 
present in the Standard Model. In the Standard Model, the lepton sector exhibits a U(1)3 flavour 
symmetry, i.e. electron, muon, and tau numbers are conserved guaranteeing tha t there are no 
leptonic flavour transitions. Neutrino masses break the symmetry U(1)3; completely in the case 
of Majorana neutrino masses, or down to U(1)L in the case of Dirac masses. However, neutrino 
masses are not the only way in which the U(1)3 symmetry may be broken. Non-standard 
interactions (NSIs) can also break the U(1)3 symmetry and generate flavour transitions. The 
dependence of the neutrino-oscillation signal on source-detector distance and neutrino energy 
may be used to distinguish between the various possibilities.
Any interaction tha t cannot be diagonalised simultaneously with the weak interaction and the 
charged-lepton mass matrix breaks the U(1)3 leptonic-flavour symmetry. A simple example is 
a new effective four Fermi-interaction that, in the basis where the charged-lepton-mass matrix 
and the W interaction are diagonal, is of the form udveVM. Such an interaction allows the 
e — ß transition even for massless neutrinos. Terms tha t break the lepton-flavour symmetry 
also generate flavour transition in processes that involve charged leptons, for example, t ^  ßY. 
Thus, in principle, such processes can be used to probe the same physics as neutrino oscillation 
experiments. When the only source of flavour breaking is neutrino mass, the effect in charged 
lepton processes is tiny due to the leptonic GIM mechanism. For example, the amplitude for 
t ^  ßY is suppressed by and thus BR(t ^  ßY) ~  10-50 which is out of reach.
The situation is different with NSIs. Here, the effect in charged lepton processes can be rela­
tively large. The amplitude of the flavour transition in both the neutrino and the charged-lepton 
sectors are expected to be of the same order. Since experiments with charged leptons are in prin­
ciple easier than those with neutrinos, it might seem that neutrino oscillation experiments will 
not be sensitive to NSIs. However, in oscillation experiments the effect of the NSI amplitude can 
be enhanced by interference with the standard oscillation amplitude [626,627], an enhancement 
tha t is not present in charged-lepton processes. Roughly speaking, if the new physics amplitude 
is small, and parametrised by a small parameter e, then the effect in oscillation experiments 
is O(e) while for charged leptons it is O(e2). This enhancement makes the ‘probing power’ of 
neutrino oscillation experiments larger than one might naively expect.
Any neutrino-oscillation experiment can be divided into three phases: production; propa­
gation; and detection. NSIs can affect any of these phases. In the following we consider the
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production and detection processes that are relevant to Neutrino Factories; an appearance exper­
iment where neutrinos are produced in the process ß+ ^  e+Va VM and detected by the processes 
Vßd ^  ß - u and Vßd ^  t - u and anti-neutrinos are produced and detected by the corresponding 
charge-conjugate processes. A new interaction of the form ßevTVM would affect oscillation ex­
periments tha t use neutrinos produced in muon decay. Similarly, interactions of the form ßveud 
would affect the detection processes.
The effect on the propagation can come in two ways. In vacuum oscillations, it comes from 
flavour-violating wave-function normalisation; non-diagonal kinetic terms arise, which cannot 
be diagonalised simultaneously with the interaction of the W boson. Such effects are likely to 
be relatively small and are not discussed further [628]. The effect on propagation in m atter can 
be large. For example, an interaction of the form eevTvy can generate ß — t transitions when 
neutrinos travel through a medium tha t contains electrons, such as the Earth or the Sun.
While NSIs can affect any of the three phases, they do not necessarily affect them all. The 
flavour structure of the new interactions tha t affect each phase are different. Consider the case 
of interactions tha t involve two quarks and two leptons; this kind of interaction affects both 
the detection and the propagation. Yet, at detection the interaction is charged current while 
during propagation the relevant interaction is neutral current. In many new-physics models 
these interactions are related, but this is not automatic. Purely leptonic interactions affect the 
production and propagation. Yet, in the production the charged leptons are the electron and 
the muon, while in propagation in m atter both are electrons. In section 4.5.1 we concentrate 
on effects due to new physics in production or detection. In section 4.5.2 NSIs effects on the 
propagation are discussed.
4 .5 .1  N o n -sta n d a rd  in tera c tio n s  in p ro d u ctio n  and  d e te c t io n
Consider a model-independent parameterisation of new-physics effects on production and detec­
tion processes in neutrino oscillation experiments [626-630]. New physics in the source or the 
detector may be parameterised using two sets of four-fermion couplings: (GNP)aß ; and (GNp) aß, 
where a, ß  =  e, ß, t . Here (GNP)aß refers to processes in the source where a flavour eigenstate Vß 
is produced in conjunction with an incoming charged lepton, a - , or an outgoing a+ . (GNP)aß 
refers to processes in the detector where an incoming Vß produces an a - . While the S U (2)L 
gauge symmetry requires that the four-fermion couplings of the charged current weak interac­
tions be proportional to 5aß , new interactions allow couplings with a  =  ß. Phenomenological 
constraints imply that the new interaction is suppressed with respect to the weak interaction, 
Le.: |(GNP)aß1 ^  ; and |(GNP)aß1 ^  .
In the SM, neutrino interactions have a Dirac (V — A)(V — A) structure. Admitting non­
standard interactions, massless neutrinos can have either the SM Dirac structure or a (V — 
A)(V +  A) structure. The effects of interactions of the form (V — A)(V +  A) at production or 
detection are suppressed by ratios of charged-lepton masses and are therefore very small and 
will be neglected [627].
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In an appearance experiment where neutrinos are produced in the process ß+ ^  e+va VM 
and detected by the process Vßd ^  l - u and anti-neutrinos are produced and detected by the 
corresponding charge-conjugate processes, the relevant couplings are (GNP)eß and (GNP)Mß. It 
is convenient to define small dimensionless quantities e^ß as follows:
s (^N p )e /3  A= —, „  ^ „ ; and
a / I  G f  +  ( G > j P ) e e |  +  l ( G <N P ) e , u |  +  K G ^ f O e r l
4 ß  =  / . (G np)m/? _ (231)
\J \G f  +  (G,^ Jp)jttjtt|2 +  K G^p^el2 +  \(G ^p)^r\2
The assumption je ^ l ^  1 means that leading-order (linear) effects only need be considered. The 
leading effects from flavour-diagonal couplings are proportional to e (flavour-diagonal) xe(flavour- 
changing) and can therefore be neglected.
Non-zero values of e ^  can be generated if the three-by-three mixing matrix of the SvM is not 
unitary. For example, suppose that there exists a fourth neutrino-mass eigenstate vh which is 
heavy. If mh »  mM, so tha t this mass eigenstate cannot be produced in muon decay, then:
ege +  e^l ^  —N s2UehUlh- (232)
where I  =  ß, t and Ueh (Ulh) is the mixing between the heavy neutrino mass eigenstate and the 
electron (I) neutrino and Ns is a normalisation factor given by:
Ns =  (|Uel|2 +  I Ue212 +  |Ue3|2)-1/2 =  (1 — |Ueh|2)-1/2. (233)
If there are many heavy states, equations (232) and (233) must be modified to include an implicit 
summation over h.
The expression for the transition probability in neutrino-oscillation experiments may now be 
written as a function of the mixing-matrix parameters and the new-physics parameters. For 
simplicity, consider a two-generation framework (expressions for the three-flavour case can be 
found in [626]). The state (v|) tha t is produced in the source in conjunction with an e+ and the 
state (v^) tha t is tagged by ß -  production in the detector may be written in terms of the mass 
eigenstates as follows:
|VeS) =  E  [Uei +  e S ^ ijlV i) , I*ÿ =  £  [U^i +  eJeUei] jv*). (234)
=  I \t'dl”s
purely v | at time t =  0, is then:
The transition probability, PejU (vjg|v |( t) ) |2, where v |(t)  is the time-evolved state tha t was
p1 E e -iEit UeiU;* +  eSM|UMi|2 +  e^elUeij2 (235)
The results will be presented in terms of the following parameters:
m 2 ■ A - - L
A m ^ m f - m 2, A v  =  A ^ f , ee - f -  - (236)
2
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In the small-x limit, PejU may be expanded to second order in x =  x 12 and e =  e *  +  e|^. In 
a basis in which the two-generation mixing matrix is real and is parameterised by one angle 0, 
the expression for PejU may be written:
Pe^ =  x2 sin2 20 — 2x sin 20 9(e) +  |e|2 . (237)
The first term is the SvM piece, while the second and third terms arise only in the presence of 
new physics. The last term, which is a direct new-physics term, does not require oscillations and 
is very small. The second term is the most interesting one as it is an interference term between 
the direct new-physics amplitude and the SvM oscillation amplitude. There are two points to 
emphasise regarding this term:
1. It is linear in e, and for x »  e it is larger than the direct new physics term: the interference 
increases the sensitivity to the new physics; and
2. The interference is CP violating. This can be understood from the fact tha t it is linear in t, 
namely it is T odd. In order for it to be CPT even it must also be CP odd.
The interference term in equation (237) is CP violating and its effect can be sought through 
measurements of PejU and the transition probability of the CP-conjugate process, P ^ . A CP 
transformation of the Lagrangian takes the elements of the mixing matrix and the e-terms 
into their complex conjugates. It is then straightforward to obtain the transition probability 
for anti-neutrino oscillations. It is interesting to define the CP asymmetry, Acp =  P - /P+ , 
where P± =  PejU ±  P ^ .  The CP-conserving rate P+ is dominated by the SvM and is given by 
P+ =  8x21|Ue3U*3|2. CP violation within the SvM (p -vM) is suppressed by both the small value 
of I Ue31 and the small mass-squared difference Am^1. For short distances (x21,x 31 ^  1) it is 
further suppressed since P - vM «  L3. The new-physics term (P NP) does not suffer from the last 
two suppression factors, it does not require three generations, and it has a different dependence 
on the distance, P NP «  L. P^vM and P NP may be written:
(238)
The apparent divergence of ANp for small L is due to the approximations tha t have been used. 
Specifically, there is an O (|e |2) contribution to P+ tha t is constant in L, namely P+ =  O (|e |2) 
for L ^  0. In contrast, P -  =  0 in the L ^  0 limit to all orders in |e|.
Equation (238) leads to several interesting conclusions:
1. It is possible that, in CP-violating observables, the new-physics contributions compete with, 
or even dominate over, the SvM ones in spite of the weakness of the interactions (|e| ^  1);
2. The different distance dependence of ACP and ANp will allow, in principle, an unambiguous
distinction to be made between new-physics contributions of the type described here and 
the contribution from lepton mixing; and
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3. The 1/L dependence of ANp suggests that the optimal baseline to observe CP violation from 
new physics is shorter than the one optimised for the SvM.
Since long-baseline experiments involve the propagation of neutrinos through the Earth, it is 
important to understand how m atter effects affect these results. If a constant matter-density is 
assumed, then the m atter contribution to the effective ve mass, A  =  v^GfJVe, where N e is the 
electron density, is constant. In general, any new interaction also generates a new non-diagonal 
contribution to the effective neutrino-mass matrix. Yet, since the new-physics effects are small, 
it is possible to treat the effect of new-physics at production or detection and the effect of new 
physics in the propagation separately.
The transition probability in m atter is obtained by replacing the mass-squared differences, 
A jj, and mixing angles, Ua i, with their effective values in matter, A™ and U™. Considering 
only the two-generations and taking the small-x limit as before, the parameters xm and 0m may 
be defined by:
B A
x m = — X, sin 2 em = —  sin 29, (239)
A ’ B v '
where B =  A — A. From equation (237) it is clear that m atter effects cancel at lowest order in 
x. Therefore, taking one higher order in x, the transition probability in matter, P m, may be 
written:
P m =  P v(1 ±  O (x2) ) , (240)
where P v is the oscillation probability vacuum. Since m atter in the Earth is not CP symmetric, 
its effect enters the oscillation formula for neutrinos and anti-neutrinos with opposite signs. 
Therefore, in contrast to the case of vacuum oscillation, P -  will receive contributions from 
terms which would be CP conserving in vacuum and therefore Ac p  will be non-zero even if 
there are no CP-violating amplitudes. In particular, a fake asymmetry can be related to the 
real part of e.
The matter-related contribution to P -  may be denoted by Pm =  P - (A) — P - (A =  0) and, 
since the leading contributions to P+ are the same as in the vacuum case, the matter-related 
contribution to Acp may be written A^p =  P™ /P+. The asymmetries for three neutrino 
generations in the small x31 limit assuming |x12/ x 13| ^  |Ue3| are:
im \SM _ 2 m2 I A \ / Am, \NP _ A I _d* Ue3
( ^ p ) bM =  s * “  -  4 ^  I • (241)
(more general results can be found in [626]). In equations (238) and (241):
1. Each of the four contributions has a different dependence on the distance. In the short- 
distance limit the asymmetries may be written:
(Agp)SM «  L2, ACM «  L, (Agp)NP «  L0, ANP «  1/L. (242)
Thus, it is possible, in principle, to distinguish between the various contributions;
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2. If the phases of the es are of order 1, then the genuine CP asymmetry will be larger (at short 
distances) than tha t due to the m atter effect; and
3. The search for CP violation in neutrino oscillations will allow us to constrain both K(e) and 
9 (e ).
A detailed study of the sensitivity of a future Neutrino Factory has not been carried out. 
Estimates indicated tha t |e| ~  10-4 can be probed in a future Neutrino Factory [626,627]. Of 
course, it is interesting to search for such effects without any specific new-physics framework in 
mind. In the following, however, we give several examples of specific new-physics models where 
large effects, |e| > 10-4 , are possible [631].
Consider first left-right symmetric (LRS) models. These models are defined by extending the 
symmetry of the Standard Model to include right-handed electroweak interactions as follows:
Glrs =  SU (3)c x S U (2)l x S U (2)r x U(1)b - l x D, (243)
where D is a discrete symmetry tha t requires, among other constraints, . Such models
contain a scalar particle (AL) with quantum numbers A L(3 ,3 ,1)-2 . The couplings of A L to 
leptons are given by:
L a l  =  /L ci0-2<rL ■ AL +  h.c.
=  - V 2 f t3A°L^ P Lu3 +  f t j A l  (£cpLv3 +  t 3PLVj)  +  V ^ f i j A r ê i P L i j  +  h.c., (244)
where the 3 x 3 matrix ƒ is symmetric in flavour space, fjj =  j  The tree-level exchange of the 
A l scalars lead to the following four-fermion vertices:
A l ~  -  exchange : ^ y ^ ( 4 Y MPl ^ W iI ^ P l ^ ) ,
A 1 -  exchange : 2 ^ ^ ( l k^ P Ll i ) { v a ßPLVj),
A° -  exchange: ^ ^ { v k ^ P L ^ i n i ß P L ^ j ) -  (245)
mo
Effective couplings, eea , are induced in the decays ^  e+va VM, with a  =  ß  or t , through A -  
exchange in equation (245). (Note tha t the outgoing anti-neutrino must be a muon neutrino in 
order for the interference to take place.) Such contributions are proportional to:
2 (ß~fß PL e)(va ~fßP Lvß ). (246)
m2
Inspection of equation (246) indicates tha t an appropriate definition of the LRS-induced coupling 
that is relevant to muon decay is:
(G/±)ea _ feßfßa __  ^ s _ (G/±)ea _ ƒeßfßa Tïl]y
v 2^ _  ~2m2T  £ea = ~ g 7 ~  ~  g2 m 2_ '  { ’
Bounds on e |a can be obtained from charged-lepton decays. If the A L-scalar is heavy, the 
mass-squared splittings among its members, which break electroweak symmetry, are small and
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motivate the approximation m -  æ m__ Then, using data from ß ^  eY and from t ^  ßße to
update tables 3 and 4 in [632], one obtains:
eSM < 2 x 10-5 , and eST < 2 x 10-3 , (248)
indicating tha t e |T can be large. Yet, it seems tha t models tha t saturate the bound have no 
particular motivation. In generic models e |T is related to the ratio of the neutrino mass to the 
weak scale and thus is tiny. Of course, it may be possible to find models in which e |T is not 
related to the smallness of the neutrino masses and is naturally large.
Supersymmetric (SUSY) models without R-parity also contain scalars with couplings to 
charged and neutral fermions [633]. The couplings of the scalars EEj(1,1)i, where i =  1,2,3 
to leptons are given by:
L g  =  ALcio 2 L È  +  h.c. =  Ajk E - (l^ PLvj — PL Vj) +  h.c..
The Ajfc couplings are anti-symmetric in the flavour indices i, j , Ajj k =  — Ajjk and, in particular,
Aeei — A^ ^j — °.
Tree-level exchange of the E -  scalars leads to the following four fermions vertices:
A -  f *
2 lJmi klmi ß k ' f P L ^ ) { p i l ß PLVj).  (249)m
The contributions from EE- exchange in equation (249) to the decays ß+ ^  e+va vy, with a  =  ß 
or t , are proportional to:
A^A^aj ^ __ s (GE)ea . AeMjA/iai m W I'nr.rW2 m 2 ( ß l ß PLe)(ua l ß PLuß ) = >  eea = — ^ —  = A— (250)
Due to the anti-symmetry of the Ajj m couplings, ee^ =  0. Tables 3 and 4 in [632] show that 
universality gives the strongest bound on eeT :
eeT <  6 X 10-2 . (251)
In general, only weak constraints on the values of the Ajjk couplings in R-parity violating SUSY 
models can be obtained. In particular, the upper bound given above can be saturated in a generic 
model. The A couplings, however, contribute to neutrino masses (see, for example, [634]. Unless 
there is fine-tuning, the bounds on neutrino masses imply e |T <  10-3 . Thus, large effects are 
possible even without fine-tuning. Of course, the bound in (251) can be saturated naturally in 
models with extra structure, such as horizontal symmetries [635].
NSIs arising in supersymmetric models with R parity were studied in [627,628]. Measurements 
of charged-lepton decays allow strong limits to be placed on NSI in SUSY models with R parity, 
implying that the relevant couplings are small. This class of model will not be discussed further 
here.
Finally, consider RS-type models [636] with right handed neutrinos in the bulk [637]. In such 
models bulk singlets are introduced with dimension-five mass terms. When these mass terms
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are of the order of the fundamental scale, the zero modes have very small couplings to the 
standard doublet neutrinos that are confined to the Planck brane. Thus, exponentially small 
Dirac neutrino masses are generated. In addition to the zero modes, the higher Kaluza-Klein 
modes couple to the doublet neutrinos. However, their wave functions are not small at the visible 
brane. Thus, their dimension-four Yukawa couplings (Y5) are not particularly small, and large 
active-heavy mixing is expected. As a result of this mixing the effective 3 x 3 mixing matrix is 
not unitary, and this non-unitarity is equivalent to a new interaction in production or detection.
In order to have a viable model it is necessary to assume tha t the Y5, are small. Note tha t this 
is a mild fine-tuning as the most natural values for these Yukawa couplings are O(1). In this 
case, the mixing-matrix elements can be expanded in the small mixing angles and we have [637]:
where v0 and k are fundamental mass parameters of the theory and ca =  m«u1fc/k  such that 
m«u1k are the bulk masses of the singlet fermions. In order to get neutrino masses in the range 
indicated by experiments, the parameter ca has to be in the range of 1.1 to 1.5. W ithout any 
further input it seems natural to assume that all the mass parameters v0, k and m«u1fc take their 
naive values, and therefore:
|U j a M Y n ,  (253)
up to coefficients of order unity. Since, by assumption, |Y5ja | ^  1, equation (232) yields:
eie =  ede* +  eSi -  Y5eaY5*la (254)
The light-heavy mixing angles can be bounded from several processes [376,637]. The invisible 
width of the Z leads to the constraint:
|UehUih| < 10-2 . (255)
Limits on the decays ß ^  eY and t ^  eY lead to the following constraints [638] :
|UehUTh| < 10-2 , |UehUMh| < 10-4 ; (256)
indicating tha t large effects are allowed for the tau case. For the muon channel the effects are 
not large but may still be observable.
Turning to the theoretical expectation for the mixing angles, naively, it might be expected 
that the light-heavy mixing should be of order unity. Yet, the Yukawa couplings may be rather 
small. Even so, the model seems to be more attractive for larger Y5 and therefore for large 
mixing angles.
4 .5 .2  N o n -sta n d a rd  in tera c tio n s  in p ro p a g a tio n
4.5.2.1 Param eters and limits:
Non-standard neutrino interactions induced by new physics (NP) not yet observed at acceler­
ator experiments presumably arise at scales Anp much larger than the typical energy involved
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in future long-baseline experiments, E  ^  An p . At such energies the non-standard effects are 
conveniently described by effective interactions (operators) with dimension (D) 5 or more (in 
energy). The couplings of such operators involve inverse powers of the scale of the new physics 
that generates them. The effect of such operators at lower scales is suppressed by powers of 
E /A n p , where E  is the typical energy of the experiment, so that it is only necessary to take 
into account the lowest dimensional interactions. The classic example is the Fermi interaction 
describing weak interactions at scales lower than the weak scale A ew . This four-fermion interac­
tion has dimension 6 and its coupling 2\/2G f  ~  1 /A |W involves two inverse powers of the scale 
Aew at which the operator is generated, which makes the weak interactions weak at E  ^  Aew .
The power of this ‘effective’ description of high-energy interactions is that: the effect of the 
most general high energy physics can be conveniently parameterised in terms of a (finite) set 
of operators only involving light fields, so tha t the knowledge of the physics above Anp is not 
required; and the experimental identification of the operators actually present at low energy 
provides important information on the physics above An p . Indeed, weak interactions were first 
parameterised in terms of generic four-fermion interactions. Unveiling the ‘V-A’ (left-handed) 
structure of those interactions was then crucial to the understanding of the renormalisable theory 
underlying them (the SM).
At present the only available firm evidence of a non-renormalisable remnant of higher energy 
physics is the D =  5 operator responsible for neutrino masses and mixings : 
h ■ ■
^ - ( L tH ) ( L 3H ) ,  (257)
where Lj, i =  1,2,3 are the lepton doublets, H  is the Higgs-doublet, and Al is the lepton-
number-violation scale at which the operator is generated. Once the Higgs gets a vacuum
expectation value (vev), (H ) =  (0, v)T, tha t operator gives rise to M ajorana neutrino masses
m j  =  — hjjv2/A l , which forces Al to be near 1015 GeV for h <  1, not very far from the
unification scale. The evidence for the existence of the operator in equation (257) is very strong,
as the understanding of neutrino masses it provides is solid and general (the see-saw mechanism
is just one example of a high-energy mechanism giving rise to such an operator 14 ). However,
such an operator has no significant effect on the neutrino-matter interaction in long-baseline
experiments, as it is associated to the superheavy scale Al . In order for new physics to have a
measurable effect on the neutrino interactions in matter, a new effective interaction has to be
associated to a scale not too much higher than the scale of the physics giving rise to the Standard
_1 /2
Model interactions (m atter effects), Aew <  . At present there is no firm evidence at all
of operators generated at such scale (which explains the variety of theoretical models available 
for the physics accessible at the LHC). In the following therefore, a general parameterisation of 
the possible operators relevant for neutrino interaction with ordinary m atter is used.
14 The operator in equation (257) accounts for essentially all high-energy mechanisms th a t generate neutrino 
masses. The only possible alternative is th a t the neutrino masses originate at or below the weak scale. The 
classic example is a Dirac mass term  in the presence of an exactly conserved (at the perturbative level) lepton 
number. This possibility is less appealing because it needs tiny Yukawa couplings for the neutrinos of all the 
three families. The smallness of such Yukawas can however in tu rn  be justified in term s of new symmetries 
appropriately broken [151,309,639-641] or extra-dimensional mechanisms [258,259,261-263,457,642-645].
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Consider only those operators that arise at a scale much lower than Al for which lepton 
number is conserved. The relevant interaction is then:
E  ^ V a L 7 ß m { t a ß f L l ß f L  + elRß f R l ß f R )  • (258)
/=e,u,d
a,ß=e,^,T
Since the scale at which this interaction arises is supposed to be not too far from the electroweak 
scale, its coupling may be parameterised by e, where e ~  (Aew /A np)2. equation (258) holds 
in a basis in which the kinetic terms are canonical and the charged-fermion masses are diagonal. 
The effect of the coherent forward scattering induced by equation (258) on neutrino propagation 
in an ordinary, neutral, unpolarised medium is encoded in the parameters [60,646,647]:
e =  V  — ef  = ee +  2eu +  ed +  — (2ed +  eu) ,  (259)
^  n e n e/=e,u,d e e
where ef =  e/L +  e/R, n /  is the number density of the fermion ƒ in the medium crossed by the 
neutrinos (nn for the neutron), and the flavour indices have been omitted. In Section 4.5.2.2 the 
signatures of the new interactions in terms of the eaß parameters will be discussed, independent 
of their origin. Constraints on the parameters are discussed here, focussing on the non-flavour- 
diagonal couplings.
A model-independent limit on eMT can be inferred from atmospheric-neutrino data [524,648]. 
The limit is obtained on the hypothesis that the NP interactions only involve down quarks, 
|e^T| < 0.013 at 90% C.L., corresponding to |eMT| < 0.4. A recent combined analysis of Super- 
Kamiokande, K2K and MINOS data [649] also provides a bound on eeT. In the limit in which 
eee =  eTT =  0, the analysis gives |eeT| % 0.5. The latter limit could improve with future MINOS 
data. In [650] the limit |eOß’eR|<0.53 at 99%C.L is obtained from the e+e-  ^  vz>y cross section 
measurement at LEP. A stronger limit on e^T from neutrino-scattering experiments, |e^T | < 0.1, 
is found in [651]. The latter also considers the limits from charged-lepton effects induced by 
loops involving the vertex in equation (258), which gives, in particular, |ee^ | < 2 ■ 10-3 .
Stronger bounds can be obtained by relating the eaß parameters to operators involving the 
charged leptons. The description of the effect of NSIs in neutrino propagation, equation (258), 
can be obtained in two steps. First, the general effective description just below the scale Anp , 
but above the weak scale, is written in terms of operators symmetric under the SM gauge 
group. Then, the operators are run to the weak scale and matched with the effective description 
below Aew in terms of the operators in equation (258). The presence of the intermediate, 
SU(2)l symmetric step is relevant as it relates the neutrino interactions in equation (258) to 
the interactions of their SU(2)L charged lepton partners. However, this relation is complicated 
by the fact that SU(2)L is broken. It is, in fact, possible to conceive of new physics affecting 
neutrinos but not charged leptons, see below. The amount of SU(2)L breaking that can be 
tolerated is in turn  bound by electroweak-precision tests performed at LEP.
Consider first the case in which SU(2)L breaking is neglected and the operators in equation 
(258) originate from SU(2)L invariant operators. Then, the experimental bounds on charged-
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lepton processes imply [652-654]
eeM <  10-6 e^ T <  3 ■ 10-3 eeT <  4 ■ 10"3 (260a)
< 10-5 eu,d <
-e^ r\j -LV-/ ^T rveUud <  10-5 eUd <  10-2 e ^  <  10-2 . (260b)
For example, the extension of the MSSM including three singlet, chiral neutrino fields (giving 
rise to a supersymmetric see-saw) can generate large misalignment between leptons and sleptons, 
in turn  inducing non-standard interactions through one-loop diagrams involving the sleptons. 
SU(2)l breaking is negligible in this case, so tha t the strong constraints in equation (260) hold 
and suppress the effects in neutrino propagation [628].
These limits can be evaded by taking into account SU(2)l breaking. The extent to which 
the latter relaxes the limits depends on how the operator in equation (258) is generated and 
how SU(2)l breaking enters. A general treatm ent should in principle be based on the most 
general effective lagrangian at the EW  scale, including the effective contribution to the kinetic 
terms, along the lines of reference [650]. Such a general analysis is not available, but it is clear 
tha t the SU(2)l symmetric limit is considerably weakened. This is supported by the analysis 
in [653,654], where the case in which the operator in equation (258) is induced by the exchange 
of new heavy bosons is considered. The effect of SU(2)l breaking on the masses of such heavy 
bosons can relax the bounds from the charged-lepton sector in equation (260) by a factor of 
seven without a conflict with the electroweak-precision data. It is even possible to generate the 
neutrino operator in equation (258) without giving rise to any charged-lepton effects if the new 
physics (e.g. warped or flat extra-dimensions [655]) induces the operator:
4-ß=sa ß ( H L a ) U d ( H L ß) . (261)
The latter contributes to the neutrino wave function, but not to tha t of the charged lepton. 
The neutrino kinetic term must therefore be brought back to the canonical form by means of 
a non-unitary rotation. When acting on the standard Fermi interaction, the latter is rotated, 
inducing extra contributions in the form in equation (258) but leaving the charged-lepton sector 
completely unaffected. The e parameters are therefore constrained mostly by neutrino experi­
ments which give [655] |ee^| < 0.05, |eeT| < 0.1, |eMT| < 0.013. The couplings in equation (258) 
generated through this mechanism are [656] :
e
£aß — — 2  (^aeftße +  ^eß^aej  +  ^  _  2 @W^£oiß (262a)
e«/3 =  - sin2 eaß = — ^ w ^ a ß  ■ (263)
so tha t the relevant parameters for the effects in neutrino propagation are:
1 1 n
e«/3 =  — £ (e«e5/3e +  ZeßÖae) +  ^ ~ £»ß • (264)
Note tha t eejU, eMT, eeT are, in this case, suppressed by the relatively small factor (nn/n e — 1)/2. 
As a consequence, the bounds on eMT, eeT are stronger than the ones from equation (260), despite 
the fact that bounds from the charged-lepton sector are, in this case, essentially irrelevant. The 
bound on eejU is, in contrast, weaker.
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Finally, the limits on the impact of SU(2)L breaking can be further weakened if the effect on 
the precision observables of each source of SU(2)L breaking is considered separately or if it is 
assumed tha t the Higgs is light. In principle, the effects of two or more corrections (including 
the effect of a Higgs that is heavier than expected) on the SM fit to precision observables could 
in fact compensate each other, thus allowing stronger SU(2)L breaking effects [651].
4.5.2.2 Effects on neutrino propagation
The possibility tha t new physics affects the neutrino transitions observed in solar [60, 652, 
654,657], atmospheric [648,653,658], LSND [659], and supernova [660] experiments has been 
widely studied in the literature since the seminal paper of Wolfenstein [60]. The effects of NSIs 
at production and decay are quite different from those tha t arise in the propagation between 
source and detector. This should make them relatively easy to disentangle. In fact, due to the 
geometrical L -2 suppression, the effects at production and detection are best studied at a smaller 
baseline L [626], whereas in the case of new interactions with m atter the L-2 suppression is 
compensated (up to a certain L) by the development of the oscillation. Moreover, the possibility 
of a peculiar growth with the neutrino energy opens up, which would give rise to a noticeable 
signature [656].
As in ordinary m atter the rate of incoherent scattering is negligible, the effect of standard and 
non-standard interactions only shows up through the coherent forward-scattering effect. Such 
an effect is conveniently accounted for by the MSW potential term in the neutrino Schroedinger 
equation. The potential induced by va f  ^  Vß ƒ forward scattering (a, ß  =  e,ß , t  , ƒ =  e,u , d) 
induced by the effective interaction in equation (258) can be parameterised as Vaß =  eaßV =  
V ^ t a ß G p N e ,  where V  = \ / 2 G f N £ is the MSW potential induced by the standard charged- 
current interactions, Ne is the electron number density and eaß =  eßa are the parameters 
defined in equation (259). In turn, the standard and non-standard MSW potentials can be 
reabsorbed in an energy-dependent redefinition of the neutrino mass-squared matrix, M 2 ^  
M ff +  universal terms, where:
0 0 0 ^ ^ 1 +  eee ee  ^ eeT^
M ff =  U 0 Am2i 0 Ut +  2EV e * e^  e T^
0 0 A m 3i/ V e *eT ejuT eTT^
E  is the neutrino energy, U is the PMNS mixing matrix in the usual parameterisation, and the 
flavour-universal terms do not play a role.
The possibility of observing the effect of non-universal diagonal terms, eaa , has been considered 
in [661]. Such terms could arise, for example, from a violation of universality in Zvv couplings, 
in particular a correction to the Zveve coupling, to be compensated in the bound from the 
Z invisible decay width by a corresponding correction to the Z vtvt coupling. The effect of a 
non-universality at the level of 1% would amount in first approximation to an energy-dependent 
shift in the effective value of the 023. The possibility of observing such a shift depends on the 
true value of 023 angle. The oscillation probability is proportional to sin2 2023, which is almost
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insensitive to a 1% shift in 023, for 023 =  n /4 . On the other hand, the shift might have a chance 
to be observed for example if sin2 2023 =  0.92. This would require an experiment with neutrinos 
above the resonant energy and therefore a large enough baseline (L ~  10000 km), in such a way 
tha t the first oscillation peak is approached. Most analyses concentrate on the possibility of 
observing the effect of off-diagonal terms eejU, eMT, eeT, and in particular on eMT and eeT, since 
the bound on eejU is too strong for it to play any role.
Earlier work on the effect of non-vanishing e^T, eeT on ^  vt , ve ^  vt oscillations [662,663] 
assumed the presence of a t detector with an efficiency n ~  0.3 for observing vt, z/T. Moreover, 
the analyses were performed at fixed values of the oscillation parameters, in particular 013 and 
the CP-violating phase 5. Later work [664, 665] carried forward the analysis by: focussing on 
the effect of eeT in ve ^  transitions, which can be detected through the easier wrong-sign- 
muon signal at a less ambitious muon detector; and by letting 013 and 5 vary. The latter 
might in fact have to be determined by the same experiments sensitive to eeT, introducing an 
additional uncertainty on eeT. At the same time, if the effect of a non-vanishing eeT is taken 
into account, the sensitivity to the oscillation parameters could worsen. This is indeed the case 
if one considers the ve ^  transitions only. The wrong-sign-muon signal, however, is also due 
to ve ^  vt transitions producing a t tha t then decays into a muon. This is important because 
the spectrum of the ve ^  vt transition can have a very peculiar behaviour in the presence of a 
sizable eeT. Such a behaviour on the one hand enhances the ve ^  vt transitions at high energy 
(thus making the ve ^  vt contribution to the wrong-sign-muon signal important, sometimes 
even predominant) on the other hand it allows the effects of 013 and eeT to be disentangled [656].
The presence of eeT effects can reduce the sensitivity of ve ^  transitions to 013. This is 
because an expansion in the small 013 and eeT parameters gives P (ve ^  vm) æ Asf3 +  B s13eeT +  
Ce2T, where A, B ,C  depend on the baseline, on the energy, and on the channel (neutrinos 
or anti-neutrinos) and s 13 =  sin013. The total rate of ve ^  vM-induced wrong sign muon 
events (obtained by convoluting A, B ,C  with the energy dependence of fluxes, cross-sections, 
efficiencies, etc.) then corresponds to an ellipse in the s 13-eeT plane, so tha t s 13 and eeT cannot 
be disentangled by a single total-rate measurement only. It also turns out that using the spectral 
information as well does not help very much, as eeT does not modify the spectrum of ve ^  
transitions significantly. On the other hand, combining measurements in the neutrino and 
anti-neutrino channels and combining measurements at different baselines helps to reduce the 
degeneracy, but the sensitivity to 013 is still reduced by one order of magnitude [664]. The 
situation is even worse in the presence of new-physics effects in the production process. In this 
case the effect of a given 013 (including its energy and baseline dependence) can be faked in 
both the neutrino and anti-neutrino channels by a proper combination of the NP parameters 
controlling the exotic production process and the m atter effects [665]. A near detector, only 
sensitive to new effects at production, might help in this case.
The degeneracy can be resolved by taking into account the contribution of ve ^  vt transitions 
to the wrong-sign-muon signal. While the spectrum of ve ^  transitions is not significantly 
affected by eeT, it turns out tha t the spectrum of ve ^  vt transitions can be. In order to have 
an intuitive picture of the basic features of the latter, and in general of all the eaß parameters,
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consider first the approximation Am21 =  0, which is meaningful in the range of energies of 
interest. In this limit the mixing angle in vacuum 012 becomes un-physical. We can also consider 
a phase convention for the neutrino fields in which the phases only appear in the e parameters 
15. equation (265) then becomes:
Meï =  A m 31
(  S13 +  (E /  E res)(l +  e,
S13/V2 +  (E j  E Yes)e 
s i s / V 2 +  ( E  /  E res)eeT
S13/ V 2 +  (E /Ere s)eeju
1/2 +  (E /E res)e^^
1/2 +  (E /E res)e T^
13/ V2 +  (E /E res)eer\
1/2 +  (E /E res )e T^ 
1/2 +  (E /E res )eTT /
(266)
where we also set 023 =  n /4 , cos 013, and cos2013 =  1.
The neutrino effective masses and mixings follow from the diagonalisation of M ff. In the 
limit in which the non-standard interactions are switched off, eaß ^  0, the usual expressions 
for the neutrino masses and mixings in the presence of m atter are recovered, characterised by a 
resonant energy E res:
E res ~  10 GeV A m 31
2.5 • 10-3 eV2
1.65 g cm3 
p Y e
(267)
where p is the m atter density and Ye is the number of electrons per baryon in m atter ne/ n g . In 
particular, the characteristic suppression of the 013, 012 mixing angles at energies higher than 
the resonance energy is recovered. This is because in the E /E res »  1 limit the large diagonal 
MSW term in (M ff)n  is enhanced, which suppresses the mixing. In particular, sin220^3 ~  
sin2 2013(Eres/E ) 2, so tha t the transition probabilities decrease with E 2:
P ( u e -► vT) ~  { ^ f )  cos2 ^23 sin2 26>i3 sin2 ; and
2 L V  
2
2 LV
E
p { v e vß) ~  ( “| f  ) sin2 ^23 Sin2 26>i3 sin2 .
(268a)
(268b)
Note also tha t the mass-squared difference in matter, (Am31)m ~  2EV grows with energy, 
canceling the 1 /E  dependence in the oscillating term of the probability.
The situation is completely different in the presence of non-standard, non-diagonal interac­
tions; at least at very large energies E  »  E res. The non-diagonal elements now also get a 
contribution tha t grows with energy. As a consequence, at sufficiently large energy, m atter ef­
fects will dominate in all the entries of Mff. Then: the effective mixing angles will be determined 
by m atter effects only, thus providing a determination of the eaß ratios; and the mixing angles 
become energy independent, i.e. they do not suffer from the high-energy suppression anymore.
)
15 W hile in the absence of non-standard interactions the CP-violating phase also becomes un-physical in the 
A m 2^ =  0 lim it, in the general case it does not. In fact, the phase re-definition necessary to  ro tate  S away 
from the mixing m atrix  also acts on the non-diagonal new interactions. Therefore, if the e param eters are real 
to  s ta rt w ith, they acquire a phase S once S has been ro tated  away from the mixing m atrix  in vacuum. The 
phase has just moved from the mixing m atrix  in vacuum to the epsilon param eters.
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This is also true for the transition probabilities, the leading terms of which are given in the large 
E /E res limit by the following simple expressions:
P  (Ve ^  Vt) -  4
P (Ve ^  VM) -  4
EE res
£er +  — ^ C 2 3 S i 3  
EEres
ÊejU H--- ^^S23Sl3
2 LV
sin2 ~y ~ (269a)
2 2 LVsin —  , (269b)
where the leading Eres/ E  correction to the energy-independent amplitudes have been included. 
The oscillation probability reaches a constant value 4|e|2 sin2(LV/2) at high energies.
The behaviour of the transition probabilities at sufficiently high energy is therefore drastically 
different in the presence of non-standard flavour-changing interactions. Note also that at a 
Neutrino Factory, the energy independent transition probability would be enhanced by the 
growth with energy of the neutrino flux and of the neutrino cross section, thus giving rise to a 
striking growth of the signal with energy. Of course, the interest of this observation depends 
on how large the ‘sufficiently high’ energy at which the energy-enhanced non-standard effect 
dominates. This in turn  depends on the entry of the Meff matrix under consideration. In 
order for the NP effects to emerge in the “atmospheric” 23 block in equation (266), the E /E res 
enhancement must be very large, as the new (E /E res)eMT effect competes with 1/2 and the limits 
on e^T are relatively severe. The situation is more promising in the 12 and 13 entries, where the 
vacuum matrix element is suppressed by s i 3 / \ / 2 ,  so tha t the new effect has a better chance to 
emerge. Particularly promising is the 13 entry, as values of eeT as large as 0.1 or more are not 
excluded (the limits on eejU are the most stringent). Note that due to the large vm-v t  mixing, 
a large eeT would also affect the ve ^  vm transitions, but would not give rise, in this case, to 
an energy enhancement. This is because the large 023 mixing communicating the effect of eeT 
to the ve ^  vm transition takes place at the atmospheric mass-squared difference Am31, which 
in the large E res/ E  limit is subleading compared to the other mass-squared difference, 2E V . 
This is also confirmed by equation (269) (eeT does not affect P (ve ^  vm) at the leading order in
E res/  E ) .
The eer term exceeds the standard term at energies E  >  E ^ p  =  |s i3 /(\/2 e ) |E res. The regime 
in which the new effects are comparable to the standard ones is therefore within the reach of a 
machine producing neutrinos of energy E v such that:
|e| ~  ^ 1 ?  ■ (270)
At higher energies the non-standard effects start to dominate, and the transition probability 
becomes constant in energy. For example, at a machine producing neutrinos with an energy of 
50 GeV, the new effects are at least comparable to the standard ones if |eeT| > 0.007(|s131/0.05). 
Recall that |s13| =  0.05 corresponds to sin2 2013 =  10-2 , a value not very far from the present 
bound and well within the typical sensitivity of a Neutrino Factory.
To investigate the sensitivity to CP-violating phases, define e =  |e |e ^ . The phase convention 
being considered is one in which the e’s are the only complex parameters. In an alternative
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convention, in which the 5 phase has not been reabsorbed in e, the physical phase would be 
5 — 0. equation (269) shows tha t in the high-energy limit, the probabilities depends on cos 0. 
This dependence is different in the neutrino and anti-neutrino channels, as the m atter effects 
in the anti-neutrino channel have opposite sign. As a consequence, cos 0 could be determined 
together with |eeT |. The absolute value |eeT | could in fact be determined in the high-energy 
regime, in which |eeT| dominates the transition amplitude. cos 0 could then be determined in 
the E v — Enp regime in which the interference between the standard and non-standard terms is 
maximal. If cos 0 > 0, the two terms would interfere constructively in the neutrino channel and 
destructively in the anti-neutrino one, while if cos 0 < 0, the two terms would be destructive 
for neutrinos and constructive for anti-neutrinos. The previous considerations hold of course 
provided tha t Enp > E res, or |s i3/(\/2e)| > 1. For E ^ p  < E res the cancellation is spoiled by the 
A m 21 terms.
If the condition in equation (270) is met in at least a portion of the neutrino spectrum, the 
vt spectrum shows a surprising enhancement at high energy. Direct t detection is challenging 
and would require a very granular detector for t identification. On the other hand, a coarse 
detector with only muon-charge-identification capability would not miss the peculiar feature of 
the signal, since the ve ^  vt channel contributes to the wrong-sign muon spectrum through 
t ^  ß decay (B.R. æ 17%). Moreover, the unequivocal departure from the MSW prediction 
represents a clean signal and allows the effect to be separated from standard oscillations or from 
corrections due to the NSIs at production or detection. A detector capable of distinguishing 
electron-like from neutral-current-like events would also be sensitive to the large increase of the 
latter due to hadronic tau decays.
Consider now a specific, favourable, case with oscillation parameters 023 =  n /4 , Am21 =
3 x 10-3eV2, Am21 =  0eV2 and sin2 2013 =  0.001 (the smaller the value of sin2 2013, the 
more visible the new physics effects). As for the e parameters, the effect of eejU on oscillation 
probabilities is negligible, given the bounds discussed above. An eMT at the experimental bound 
could give rise to non-negligible effects [662] but not to the high-energy enhancement we are 
focussing on. We therefore set both eejU =  0 and eMT =  0 and we choose eeT =  0.07.
The oscillation probability in m atter in the standard case is compared to the oscillation prob­
ability in the presence of new physics in figure 45. While the standard oscillation probability 
decreases like 1 /E ^ , in the presence of new physics the probability reaches a constant value at 
high energies larger than 10 GeV or so. The difference is striking at high energy. For anti­
neutrinos, the same behaviour is observed at high energy, but a difference is noted at energies 
E  — E np or below. There, the two terms in the amplitude in equation (269a) are comparable 
and their relative sign is opposite for neutrinos and anti-neutrinos. As in the present example 
eeT > 0, a suppression of the probability in the anti-neutrino channel is clearly visible. The 
difference between the two CP-conjugated channels at E  — E NP represents a powerful tool to 
constrain the phase of eeT. Note also that the behaviour at small E  strongly depends on the 
Am21 =  0 assumption, which has been kept for purposes of illustration.
Consider now a Neutrino Factory with 1021 muon decays and a 40 kton detector with only 
muon identification capabilities, located at a distance of 3000 km from the accelerator. Given
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Figure 45: The ve ^  vT and ve ^  oscillation probabilities in the standard  case (full line) and in the presence 
of new physics (dashed line), for sin2 2013 =  0.001 and eeT =  0.07.
the significant enhancement of the ve ^  vT transition probability at high energy in the present 
example, we expect the effect to be visible in the wrong-sign muon spectrum due to t ^  ß 
decays. The effect is indeed manifest in figure 46, where the spectrum of wrong-sign muon 
events in the standard case is compared to the spectrum in the presence of new physics. The 
large difference between the two cases is essentially due to t decays. The wrong-sign muon 
signal due to ve ^  oscillations is in this case sub-leading in most of the energy range and is 
significant only at intermediate energies [664,665].
4 .5 .3  C o n stra in ts  on  n o n -sta n d a rd  in tera c tio n s  from  n o n -o sc illa tio n  n eu tr in o  
e x p er im en ts
In this section, bounds on NSIs arising from experiments in which Standard Model parameters 
have been determined are presented [650,651,666]. These experiments include short-baseline 
neutrino experiments with which sin2 was measured, LEP, and experiments used to mea­
sure weak decays. There are also constraints from oscillation and astrophysical experiments, 
which will be discussed in section 4.5.4. The four-fermion operators considered are of the form 
(vaYVß) ( / y/ ), where ƒ is an electron or a first-generation quark. These operators differ from 
those of section 4.5.1, in that they have two neutrino legs (of possibly different flavour), and the 
remaining two legs are first-generation fermions of the same type.
Consider non-standard, neutral current, neutrino interactions of the form of equation (258):
(271)
P,f,a,ß
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Figure 46: Spectrum  of wrong-sign muon events in a neutrino factory as described in the tex t in the case of ß -  
(upper plot) and (lower plot) circulating in the storage ring. The full histogram  corresponds to  the standard  
case, the dashed histogram  to the presence of new interactions.
where ƒ is a first-generation SM fermion (e,u  or d), a , ß  are lepton flavour indices, and P  =  L  
or R. The phase convention is such tha t f ß  is real (CP violation in the new interactions in 
included in sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.4. See also [626,662]). As in equation (231), non-standard 
interactions are normalised as a perturbation away from G f ^  G f (1 +  e). However, the indices 
used here on f ß  differ from equation (231): P  =  L [R] is allowed in equation (271), which 
gives NSI of the form (V — A)(V — A) [(V — A)(V +  A)], and the fermions ƒ are here restricted 
to be first generation of the same flavour. So, for instance, we do not constrain the interaction 
discussed in section 4.5.1, for example equation (246), because it changes the flavour of the 
charged lepton.
The four-fermion vertices of equation (271) can be generated by operators of dimension six, 
eight, and higher [650], with increasing powers of the Higgs-doublet vacuum-expectation value 
(vev). Due to Standard Model gauge symmetries, if equation (271) arises at dimension six, then 
a (Iyv)(fY f ) operator arises with a coefficient of the same order [653]. As discussed in section 
4.5.2, charged-lepton physics imposes tight constraints on the coefficients of such dimension-six 
operators. However at dimension eight, an operator as in equation (271) can appear at tree 
level without any charged-lepton counterpart [650]; the constraints summarised in this section 
apply in this case. Notice that at dimension eight, e «  v4/A 4, where v is the Higgs vev and 
A the scale of new physics The bounds presented below have been derived on the assumption 
that only one operator is present at a time; the limits can be relaxed when several NSIs are 
considered simultaneously [651].
Non-standard interactions involving ve or and either electrons or first-generation quarks, can 
be constrained by neutrino-scattering data. Such interactions would contribute to the neutral-
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Table 8: Current 90 % CL limits, th a t can be set on the coefficients 2 \/2 G f £ of four fermion vertices involving 
two neutrinos and two first generation fermions. See equation (271) for the definition of e. The limits marked 
with an asterisk, , arise at one loop and are inversely proportional to  log(A /m W), taken >  1. The superscript 
L ,R  of e is the chiral projector P  =  {L, fi} in the operator.
vertex current limits experiment
( e y P e ) ( v T~jpLvT) \eeT?\ < 0.5 ( Z  -»■ ëe)*)
( u y P u ) ( v Tj pL v T) \ e ^ \  < 1.4 , \ e ^ \  < 3 ( Z  -»■ z/z/)*)
( d y P d ) ( v T7PL v T) \ e ^ \  < 1.1, k r r  < 6 ( Z  -»■ vv)*)
{ e y P e ) { v ^ pL v ß)
COoöVäTi(-0 CHARM II
( ü y P u ) ( v ßj pL v ß) =  -0.0053 ±  0.0032 , \ e ^ \  < 0.006 NuTeV
( d y P d ) ( v ßj pL v ß) edB =  0.0043 ±  0.0026 , |e ^ |  < 0.013 NuTeV
{ ë y P e ) { v e~fpLve) -0 .07  < < 0.1 , - 1  < eef  < 0.5 LSND
( ü y P u ) ( v e~/pLve) - 1  < < 0.3 , -0 .4  < e“eß < 0.7 CHARM
( d y P d ) ( v ej p L v e) \ 4 e \  < 0-3 , \£dJ \  < 0.5 CHARM
{ e y P e ) { v T~fpLvß) K l  < 0 .4 (r  —> /xëe)*)
\ 4 ß  \ < o.i CHARM II
{ ü y P v ) { v T^ pL v ß) \e ' ^ \  < 0.051 I /A, 1 NuTeV
( d y P d ) ( v r j p L v ß ) \ 4 u \  <  0.051 I /A, 1 NuTeV
( e y P e ) ( v ß~{pLve) \e%\  < 5 x IO“ 4 (/x -»■ 3e)*)
( ü y P u ) ( v ßj p L v e) | ^ f |  < 7.7 x IO“ 4 (Ti/x -»■ Tie)*)
( d y P d ) ( v ßj pL v e) \e%\  < 7.7 x IO“ 4 (Ti/x -»■ Tie)*)
{ ë y P e ) { v T~fpLve) K e \  < 0-8 (r  —> eëe)*)
| ^ |  < 0 .4 ,l4 e l  < 0 .7 LSND
( ü y P u ) ( v T~/pLve) k r f l  <0-7 (r —> e7r)*)
\e're\ < 0.5, CHARM
( d y P d ) ( v r j p L v e) \4 e  1 < 0.7 (r  —> e7r)*)
\ 4 e  1 < 0-5, CHARM
current cross section, in neutrino-beam experiments which determine sin2 d w  by comparing the 
neutral-current and charged-current event rates. Neutrino-flavour-diagonal NSIs interfere with
f Pthe SM amplitudes, so they contribute linearly. The flavour changing eaß , a  =  ß, contribute 
quadratically, as in equation (237). Bounds are obtained from the CHARM [667], CHARM
II [668], LSND [669], and the NuTeV [670] experiments by requiring tha t the Standard Model +  
NSI contribution fit within the 90% C.L. experimental result. The Standard Model parameters 
are taken from other precision data, and the constraints are listed in table 8. NuTeV’s results 
disagree with the Standard Model prediction, so in the table, the NSIs which could fit this dis­
crepancy have non-zero values. If the NuTeV result is supposed to have some other explanation, 
this nonetheless gives an estimate of the sensitivity of the NuTeV data to NSI.
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Bounds on the interactions in equation (271) can also be obtained from radiative corrections. 
W exchange between v  and v  or f  will generate effective interactions ( l aYPL l ß ) ( f  YpP f ) or 
( la YpLvß) ( f Y pL f  ), where I  is a charged lepton. This Standard Model loop transforms the 
non-standard neutrino interaction to a charged-lepton interaction of strength c x 2 \/2G f ^ J q ,
data can therefore constrain these NSI, even if the NSIs do not involve charged leptons at tree 
level.
The experimental bounds on ß  ^  e flavour change from the charged-lepton sector (e.g. ß  ^  
3e, ß ^  e conversion on titanium) are very strong. Despite the loop-suppression factor of 
equation (272), they give significant constraints on NSIs involving and ve: e < 10-3 , see 
table 8. The constraints from flavour-changing t  decays are weaker, e <  1. The upper limits on 
the r-decay branching ratios may improve in the future; the limits in table 8 scale as VB R , and 
are calculated from B R ( t  ^  ne)  =  B R ( t  ^  ßee) =  1.9 x 10-7 , and B R ( t  ^  eee) =  2.0 x 10-7 .
Constraints on the non-standard interactions (vTypL vt )(ƒypP f ) can be obtained from their 
loop contribution to Z decay. If the Z  decays to vTvT, which then become ee via the NSI eerp , 
this contributes to the decay Z ^  ee. Or if the Z decays to qq (q =  u or d), which become vTvT 
via eUp or e^T, this contributes to the invisible width of the Z . The Z decay branching ratios 
were measured at LEP to a precision ~  a em/ n ,  and support the global fits to Standard Model 
parameters. This gives constraints of order effpp ~  1; see table 8. Better bounds on effpp can be 
found in section 4.5.4.
4 .5 .4  O sc illa tio n  e x p e r im e n ts  as p ro b es o f  th e  N S I
The effective low-energy operators induced by non-standard interactions may appreciably modify 
the neutrino forward-scattering amplitude on electrons and nucleons, as a result affecting neu­
trino oscillations in matter. This makes neutrino-oscillation experiments a valuable low-energy 
tool in searching for physics beyond the Standard Model. As the precision of neutrino-oscillation 
experiments increases, they may begin to be regarded on the same footing as the existing preci­
sion low-energy tools, such as the measurements of K  — K  mixing, searches for flavour violating 
ß and t  decays, etc. In this section, a review of the sensitivity the existing neutrino-oscillation 
experiments, including solar, reactor, atmospheric, and accelerator neutrinos, to NSIs is pre­
sented.
where:
(272)
and A is a new-physics scale which may conservatively be taken to be ~  TeV. Charged-lepton
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4 .5 .4 .1  N S I and oscilla tion s: g en era lities
Regardless of their origin, at the low energies relevant to neutrino oscillations, NSIs are de­
scribed by the effective low-energy, four-fermion Lagrangian:
l n s i  = - 2 V 2 G F {va "{pVß){efJ ßL f Ly f L +  efJßR ƒR j p ƒr )  +  h . c .  (273)
Here eff  ( f R) denotes the strength of the NSI between the neutrinos v  of flavours a  and ß 
and the left-handed (right-handed) components of the fermions f  and f .
Not all of these parameters impact neutrino oscillations in matter. The propagation effects 
of NSI are, first of all, only sensitive to e^ Jß when there is no flavour change of the background 
particle, f  =  f ,  as processes tha t change the flavour of the background fermion do not add up 
coherently [671]. Henceforth, the notation ^OfßP =  e /jp  will be used. Secondly, only the vector 
component of the NSI enters, efaß = e^ ß + e ^ ß , with no sensitivity to the axial component. There­
fore, the propagation and production/detection effects are sensitive to different combinations of 
the NSI parameters, and hence the corresponding measurements are complementary.
The m atter piece of the oscillation Hamiltonian can be written (up to an irrelevant overall 
constant) as:
H ™  = V 2 G Fn e
/ 1 +  e e* e* \f 1 +  eee ee^ eeT \
eeß eßß eßT
\ eeT eßT eTT /
(274)
where n e is the number density of electrons in the medium. The epsilons here are the sum of 
the contributions from electrons (ee), up quarks (eu), and down quarks (ed) in matter: eaß =  
=ude eOtßnf / n e . Hence, unlike in the standard case (eaß =  0), the NSI-matter effects depend 
on the chemical composition of the medium, not only on the electron density, n e.
The idea tha t non-standard neutrino interactions modify neutrino oscillations in m atter has 
been around for many years. It is already clearly spelled out in the seminal paper by Wolfenstein 
[60] and has been elaborated by many authors ( [581,672,673] and many others). While in the 
1980’s and 1990’s the focus was mainly on NSI as an alternative to oscillations, in recent years 
the focus has shifted to using neutrino-oscillation data to measure neutrino interactions.
Because of the tight bounds on the parameters eeß and eßß (see Sect. 4.5.3), it makes sense to 
set them to zero while considering neutrino oscillations. Moreover, the parameters e^T will also 
be set to zero. This parameter was shown to be constrained (eßT < 10-1 ) by the two-flavour 
analysis of the atmospheric neutrino data [674]. Although a full 3-flavour analysis including eßT 
is yet to be done, there are arguments tha t suggest that the two-flavour bound may survive the 
generalisation to three flavours (unlike the corresponding bound on eeT, see Sect. 4.5.4.3). Thus, 
only the effects of eee, eeT, and eTT will be considered. Even with this reduction, the parameter 
space of the problem is quite large: different assignments of the diagonal and off-diagonal NSI 
to electrons, and u and d quarks yield different dependences of the oscillation Hamiltonian on 
the chemical composition and different detection cross sections.
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4 .5 .4 .2  N S I and solar n eu tr in os
It is well known that the standard solar-neutrino analysis can be done with only two neutrino 
states: ve and , where the latter is a linear combination of and vT (The effect of the
the atmospheric angle 923 and taking the first two columns/rows of the mixing matrix. The 
vacuum-oscillation Hamiltonian then takes the usual form:
tha t the two-neutrino reduction of the solar-neutrino analysis holds even when the m atter in­
teractions become non-standard. The corresponding m atter contribution to the two-neutrino 
oscillation Hamiltonian can be written (once again, up to an irrelevant overall constant) as:
In equation (277) small corrections of order sin d13 or higher have been neglected. Equation
(277) shows tha t the flavour-changing-NSI effect in solar-neutrino oscillations comes from eeT, 
while the flavour-preserving-NSI effect comes from both eee and eTT.
A useful parameterisation is:
Here the parameters A  =  A (x ) ,  a  and 0  are defined as follows:
ta n 2 a  =  |ei2| / ( l  +  en), 2(f) = A r g ( e n ) ,  A  = G Fn e\ / [ ( l  +  en ) 2 +  |ei2|2]/2 . (279) 
In the absence of NSIs, A  = G Fn ej \ f 2 , a  =  0, and the Hamiltonian (equation (278)) reduces to
from n / 2  to n / 2  — a.  The angle 0  (related to the phase of eeT) is a source of CP violation. 
Solar-neutrino experiments, just like terrestrial-beam experiments [626,656], are sensitive to its 
effects [675], while the atmospheric neutrinos are not (section 4.5.4.3).
To understand the basic physics of the sensitivity of solar neutrinos to NSI, first consider 
the electron-neutrino survival probability Pee for the LMA-I solution in the standard case (no
third state is to multiply the two-neutrino survival probability by cos4 9. See, e.g. [114,115] for 
recent data analyses.) This reduction involves performing a rotation in the ß  — t  sub-space by
A cos 29 A sin 29 
A sin 29 A cos 29
(275)
where A =  A m 2/ ( 4 E V) and A m 2 is the mass splitting between the first and second neutrino 
mass states: A m 2 =  m2 — m 2.
It turns out (quite fortunately and unlike the atmospheric neutrino case, see section 4.5.4.3)
(276)
where the quantities e j  (i =  1,2) depend on the original epsilons and on the rotation angle 923:
eii =  eee — eTT sin2 923, ei2 =  —2eeT sin 923. (277)
(278)
its standard form. The effect of a  is to change the mixing angle in the medium of high density
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Figure 47: The electron neutrino survival probability and the day /n igh t asym m etry as a function of energy for 
the LMA solution.
NSI). As shown in figure 47, Pee varies across the solar-neutrino spectrum. On the low end (pp 
neutrinos), it approaches cos4 0 +  sin4 0. This is nothing but the (averaged) vacuum-oscillation 
value 1 — sin2 20/2. The low-energy solar neutrinos essentially are not affected by the presence 
of matter, even at the production point in the core (A m 2/ 2 E U »  \ / 2 G F n e(r) for all r). On the 
high-energy end (8B neutrinos), the survival probability approaches sin2 0: the Hamiltonian at 
the production point is dominated by the m atter term.
Between these two extremes lies the transition region where the m atter potential at the pro­
duction point and the kinetic terms guiding vacuum oscillations are comparable. It is natural 
to expect tha t this is the part of the solar-neutrino spectrum tha t would be most sensitive to 
the non-standard neutrino interactions.
Figure 48 confirms these expectations. It shows tha t the behaviour of Pee in the transition 
region varies considerably with eeT, both in amplitude and sign. Values of the order of 10-1 per 
quark can have a significant effect. In fact, some of the parameter space can already be excluded 
as the distortion of the spectrum at SNO would be unacceptably large. As an example, points 
with e11 =  0 and e“2 > 0.14 are unacceptable at 90% C.L. (here e^ß =  edaß is assumed) [675]. 
At the same time, possibilities such as curve 2 or 4 in the figure cannot presently be excluded. 
Clearly, an excellent way to probe this part of the parameter space would be to perform a high- 
statistics measurement of the 8B-neutrino spectrum in the regime of low energies (<  6 MeV).
Note also tha t the day/night-asymmetry effect also changes in the presence of NSI. In parti­
cular, for certain values of the NSI parameters, the day/night asymmetry can be significantly 
reduced, as is clearly demonstrate by curve 4 in the bottom panel of figure 48. In this case, the 
LMA-0 solution, characterised by A m 2 ~  (1 — 2) x 10-5 eV2 and normally excluded by the solar 
data, becomes allowed. One way to obtain this solution is by choosing NSI such tha t the angle 
a  (defined in equation (278)) becomes close to 0 [675]. A choice can be made tha t is consistent
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Figure 48: The electron neutrino survival probability and the day /n igh t asym m etry as a function of energy for 
A m 2 =  7 x 10-5  eV2, ta n 2 0 =  0.4 and several representative values of the NSI parameters: (1) e“i =  ecfi =  ei2 =  
£12 =  0; (2) eii =  efi =  -0 .008 , eU2 =  ef 2 =  -0 .06 ; (3) eui =  ef i =  -0 .044 , eU2 =  £12 =  0.14; (4) eui =  ef i =  
-0 .044 , el2 =  ef 2 =  -0 .14 . Recall th a t the param eters in equation (277) equal e j  =  e j n ^ / n  +  efjnd/ n e.
with the atmospheric-neutrino constraints. Another way is by choosing the flavour-preserving 
NSI to cancel the standard m atter term in the Earth [676]. The MSW effect in the Sun still 
happens in this scenario, because the Sun has a different chemical composition than the Earth. 
Lastly, we note tha t it is even possible to obtain a solution for 9 > n /4 , the so-called LMA-D 
region [677] (in the ‘dark side’ [678,679]). This requires quite large NSIs so tha t the sign of 
the m atter effect in the Sun is reversed. For technical details, including approximate analytical 
expressions for Pee and the day/night asymmetry, see [675].
4.5.4.3 N SI and atm ospheric neutrinos
On very general grounds, one expects the atmospheric neutrinos to be a very sensitive probe 
of NSI. The reason is the remarkable agreement between the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric- 
neutrino data and the predictions of the standard ^  vT oscillation scenario. The agreement 
is non-trivial: with only two parameters, A m 2atm and 923, it is possible to fit all presently 
available Super-Kamiokande data, spanning five orders of magnitude in energy, E v, and three 
orders of magnitude in baseline, L.  It may be expected tha t the introduction of non-standard 
neutrino-matter interactions would change the oscillation pattern, breaking this beautiful fit.
Since the vacuum-oscillation Hamiltonian depends on the combination A m 2/ E u, while the 
non-standard m atter potential, \ /2eaß G F n f ,  is energy independent, the high-energy part of 
the data-set is generally expected to be most sensitive to non-standard interactions. The data 
in question are the stopping and through-going muon samples [680] and these should be first 
examined for NSI effects.
A simple estimate of the sensitivity could be obtained as follows. At very high energies,
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Figure 49: Left panel : A 2-D section (eee =  -0 .15) of the allowed region of the NSI param eters (shaded). The 
results are presented for A toq  =  0, 0i3 =  0, and marginalised over 6 and A m 2. The dashed contours indicate our 
analytical predictions. See tex t for details. Right panel : The effect of the NSI on the allowed region and best-fit 
values of the oscillation param eters.
E v > 50 —100 GeV, the vacuum-oscillation length, ~  4 n E v /A m 2, becomes greater than the size 
of the Earth. The standard oscillation mechanism predicts no oscillations for these neutrinos. If 
the e^T NSI is present, it will drive oscillations of the highest energy muon neutrinos, in conflict 
with the data. The simple criterion then is tha t the corresponding oscillation length in matter, 
~  Ti(s/2eßTG F n e)-1
VH,VT ) numerical analysis [6 |4 j yields c^t rO
be greater than the E arth ’s diameter. That yields e^T < 0.1. Detailed
two-neutrino (vß v 7 ] eßT < 0.08 — 0.12 16
W ith eTT, the argument is slightly different. At the highest energies, where vacuum oscillations 
are not operational, eTT has no effect. The effect appears at lower energies where vacuum 
oscillations are predicted to occur: eTT introduces diagonal splitting thus decreasing the effective 
mixing angle. Thus, one needs to compare y/2eTTG F n e and A m 2/ 2 E U at E v ~  20 — 30 GeV, 
the highest energy at which an oscillation minimum is expected to occur for neutrinos traveling 
through the center of the Earth. This yields eTT < 0.2, once again in reasonable agreement with 
the numerical two-neutrino analysis [674].
Clearly, these are very strong bounds; if they were to extend to eeT, the NSI effects on solar 
neutrinos discussed in the previous sub-section would be excluded. It turns out, however, that 
this is not the case: when the analysis is properly extended to three flavours, one finds tha t very 
large values of both eeT and eTT are still allowed by the data.
This surprising result is illustrated in the left panel of figure 49 (taken from [681]), which 
shows a 2-D slice of the allowed region in the 3-D parameter space of eee, eeT, and eTT. Order- 
one values for both eeT and eTT are allowed, in other words, the NSI can be as large as, or even 
larger than, the Standard Model neutrino interactions.
The contours presented in the left panel of figure 49 have been obtained by marginalising over 
A m 2atm and d23. The right panel of the figure shows what happens to the oscillation parameters 
as one moves along the parabolic direction of the allowed region away from the origin: the mixing
16 Notice the difference in normalisations: our epsilons are normalised per electron, while [674] gives epsilons per 
d quark, resulting in a factor of ~  4 apparent difference
1
0
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angle becomes less than maximal, while the mass splitting increases. The good fit to the data 
is maintained at the expense of changing the oscillation parameters away from their standard 
values.
Both the shape of the allowed NSI region and the shift of the best-fit oscillation parameters 
can be understood physically. The allowed region is reasonably well described by the equations:
|1 +  £ee +  e-TT — \ / ( l  +  €ee ~  (-tt)2 +  4|ee r |2| ^  0.4, (280)
cos2 ß  > tan 2 dmin, cos2 ß  > 
where:
2Am2 1 -1 
au±\Umax _ -ï
A m i
(281)
tan 2 ß  =  2|£eT|/(1 +  tee — ^tt ) ; (282)
A m “m = A m 2 [(cos 26(1 +  cos2 ß) — sin2 ß )2/4  +  (sin26 cos ß )2] 1/2 ; (283)
and 6min and Am 'max denote the smallest mixing and the largest mass splitting allowed by the 
low-energy data, E  < 1 GeV, which are not affected by NSI. The derivation and discussion of 
these results are found in [649,681,682]. Under the conditions of equations (280) and (281), 
the high-energy atmospheric muon neutrinos undergo oscillations into a state tha t is a linear 
combination of ve and vT, instead of purely into vT as in the standard case. This fact, however, 
is unobservable because at the energies in question only the muon data is available. The low- 
energy neutrinos undergo ‘normal’ vacuum oscillations, since for them the vacuum-oscillation 
terms still dominate the Hamiltonian.
Notice that only the absolute value of t eT enters equations (280) to (283). Unlike solar neutri­
nos, for 613 =  0 atmospheric neutrinos are completely insensitive to the phase of this parameter, 
which can be explicitly seen also in figure 49. For 613 =  0 there is some sensitivity, but the effect 
is small [682].
4.5.4.4 Com bined analysis o f th e  atm ospheric and K 2K  data
Although K2K by itself is not sensitive to the effects of the intervening m atter because its 
baseline is too short (see section 4.5.5.1), the addition of the K2K oscillation data to the Super- 
Kamiokande atmospheric data does restrict the allowed NSIs. The reason behind this seemingly 
counter-intuitive result is that K2K, by measuring the ‘true’ vacuum oscillation parameters, 
restricts the range over which these parameters could be varied to compensate for the effects of 
the NSI, as described above. A typical impact of adding the K2K dataset is illustrated in figure 
50.
Figure 51 shows the ranges of the NSI parameters allowed by the combined analysis of the 
atmospheric and K2K data. The different panels show sections of the 3-D region by contours of 
constant eee. As before, in figure 49, the contours have been derived for 613 =  0, Am21 =  0 and 
marginalised over 623 and A m |3. Since the results are symmetric around t eT =  0, only positive 
values of this parameter are shown. The mass hierarchy is assumed to be inverted.
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Figure 50: The role of K2K in constraining the allowed region of the NSI allowed by the atmospheric neutrino 
analysis. The value eee =  0.3 was chosen.
The same analysis, repeated for the case of normal mass hierarchy, is shown in figure 52. The 
difference between the two hierarchies is a sub-leading effect tha t is not described by equations 
(280) to (283). Figures 50, 51, 52 have been adapted from reference [682].
4 .5 .5  T h e  ro le  o f  M IN O S
4.5.5.1 M INOS: first data release
The first question to address is whether NSIs can directly impact the neutrino oscillations 
observed by MINOS. To do this one has to compare the quantity lref  =  ( \ / 2 G F n ee)~ l , charac­
terising the NSI m atter effect, with the baseline of the experiment. For the average density of 
the continental crust, ( \ / 2 G F n e) ~ l — 1-9 • 103 km; this number is nearly an order of magnitude 
greater than the baseline of K2K, 250 km, ensuring that K2K measures essentially the vacuum 
oscillation parameters. The situation for MINOS is less clear-cut: with the baseline of 735 km, 
it is sensitive to m atter effects, although at the sub-dominant level.
At the low-statistics stage (0.97 x 1020 protons on target, ‘MINOS I’), the subdominant m atter 
effects at MINOS can be neglected. In this approximation, MINOS simply measures the vacuum 
oscillations parameters just as K2K does (see section 4.5.4.4). It turns out, however, that 
MINOS I does not add anything to constraining the NSI parameters. This can be understood 
from figure 53: the MINOS I dataset has very poor sensitivity in the direction in which the 
oscillation parameters A m 2 and 9 (here 9 = 923) change to compensate for the effects of the 
NSI (c.f. figure 49, right panel).
Indeed, the results of a detailed numerical fit, shown in figure 54 confirms this. The part of 
the allowed region in the oscillation-parameter space that arises because of the effect of the NSI
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Figure 51: Ranges of the NSI param eters allowed by the combined 
analysis of the atmospheric and K2K d a ta  in the case of the inverted 
mass hierarchy.
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Figure 52: Same as figure 51 for norm al mass hierarchy.
Figure 53: Neutrino oscillation param eters inferred from the analysis of the first MINOS d ata  release. O ther 
experiments are also included for comparison (from [683]).
(the part of the coloured region outside of the black contours) remains upon the addition of 
the data from MINOS I, implying that the NSI effect can still be compensated by the change 
of A m 2 and d. The fits shown in figures 51 and 52 are basically unchanged by the addition of 
MINOS data [649]. An updated dataset with 1.27 x 1020 protons on target has been recently 
released [11].
4.5.5.2 M INOS: projections for th e future
The situation is expected to improve significantly as MINOS collects more data. Figure 
55 (left panel) shows the projected sensitivity of MINOS with a data set corresponding to 
25 x 1025 protons on target. Two scenarios, one corresponding to no NSI and one to large 
NSI (see the caption), are considered. In the second scenario, the experiment would measure 
oscillation parameters that are incompatible with those found from the atmospheric data under 
the assumption of the standard interactions. This incompatibility would indicate the need for 
new physics. The point eee =  eer =  err  =  0 would be excluded with confidence level (C.L.) higher 
than 99%. By the same token, in the first scenario, the compensation mechanism between the 
NSI and the vacuum parameters would be significantly constrained.
Similar results are obtained with a more modest increase of the MINOS statistics, to 16 x 1020 
instead of 25 x 1020 protons on target. W ith this intermediate increase, the point eee =  eer =  
err  =  0 in the second scenario would lie inside the 99% C.L. contour, but outside the 95% C.L. 
contour.
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Figure 54: Regions in the space A m 2 — sin2 0 allowed by the global fit before (left panel) and after (right panel) 
the MINOS results, w ith purely standard  interactions (contours) and with NSI (filled areas). For bo th  cases we 
plot the regions allowed at 95%, 99% and 3a confidence levels for 2 degrees of freedom. We have marginalised 
also over the sign of A m 2 and took — 1<eee<1.6, m otivated by one of the accelerator bounds (see [681]).
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Figure 55: Left panel : Results of fits to  sim ulated MINOS d ata  w ith high statistics of 25 x 10 protons on target 
(thin contours). The “d a ta” were sim ulated for two sets of NSI and “tru e” oscillation param eters: (i) no NSI, 
sin2 0 =  0.5 and A m 2 =  2.7 x 10- 3 , (ii) eee =  0, eTT =  0.81, eeT =  0.9, sin2 0 =  0.27 and A m 2 =  3.1 x 10- 3 . The 
fits were done in bo th  cases in the assum ption of no NSI; 90% and 99% C.L. regions are shown. For reference, 
also shown are the regions allowed currently by all the d a ta  combined, at 90% and 99% C.L. w ith (filled area) 
and w ithout NSI (thick contours), as in Fig. 54. Right panel : Conversion probability P  (vM ^  ve) as a function 
of energy for (i) sin2 20i3 =  0.07, A m 23 =  2.5 x 10-3  eV2, sin2 023 =  1/2 and standard  neutrino interactions 
(short-dashed curve), vs. (ii) sin2 20i3 =  0, A m 23 =  2.9 x 10- 3  eV2, sin2 023 =  0.36 and eee =  0, eeM =  0.9, 
e-r-r =  0.81 (solid curve). The NSI and 0i3 effects are nearly completely degenerate.
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MINOS will also be able to search for flavour-changing NSI effects using the matter-induced 
conversion vß ^  ve [649,684]. Schematically, this conversion can be viewed in two steps:
A23,#23 SeT Zoo/A---- ► Vr -----► Ve. (284)
The first step has already been observed by MINOS, with the largest conversion happening in 
the lower energy part of its spectrum (1.5 — 2 GeV). Correspondingly, ve production according 
to equation (284) is also expected to peak at low energy. The conversion probability P (vß ^  ve) 
as a function of energy is shown in figure 55 (right panel). One can see that the probability 
indeed peaks at low energies and, moreover, the effects of the NSI and 0\3 are nearly completely 
degenerate [664]. Thus, if the conversion is observed, it will be necessary to break the degeneracy 
by some other means.
4.5.5.3 Sum mary
In summary, the least constrained NSI parameters, eee, eer, and err  are presently being probed 
by both solar- and atmospheric-neutrino experiments. Solar neutrino experiments, by them­
selves, already exclude some parts of the parameter space allowed by accelerator-based scatter­
ing experiments. At the same time, the available data leaves a lot of possibilities open. This is 
because the electron-neutrino survival probability as a function of energy is presently measured 
well only above the SNO/SK threshold of about 6 MeV. The crucial part of the spectrum below
5-6 MeV, where the transition from the matter-dominated to the vacuum oscillation regime 
occurs, is measured very poorly. This situation should change in the next decade, as Borexino, 
KamLAND (solar measurement), and other experiments come on line.
We have seen that atmospheric neutrinos, contrary to naive expectations, also allow large NSI, 
comparable to, or even exceeding, the strength of the Standard Model interactions. This happens 
because the effects of the NSI can be compensated by changing the oscillation parameters. This 
degeneracy is somewhat ameliorated, but not eliminated, by the inclusion of the K2K data. 
Moreover, the first data released by MINOS does not eliminate this degeneracy. Again, this 
situation is expected to be significantly improved in the future, as MINOS collects more data.
On the theoretical side, a lot of work on the implications of the current data on NSI remains 
to be done. For example, a combined study of the atmospheric- and solar-neutrino data has not 
yet been performed.
4 .5 .6  C o m p lem en ta r ity  o f  long- and  sh o rt-b a se lin e  ex p er im en ts  for n on -stan d ard  
in tera ctio n s
The combination of long- and short-baseline experiments is effective in distinguishing the oscil­
lations due to 0\3 and those due to the NSI. To see this, consider for simplicity the two-flavour 
scenario where the oscillation probability can be expressed analytically. The Hamiltonian for
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this case is:
I l i H T ee ^er 6tt (285)
where A  = \ / 2 G p n e. The effective mass-squared difference A m 2M , the mixing 9 m  and the 
oscillation probability P (ve ^  vr ) at distance L in m atter are given by:
4 E  
sin 29 m  =
P(Ve ^  Vr) =
/  A m 2L A L (  A m 2L
V AE  COS2^ +  £ee — £rr)J 4£;
A m 2 sin 29 +  4EAeer
-----  ; and
sin 29 +  ALee
A m M
sin2 29m  sin2
\  4E
(286)
(287)
(288)
To have a large value of the oscillation probability P(Ve ^  vt), large values for both sin2 29m 
and sin2 (Am M L/4E) are required. Equation (288) implies: that the effect of the new physics in 
sin2 (A m M L/4E) appears in a form AL(eee — er r ) or ALeer, so a large deviation of A m M L/4E 
from the standard value A m 2L /4 E  requires tha t ALeaß be non-negligible irrespective of the 
neutrino energy E; and that, for the experiments with |A m 2|L /E  — O(1), multiplying by 
L both the numerator and the denominator of equation (287), to obtain a non-trivial new- 
physics contribution to the mixing angle 9m  again demands tha t ALeaß be non-negligible. These 
conditions imply tha t the baseline length has to be relatively large for the new-physics effect 
to affect both of the factors in the oscillation probability, since A can be roughly estimated as 
A —1/(2000km) with p —3g/cm3. These features hold also in the case with three flavours.
The present and future generation of neutrino-oscillation experiments are designed mainly to 
probe neutrino oscillations with the atmospheric-neutrino mass-squared difference |Amatm| —
2.5 x 10-3eV2 and the typical neutrino energy, E, of each experiment satisfies |A m 2tm|L /E  — 
O(1). The baseline lengths, L, of these experiments, however, are quite different and, when eaß ~  
O(1), only the experiments for which AL is non-negligible will have sensitivity to new physics. 
Reactor experiments, for which AL ^  1, are insensitive to eaß . On the other hand, a reactor 
experiment has the advantage of having no backgrounds due to new physics in measurements of 
the standard oscillation parameters. For the T2K experiment, AL — 3/20, so it has potential to 
see the new physics effect. MINOS, NOvA, T2KK, and a Neutrino Factory, since AL is larger, 
have greater potential to see the signal of eaß [685,686]. These effects can be seen in figure 56.
2 2
5 Perform ance of proposed future long-baseline neutrino oscil­
lation facilities
5.1 In tr o d u ctio n
The precision with which the parameters of the Standard Neutrino Model have been determined 
in fits to neutrino-oscillation data is shown in figure 6 and summarised in table 2. Over the
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Figure 56: Effects of $13 versus those of the NSI [684,687]: The oscillation probabilities w ith (red lines) or w ithout 
(blue, green and light blue lines) the NSI are p lotted for typical baseline lengths. The red lines are plotted for 
various values of eee, eeT, eTT which are in the allowed region obtained by [682].
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Year
Figure 57: Projected evolution of the world limit on sin2 2013 a t 90% CL. The anticipated im pact of the MI­
NOS, OPERA, T2K, and NOvA long-baseline neutrino-oscillation experiments are shown together with th a t of 
the Double Chooz reactor-neutrino experiment are shown. Figure taken from [688]. For a discussion of these 
experiments see section 2 .
coming decade, the various long-baseline, reactor, solar, and atmospheric neutrino experiments 
tha t are in operation or in preparation will improve upon these results. In particular, the strong 
push to determine the small mixing angle will yield a measurement of $13 if sin2 $13 > 0.1 and 
a substantially improved limit otherwise. Figure 57 shows the evolution of the upper limit on 
sin2 $13 tha t may be expected based on the performance claimed for the various experiments 
[688]. The sensitivity to the small mixing angle improves significantly as the data from each 
of the new experiments becomes available. By around 2016, the rate of improvement in the 
sensitivity of the neutrino-oscillation programme slows down and a new generation of high-flux 
facilities is required.
The new facility must offer the best possibility of observing leptonic-CP violation and of 
determining the mass hierarchy (sgnA(m32)). The optimisation of the facility depends on the 
value of $13. If $ 13 is large (such tha t sin2 2$13 > 0.01) then it will have been measured, 
albeit with poor precision. In this case, the high-sensitivity facility is required to offer the best 
sensitivity to ö and (sgnA(m |2)). If $13 is small (such that sin2 $ 13 < 0 .01) it is unlikely to have 
been measured and the facility will, in addition, be required to have the best possible sensitivity 
to $13.
At the same time, the new facility must aim at providing measurements of sufficient precision 
to inform the development of the theory of the physics of flavour. The status of the theoret­
ical description of flavour is discussed in detail in section 3. Grand-unified theories typically 
provide relationships between the neutrino-mixing parameters and those of the quarks. For 
such relationships to be tested requires tha t the precision with which the neutrino-mixing pa­
rameters are determined matches that with which the quark-mixing parameters are known. At 
present the quark-mixing parameters are known at the percent level. This sets the standard; 
the high-precision neutrino-oscillation programme must deliver measurements of the neutrino- 
oscillation parameters at the percent level. To achieve this goal requires high-energy electron- 
and muon-neutrino beams and highly sensitive neutrino-detection systems.
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Three types of facility have been proposed to provide the neutrino beams required to serve 
the high-sensitivity programme. The Neutrino Factory gives the best performance over most of 
the parameter. Second-generation super-conventional-beam experiments may be an attractive 
option in certain scenarios. A beta-beam [24], in which electron neutrinos (or anti-neutrinos) 
are produced from the decay of stored radioactive-ion beams, in combination with a second- 
generation super-beam, may be competitive with the Neutrino Factory. The purpose of this 
chapter is to evaluate the physics performance of a second-generation super-beams, a beta-beam 
facility, and the Neutrino Factory and to present a critical comparison of their performance.
5 .1 .1  D efin it io n  o f  o b servab les
The observables tha t will be examined in sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, and compared in section 5.5 
are defined below:
• Number o f degrees o f freedom: The number of degrees of freedom that are used to convert 
A%2-values into confidence levels must be clearly defined. In the literature several different 
approaches can be found, for example: in [217,220] the CP-violation discovery potential is 
defined as the smallest (largest) value of “true” |ö| (as a function of “true” $13) for which the 
3ct contour in the ($13,ö) plane of any of the degenerate solutions does reach either ö =  0 
(ö =  n; while in [208], the A%2 is marginalised over all parameters except ö and one degree of 
freedom is used. For definiteness, unless otherwise stated, we will use one degree of freedom 
throughout;
• $13-sensitivity and $13 discovery potential: The $13-sensitivity as a function of “true” ö is the 
largest value of $13 tha t fits the “true” value $13 =  0, after marginalisation over all parameters 
other than $13, once all possible wrong choices of sgn(Am31) and of the $23-octant are taken 
into account.
For the $13 discovery potential, data are simulated for non-vanishing “true” $13 and a given 
“true” ö. After marginalisation over all parameters other than $13 and taking into account 
all possible wrong choices of sgn(Am31) and of the $23-octant, if A%2($13 =  0) > 9, the 
“true” $13 is “discovered at 3ct” ;
• C P  discovery potential and sensitivity to maximal CP-violation: To obtain the ö-discovery 
potential, data are simulated for “true” ö different from 0 and n and a given “true” $13. After 
marginalisation over all parameters other than ö and taking into account all possible wrong 
choices of sgn(Am31) and of the $23-octant, if A%2(ö =  0) and A%2(ö =  n) are both larger 
than 9, computed with respect to the absolute x 2 minimum, the “true” ö is “discovered at 
3ct” .
Sensitivity to maximal CP-violation, refers to the possibility that a “true” ö =  ± n /2  from 
ö =  0 o r  ö =  n at a given CL as a function of some other parameter [206,208];
• Sensitivity to the sign o f the atmospheric mass difference: We have sensitivity to the “true” 
mass hierarchy if, when performing an hypothesis test, after marginalisation over all pa­
rameters and taking into account all possible choices of the $23-octant, we can exclude the
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wrong hierarchy at a given CL. The procedure is to draw a contour in the “true” ($13,ö) 
plane for the mass hierarchy under consideration. In most cases, a “true” normal hierarchy 
will be discussed, since the inverted hierarchy gives qualitatively similar results. Note that, 
for the “true” inverted hierarchy anti-neutrinos are m atter enhanced, thus compensating for 
the smaller cross-section with respect to neutrinos (see, for example, reference [689]);
• $23-non- ma xima l i ty  discovery potential  and sensi tivi ty to the $23-octant: D ata are simulated 
for “true” $23 different from n /4  and a given “true” A m 21. After marginalisation over all 
parameters but $23, and taking into account all possible wrong choices of the sign of A m 2^ 
if A%2($23 =  n /4) > 9, the corresponding deviation from maximality is “discovered at 3ct” .
If $23 =  n /4 , we have sensitivity to the “true” $23-octant if, when performing an hypothesis 
test, after marginalisation over all parameters and taking into account all possible choices 
of the mass hierarchy, we can exclude the wrong octant at a given CL. The procedure is to 
draw a contour in the “true” ($13, ö) plane for the “true” octant under consideration;
• Precision on  $13 and ö: The precision on $13 (ö) is the projection of the (marginalised) 
A%2 onto the sin2 2$13 (ö) axis at a given CL. Remember that, for different choices of the 
hierarchy and of the $23-octant, several solutions can arise. In section 5.5, we also show our 
results as two-parameter contours in the (sin2 2$13,ö) plane for a set of “true” input pairs; 
and
• Precision on  Amjjj and  sin2 $23: The precision on Am31 ($23) is the projection of the 
(marginalised) A x2 onto the A m ^  (sin2 $23) axis at a given CL. Remember that, for different 
choices of the hierarchy, several solutions can arise.
We will, in some cases, refer to the “Fraction of (true) ö” (or the “CP-fraction”). This is the 
fraction of the ö-parameter space, i.e. of 0 < ö < 2n) over which a facility has sensitivity 
to a given observable. For a graphical explanation of this procedure, see e.g. figure 3 of 
reference [690].
5.2  T h e  p h y sics  p o te n tia l o f  su p er-b ea m s
5 .2 .1  T h e  su p e r-b e a m  co n cep t
Conventional neutrino beams from n-decay have, up to now, mainly been tuned for the study of 
disappearance [10,11] or ^  vt appearance [12]. Such beams can be optimised for ^  ve 
searches. The design of such a facility, producing high intensity, low energy and beams, 
requires the development of new, high-power, proton accelerators delivering more intense proton 
beams on target. In the following, a super-beam is taken to be a conventional neutrino beam 
driven by proton driver with a beam power in the range 2 -5 MW.
The technology required for the super-beam is a development of that used today in long- 
baseline neutrino-oscillation experiments. Compared to beta-beam facilities or the Neutrino 
Factory, super-beams have the advantage tha t the required technology is relatively well known.
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The neutrino beam contains the dominant neutrino flavour (vm if the capture system focuses 
into the decay channel) together with a small but unavoidable admixture of î^ , ve and z/e. 
The presence of ve and / e in the primary beam limits the super-beam sensitivity to ^  ve 
oscillations. The intrinsic ve contamination, which grows with increasing neutrino energy, must 
therefore be kept as low as possible. One way to achieve this is to arrange that the neutrino- 
beam axis is tilted by a few degrees with respect to the vector pointing from the source to the 
far detector (an off-axis beam). The kinematics of the two-body n-decay ensures tha t all pions 
above a given momentum produce neutrinos of similar energy at a given angle $ =  0, with 
respect to the direction of the parent pion. The off-axis technique yields a low-energy beam of 
neutrinos with a small energy spread. Such neutrino beams have several advantages over the 
corresponding broad-band on-axis beams; the narrow-band low-energy beam allows energy cuts 
to be applied to reduce backgrounds and allows the L /E  of the experiment to be tuned to the 
oscillation maximum. However, the off-axis neutrino flux is significantly smaller than the on-axis 
flux. Another way of reducing the ve background is suppressing the K  + and K 0 production in 
the target.
5 .2 .2  T 2 K  and  T 2 H K
The T2K facility consists of a conventional neutrino beam driven by 50 GeV protons from the 
J-PARC proton synchrotron at a beam power of 0.75 MW. The neutrino beam will illuminate 
the Super-Kamiokande detector at a baseline of L =  295 km. The facility is presently under 
construction, data taking is scheduled to start in 2009 [13]. In the first year, the number of 
‘protons-on-target’ (pot) is expected to be ~  10% of the design value. The T2K neutrino beam 
line has been designed so tha t the off-axis angle can be varied between 2° and 3°. The off-axis 
angle will be chosen to maximise the sensitivity of the experiment to $13 in the light of the most 
recent measurements of Am31.
An upgrade to the power of the J-PARC proton synchrotron to provide a 4 MW, 50 GeV proton 
beam is planned. This, together with the construction of a mega-Tonne (Mton) class, water 
Cerenkov detector (Hyper-Kamiokande) could provide enough events to compete with beta- 
beam and Neutrino Factory facilities if the mixing parameters are favourable. This upgraded 
version of T2K, T2HK or T2K-II, is considered below. Figure 58(left) shows the neutrino fluxes 
expected at Hyper-Kamiokande assuming a 2° off-axis angle.
It has been proposed to exploit the J-PARC neutrino beam with a second 100 Kton [20,21] 
or 0.5Mton [19,22] water Cerenkov detector in Korea. The second detector would be placed at 
a 0.5° [20,21] or at a 2.5° [19,22] off-axis angle for a baseline of L =  1000 km. This combination 
of two baselines would give significant sensitivity to the neutrino-mass hierarchy, reducing the 
degeneracy problem present in searches for leptonic CP-violation (see section 2.4.1).
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Figure 58: Left panel: T2HK fluxes at the Kamioka location (295 km baseline); Right panel: SPL fluxes at the 
Fréjus location (130 km baseline).
5 .2 .3  T h e  SP L
In the CERN super-beam project [14,625,691,692], the planned 4 MW Super-conducting Proton 
Linac (SPL) will deliver a 2.2 GeV proton beam on a mercury target to generate an intense 
(n- ) beam focused by a magnetic horn into a short decay tunnel. As a result, an intense 
( /u) beam will be produced, providing a flux 0 ~  3.6-10n vu/year/m 2 (2.3-1011 / u/year/m 2), 
with an average energy of 0.27 (0.25) GeV aimed at a Mton-class, water Cerenkov detector at 
the Modane laboratory in the Frejus area (a baseline of L =  130 km). The ve contamination 
from kaons will be suppressed by threshold effects and the resulting ve/v u ratio (~  0.4%) will 
be known to within 2%.
New developments show tha t the SPL potential could be improved by raising the SPL energy 
to 3.5 GeV [15], to produce more copious secondary mesons and to focus them more efficiently. 
This seems feasible if state-of-the-art RF cavities are used in place of the LEP cavities assumed 
in the 2.2 GeV design [693]. In this upgraded configuration the neutrino flux could be increased 
by a factor of 3 with respect to the 2.2 GeV configuration, with a slightly higher energy of 0.28 
GeV. The fluxes tha t the 2.5 GeV configuration will produce are shown in figure 58(right).
5 .2 .4  N O v A
The NOvA experiment was proposed recently at FNAL to measure ^  ve oscillations with a 
sensitivity 10 times better than MINOS [16]. It consists of an upgraded NuMI Off-Axis neutrino 
beam with ~  2 GeV and a ve contamination of less than 0.5%. The baseline is L =  810 km 
with the detector sited 12 km (~  0.85°) off-axis. If approved, the experiment could start data 
taking in 2011. The NuMI target will receive a 120 GeV/c proton beam with an expected 
intensity of 6.5-1020 pot/year. The beam will be measured at a near and at a far detector, 
both ‘totally active’ liquid-scintillator detectors. W ith and a five-year run and a detector mass
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~  30 Kton, NOvA will achieve a sensitivity to sin2 2013 comparable to that which T2K can 
achieve. The long baseline allows NOvA to make a measurement of |A m |1|.
The possibility of exploiting NOvA together with a second detector at a different baseline to 
determine the mass hierarchy has been discussed [17,18]. The potential of the increased data 
volume provided by the NuMI beam instrumented with yet larger detectors, or detectors with 
larger detection efficiency, in conjunction with a possible NuMI upgrade has been studied [694]. 
However, as yet there is no well-developed proposal for a NOv A upgrade that is able to compete 
with other second generation super-beams such as T2HK or the SPL.
5 .2 .5  W id e -b a n d  su p er-b ea m
A wide-band beam has been proposed, sited at BNL and serving a very long baseline experiment 
[23,36,37,690]. In this proposal, the 28 GeV AGS would be upgraded to 1 MW and a neutrino 
beam with neutrino energies in the range 0 — 6 GeV could be sent to a Mton water Cerenkov 
detector at the Homestake mine at a baseline of 2540 km.
Wide-band beams possess the advantages of a higher on-axis flux and a broad energy spec­
trum. The latter allows the first and second oscillation nodes in the disappearance channel 
to be observed, providing a strong tool to solve the degeneracy problem. On the other hand, 
experiments served by wide-band beams must determine the incident neutrino energy with good 
resolution and eliminate the background from high energy tail of the spectrum.
Upgrades to the FNAL main injector after the end of the Tevatron programme are also under 
study and could provide a similar wide-band neutrino beam. The baseline in this case would be 
1290 km. In the following, the flux obtained using 28 GeV protons and a 200 meter long decay 
tunnel will be used. For details of this spectrum see reference [37].
The combination of channels and spectral information of a long baseline wide-band beam 
experiment offers a promising means of solving parameter degeneracies. However, the very long 
baseline decreases the event rate at the far detector and reduces the sensitivity of the experiment 
to 013 and CP-violation; the sensitivity of the experiment to 013 and ö is somewhat smaller than 
that of T2HK or the SPL. Therefore, the following sections will focus on the performance of 
T2HK and the SPL. The performance of the wide-band beam will be discussed when considering 
the determination of the mass hierarchy, where the long baseline means tha t the wide-band 
beam out-performs T2HK and the SPL. The wide-band beam is a very interesting option to 
search for leptonic CP-violation, solving most of the degeneracies, if 013 is large enough, i.e. 
sin2 2013 > 5 x 10-3 (013 > 2°).
5 .2 .6  P h y s ic s  a t a su p e r-b e a m  fa c ility
The first generation of neutrino super-beams, T2K and NOvA, will study the vu ^  ve channel 
which is sensitive to 013 and ö. The experiments will start by running in neutrino mode. This
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has the advantage that a large data set can be accumulated relatively rapidly since the neutrino 
cross section is larger than the anti-neutrino cross section. Neutrino running alone, however, 
implies tha t the experiments have no sensitivity to ö. A second generation of upgraded super­
beams, such as T2HK or the SPL, could follow. The extremely large data sets provided by these 
experiments would yield sensitivity to much smaller values of 013. These experiments could also 
search for CP-violation by running with anti-neutrinos, if 013 is large enough. In the rest of this 
section, the sensitivity to 013 and ö of this second generation of super-beams will be considered.
The search for small 013 in the ^  ve channel suffers from parametric degeneracies (see 
section 2.4.1). To alleviate this problem, and to improve significantly the measurement of the 
atmospheric parameters 023 and Am31 at these facilities, it is extremely useful to study 
disappearance as well. Such measurements are also of importance in order to establish whether 
023 is maximal in order to discriminate between different mass models. The maximal-mixing- 
exclusion potential of the various super-beams will therefore also be investigated below.
5 .2 .7  T h e  W ater  C eren k ov  D e te c to r
For small values of 013, a very large data set is required for the sub-leading ^  ve oscillation 
to be observed. The water Cerenkov is an ideal detector for this task since it is possible to 
construct a detector of very large fiducial mass in which the target material is also the active 
medium. The Cerenkov light is collected by photo-detectors distributed over the surface of the 
detector; the cost of instrumenting the detector, therefore, scales with the surface area rather 
than the fiducial mass. Mton-class, water Cerenkov detectors are therefore ideal when charge 
identification is not required and have been chosen for T2HK, the SPL, and the wide-band 
beam long-baseline experiment. Such a device could also be the ultimate tool for proton-decay 
searches and for the detection of atmospheric, solar, and supernovæneutrinos.
Charged leptons are identified through the detection of Cerenkov light in photo-multiplier 
tubes (PMTs) distributed around the vessel. The features of the Cerenkov rings can be ex­
ploited for particle identification. A muon scatters very little in crossing the detector, therefore, 
the associated Cerenkov ring has sharp edges. Conversely, an electron showers in the water, 
producing rings with ‘fuzzy’ edges. The total measured light can be used to give an estimate 
of the lepton energy, while the time measurement provided by each PM T allows the lepton 
direction and the position of the neutrino interaction vertex to be determined. By combining 
all this information, it is possible to reconstruct the energy, the direction, and the flavour of the 
incoming neutrino. It is worth noting tha t the procedure discussed above is suitable only for 
quasi-elastic events (v^n ^  1- p). Indeed, for non-quasi-elastic events more particles are present 
in the final state tha t are either below the Cerenkov threshold or are neutral, resulting in a poor 
measurement of the total event energy. Furthermore, the presence of more than one particle 
above threshold produces more than one ring, spoiling the particle identification capability of 
the detector.
The water Cerenkov is a mature technology tha t has been demonstrated to be cost effective 
and to give excellent performance at low neutrino energies. A detector with a fiducial mass as
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large as 20 times tha t of Super-Kamiokande could be built and would be an optimal detector for 
neutrino beams with energies around or below 1 GeV [695]. There are three different proposals 
for such a detector, each of them exploited by a different super-beam. Hyper-Kamiokande [13] 
could be located at the Kamioka mine, at a distance of 295 km from J-PARC facility in Tokai. 
MEMPHYS [696], in the Frejus area, could receive the SPL beam produced 130 km away at 
CERN. The wide-band beam produced at BNL (FNAL) could aim at a detector in the Homestake 
mine [23] at 2540 km (1290 km).
5 .2 .8  B ack g ro u n d s and  effic ien cies
In a conventional super-beam experiment, the search for ^  ve ( /u ^  / e) is complicated by 
the ve( /e) contamination of the beam. In a water (Cerenkov detector, the appearance, ve( /e), 
signal is detected by exploiting the high efficiency and high purity of the detector in identifying 
electrons and muons in low multiplicity interactions. In addition to the ve( /e) contamination of 
the beam, the main sources of background are the charged-current interactions of vu( /u) and 
the production of n0s in neutral-current interactions. Even though the performance of water 
Cerenkov detectors is very well studied, there are few analyses of the efficiencies and backgrounds 
expected in the various super-beams considered here.
For T2HK, there is only the study reported in the letter of intent [13]. The expected signal­
and background-event rates for the ^  ve channel are presented in table 2 of reference [13]. 
The expected efficiencies and fractional backgrounds have been extracted for several analyses 
from this table [27,38,218,340,697-699]. The signal efficiency, assumed to be constant, is 0.505. 
The various contributions to the background (N bg), from the ve( /e) contamination in the beam 
(N,FC), n0 production in neutral-current events ( N ), and charged-current interactions 
(N pc  have the following weights:
=  7.5 ■ 10-2 NeCC +  5.6 ■ 10-3 N nc  +  3.3 ■ 10-4 n Cc (289)
The same efficiencies and backgrounds have been assumed for the ^  / e channel since no 
further information on this channel is available. The efficiencies and backgrounds are assumed 
to be flat since no energy dependence is presented. This is only an approximation and a more 
detailed description in terms of migration and background matrices as in [25, 341] would be 
desirable. For the spectral information, 20 bins of 40 MeV between 0.4 GeV and 1.2 GeV have 
been considered, convoluted with a Gaussian with a  =  85 MeV to account for the Fermi motion 
as in reference [340].
The situation is very similar in the case of the SPL. The only available study is that of 
reference [625], from which flat efficiencies and backgrounds can be extracted. The efficiencies 
quoted in [625] are 0.707 for the ^  ve channel and 0.671 for ^  / e. The backgrounds, in 
a notation consistent with tha t used above, are:
=  4.4 ■ 10-1 Nec c  +  2.7 ■ 10-3 N nc  +  4.6 ■ 10-4 n Cc ; and (290)
=  6.8 ■ 10-1 Nec c  +  4.4 ■ 10-4 N nc  +  1.3 ■ 10-3 n Cc . (291)
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These numbers have been used in several different studies [27,214,217,218,220]. The fluxes 
obtained with the 2.2 GeV SPL proton beam have been assumed. No new analysis has been 
performed to obtain the fluxes of the upgraded 3.5 GeV SPL [15]. Again, an updated, and 
energy-dependent, description of the efficiencies and backgrounds would be desirable.
The SPL events have been divided into 5 bins of 200 MeV up to 1 GeV. For both the SPL and 
T2HK, a 440 Kton fiducial mass for the detector and 10 years running time have been assumed. 
The running time has been divided between the neutrino and anti-neutrino mode in such a 
way as to produce a roughly equal number of events for each channel. For both experiments, 
the rather optimistic value of 2% has been adopted for the systematic uncertainty. The less 
optimistic case of 5% systematic uncertainty is also presented. These errors are assumed to be 
uncorrelated between the various signal channels (neutrinos and anti-neutrinos), and between 
the signal and background samples.
For the wide-band beam long-baseline experiment, migration matrices for both the signal and 
the background channels have been computed [690] from a Monte Carlo simulation from the 
detector described in [700]. Following reference [690], a 300 Kton fiducial mass detector, 5 years 
neutrino running with 1 MW proton-beam power, and 5 years anti-neutrino running with a 
proton-beam power of 2 MW have been considered.
5 .2 .9  T h e  su p e r-b e a m  p erform an ce
In the following, the performance of T2HK and the SPL super-beams is presented in terms of 
the 013 and the CP-violation discovery potential, the sensitivity of the facility to the maximality 
of 023, the mass hierarchy, and the octant of 023. The precision with which the atmospheric 
parameters can be measured is also presented. To simulate the ‘d a ta ’, the following set of ‘true 
values’ for the oscillation parameters are adopted:
Am31 =  +2.5 x 10-3 eV2 ; sin2 023 =  0.5 ;
Am21 =  8.0 x 10-5 eV2 ; sin2 012 =  0.3 ;
and we include a prior knowledge of these values with a 1a accuracy of 5% for 012 and A m ^. 
023 and Am21 can be measured by these experiments and have been left free in the fits. These 
values and accuracies are motivated by recent global fits to neutrino oscillation data [67,114], 
and they are always used except where explicitly stated otherwise.
5 .2 .1 0  T h e  013 d isco v ery  p o te n tia l
If the first generation of super-beam experiments do not demonstrate tha t 013 is non-zero, then 
the second generation facility will be required to have a significantly improved sensitivity to this 
parameter. To assess the sensitivity of the proposed second-generation super-beams to 013, the 
following definition of the discovery potential is used. Data are simulated for a non-zero ‘true’ 
value of sin2 2013 and for a given true value of ö. If the A%2 of the fit to these data with 013 =  0
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3a discovery of a non-zero 013
true §Cp fraction of true §Cp values
Figure 59: 3a discovery sensitivity to  sin2 2013 for the SPL and T2HK as a function of the true value of S (left 
panel) and as a function of the fraction of all possible values of S (right panel). Solid (dashed) lines are for 2% 
(5%) systematic errors. Figure adapted from [27].
(marginalised over all parameters except 013) is larger than 9, the corresponding true value of 
013 is taken to be ‘discovered’ at 3a. In other words, the 3a-discovery limit as a function of the 
true ö is given by the true value of sin2 2013 for which A%2(013 =  0) =  9. In general, tests must 
also be made for degenerate solutions in sign(Am31) and the octant of 023.
The discovery limits for the SPL super-beam and for T2HK are shown in figure 59. The 
performance of the two facilities is rather similar, and a discovery potential down to sin2 2013 ~
4 x 10-3 is within reach for all possible values of ö. For certain values of ö (around ö =  n /2  
or 3n/2) the sensitivity is significantly improved, and discovery limits below sin2 2013 ~  10-3 
are possible for a large fraction of all possible values of ö. The wide-band beam long-baseline 
experiment has a slightly lower sensitivity ranging from sin2 2013 ~  2 x 10-3 to sin2 2013 ~
5 x 10-3 (see figure 5 of reference [690]).
Figure 59 also illustrates the effect of systematic uncertainties on the 013 discovery reach. The 
lower (solid) boundary of the band for each experiment corresponds to a systematic error of 2%, 
whereas the upper (dashed) boundary is obtained for a systematic uncertainty of 5%. These 
uncertainties include the (uncorrelated) normalisation uncertainties on the signal as well as the 
background; the dominant uncertainty is the uncertainty on the background. For the SPL, 
systematic uncertainties have a rather small impact on the sensitivity, whereas for the larger 
data set acquired by T2HK, the limit is more strongly affected.
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5 .2 .1 1  C P -v io la t io n  d is c o v e ry  p o te n t ia l
If 013 is shown to be non-zero, then it becomes important to assess the leptonic CP-violation 
(CPV) discovery potential quantitatively, i.e. to assess the extent to which the proposed second- 
generation super-beam experiments can establish that ö differs from 0 or n. The CPV-discovery 
potential is evaluated as follows. Simulated data sets were produced for a range of assumed 
‘true’ values of sin2 2013 and ö. These data were then fitted using the CP-conserving values 
ö =  0 and ö =  n, all other parameters being marginalised and the sign and octant degeneracies 
being taken into account. If no fit with A%2 < 9 is found, CP conservation can be excluded at 
3a confidence level for the chosen values of ötrue and sin2 20t3ue.
The CPV discovery potential for the SPL super-beam, and for T2HK is shown in figure 60. 
As in the case of the 013 discovery potential, the performance of the two facilities is comparable. 
For an assumed systematic uncertainty of 2%, maximal CPV (for ötrue =  n /2 , 3n/2) can be 
discovered at 3a down to sin2 2013 ~  6 x 10-4 for T2HK, and sin2 2013 ~  8 x 10-4 for the SPL 
super-beam. The CPV discovery potential of the wide-band long-baseline super-beam would 
be limited to sin2 2013 ~  4 x 10-3 (see the right panel of figure 7 in reference [690]). The best 
sensitivity to CPV is obtained for sin2 2013 > 10-2 , where, for a systematic uncertainty of 2%, 
CPV can be established for 75% of all possible values of ö. The figure shows the expected 
performance for systematic uncertainties of 2% and 5%. Again, T2HK is more strongly affected 
by the systematic uncertainties, out-performing the SPL super-beam for a 2% uncertainty but 
being out-performed by it for a 5% uncertainty.
The sensitivity maximum around sin2 2013 ~  10-2 can easily be understood from the oscillation 
probability. The interference term tha t allows the measurement of ö is suppressed by sin2013 
and Am21L /4 E  (see, for example equation (7) of reference [206]). There are two other leading 
terms in the probability, one suppressed by sin2 2013 and the other suppressed by ( A m l ^ E ) 2. 
For sin2013 ~  Am21L /4E , the three terms in the oscillation probability will be of the same 
order of magnitude and the CP-violation signal will not be hidden by the other two terms. On 
the other hand, if sin2013 becomes too large or too small, one of the two CP-conserving terms 
dominates the interference term resulting in a loss of sensitivity. Indeed, for experiments built 
at the first peak of the atmospheric oscillation, sin2013 ~  A m ^ L ^ E  for sin2 2013 ~  10-2 . 
If the experiment operates at the second oscillation peak the larger Am21L /4 E  will shift the 
maximum of the CP-violation sensitivity to larger values of sin2 2013, as can be seen in the right 
panel of figure 3 of reference [209].
5 .2 .1 2  M a x im a l 023 ex c lu sio n  p o te n tia l
Experiments able to study the ^  oscillation can address the issue of the maximality of 
023 which is crucial to discriminate between different models of neutrino mass. The potential to 
exclude maximal 023 has been computed in the following way: data are simulated for different 
true values of sin2 023, if the A%2 of the fit to these data with sin2 023 =  0.5 (marginalised over 
all parameters except sin2 023) is larger than 9, then maximal mixing can be excluded at 3a.
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Sensitivity to CPV at 3a: Ax (8CP = 0, n) = 9
2 2 2 2 
sin 012 = 0.3, sin 023 = 0.5, Am 21 = 8e-5, Am 31 = 2.5e-3
2
Figure 60: CPV discovery potential the SPL, and T2HK: for param eter values inside the ellipse-shaped curves 
CP conserving values of S can be excluded at 3a (A x 2 >  9). Solid (dashed) lines are for 2% (5%) systematic 
errors. Figure adapted from [27].
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Figure 61: 3<r maximal mixing exclusion potential for the SPL and T2HK. The A x 2 for maximal 023 is shown 
as a function of the true  value of sin2 023. Figure adapted from [27].
Figure 61 shows that both T2HK and the SPL super-beam can measure at any deviation 
from maximal mixing larger than 10%. However, T2HK, with its better spectral information, 
out-performs the SPL, going down in sensitivity to deviations of 6% from maximal mixing. The 
importance of energy resolution in the disappearance channel to exclude maximal mixing is 
discussed in reference [218].
5 .2 .1 3  S e n s it iv ity  to  th e  a tm o sp h er ic  p ara m eters
The disappearance channel available in super-beam experiments allows the atmospheric pa­
rameters |Am311 and sin2 023 to be determined precisely (see, e.g., references [216,218,701] 
for recent analyses). Figure 62 illustrates the improved precision with which these parameters 
will be determined in future super-beam experiments. The figure shows the allowed regions 
at 99% CL for T2K, the SPL, and T2HK, where, in each case, five years of neutrino data are 
assumed. Table 9 gives the corresponding relative accuracies at 3ct for |Am311 and sin2 023.
From the figure and the table it is evident tha t T2K and T2HK are very good at measuring 
the atmospheric parameters, only a modest improvement is possible with SPL with respect to 
T2K. T2HK provides excellent sensitivity to these parameters: for test-point 2, for example, 
sub-percent accuracies are obtained at 3ct. The disadvantage of the SPL with respect to T2HK 
is the limited spectral information. Because of the lower beam energy, nuclear Fermi motion 
is a severe limitation for energy reconstruction in the SPL super-beam, whereas in T2HK the 
somewhat higher energy allows an efficient use of spectral information in quasi-elastic events. 
The effect of spectral information on the disappearance measurement is discussed in detail in 
reference [218].
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Figure 62: Allowed regions of Am31 and sin2 023 a t 99% CL (2 d.o.f.) after 5 yrs of neutrino d a ta  taking for the 
SPL, T2K, and T2HK projects, and the com bination of the SPL w ith 5 years of atm ospheric-neutrino d a ta  in the 
MEMPHYS detector. For the true param eter values we use Am31 =  2.2 (2.6) x 10- 3  eV2 and sin2 023 =  0.5 (0.37) 
for the test point 1 (2), and 013 =  0 and the solar param eters as given in equation (292). The shaded region 
corresponds to  the 99% CL region from present SK and K2K d ata  [67]. The figure is taken from reference [27].
True values T2K SPL T2HK
A m 3i
sin2 023
2.2 ■ 10-3 eV2
0.5
4.7%
20%
3.9%
22%
1.1%
6%
A m 3i
sin2 023
2.6 ■ 10-3 eV2
0.37
4.4%
8.9%
3.0%
4.7%
0.7%
0.8%
Table 9: Accuracies at 3a on the atmospheric param eters |Am31| and sin2 023 for 5 years of neutrino d a ta  from 
T2K, SPL, and T2HK for the two test points shown in figure 62 (0i3ue =  0). The accuracy for a param eter x is 
defined as (xupper -  x lower) / ( 2xtrue), where x upper (xlower) is the upper (lower) bound at 3a for 1 d.o.f. obtained 
by projecting the contour A x 2 =  9 onto the x-axis. For the accuracies for test point 2 the octant-degenerate 
solution is neglected.
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Figure 63: Sensitivity of the  wide band beam  long baseline experiment to  the  mass hierarchy at 3a (A x 2 =  9) as 
a function of the true  values of sin2 2013 and J. The blue (dark) curves are for L =  1300 km and the  red (light) 
curves for L =  2500 km. The figure is taken from reference [23].
For test point 1 (maximal mixing for 023), rather poor accuracies are obtained for sin2 023 for 
T2K and the SPL (^  20%), and only 6% for T2HK. The reason is tha t in the disappearance 
channel sin2 2023 (rather then sin2 023) is measured. This translates into rather large errors for 
sin2 023 if 023 =  n /4  [216]. For the same reason it is difficult to solve the octant degeneracy. It 
can be seen tha t for test point 2, with a non-maximal value of sin2 023 =  0.37, the degenerate 
solution is still present around sin2 023 =  0.63 in each of the three experiments.
5 .2 .1 4  S e n s it iv it ie s  to  th e  m ass h ierarch y  and  th e  #23 o c ta n t
The determination of the mass hierarchy is a secondary goal for super-beams such as T2HK and 
the SPL which have too short a baseline to exploit the m atter effects required to solve these 
degeneracies. Indeed, the sensitivity to the hierarchy of T2HK is limited to some favourable 
values of £, while the SPL has no sensitivity whatsoever. However, the long baseline of the 
wide-band beam experiment gives significant sensitivity to the mass hierarchy. In figure 63, the 
discovery potential for a normal mass hierarchy is shown for two different baselines: 2500 km, 
roughly the baseline between BNL and Homestake; and 1300 km the distance between FNAL and 
Homestake. It can be seen that, for the 1300 km baseline, if sin2 2013 > 10-2 , the mass hierarchy 
can be measured for any value of £. The sensitivity is further increased to sin2 2013 > 8 x 10-3  
for the longer baseline.
As was shown above, neither experiment is sensitive to the octant of 023. However, as pointed 
out in references [702,703], atmospheric-neutrino data may allow the octant of 023 to be deter­
mined. If 5 years of atmospheric-neutrino data in MEMPHYS are added to the SPL super-beam 
data, the degenerate solution for test point 2 can be excluded at more than 5a, as can be seen
Discovery reach for Am>0 at 3cr
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in figure 62, and hence the octant degeneracy is solved in this example. Of course, this way of 
measuring the octant works even better if atmospheric data taken with Hyper-Kamiokande are 
combined with T2HK data, see below.
5 .2 .1 5  C o m b in a tio n  w ith  a tm o sp h er ic  n eu tr in o  m ea su rem en ts
Combining atmospheric-neutrino events to the long-baseline neutrino-beam data is an attrac­
tive method of resolving degeneracies [38]. If 013 is sufficiently large, Earth m atter effects in 
multi-GeV, e-like atmospheric-neutrino events are sensitive to the mass hierarchy [100,102,704]. 
Moreover, sub-GeV, e-like events provide sensitivity to the octant of 023 [702, 703, 705] due to 
oscillations driven by Am^1 (see also reference [706] for a discussion of atmospheric neutrinos in 
the context of Hyper-Kamiokande). Following reference [38], the potential of the various second- 
generation super-beam experiments is investigated with the combined beam- and atmospheric- 
neutrino data set below. A general three-flavour analysis of atmospheric data is performed 
based on reference [703] and references therein. Fully-contained e-like and ^-like events (fur­
ther divided into sub-GeV p^  < 400 MeV, sub-GeV p^  >  400 MeV, and Multi-GeV events) 
are included. In addition, partially-contained ^-like events, stopping muons, and through-going 
muons are considered. Each of these data samples is divided into 10 zenith angle bins.
Figure 64 shows how the combination of atmospheric plus long-baseline yields sensitivity to 
the sign of A m 21. For the long-baseline data alone, the SPL super-beam has no sensitivity 
(because of the very small m atter effects tha t arise in the relatively short baseline) and the 
sensitivity of T2HK depends strongly on the true value of 5. However, by including data from 
atmospheric neutrinos the mass hierarchy can be determined at the 3a CL provided sin2 2013 > 
0.05 — 0.09 for the SPL, and sin2 2013 > 0.03 — 0.05 for T2HK. Both experiments have the worst 
sensitivity around 5 =  n /2 , where the enhancement of the neutrino signal and the suppression 
of the anti-neutrino signal typical of the normal hierarchy is masked by the opposite effect of 
the CP-violating phase. Here, T2HK would only be able to exclude an inverted hierarchy if 
sin2 2013 > 0.1 and the SPL loses its sensitivity altogether. Conversely there are maximums 
of the sensitivity around 5 =  3n/2, where 5 enhances the neutrino signal and suppresses that 
of the anti-neutrino. Comparing figure 64 with figure 63 it is clear that, even when combined 
with atmospheric data, the sensitivity of T2HK and the SPL to the mass hierarchy is rather 
poor, being out-performed by the longer baseline wide-band beam experiment by an order of 
magnitude.
Figure 65 shows the potential of atmospheric plus long-baseline data to exclude the octant- 
degenerate solution. Since this effect is based mainly on oscillations driven by Am^1, there is 
very good sensitivity even for 013 =  0; a non-zero value of 013 improves the sensitivity in most 
cases [38]. From the figure one can see tha t both experiments can identify the true octant at 3a 
for | sin2 023 — 0.51 > 0.05.
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3a sensitivity to normal hierarchy from LBL + ATM data
Figure 64: Sensitivity to  the mass hierarchy at 3a (A x 2 =  9) as a function of the true  values of sin2 2013 and 
J (left panel), and the fraction of true  values of J  (right panel). The solid curves are the sensitivities from the 
combination of the super-beams and atmospheric neutrino data, the dashed curves correspond to  super-beam 
d a ta  only. Figure adapted from [27].
2
true value of sin 623
Figure 65: A x 2 of the solution w ith the wrong octant of 023 as a function of the true  value of sin2 023. A true 
value of 013 =  0 has been assumed. Figure adapted from [27].
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5 .2 .1 6  S u p e r-B ea m  a sso c ia te d  w ith  a b e ta -b ea m
A beta-beam could exploit the intense proton driver required to drive a super-beam and both 
facilities could illuminate the same far detector. The SPL in particular could be complemented 
by a low-Y beta-beam in the CERN design (see section 5.3). It is therefore interesting to study 
possible complementarities between the two facilities. The main difference between the two 
neutrino beams is the different initial neutrino flavour, ve (z/e) for a beta-beam and (z/^) for a 
super-beam. This implies tha t at the near detector all relevant cross-sections can be measured. 
In particular, the near detector exposed to the beta-beam will measure the cross section for 
the SPL appearance search, and vice versa. If both experiments run with neutrinos and anti­
neutrinos the following transition probabilities can be measured: , and 
. Tests of the T and CPT symmetries would thus be possible, in addition to CP-violation, 
since m atter effects are very small because of the relatively short baseline.
However, if CPT symmetry is assumed, the beta-beam channels are redundant: the only gain 
in combining the two facilities is an increase in the size of the data set which does not help to 
solve the degeneracies [214]. Nevertheless, this also means tha t in principle all information can 
be obtained from neutrino data alone because of the relations and =
. This implies tha t (time consuming) anti-neutrino running can be avoided. This is 
illustrated in figures 66 and 67. In figure 66 the 013 discovery potential is shown for 5 years of 
neutrino data from the y =  100 beta-beam and the SPL super-beam. Luminosities of 5.8 ■ 1018 
(2.2 ■ 1018) decays per year for 6He (18Ne) have been assumed. From the left panel it can be seen 
how each experiment plays the role an anti-neutrino run would have played the single-facility 
case. Combining these two data sets results in a slightly better sensitivity than 10 years (2v+8v) 
of T2HK data. In addition, figure 67 shows that the combination is also effective in searching 
for CPV, 5 years of neutrino data from the beta-beam and the SPL leads to a better sensitivity 
than 10 years of T2HK alone.
5 .2 .1 7  S u p e r-B ea m  a sso c ia te d  w ith  th e  N e u tr in o  F actory
As described in the section 5.4, the Neutrino Factory suffers acutely from the degeneracy problem 
because its energy and baseline are such tha t it operates far from the oscillation maximum. 
W ith its high energy and long baseline, the Neutrino Factory is ideal to tackle the problem of 
the sign degeneracies through m atter effects. However, the fact tha t the oscillation peak occurs 
in the lowest energy bin with relatively low efficiency, causes the intrinsic degeneracy to spoil 
its sensitivity to CP-violation. Super-beams, with a completely different L /E  and operating at 
the first oscillation maximum, do not suffer as badly from this degeneracy. On the other hand, 
the short baselines and lower energies favoured by super-beams strongly limit their ability to 
solve the sign degeneracy by exploiting m atter effects. The combination of data from these two 
facilities can therefore be a very effective tool to solve the degeneracy problem. Furthermore, 
the intense pion beam tha t would produce the muons required for the Neutrino Factory beam 
might also be exploited as a super-beam source. Indeed, the 2.2 GeV SPL beam was originally 
conceived and optimised as the first stage of a Neutrino Factory project. Thus, in a Neutrino
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3a discovery of a non-zero 013 within 5 yrs
true 8CP fraction of true 8CP values
Figure 66 : Discovery potential of a finite value of sin2 2013 a t 3a (A x 2 >  9) for 5 yrs neutrino d a ta  from ßB, SPL, 
and the com bination of ßB +  SPL compared to  10 yrs d a ta  from T2HK (2 yrs neutrinos +  8 yrs anti-neutrinos). 
Figure adapted  from [27].
Figure 67: Sensitivity to  CPV  at 3a (A x 2 >  9) for combining 5 yrs neutrino d a ta  from ßB and SPL compared 
to  10 yrs d a ta  from T2HK (2 yrs neutrinos +  8 yrs anti-neutrinos). Figure adapted from [27].
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Factory a super-beam comes ‘for free’. A Mton class water (Cerenkov detector would still be 
needed to fully exploit its potential, though.
Detailed studies of the ability to solve the eightfold degeneracy by combining the Neutrino 
Factory and the SPL super-beam can be found in references [610,707,708]. An impressive 
synergy between the two facilities is found, lifting all the degenerate solutions for large fractions 
of the parameter space. However, a more detailed study fully including the systematics in the 
considered detectors is still required.
5.3  T h e  p h y sics  p o te n tia l o f  b e ta -b e a m  fa c ilitie s
A beta-beam [24] is produced from boosted, radioactive-ion decays and therefore is a pure Ve or 
Ve beam. The flavour transitions tha t can, in principle, be studied in this facility are:
Ve ^  Ve ^  Ve Ve ^  Vr
Ve ^  Ve ^  Ve Ve ^  Vr.
There are three variables tha t determine the properties of the facility: the type of ion used, and 
in particular the the end-point kinetic energy of the electron in the ß-decay, E o ; the relativistic 
Y (energy divided by mass) of the ion; and the baseline, L. Once these parameters are fixed, 
the neutrino flux can be calculated precisely since the kinematics of ß  decay is very well known. 
In the laboratory frame, the neutrino flux, $ lab, is given by [25]:
lab
dSdy
N,ß Y
nL2 g (ye)
y ;(! - y ) V ( 1 - y ) 2 - V e (293)
where Nß is the number of ion decays per unit time, me is the mass of the electron, dS is the 
element of solid angle, 0 < y  =  < 1 — y e, and ye =  me/Eo; and:
1
g (ye) =  gjj < \ / l  — y |(2  -  9y 2e -  8y i )  +  15y Ae log ye
1 -  V 1 ~Ve
(294)
Note tha t the shape of the flux, and in particular the average (anti-)neutrino energy, is essentially 
constant for a particular yE0 and that, if the number of decaying ions and the baseline are kept 
fixed, the flux increases with y .
5 .3 .1  B e ta -b e a m  se tu p s
The choice of isotope is a compromise between production yield, E o, and lifetime. Isotopes 
should be sufficiently long-lived to avoid strong losses in the acceleration phase, but must decay 
fast enough to generate a neutrino beam of sufficient flux. Lifetimes of the order of 1 s are 
considered reasonable.
The following isotopes have been identified as good candidates: 6He with Eo =  3506.7 keV 
to produce Ve and 18Ne with E o =  3423.7 keV to produce Ve [24]. More recently two ions with
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larger E o have been also considered: 8Li (Eo =  12.96 MeV) and 8B (Eo =  13.92 MeV) [209,709]. 
At the same y/L , the neutrino beams produced by the ions Li/B are typically at three to four 
times more energetic than those of He/Ne.
Optimisation of the y factor and the baseline should take into account the following physics 
requirements:
• L /(E V) should be near the first atmospheric maximum so tha t oscillation signals are as large 
as possible. For a particular ion, this means tha t L and y have a constant ratio and therefore 
that the neutrino flux is constant;
• The neutrino energy should be above ^-production threshold;
• The neutrino energy should be large enough for a measurement of the spectral distortion to 
be used to resolve the intrinsic degeneracy;
• The baseline should be as long as possible to all the mass hierarchy to be determined through 
the observation of m atter effects; and
• Event rate: increasing y at fixed ion flux increases the neutrino energy and therefore the 
number of events since the neutrino cross sections increase with energy.
All these requirements point in the same direction: increasing the y factor as much as possible 
and tuning the baseline to sit near the atmospheric-oscillation peak. Practical issues will lead 
to constraints on the maximum y tha t can be achieved. If an existing accelerator infrastructure 
was developed to host a beta-beam, the ys which could be achieved for He and Ne are:
• C E R N -S P S :  YHe =  150, YNe =  250;
• Refurbished SPS:  YHe =  350, YNe =  580;
• Tevatron: YHe =  350, YNe =  580; and
• LHC:  YHe ~  2500, YNe ~  4000.
The ys tha t could be achieved for Li/B are YLi/B =  8/9YHe/ Ne.
For YHe =  150, bending magnets of 5 T and a useful decay length of 36%, the decay ring 
length is ~  6 880 m. If y is increased and the bending magnets are the same, the decay ring 
should be scaled proportionally to maintain the same fraction of useful ion decays. The ions in 
the decay ring should be kept in small bunches in order to keep the machine duty-cycle small; 
this is required to keep the background from atmospheric neutrinos at a negligible level (see the 
discussion in section 5.3.8).
An appropriate long baseline site is also required. To reduce the background from cosmic 
muons, an underground location is preferable. Therefore, an additional constraint for the choice 
of baseline would be the availability of an appropriate site, preferably with an existing and
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underground laboratory. It should be noted tha t a detector for a beta-beam could be versatile 
enough to allow other data samples to be studied (for example: atmospheric neutrinos; supernova 
neutrinos; etc.). Fortunately a number of alternatives exist tha t roughly match the ys noted 
above.
5 .3 .2  T h e  lo w -en erg y  b eta -b ea m : L E ßß
A low-energy beta-beam, with average neutrino energies in the sub-GeV range, matches the 
distance from CERN to the Modane laboratory in the Frejus tunnel, L =  130 km. The nice 
feature of this option is tha t the appropriate y could be achieved with the present CERN SPS. 
In the first proposal along these lines [710,711], a YHe =  60,YNe =  100 was chosen so that the 
baseline would sit near the first atmospheric peak. It was then realised, in reference [25], that 
this was not optimal. The new standard choice is YHe =  YNe =  100 [26]. In reference [341], 
a scan in Y was performed for this baseline, assuming a fixed ion flux, and the optimal Y was 
found to be y >  90 — 100 and with little improvement for larger y . The average neutrino energy 
is ~  0.4 GeV, a little above the atmospheric peak at the CERN-Frejus baseline.
5 .3 .3  H ig h -e n e rg y  b eta -b ea m s: H E ß ß
Neutrino beams with average energies in the 1 — 1.5 GeV range could reach the atmospheric 
peak at L ~  700 km, matching the distance between CERN-Canfranc, CERN-Gran-Sasso or 
Fermilab-Soudan. Such a beam could be achieved in two ways:
(a) by using more powerful accelerators, such as a refurbished SPS or the Tevatron to increase 
YHe =  YNe =  350 [25]
(b) by using higher E o ions such as Li/B at moderate y ~  100 tha t could be achieved also 
with the Fermilab Main Injector, but increasing significantly the number of decaying ions to 
compensate for the loss of flux [709, 712]
Even higher energy beta-beams have also been considered [25,689]. If it were possible to 
accelerate the ions in LHC without significant additional losses, it would be possible to produce 
a beam with y =  0(1000). In this case, with a baseline of a few thousand kilometers, better 
sensitivity to m atter effects and the sign of Am21 would be achieved [25,689]. The performance 
of such a setup will be presented below. However, such an increase in Y looks rather far-fetched at 
present and it is more likely that a greenfield scenario for the beta-beam would end up providing 
a higher intensity of ions [712] rather than larger boosts.
5 .3 .4  Ion  p r o d u ctio n  and  v flu xes
The only detailed studies on ion-production and acceleration performed up to now have con­
centrated on using the ISOLDE technique for ion production and the CERN PS and SPS for
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Figure 68: (solid) and ve (dashed) fluxes as a function of the neutrino energy for He and Ne at 7  =  100, 350 
(left) and for Li and B a t 7  =  100 (right), assuming the num ber of decaying ions to  be the standard  one in all 
cases. The vertical lines correspond to  the energy position of the atmospheric peak for Am13 =  0.0025 eV2.
acceleration [713]. The EURISOL beta-beam group baseline assumes y =  100 and a flux corre­
sponding to 2.9 x 1018 He and 1.1 x 1018 Ne decays per year [714]. The goal is to achieve this 
performance without assuming modifications to the present CERN accelerators. No study has 
yet been performed for the Li/B option, so the ion flux assumed in this case should be considered 
as a goal. Since the ion production system would be common, it is reasonable to assume that 
a refurbished SPS could be used to accelerate ions to higher y without further loses. More ions 
must be stored in the decay ring at higher y since the ion lifetime is dilated, this may limit 
the neutrino flux. On the other hand, at higher y the duty cycles that have been used in the 
baseline scenario to reduce the atmospheric background can be relaxed. Therefore, the fluxes 
noted above will be used for both the low- and the high-Y setups.
The neutrino fluxes at the detector location for the LEßß and the H Eßß and the standard 
ion fluxes are shown in figure 68. As explained above, the shape of the flux depends only on the 
combination 2yE0, which defines the end-point of the spectrum and therefore it is rather similar 
for the two H Eßß options. On the other hand, the absolute flux depends on the combination 
(y/L )2 and is therefore smaller for lower y as can be seen by comparing the left and the right 
plots of figure 68; although they are very similar in shape, they differ by a factor 10 in absolute 
value. The properties of the various beta-beam setups are summarised in table 10.
Given the fact tha t proposals for new techniques by which the ion yield may be increased [712] 
have not yet been fully exploited, and on the assumption that a number of improvements to the 
present PS and SPS at CERN are likely to occur in the LHC-upgrade programme, it does not 
seem unreasonable to consider a greenfield scenario in which the number of ions is increased up 
to a factor 10 with respect to the baseline defined above. We will consider the reach of such an 
aggressive facility in section 5.3.19.
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Ion 7 L ( k m ) ve CC ve CC ( E v )( G eV )
He/Ne 100 130 28.9 32.8 0.39/0.37
He/Ne 350 700 62.0 55. 1.35/1.3
Li/B 100 700 5.0 4.9 1.3/1.4
Table 10: Num ber of charged-current events per kton-year and average neutrino energy, in the absence of 
oscillation, for the different options and a num ber of decaying ions of N He/ Li =  2.9 x 1018 ye a r-1  and N Ne/ B =  
1.1 x 1018 yea r- 1 .
5 .3 .5  D e te c to r  te c h n o lo g y
The golden signals at a beta-beam facility are: a muon from the appearance channel; and an 
electron from the disappearance channel. The silver channel (t production) is not open for most 
of the setups considered and has not been studied in any detail.
Since the beam, at source, is a pure flavour eigenstate, the principal uncertainties in the mea­
sured oscillation probabilities arise from uncertainties in the background rates and the precision 
with which the efficiencies can be determined. The main requirements for an optimal detector 
are, therefore, good particle identification (i.e. ß / e / n  separation) and good neutrino-energy 
resolution. Several types of massive detector can be optimised to identify muons and electrons 
in the GeV range.
The fact tha t the beta-beam produces a pure ve (or ve) beam means tha t the golden (muon 
appearance) channel is free from the beam-generated ’wrong-sign muon’ background that is 
present at the Neutrino Factory. This means tha t it is not necessary to magnetise the beta- 
beam detector; a significant advantage tha t the beta-beam has over the Neutrino Factory. Since 
magnetisation is not required, a very massive, water Cerenkov detector is an appropriate technol­
ogy choice for the beta-beam. Such a detector has a broad physics potential beyond oscillation 
physics: proton decay; detection of neutrinos from supernovas; etc. It is hard to imagine that 
one can achieve megaton detector masses with a different type of technology.
Detectors tha t have been considered for the beta-beam to date include:
• A 500 kton fiducial water Cerenkov [25,710,711];
• A 50 kton NOvA-like detector [689]; and
• A 40 kton Iron calorimeter [715].
We will give some details of the performance of the first two options. Very recently a liquid 
argon TPC has also been discussed in the context of the beta-beam in reference [712]. We refer 
to this work for details.
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Figure 69: Signal to  noise (i.e. square root of the signal plus background events add in quadrature for the 
different energy bins) for the appearance signal from Ne in units of one M ton-year as a function of 7 , holding 
7 /L  ~  0.5 fixed. The three curves correspond to  6 1 3  =  8°, 3° and 1°.
5 .3 .6  W ater  (Cerenkov
Water Cerenkovs are optimised to search for the quasi-elastic (QE), charged current (CC) events; 
it is not possible to measurement the hadronic energy and therefore it is possible to reconstruct 
the neutrino energy only for QE events. Figure 69 shows the signal-to-noise ratio for a megaton- 
year exposure as a function of 7  (for fixed 7 /L  ~  0.5) for a neutrino beam from Ne decays. The 
signal-to-noise ratio is defined in each energy bin (seven bins are considered in all setups between 
200MeV and the end-point), the results for all bins are then added in quadrature. The expected 
improvement with 7  slows down above 7  ~  400, because events at higher energies are likely to 
give more than one ring and therefore are not likely to be selected, while the background-selection 
efficiency continues to increase. The figure shows tha t there is little benefit from increasing 7  
above 300-400 using a water Cerenkov [341]. On the other hand, for lower 7  this technology is 
probably close to optimal given the large mass that one could envisage for this type of detector.
Detailed Monte Carlo studies of a Super-Kamiokande-like detector have been performed to 
quantify the efficiencies and backgrounds for the ^-appearance signal. The signal selection cuts 
are essentially three:
• Single ring, contained events; and
• ^-like ring;
• Delayed ring: Michel electron from ^-decay.
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IE
Figure 70: Reconstructed energy in a water Cerenkov per M egaton year for signal and NC and CC background 
(hatched) for the LE setup (left) and the HE one (right). The true values assumed are 01 3  =  3° and 5 =  90°.
The energy resolution for QE events is quite good, mainly limited by Fermi motion. However, 
the contamination from non-QE events, which increases with energy, introduces a shift between 
the true and reconstructed neutrino energies. In order to take into account this fact properly, 
migration matrices for efficiencies and backgrounds that allow for the ‘migration’ from true 
to reconstructed neutrino energy are used as first described in reference [25]. In the analysis 
presented below, reconstructed energy bins of 100 MeV for the LEßß and 200 MeV for the 
H Eßß will be considered.
The main source of background are neutral current (NC) events with one positively-charged 
pion being produced through the A resonance. Negatively-charged pions are very much sup­
pressed by the delayed-ring cut, because of the large absorption cross section for negative pions. 
For the H Eßß setup, multi-pion events are also a significant source of background. In third 
place, a few charged current (CC) events, in which the electron ring goes undetected and a 
single pion is mis-identified as a muon, also survive the selection cuts. A more detailed analysis 
would be needed to see whether the presence of a low-energy electron in these events could be 
revealed by means of a more sophisticated reconstruction algorithm.
Figure 70 shows a comparison of the expected signal for 0\3 =  3° and ö =  n /2  (near the 
sensitivity reach of T2K-I) together with the different background contributions for each setup. 
The level of NC background is rather large, especially for the HE setup, but, owing to the very 
different kinematics of QE and NC events, the reconstructed neutrino energy for the NC events 
is strongly peaked at much lower values [25], making this background easily distinguished from 
the signal.
In the comparison plots which follow, a global normalisation uncertainty of 2% will be con­
sidered. This normalisation uncertainty is taken to include the fiducial-volume uncertainty. In 
addition, a 1% uncertainty in the ratio of neutrino to anti-neutrino cross sections, an optimistic
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Appearance Disappearance
V VV V VV
Signal efficiency 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.2
Background rejection 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Signal error 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Background error 5% 5% 5% 5%
Table 11: The signal efficiencies and background rejection respectively and the system atical errors for the various 
signals and backgrounds used in [689].
assumption if the present knowledge of this ratio is taken into account. A dedicated neutrino 
cross-section-measurement programme using a near detector at the same facility would be re­
quired to reach such a precision. For the disappearance signal the uncertainty on the global 
normalisation is the most important, so we neglect background uncertainties and considered 
only the normalisation error.
5 .3 .7  N O v A -lik e  d e te c to r
A totally-active, liquid-scintillator detector (TASD) a la N O v A  has been considered in [689] for
Y > 500. The main advantage of this technology is that the neutrino energy can be reconstructed 
for non-QE events, which become dominant at higher energies, as well as for QE events. On the 
other hand, it may be difficult to build a detector of this type with a mass much larger than a 
few tens of kilotons. A fiducial mass of 50 kton will be assumed.
The detector performance has been studied in the N O v  A proposal. Since the detector has 
been proposed for the conventional NUMI beam, the study considered only efficiencies and 
backgrounds for e-like events. These efficiencies and backgrounds are summarised in table 11. 
While assuming the same efficiencies and backgrounds for the ß signal might be conservative, 
as argued in [689], the physics is quite different and a detailed study of this detector for the 
beta-beam is essential for a reliable comparison to other technologies to be made.
The energy resolution is assumed to be a Gaussian with a width of 3%/y/Ë  for muons and 
6 %/yfË  for electrons and the background is conservatively assumed to have the same energy 
spectrum as the signal.
5 .3 .8  A tm o sp h er ic  b ack grou n d s
A very important source of background for all detector technologies are atmospheric-neutrino 
events. A detector like Super-Kamiokande will record approximately 120 vm +  VM interactions 
per kiloton-year (including the disappearance of vß into vt ).
There atmospheric background may be reduced in two ways. Firstly, the energy is often 
poorly reconstructed for these events since they come from all directions while the signal comes
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Figure 71: Ratio of v background events coming from the detector misidentification to  those coming from 
atmospheric neutrinos for the LE (up) and HE (down) setups. The statistics corresponds to  a m egaton year (107 
sec).
from the direction of the beam. The cut on the reconstructed energy to be within the range 
of energies produced by the beta-beam significantly reduces the background without affecting 
the signal efficiency. Secondly, selecting events for which the reconstructed neutrino direction 
is consistent with the beam also preferentially selects beam-induced events. While the neutrino 
direction cannot be measured directly, it is increasingly correlated with the observable lepton 
direction at high energies. A directional cut is more effective as y increases, but is never perfectly 
efficient. For a similar signal efficiency, background rejection for the H Eßß was estimated in 
reference [341] to be a factor three better than for the LEßß.
W ithout imposing any directional cut, we show the ratio of the detector to atmospheric back­
grounds in reconstructed-energy bins for the LE and HE setups in figure 71. Since the atmo­
spheric background can be measured with very good accuracy, the systematics associated to 
its subtraction are very small and therefore it would be sufficient if this ratio could be made 
of O(1). Such a rejection factor can be achieved by timing the parent ion bunches. It was 
estimated [711] tha t a rejection factor of 5 x 10-5 per bunch is feasible with bunches 10 ns in 
length. As already indicated in reference [341], this rejection power is an more than sufficient 
given the ratios shown in figure 71 which indicate tha t a global rejection of 10-2 is probably 
sufficient for the LE option and could be even relaxed further for the HE option. In the analysis 
presented below, the atmospheric background is assumed to be negligible.
5 .3 .9  A n a ly s is  o f  p erfo rm a n ce  and  o p tim isa tio n
The following ‘standard’ setups will be compared directly:
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Figure 72: 3a sensitivity to  Ô1 3  for the LEßß, H Eßß-a, H Eßß-b. The left plot does not include the discrete 
ambiguities and the right one does.
• LEßß with a 500 Mton fiducial Water Cerenkov;
• H Eßß with a 500 Mton fiducial Water Cerenkov: HE-a; and
• H Eßß with a 50 kton fiducial TASD: HE-b.
Further details of the experimental analyses can be found in references [26,27,341,689]. The 
performance of these setups will be compared assuming the SvM and using the following central 
values for the known oscillation parameters:
sin2 023 =  0.44 A m 23 =  +2.5 x 10-3 eV2
sin2 012 =  0.3 Am?2 =  0.8 x 10-4 eV2 . (295)
All the plots labeled IS S 2006 assume these ‘true’ values, however this is not the case for all 
plots shown below.
5 .3 .1 0  S e n s it iv ity  to  013
In figure 72 we compare the sensitivity to 013 =  0 for the LEßß and three H Eßß options 
using three types of detector. On the left plot only the intrinsic degeneracy is included, while 
the right plot also takes into account discrete ambiguities. Comparison of the left and right 
panels indicates tha t the effect of the discrete ambiguities is quite small. For the HE options, 
the bigger mass yields improved sensitivity as expected, while the LE option with a 500 kton 
detector slightly out-performs the HE-b option with a detect for which the fiducial mass is a 
factor 10 smaller.
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Figure 73: 3a sensitivity to  Ô1 3  for the LEßß, H Eßß-a, H E ßß-b neglecting the discrete ambiguities (left) and 
including them  (right).
5 .3 .1 1  S e n s it iv ity  to  C P  v io la tio n
The sensitivity to CP violation for the same setups is compared in figure 73. Again, the discrete 
ambiguities are not present in the left panel, but are taken into account in the the right panel. 
In the case of CP-violation sensitivity, the HE-a option out-performs the others, while the LE 
option is similar or slightly worse than HE-b. The sign ambiguity is directly responsible for 
the loss of sensitivity in a band at negative ö for the HE setups. This is a well-known effect 
tha t has also been observed in T2HK analyses (see for example reference [19]). A combination 
with another experiment/measurement to resolve the correlation between ö and the hierarchy 
is necessary. The different alternatives by which this can be done have not yet been explored.
5 .3 .1 2  S e n s it iv ity  to  th e  d iscre te  a m b ig u itie s
The sensitivity to the sign of A m |3 for the HE options is compared in figure 74 (the sensitivity 
of the LE option is not shown since the short baseline makes fives it little or no sensitivity). The 
HE-a option again out-performs the HE-b option. The dependence on ö is very strong. Only 
for values of sin2 2013 > 0.03 can the normal hierarchy be established at 3a for any value of ö. 
A significant improvement can be made by combining the beta-beam data with atmospheric- 
neutrino data, this will be discussed in the next section.
The sensitivity to the octant of d23 is extremely weak for the choice we have made of d23 for 
all the setups. However, as we will see below this does not interfere with the measurement of 
d13 and ö.
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Figure 74: 3a sensitivity to  the norm al mass hierarchy assuming for the H E ßß-a and H E ßß-b setups.
5 .3 .1 3  M ea su rem en t o f  013 and  5
The results from fitting the appearance and disappearance signals to extract the parameters (013 
and ö), for the true values indicated by the stars (013 = 3 ° , ö =  90, -9 0 ,0 ) are shown in figure 
75. The left panels correspond to the LE setup and the right panels to the HE-a option. The 
uncertainties on ö and d13 are significantly larger for the LEßß and in particular the eight-fold 
degeneracy is fully present in this case. The intrinsic degeneracy is resolved for the HE-a setup 
for all values of ö. The octant degeneracy remains in all cases for the HE-a setup, while the 
hierarchy and mixed degeneracies are resolved for ö =  90°.
5 .3 .1 4  T ow ards an o p tim a l b e ta -b e a m  se tu p
While the sensitivity of the setups considered above to CP violation and 013 is comparable to 
the sensitivity tha t may be achieved at the Neutrino Factory, the ability to resolve the discrete 
degeneracies is rather limited. A number of ideas have been considered to improve the physics 
reach of beta-beams, particularly as regards the discrete ambiguities, these ideas will be discussed 
below.
5 .3 .1 5  C o m b in a tio n  w ith  a tm o sp h er ic  d a ta
Any large detector that could be used for a beta-beam can provide more precise measurements 
of the atmospheric-neutrino flux. This is certainly the case for the water Cerenkov considered 
in setups LEßß and HEßß-a for which the fiducial mass considered is twenty times larger than 
that of Super-Kamiokande. Also in the case of a much smaller detector, such as a magnetised
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Figure 75: 3a CL contours obtained in the L E ßß  (left) and H E ßß-a setup (right) for three values of the true 
param eters indicated by the stars. The solid black ellipses show the the intrinsic degeneracy, the pink ellipses 
the octant degeneracy, the red ellipses show the mass-hierarchy degeneracy, and the blue ellipse is the combined 
mass-hierarchy/ octant degeneracy.
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Figure 76: 3a sensitivity to  the norm al mass hierarchy assuming for the H E ßß-a and the L E ßß in combination 
w ith atmospheric data.
iron calorimeter, the measurement of the neutrino and anti-neutrino fluxes could add valuable 
information on the oscillation parameters [716].
The physics potential that results from the combination of these measurements with those in a 
long-baseline experiment were first studied in reference [38], where the case of the T2HK super­
beam was considered. More recently, the same analysis has been performed for the LEßß [27]. 
In both cases, it has been found that for sufficiently large values of $13, the combination with 
atmospheric data is extremely helpful in resolving the discrete degeneracies related to the mass 
hierarchy and the d23 octant. As we have seen, the LEßß setup has no sensitivity to either, 
while the H Eßß options have some, ö-dependent, sensitivity.
The regions in which the sgnA m ^ can be established at 3a by combining atmospheric-neutrino 
data with the LEßß and the HE-a setup are shown in figure 76. The combination of the 
LE setup with atmospheric data results in a significant sensitivity to the hierarchy, although 
the combination does not improve the sensitivity of the HE-a setup. The combination with 
atmospheric data is also possible for all HE setups, this analysis has not yet been done. It is 
expected, however, tha t including the atmospheric data in this case will improve the sensitivity to 
the sgnAm21 for those values of ö for which the sensitivity is poor and to improve the sensitivity 
to CP violation in the negative ö region in the right panel of figure 73.
Concerning the octant ambiguity, the combination of a LEßß with atmospheric data has been 
shown not to improve the sensitivity that can be achieved using the atmospheric data alone [27]. 
It will be interesting to see whether, in the case of the H Eßß for which the sensitivity to the 
octant is better [341], the situation changes and there is some improvement as is in the case for 
the combination of the atmospheric data with other super-beams such as T2HK or the SPL.
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Figure 77: 3a sensitivity to  sin2 2013 for 5 years of run w ith a L E ßß (with twice the standard  ion flux) and the 
SPL super-beam, compared w ith a 10 year run w ith T2HK (2 years neutrinos and 8 anti-neutrinos. Figure taken 
from reference [27]. The param eters are not the same as those in equation (295).
5 .3 .1 6  A n  a sso c ia te d  su p er-b ea m
In the first beta-beam scenario considered at CERN, the complex also included a conventional 
neutrino beam, the SPL super-beam, using the same baseline (CERN-Frejus) and detector 
(water Cerenkov) (see section 5.2. The advantage of having the two types of beam, is that, 
in addition to CP-conjugate transitions, T-conjugate and CPT-conjugate transitions could also 
be measured [710]. In particular, the comparison of the ve ^  and ^  ve oscillation 
probabilities is a T-odd observable and is therefore sensitive to 5.
Besides the theoretical interest of these measurements in the search for new physics, the 
determination of 5 through such a T-odd measurement is advantageous from the experimental 
point of view because several systematic uncertainties would be cancelled. For example, the 
error on the Earth m atter density is not relevant for this measurement.
The first analysis of the performance of a super-beam and beta-beam combination [710,711] 
did not include spectral information and in this situation, given tha t the two {Ev)/L  are very 
similar, it was clear tha t degeneracies, in particular the intrinsic, one would remain [214]. Later, 
the spectral information has been included and it has been shown that the SPL on its own is 
able to resolve the intrinsic degeneracy [27], however this is not the case for the LEßß as we 
have seen.
A real synergy of both types of experiment has been explored recently [27]. The idea is to use 
only neutrino runs in both beams, which has the advantage tha t the cross sections are larger 
than for anti-neutrinos. In figure 77, the sensitivity to d\3 for this combination with a five-year 
run of both the SPL and beta-beam is shown to outperform a ten-year run of T2HK.
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Figure 78: 90% contours for a L E ßß w ith 7  =  120 (left) and an alternating ion scenario (right) bo th  at L =  630 km 
(CERN-Canfranc). The true  param eters are denoted w ith a thick black square. Figure taken from reference [209]. 
The param eters are not the same as those in equation (295).
5 .3 .1 7  C o m b in a tio n  o f  d ifferen t ions
In reference [209], a combination of the beams produced by the four ions H e/N e/L i/B  (the 
‘alternating-ion’ scenario) with a y below the present SPS limit has been considered. In this case, 
the baseline chosen was 630 km (CERN-Canfranc), which corresponds to the first atmospheric 
peak for the Li/B beam at 7  ~  100, while the He/Ne beam is close to the second peak for a 
similar 7 . The ion fluxes are assumed to be the standard ones for Li/B as for He/Ne,  so the 
total neutrino and anti-neutrino fluxes from all the ions are similar, but the shapes are quite 
different since the end-point values, E0, differ (see section 5.3.1).
The main advantage of this combination over the LEßß setup is the use of two different L /(E v) 
which is a very powerful way of resolving degeneracies. In particular, the intrinsic degeneracy 
which severely limits a precise determination of ö in the LEßß setup is absent in the combination. 
This, however, is at the expense of having larger statistical uncertainties due to the smaller flux. 
Fits for (013, ö) for a LEßß with a slightly larger 7  =  120 at L =  130 km and the combination 
of four ions at L =  630 km  are compared in figure 78. The eight-fold degeneracy of the former 
is reduced to a two-fold degeneracy in the latter at 90%CL, only the octant ambiguity remains 
unresolved. The sensitivity of this combination to the hierarchy has also been shown to be very 
significant and much less dependent on ö than in the case of the HE-a setup. We therefore 
conclude that this combination outperforms the LEßß if 013 is not too small, within the reach 
of T2K phase I.
5 .3 .1 8  H igh er  7 ?
The possibility of using more powerful accelerators such as the LHC to achieve even higher 7  
has also been discussed. The increase in 7  allows smaller detectors, optimised for events in 
the multi-GeV range, to be considered. The physics potential of a very high 7  beta-beam with
Y > 1000, but assuming the same ion flux, has been considered in [25,689]. In the first reference
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Figure 79: 3a  sensitivity to  the normal mass hierarchy for different beta-beam  setups including one w ith 7  =  1000 
combined w ith the same detector as in the HE-b setup discussed in the text. The N eutrino Factory setups are 
also included for comparison. Figure taken from reference [689]. The param eters are not the same as those in 
equation (295).
a ~  50kton idealised scintillator detector was assumed, while in the second the NOvA type 
detector discussed above was considered. The data-sample size is therefore improved very much 
with respect to the HEßß-a setup since the gain in 7  is compensated by a decrease in the detector 
mass. The sensitivity to sgnAm31 is compared for three beta-beams setups and the Neutrino 
Factory in figure 79. The conclusion of these studies is tha t going to such high 7  improves 
the sensitivity to the hierarchy and therefore resolves the correlation of ö with sgnA m ^, so 
improving the sensitivity to CP violation.
A related idea has been proposed more recently in [717]. The goal is to arrive to the magic 
baseline (L ~  7 500 km [43] using 8B and 8Li ions with 7  in the range 250-500; this could be 
achieved with a refurbished SPS at CERN pointing at the Indian Neutrino Observatory (INO) 
where a large magnetised iron calorimeter in the 50-100 kton range (ICAL) could be used as the 
far detector. For details of the potential of this setup see [717].
5 .3 .1 9  H igh er  flu xes  ?
The standard ion fluxes that have been used in this study are based on the CERN design for a 
LEßß, using the present CERN SPS and PS and requiring a duty cycle of a few 10-3 . In the 
present design, a large fraction of the ions being produced are lost in the acceleration process 
and it is likely tha t a refurbished PS or SPS could eliminate some of the present losses. The 
refurbishing of these old machines is likely to be required to serve the LHC programme and, 
therefore, it is likely tha t further optimisations to increase the neutrino flux can be considered. 
Furthermore, an entirely new approach to producing the required unstable ions, using ionisation
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Decay T\/2 E v (keV) EC//3+ (%)
148Dy -»■ 148Tb 3.1 m 2062 96/4
150Dy ^  150Tb 7.2 m 1397 99.9/0.1
152Tm 2-  ^  152Er 8 . 0  s 4400 45/55
150Ho 2“ ->■ 150Dy 72 s 3000 77/33
Table 12: Decay properties of some rare-earth nuclei.
cooling, has been recently proposed in reference [709]. Although there remain many details to 
work out, this novel approach offers the possibility of increasing the ion-production yield by 
several orders of magnitude. The physics reach of such a beta-beam with such high fluxes would 
be outstanding and it is therefore of the upmost importance to explore possible optimisations 
tha t could be achieved with realistic improvements in the accelerators or/and the ion-production 
technique.
5 .3 .2 0  M o n o cro m a tic  e -ca p tu re  b ea m s
Triggered by the beta-beam concept, a different type of neutrino beam has been proposed in 
reference [718]. The idea is to produce neutrinos from boosted ions that undergo an e-capture 
transition, that is an atomic electron is captured by a proton, anti-neutrino beams cannot be 
produced this way. Kinematically it is a two-body decay and therefore the neutrino energy is 
well-defined and given by the difference between the initial and final nuclear mass energies minus 
the excitation energy of the final-state nucleus. Such transitions are usually dis-favoured, but 
there are a few nuclei (see table 1 2 ) for which the decay rate is significant.
The neutrino flux can easily be shown to be [718]:
d  N u 1 d  T u T u N ions 2  T7  o p  I'nnr^
dSdE  = f « * “  =  S{E -  27Eo)- (296)
where 7  is the boost factor of the parent ion, E 0 is the neutrino energy in the laboratory frame, 
and r v/ r  is the e-capture branching fraction. The neutrino energy in the detector will be 
peaked at 2 7 E 0 and the requirement that the neutrino energy be reconstructed accurately in 
the detector can be relaxed. One can easily disentangle the different oscillation parameters by 
performing counting experiments at different values of 7 .
As in the case of the beta-beam, a possible implementation of the concept would involve the 
use of EURISOL to produce the unstable ions, the SPS to accelerate them, and a decay ring. 
However, to allow electron capture to occur, we need to keep one electron bound to the ion’s 
nucleus, partly ionised particles have a short vacuum life-time (even in a very good vacuum 
collisions with the few remaining atoms suffice to cause them rapidly to lose the remaining 
electron). The ion tha t has been proposed as optimal is 150Dy, which could be accelerated in 
the CERN SPS up to a maximum 7  of 195.
The main advantage of an electron-capture beam over a ‘conventional’ beta-beam, for a similar
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Figure 80: Combined fits of 6 1 3  and 5 for different central values of the param eters. The known param eters are 
not the same as those of equation (295). Figure taken from [719].
number of ion decays, is tha t all the intensity is peaked at the energy(ies) of interest. In a beta- 
beam the broad spectrum implies that many neutrinos will be produced at energies for which 
the dependence on ö is less pronounced, and/or the cross section is too low. It is also a excellent 
tool to discriminate against backgrounds of various types.
Even though no realistic study of the expected ion flux has yet been performed, an analysis 
of the performance of such a beam assuming an intensity of 1 0 18 ions/year has been presented 
in [718,719]. Using a 440 kton fiducial mass water Cerenkov located at a distance of 130 km 
(CERN-Frejus baseline), 5 years running time for each of 7  =  195 and 7  =  90, the precision in 
the determination of 013 and ö tha t could be obtained is illustrated in figure 80. Due to the lack 
of a CP-conjugate observable, such as one would have with an anti-neutrino beam, all sensitivity 
to the CP phase is lost at a given 7 . However, it is remarkable that the measurement of the 
oscillation probabilities at two energies results in a significant sensitivity to ö. An alternative, 
tha t would improve the sensitivity to ö, would be to combine an e-capture beam with a standard 
beta-beam from 6He using the same detector.
5 .4  O p tim isa tio n  and  p h y sics  p o te n tia l o f  a N e u tr in o  F actory  o sc illa tio n  e x ­
p er im en t
In a Neutrino Factory [28,29] muons are accelerated from an intense source to energies of several 
tens of GeV and injected into a storage ring with long straight sections. The muon decays 
ß + —> e+ ve Vfj, and ß~ —> e~ Ve provide a very well known flux of neutrinos with energies up 
to the muon energy itself. Neutrino Factory designs have been proposed in Europe [33,720], 
the US [30-32,34,35], and Japan [721]. The conclusion of these studies is tha t an accelerator 
complex capable of providing ~  1021 muon decays per year can be built. One of the most striking 
features of the Neutrino Factory is the precision with which the characteristics of all components
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H+ -► e+vevß fj, —> e Ve
v ß -► Vß vß -► vß disappearance
Vß -► Ve Vß Ve appearance (challenging)
v ß -► VT vß -► vT appearance (atm. oscillation)
Ve -► Ve Ve -► Ve disappearance
Ve Vß Ve Vß appearance: “golden” channel
Ve -► VT Ve -► VT appearance: “silver” channel
Table 13: Oscillation processes in a N eutrino Factory. 
of the beam would be known. The following effects were considered in reference [722]:
• Beam polarisation: with a polarimeter, the beam energy and energy spread can be measured 
and the degree to which the polarisation dependence of the neutrino flux affects the measured 
rates can be tested to high precision [723];
• Beam divergence and radiative corrections in muon decay [724];
• Absolute normalisation of the flux to be obtained from a beam monitor; and
• Absolute cross-section normalisation using the inverse-muon-decay reaction, Vße-  ^  ^ - Ve, 
in the near detector. In principle, a normalisation of fluxes and cross-sections with a precision 
of 10-3 can be achieved.
Some of these features should also be present for a beta-beam, and for any facility in which a 
stored beam of well-defined optical properties is used to produce neutrinos. This is an important 
difference with respect to super-beams for which the precision with which the neutrino and 
anti-neutrino cross sections and fluxes are known is determined by the degree to which the 
particle-production spectra are known.
Twelve oscillation processes can be studied using the Neutrino Factory which and store beams 
of both positive and negative muons (see table 5.4). Neutrinos produced from the decay of 
positive and negative muons must not be confused. The required separation can be achieved by 
running the two polarities in turn  or by careful timing if the two polarities are stored simulta­
neously. In order to take full advantage of this flavour-richness, the optimal detector should be 
able to perform both appearance and disappearance experiments, providing lepton identification 
and charge discrimination.
The search for Ve ^  Vß transitions (the ‘golden channel’) [206] appears to be particularly 
attractive at the Neutrino Factory. It can be studied in appearance mode, by looking for muons 
with charge opposite to that of the stored muon beam (‘wrong-sing muons’), thus strongly 
reducing the dominant background (‘right-sign muons’). The wrong-sign-muon channel yields 
an impressive sensitivity to sin2 013 and sensitivity to the leptonic CP-violating phase, 5, down 
to very small values of 013 [43,205,206]. For example, with two 40 Kton MINOS-like magnetised- 
iron detectors at two different baselines, exposed to beams of both polarity and 1021 muon decays,
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it will be possible to explore 013 down to sin2 2013 > 1 x 10-5 (013 > 0.1°) and to measure 5 for 
most of the parameter space [205]. The relatively high energy of the neutrinos produced through 
the decay of high-energy stored muons implies tha t baselines of several thousand kilometers are 
needed for Neutrino Factory experiments. For such baselines, CP asymmetries are dominated 
by m atter effects [588, 725, 726] tha t can be used to determine unambiguously s ig ^ A m ^ ) for 
large enough 013.
The determination of (013,5) at the Neutrino Factory is not free of ambiguities; up to eight 
different regions of the parameter space can fit the same experimental data in the (013, 5) plane. 
In order to  solve these ambiguities, a single experimental measurement for a single neutrino 
beam is not enough. One possible solution to this problem is to  combine detectors looking for 
‘golden’ muons at different baselines (i.e., different L /E ). A second possibility is to make use 
of the rich flavour content of the Neutrino Factory beam. The t  appearance channel (‘silver 
channel’) [44,727] has been advocated as a powerful means of resolving ambiguities, if a detector 
capable of t  identification can be used. This can readily be understood since the 5-dependence 
of the silver and the golden channel are different, while the dependence of the two channels 
on m atter effects and 013 is similar. On the other hand, the Vß-disappearance channel is rather 
effective for large values of 013 in measuring the 023 octant [218]. A detector capable of measuring 
the charge of the electrons has been shown to allow the resolution of ambiguities by separating the 
events into several classes (right-sign muons, wrong-sign muons, electrons, and neutral currents) 
and performing a fine energy binning down to low energies. Such a possibility was first studied 
assuming the feasibility of a magnetised liquid-argon detector [728], and recently updated in 
reference [208]. R&D efforts for a liquid-argon detector embedded in a magnetic field are ongoing 
[729] (the first curved tracks were recently observed in a 10 litre liquid-argon TPC embedded 
in magnetic field [730]). A third possibility is an improved detector (with a much lower muon 
energy threshold) to look for ‘golden muons’ solving at the same time all the degeneracies.
This section is organised as follows: in section 5.4.1 the ‘standard’ Neutrino Factory setup 
is introduced and the different detectors are described; section 5.4.2 contains a review of the 
performance of the magnetised iron detector located at L ~  3000 km from the source (i.e., the 
‘standard’ setup) and of the problems tha t must be faced; in section 5.4.3 possible improvements 
to this setup are considered combining detectors at different baselines, channels (following table 
5.4) and improving the ‘standard’ detector; in section 5.4.4 the main characteristics tha t are 
needed to use the Neutrino Factory at its best are addressed.
5 .4 .1  T h e  N e u tr in o  F acto ry  se tu p
In the following, the ‘standard’ Neutrino Factory refers to a facility in which a 50 GeV stored- 
muon beam delivers a luminosity of 1 x 1021 muon decays per year. The total luminosity per 
muon polarity is taken as a given, independent of, for example, the specific choice of proton­
driver beam power, storage-ring geometry, or the time spent running with a particular polarity. 
Notice that in the literature several different options have been considered for each of these [692]. 
Three detectors of different technologies, each specifically optimised to  detect a particular signal,
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have been considered.
5.4.1.1 M agnetised  Iron D etector (M ID): the ‘golden channel’
The most important signal at the Neutrino Factory is the ‘golden channel’, i.e. the appearance 
channel Ve ^  v^. The signal is tagged by ‘wrong-sign muons’, muons in the detector with 
charge opposite to tha t of the muons in the storage ring. In order to extract the signal from 
the dominant source of background, i.e. non-oscillated VM (giving rise in the detector to a huge 
number of ‘right-sign muons’), a magnetised detector is required. This requirement represents 
the most im portant difference between the detectors adopted for super-beam and beta-beam 
facilities and those needed to take full advantage of the Neutrino Factory. As a consequence, 
large, water Cerenkov detectors are dis-favoured and medium size magnetised detectors must be 
considered.
The reference detector, a 50 Kton magnetised iron calorimeter of the MINOS type, was opti­
mised in reference [42] for the study of ve ^  vm oscillations. Tight kinematic cuts were applied 
to decrease the dominant and sub-dominant backgrounds (right-sign muons and charmed-meson 
decays). Such cuts, although strongly reducing the background, have the dis-advantage tha t a 
significant proportion of the signal with neutrino energy below 10 GeV is removed. This can be 
seen in figure 81, where the efficiencies of the golden channel in the magnetised iron detector 
with MINOS-like performance is shown. Measurements of the energy spectrum below 10 GeV, 
however, have been shown to be extremely important; the first oscillation peak for L ~  3000 Km 
lies precisely in this energy range. For this reason, the Neutrino Factory is the single facility 
considered in this report most affected by degeneracies. The measurement of the spectrum both 
below and above the oscillation maximum has been shown to be crucial in the solution of many 
of the parametric degeneracies tha t compromise the (013, 5)-measurement. The improvement in 
performance obtained by increasing the signal efficiency for neutrino energies below 10 GeV is 
considered in section 5.4.3.3.
Different treatments of the energy response of the detector can be found in the literature. 
For example, in reference [206] the energy resolution was assumed to be 0.2 x E v. The effect 
of this finite energy resolution was taken into account by grouping the events in five bins of 
width A E V =  10 GeV. This approach is quite conservative especially at low energy where most 
of the oscillation signal is found. In reference [208] a finer binning was adopted, with a more 
detailed treatm ent of resolution effects. There are several differences between the treatment in 
reference [208] and that of reference [206]. First, the energy response of the detector is modeled 
by folding the raw-event distribution with a Gaussian resolution kernel of width aE =  0.15 x E v; 
in this way, the results become independent of the bin width, provided that the binning is fine 
enough. Secondly, 43 bins of variable A E V were considered in the energy range E v € [1, EM] 
GeV. The bins were defined as follows: 18 bins of £ x 500 MeV; 10 bins of £ x 1 GeV; and 15 bins 
of £ x 2 GeV from the lowest to the highest energy, where £ =  (EM — 1)/49 is an overall scale 
factor (£ =  1 corresponding to the ‘standard’ 50 GeV Neutrino Factory). The fast oscillations 
tha t arise at low energies and tha t can lead to ‘aliasing’ effects are averaged, at the probability
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Figure 81: Signal efficiency at the magnetised iron detector for (left panel) and ß  (right panel) as a function 
of the neutrino energy. From reference [206].
level, over a width of 150 MeV [45, 46] for muon energies up to 100 GeV and baselines up to 
9000 Km. This procedure has been tested, i.e. it has been verified tha t the x 2-values do not 
change if a finer binning is chosen or if a different averaging procedure at the probability level 
is used.
The different procedures tha t have been adopted in the literature to account for the energy 
response of the detector could make, in principle, a significant difference in the results. This 
is especially true at the Neutrino Factory, where the parametric degeneracies play such a big 
role. Indeed, some of the degeneracies are energy dependent and can be solved if the detector 
considered has good energy resolution. For this reason the results obtained with the various 
binning procedures and efficiencies used in references [206] and [208] have been compared using 
GLoBES [45,46]. A point at sin2 2013 =  10- 3  [$13 =  1°] was chosen for this comparison since at 
these intermediate values the impact of degeneracies is, in general, largest. For the true solution 
the results obtained using the different procedures could not be distinguished. In contrast, for 
the intrinsic degeneracy a ~  30% difference in the A % 2 was observed. Such a difference, however, 
would also arise in other modification of the setup, such as, for example, the assumption of a 
different low-energy muon threshold or efficiency. The degeneracy is, nonetheless, always present 
at the 5<r level. Therefore, at the current level of accuracy in the detector simulation, there is 
no qualitative difference. In the context of improved detector simulations tha t will become 
available, however, it will be extremely important to describe accurately the detector response.
The results shown in below will be based on the treatment of references [208, 340], unless 
otherwise stated. For the wrong-sign muon signal, flat efficiencies of 0.45 (neutrinos) and 0.35 
(anti-neutrinos) for energies in the range E v € [20, 50] GeV are assumed. A linear rise of the 
efficiencies from the lower threshold (between 0  at 4 GeV) to their final value at 20 GeV is 
assumed. The energy resolution is treated as described above. The relatively high neutrino- 
energy threshold is the result of optimising for the purest possible sample of wrong-sign muons,
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thus selecting events with the highest possible energy. Indeed, the lower the muon energy, the 
higher the likelihood to mis-identify the muon charge or the nature of the event (charged current 
versus neutral current) becomes. As the average muon energy will decrease with the neutrino 
energy, we model the total, fractional background with the function ß E - 2 , where ß  =  10-3 . 
Integrating from 4 GeV to 50 GeV, we fix the weight factor, ß, by matching roughly the total 
fractional background obtained in reference [42]. The fractional backgrounds considered in the 
following are: 5 x 10- 6  of the neutral current events; and 5 x 10- 6  of the right-sign muon events.
It must be noted tha t this detector can also be used to look for ^  dis-appearance, 
providing a very good measurement of the atmospheric parameters d23 and Am 3 1 and giving 
some handle on the ‘octant degeneracy’. For the right-sign muon sample there is no need 
to determine accurately the charge of the muon, since wrong-signs muons constitute only a 
negligible fraction of the sample. Therefore, the efficiencies and thresholds reported by MINOS 
[192], and a signal efficiency of 0.9 starting at 1 GeV are used. The backgrounds in this case are 
10- 5  of all neutral-current events and all wrong sign muon events. The latter are added directly 
to the signal.
For both channels we use a 2.5% systematic error on the signal and a 20% systematic error on 
the background normalisation. A different magnetised-iron calorimeter detector for a Neutrino 
Factory experiment has been described in reference [731].
5.4.1.2 Em ulsion Cloud Cham ber (ECC): the ‘silver channel’
To soften the parametric degeneracy problem, it has been proposed to take advantage of the 
‘silver channel’, i.e. ve ^  vT oscillations [44]. This is a unique feature of the Neutrino Factory, 
where the average neutrino energy is high enough to produce t  CC events; not even the highest 7  
beta-beam discussed above can look for this signal. The signal can be tagged looking for wrong- 
sign muons in coincidence with a t-decay vertex, to distinguish them from golden channel wrong- 
sign muons. Therefore, a detector with muon-charge identification and vertex reconstruction is 
needed. Two technologies have been considered in the literature: liquid-argon detectors [728] 
and emulsion-cloud-chamber (ECC) techniques. The latter has been extensively studied for 
the OPERA detector tha t is under construction at the Gran Sasso laboratory, and a dedicated 
analysis to use this technique at the Neutrino Factory has been published in reference [727]. 
In [727], a 5 Kton ECC was considered and a detailed study of the main sources of background 
performed. In the following, the ECC will be considered as the standard detector to study the 
silver channel.
The various backgrounds to the silver-channel signal are presented in table 14. The ECC 
detector is assumed to have a fiducial mass of 5 Kton as in reference [727]. In addition, an 
overall signal efficiency of approximately 1 0 %, chosen to reproduce the signal-event numbers 
from table 4 in reference [727], is assumed. The background rejection factors are taken from 
reference [727] as well and are summarised in table 14.
The energy resolution is assumed to be 20% x E, implemented as in [208]. It is further assumed
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Background source Rejection factor
Neutrino induced charm production 1CT8 x ( N c c { y e) + N c c ( v ß))
Anti-neutrino induced charm production 3.7 ■ 10-6 x N c c (vM)
t  + ^  decays 10-3 x N c c (^ t)
ß matched to hadron track 7 ■ 10-9 x N cc  (*„)
Decay-in-flight and punch-trough hadrons 6.97 ■ 10-7 x N n c  +
+  2.1 ■ 10-8 x N cc  (ve)
Large-angle muon scattering 1CT8 x N cc(V ß )
Table 14: The background sources and rejection factors for the silver channel measurem ent in the ß+-stored 
phase. From reference [727].
that silver-channel data-taking only occurs when ß+ are stored (running with ß -  will produce 
very few silver events, due to the vTN  cross-section suppression). A 15% systematic uncertainty 
on the signal and a 20% systematic uncertainty on the background normalisation are assumed.
Notice that this detector can also be used to look for ^  vT appearance, i.e. precisely the 
purpose for which it is being built in the framework of the CNGS experiment. This channel 
can be useful to measure the atmospheric parameters, as well as the dis-appearance channel 
discussed above. Other possible t  decay channels, such as decay into electrons or into hadrons, 
have not been considered as they would need a dedicated analysis and a totally different detector.
5.4.1.3 Liquid A rgon D etector (LAr): the ‘p latinum ’ channel
In addition to the channels discussed above, vM(z/M) ^  ve(z/e) oscillations can be also observed 
at a Neutrino Factory. This channel, the ‘platinum channel’ (since the observation of a small 
number of events can be extremely valuable) is the T-conjugate of the golden channel. It is also 
its CP-conjugate, albeit with different m atter effects. Combined with the golden channel, the 
platinum channel will help to resolve many of the correlations and degeneracies.
To take advantage of this channel, a detector tha t can identify the charge of the electrons (to 
reduce the dominant background from non-oscillated ve) is required. Electron charge identifi­
cation has so far only been studied for a magnetised liquid-argon TPC [210]. A lower-energy 
detection threshold of 0.5 GeV was applied. In reference [210] it was pointed out tha t electrons 
and positrons of higher energy tend to shower early, which means tha t the track is short and 
the curvature is hardly measurable. Therefore, there may be an upper energy threshold above 
which it is no longer possible to measure the electron charge. The efficiency and the dominant 
backgrounds to the platinum channel in a liquid-argon detector are shown in figure 82.
In reference [208], the ve-appearance performance of the MINOS detector (which has been 
estimated in reference [732]) was adopted. An extra background corresponding to 1% of the 
non-oscillated ve was added to take into account the difference between the Neutrino Factory 
beam and the NuMI beam. The fractional background of this analysis is in agreement with that 
of reference [210].
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Figure 82: Visible energy distribution for wrong-sign muons (left panel) and wrong-sign electrons (right panel) 
normalised to  1021 muon decays. The electron efficiency ee is assumed to  be 20% and charge confusion probability 
is set to  0.1%. Three sets of curves are represented, corresponding to  S =  + n /2  (dashed line), S =  0 (full line) 
and S =  —n /2  (dotted line). The background contribution from tau  decays is also shown. The other oscillation 
param eters are Am32 = 3  x 10-3  eV2, A m ^  =  1 x 10-4  eV2, sin2 02 3  =  0.5, sin2 d1 2  =  0.5 and sin2 2$13 =  0.05. 
From reference [210].
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Background source Rejection factor
Muon dis-appearance 
Tau appearance 
Neutral current reactions 
Wrong sign electron/positron
10-3 x N cc(vM) (N c c (vm)) 
5 ■ 10-2 x N cc  (vt) (N c c  (Vt )) 
10-2 x N n c  
10-2 x N cc  (Ve) (N c c  (ve))
Table 15: The background sources and rejection factors for the platinum  channel measurem ent for the ß - - 
stored phase, while the brackets refer to  the ß+-stored phase. The numbers, besides the background from 
electron/positron CID, are taken from reference [732].
The ‘standard’ platinum-channel detector is assumed to be liquid-argon TPC with a fiducial 
mass of 15 Kton. The signal efficiency, which is assumed to be energy independent, is taken to 
be 20% [210], and the background-rejection factors are summarised in table 15. Furthermore, 
the energy resolution is assumed to be 15% x E v. The upper threshold for the electron/positron- 
charge identification (CID) is assumed to be 7.5 GeV. The CID background is assumed to be 
1% [210] and the other backgrounds are taken from reference [732].
In some of the figures of sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, however, the impact of an ‘improved’ 
platinum-channel detector is discussed. The ‘improved’ detector has the following character­
istics: a 50 Kton fiducial mass; an energy-independent signal efficiency of 40%; background- 
rejection factors as given in reference [732] extrapolated to higher energy; and CID background 
as for the standard setup. The CID upper energy threshold is varied continuously from 7.5 GeV 
to 50 GeV. The performance of this improved detector are labeled in the figures ‘platinum*’.
Both for platinum and platinum* detectors a 2.5% systematic error on the signal and a 10% 
systematic error on the background normalisation have been assumed.
5 .4 .2  P h y s ic s  p o te n tia l o f  th e  g o ld en  ch an n el
In this section, the physics potential of the standard golden-channel detector is presented. The 
v^ ^  v^ dis-appearance channel will be included in this section as well. Through this channel, 
an independent measurement of the atmospheric parameters is possible. This serves to reduce 
significantly the impact of the uncertainties induced by uncertainties in these parameters in the 
(81 3 ,5) measurement [220,340].
Results will be presented following the definitions given in section 2.3. Most of the figures 
in this section are taken from reference [208], where the following input (or ‘true’) values were 
used:
Am31 =  2.2-0.8 ■ 10- 3  eV2 ; sin2 823 =  0.5+0.16 ;
A m 21 =  8.1+1.9 ■ 10- 5  eV2 ; sin2 8 12  =0.3+0.08 ; (297)
sin2 813 =  0 +0 .047 ; 5 =  0 -£  .
The ranges represent the current 3a allowed ranges (from reference [67] (see also references 
[77,733,734]), both choices of sgn(Am31) are allowed. A 5% additional uncertainty on Am21 and
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Performance indicator L [km] Eß  [GeV]
Three-flavour effects:
sin2 2 8 1 3  sensitivity — 7 500 ( “magic baseline”) 20-50
Mass hierarchy sensitivity > 6  0 0 0 20-50
Max. CP violation sensitivity -  3 000 -  5 000 > 30
Leading atm ospheric param eters:
A m 3 1 precision > 3 000 > 40
Deviation from maximal mixing (8 23 ) > 3 500 +  50 • E ß/  GeV > 2 0
O ptim isation  for large sin2 2613:
Mass hierarchy sensitivity > 1 0 0 0 > 1 0
CP violation sensitivity (Ap =  1 % p) -  1 500 — 5 500 20-50
CP violation sensitivity (Ap =  5% p) -  1 500 — 2 000 20-50
-  4 500 -  5 500 20-40
Table 16: Requirements for the near-optim al performance of our ‘standard  N eutrino Factory’ (one individual 
experiment) for Am31 =  0.0022 eV2 for different performance indicators.
812  from solar experiments at the time that data from the Neutrino Factory becomes available 
is assumed [734]. M atter-density uncertainties at the level of 5%, uncorrelated between different 
baselines, have been included [735,736]. Whenever discussing the octant degeneracy, the ‘true 
value’ of the atmospheric angle has been fixed to 8 23 =  0.44 (or 0.56) [114].
The precision with which many of the SvM observables can be measured strongly depend on 
the true values of sin2 2813 and 5. Hence, the results are presented in terms of two-dimensional 
plots in the (81 3 ,5) plane. Each point in the plot corresponds to a different input (8 1 3 ,5) 
pair. Notice that, in all plots, the A % 2 is marginalised over the external atmospheric and solar 
parameters, as well as over the m atter density, to take into account fully the correlations among 
the various parameters.
The requirements for the optimisation of the standard Neutrino Factory are summarised in 
table 16. There are two very important results. No baseline performs optimally for all the 
observables considered, a ‘shorter’ baseline L — 3 000 — 5 000 km is needed to provide good sen­
sitivity to CP-violation and for the precise determination of the leading atmospheric parameters; 
a longer baseline, L ~  7 500 km, is required to give optimal sensitivity to sin2 2813, the mass hi­
erarchy, and for the disentanglement of degeneracies in the CP-violation measurements. For the 
muon energies, we find that Eß > 20 GeV is sufficient for most applications, and Eß — 40 GeV 
should be on the safe side. Therefore, we find tha t the main challenge for a Neutrino Factory 
will be the baseline, which can affect the physics potential much more than a muon energy lower 
than previously assumed.
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Fit value of sin22013 True value of sin22013
Figure 83: Left panel: Projected A x 2 for the sin2 2013 sensitivity as a function of the fit value of sin2 2013 for 
E ß =  50 GeV and two different baselines as given in the plot legend (includes degeneracies). Right panel: 3a 
013-discovery; solid lines refer to  the L =  4000 km N eutrino Factory; dashed lines to  the L =  7500 km Neutrino 
Factory.
5.4.2.1 0 i3-sensitiv ity
The A%2 function, marginalised over all parameters other than 013, for a fit to data from the 
golden-channel detector under the conditions described above is shown in figure 83. The left 
panel of figure 83 shows tha t the A%2 function has two minima, the first corresponding to the 
input value 013 =  0 and the second for sin2 2013 > 10-3 (the intrinsic degeneracy). If there is no 
signal (hypothesis sin2 2013 =  0), the degeneracy will worsen the sin2 2013 sensitivity, since a fake 
solution with a relatively large sin2 2013 will still be consistent with sin2 2013 =  0. Therefore, it 
is not possible to exclude rather large sin2 2013 values. It must be stressed tha t results at 3a are 
strongly dependent on small changes in the luminosities, the external parameters or the setup. 
It can be seen in the figure how, for L =  4000 km, the A%2 at the second minimum increases 
and, at 3a, the 013-sensitivity improves by one order of magnitude with respect to the case of 
L =  3000 km. However, at 5a the degeneracy is still present for both baselines: these two cases 
will therefore be interpreted as qualitatively similar, as in fact they are. In the right panel of 
figure 83 the sin2 2013 discovery potential for L =  4000 km and L =  7500 km at 3 a  is shown. 
Although the performance is slightly worse for the longer baseline, the ^-dependence is much 
weaker.
Figure 84 shows the sin2 2013 sensitivity at 5a as a function of the baseline L and the parent 
muon energy E M. The different panels correspond to taking into account, successively, statistical 
uncertainties, systematic uncertainties, correlations, and degeneracies. The different contours 
represent the region within a factor of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10 above the maximum sensitivity 
in each plot. The maximum sensitivity (obtained for the energies and baselines marked by the 
diamonds) are: sin2 2013 < 1.4■ 10-5 (statistics), 2.8■ 10-5 (systematics), 2.4■ 10-4 (correlations), 
and 5.0 ■ 10-4 (degeneracies), respectively.
When statistical and systematic uncertainties only are considered (i.e., ö is fixed to the value
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Figure 84: Sensitivity to  sin2 2013 (5a) relative to  the optim um  (white) w ithin each plot. The different panels 
correspond to  successively taking into account statistics, systematics, correlations, and degeneracies. The different 
contours represent the region w ithin a factor of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10 above the maximal sensitivity in each plot. 
The maximal sensitivities are sin2 2013 <  1.4 • 10-5  (statistics), 2.8 • 10-5  (systematics), 2.4 • 10-4  (correlations), 
and 5.0 • 10-4  (degeneracies), obtained at the energies and baselines marked by the diamonds.
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for which we get maximum sensitivity), figure 84(upper row), baselines from 1000 to 4 000 km 
with as much muon energy as possible give the best sensitivity. However, when correlations 
and degeneracies are taken into account, the benefit of the ‘magic baseline’ [43] becomes more 
apparent. At the magic baseline all dependence on ö cancels and many of the degeneracies 
disappear ‘by magic’, thus improving the sin2 29\3 sensitivity This happens for V = \J2Gpne = 
2n/L , or, in terms of the constant m atter density p, for approximately two nucleons per electron, 
equivalent to:
Lmagic [km] ~  32 726 —j—^ ^  . (298)
p [g/cm3]
Numerically, it can be shown to be closer to Lmagic ~  7 250 km for a realistic PREM [737] profile 
by minimising the ö-dependence in the appearance rates. At this distance, the optimal muon 
energy need not to be higher than 40 GeV (or even 30 GeV). The reason for this is tha t the 
sin2 2013 term in the appearance probability does not drop as a function of the baseline at the 
mantle resonance energy. Therefore, m atter effects prefer lower energies, whereas higher muon 
energies imply higher event rates and a relative decrease of events at the mantle resonance. The 
optimum is determined by a balance between these two factors. The magic baseline has two 
obvious drawbacks: the event rate is reduced by the large distance; and it does not allow for a 
CP measurement.
5.4.2.2 C P-discovery potential
Figure 85 (left panel) shows the CP-discovery potential for the standard Neutrino Factory defined 
above for a baseline of L =  4000 km. No CP-discovery potential has been evaluated for the 
Neutrino Factory and a baseline of 7000 km; due to m atter effects and the choice of the baseline 
(close to the magic baseline), the sensitivity to ö vanishes. The Neutrino Factory with a baseline 
of 4000 km is not as good as one would expect from its 013-sensitivity. This may be explained 
as follows: as a general rule, for small values of 013 the degeneracies flow toward ö =  0° and 
|ö| =  180° (see references [199] and [610]), thus mimicking a non-CP violating phase. Especially 
problematic is the case where the data is fitted with inverted mass hierarchy, in this case it is 
possible to fit the data with ö =  n for intermediate true values of sin2 2013 ~  10-3 [1°], the so 
called n-transit [340]. Due to a ‘parametric conspiracy’ between the chosen energy and baseline 
and the m atter effects, at the Neutrino Factory the typical value of 013 for which this happens is 
much larger than at the SPL and or at T2HK. Therefore, although from the statistical point of 
view the Neutrino Factory would certainly out-perform both the SPL and T2HK, in practice for 
small values of 013 a CP-violating phase will be difficult to distinguish from a non-CP-violating 
one, if the sign- and octant-degeneracies are not solved.
Figure 85 (right panel) shows the A%2 for the wrong choice of the mass hierarchy, computed 
for maximal CP-violation (i.e. true ö/2 =  n or 3n/2), as a function of the true 013. The A%2 is 
marginalised over all parameters other then ö and computed for fitted ö =  0 or n. Sensitivity 
to maximal CP-violation is then represented (for a fixed L and E M) by the region of true 013 
for which A%2 is bigger than a given (1 dof) confidence level. For 013 ^  0, it becomes more
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Figure 85: Left panel: 3a CP-discovery potential for the 50 GeV Neutrino Factory at L =  4000 km. Right panel: 
P rojected A x 2 for the wrong choice of the hierarchy, com puted for maximal CP-violation, S =  n /2  and S =  3n/2 , 
as a function of the true value of sin2 2013. The arrow represents the smallest sin2 2013 for S =  n /2  (grey arrow) 
and S =  3n /2  (black arrow) above which CP-violation can be found for any value of sin2 2013.
and more difficult to distinguish CP-violation from CP-conservation. However, it can be seen 
that for ö =  3n/2 a second minimum appears both at 3a and at 5a for larger $13, not present 
for ö =  n /2 . This is the n-transit that was noted before. If the mass hierarchy is unknown, no 
sensitivity to maximal CP-violation is possible if sin2 2$13 lies in this region.
The largest (rightmost) sin2 2$13 value for which A%2 > 9 (or 25) represents the smallest 
sin2 2$13 for which it is possible unambiguously to observe maximal CP-violation, although the 
sensitivity may be restored at lower values of sin2 2$13. This value of sin2 2$13 is labeled by 
an arrow in the figure. Conservatively, this value is taken as the benchmark for the (L, Eß) 
optimisation. Figures will be presented at 3a only since the results do not depend on the chosen 
confidence level.
Figure 86 shows the sensitivity to maximal CP violation (as defined above) for the two different 
choices of ö. For ö =  n /2 , we find the optimal performance at about 3 000 — 5 000 km for Eß > 
30 GeV, whereas larger energies are not required. When ö =  3n/2, the absolute sin2 2$13 reach 
is rather poor, once again the most conservative value of sin2 2$13 above which CP violation can 
be determined has been chosen. In this case, degeneracies affect the CP-violation performance. 
It has been demonstrated in reference [699] that the magic baseline can be used to solve these 
degeneracies in the third and fourth quadrants of ö. If ö turned out to be in this region, to 
improve the sensitivity, a second baseline is needed to solve the sign-degeneracy, thus alleviating 
the effects of the n-transit.
5.4.2.3 Sensitiv ity  to  the m ass hierarchy
The ve ^  oscillation probability in m atter depends on the sign of Am31. A change of this 
sign is equivalent to a CP transformation, tha t is, interchanging the probability of neutrinos and
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Figure 86: Sensitivity to  maximal CP-violation (S =  n /2  or 3n /2) for a normal “tru e” mass hierarchy as a 
function of L and E M. The sensitivity is given as maximal reach in sin2 2013 a t the 3a 1 dof CL including 
correlations and degeneracies. The minima, marked by the diamonds, are sin2 2013 =  8.8 • 10-5  (left panel) and 
sin2 2013 =  1.3 • 10-3  (right panel).
anti-neutrinos. Thus, m atter effects themselves induce a non-vanishing CP-odd asymmetry. The 
maximum sensitivity to the sign of Am31, using the PREM matter-density profile, is expected 
at a baseline 0(7000) km. The asymmetries from different energy bins, however, peak at slightly 
different baselines. Therefore, spectral information can be used to improve the measurement of 
the sign of Am31.
The discovery potential for the normal ‘true’ mass hierarchy is shown at the 3a confidence 
level in figure 87, evaluated for baselines of L =  4000 km and L =  7500 km. The sensitivity 
of the short and the long baselines are identical for ö ~  —110°. For this particular parameter 
set it is also possible to lift the degeneracies at the short baseline. Compared to figure 19 of 
reference [218], the better sensitivity of the short baseline for ö ~  100° depends on the efficiency 
function used, see section 5.4.1.1. For all other values of ö, the longer baseline has a better 
sensitivity.
The normal mass-hierarchy sensitivity reach in sin2 2$13 as a function of baseline and parent 
muon energy is shown in figure 88 for different values of ö. The mass-hierarchy sensitivity 
increases with the baseline because of the m atter effects. This means that for very small true 
values of sin2 2$13, a very long baseline is required. The muon energy is of secondary interest, as 
long as it is larger than about 20 GeV. In fact, for ö =  n /2  or very long baselines L > 8 000 km, 
a muon energy larger than 50 GeV is dis-favoured because of the m atter resonance at lower 
energies. In all cases, the magic baseline L ~  7 500 km is near the optimum. For certain 
values of ö, there are ‘gaps’ in the sin2 2$13 axis for which no unambiguous measurement of the 
hierarchy is possible, corresponding to a second minimum in A%2, as was the case in figure 85 
(right panel). In figure 88, such gaps occur for ö =  3n/2. In this case, only the largest value 
of sin2 2$13 above which mass-hierarchy sensitivity can be achieved unambiguously is shown.
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Figure 87: 3a sensitivity to  the sign(Am31) for normal ‘tru e ’ mass hierarchy. Solid (dashed) lines refer to  the 
L =  4000 km (7500 km) Neutrino Factory.
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Figure 88: Sensitivity to  a normal ‘tru e ’ mass hierarchy for different values of S (plot labels) as a function of L 
and E m. The sensitivity is given as the maximal reach in sin2 2013 a t 3a including correlations and degeneracies. 
The minima, marked by the diamonds, are sin2 2013 =  1.8 • 10-4  (left panel), sin2 2013 =  6.7• 10-5  (middle panel), 
and sin2 2013 =  1.6  • 10 -4  (right panel).
Therefore, figure 88 (right panel) actually shows the ranges for the ‘gapless’ determination of 
the mass hierarchy. Thus, for very long baselines L > 7 500 km, the mass hierarchy can be 
determined over the full range of sin2 2$13. Note that, in this case, such a baseline itself allows 
the degeneracies to be solved.
5.4.2.4 M easurem ent o f th e atm ospheric param eters
Except for any suppressed three-flavour effects, a Neutrino Factory will be useful for the precision 
measurement of the leading atmospheric parameters A m ^  and $23. For simplicity, the case in 
which the true sin2 2$13 =  0 is considered in this section, because sin2 2$13 > 0 yields complicated 
correlations in the dis-appearance channel (cf., equation (33) in reference [213]). Results are 
presented for both hierarchies as a function of |Am21| (see section 2.3 and reference [218] for a
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Figure 89: Comparison of (Am31-023)-precision between CID (left panel) and no CID (right panel) in the dis­
appearance channel including all correlations (1a, 2a, 3a, 2 d.o.f., sin2 2013 =  0). The appearance inform ation is 
added as usual w ith CID. Dashed curves correspond to  the inverted hierarchy solution.
discussion of the subject). The solution for the inverted hierarchy, depending on the definition of 
the large mass-squared splitting, always differs somewhat from the original solution. However, 
there is no qualitative difference to the best-fit solution for sin2 2d 13 =  0.
The dis-appearance channel is extremely useful for the determination of the atmospheric- 
neutrino parameters Am31 and sin2 d23. An impressive accuracy can be attained, even with the 
standard setup. However, a better precision can be achieved with a lower muon identification 
threshold. This can be achieved by loosening the kinematic cuts needed for a good muon 
charge identification. W ith no-CID, low-energy bins have a much higher efficiency, which in 
turn  maximises the oscillatory signal. The price that must be paid is tha t neutrino and anti­
neutrino rates have to be added in this case, which is not a major problem for the dis-appearance 
channel [588].
The raw data set is therefore split into two samples: the first with charge identification 
(CID), used for the appearance channel and modeled accordingly to reference [340]; the second 
without charge identification (no-CID). In this case the MINOS efficiencies and thresholds from 
references [192,698] are used. Note tha t this implies two different energy-threshold functions. 
The fact tha t there are almost no events below about 4 GeV in the appearance channel is 
appropriately modelled. For details of the shape of the appearance channel threshold function, 
the efficiencies, and the model of the energy resolution, see appendix B.2 of reference [340]. By 
comparing the two panels of figure 89, it can be seen that it is extremely helpful not to use the 
CID information in the dis-appearance channel (cf. reference [738]).
Figure 90 shows the relative precision on A m ^  as a function of L and Eß (at 1a CL for 1 
degree of freedom), including all parameter correlations, for a normal ‘true’ mass hierarchy. The
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Figure 90: Relative precision on Amjj1 (at 1a) as a function of L and , including all param eter correlations for 
a normal mass hierarchy and sin2 2013 =  0. The upper end (left panel) and lower end (right panel) of the allowed 
region are given separately because the A x 2 is quite asymmetric. The minima, marked by the diamonds, occur 
a t 0.14% (left panel) and 0.18% (right panel).
upper end (left panel) and lower end (right panel) of the allowed region are given separately, 
because the A%2 is quite asymmetric in many cases. The first oscillation maximum can be found
at:
Lmax -  ( 564 q^ )  km, (299)
which explains the optimum observed for Eß ~  10 GeV at about 3 500 km (remember tha t the 
mean neutrino energy is somewhat below E^). For E v > 2 GeV (below this energy no significant 
rate is observed), L > 1000 km is a necessary condition to be able to disentangle d23 from A m ^. 
If L ^  Lmax, d23 and A m 21 are highly correlated. The separate analysis of the dataset without 
CID yields an extremely good (compared to, e.g., reference [739]) relative precision on Am31 of 
the order of 0.2% for L > 3 000 km and Eß > 40 GeV. This comes from the ability to resolve 
the oscillation maximum at low energies for long enough baselines and large enough data sets 
because of the lower threshold and the higher overall efficiency of the no-CID dis-appearance 
channel sample. Although the total rate decreases for longer baselines, more oscillation maxima 
can be resolved. Note tha t we have included sufficiently many bins at low energies to incorporate 
these effects.
It has been shown in reference [738] that the energy resolution has a significant influence 
on the accuracy on the leading parameters. In figure 91 the relative 1a (full width) errors on 
sin2 d23 (left panel) and Am31 (right panel) as a function of the baseline are shown. The different 
coloured lines correspond to different values of the energy resolution, a, and the normalisation 
error of the signal, s. Interestingly, the signal error seems to be quite unimportant. The energy 
resolution, on the other hand, has a relatively large impact, especially at the shorter baselines. 
The dashed lines show the effect of increasing the uncertainty on the solar parameters to 10%
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Figure 91: The relative 1 a  (full w idth) errors on sin2 023 (left panel) and A m 3 1 (right panel) as a function of the 
baseline. The result is shown for various combinations of energy resolution a  and systematic error s. The solid 
(dashed) lines assume an uncertainty on A m Ji and 012 of 5% (10%). The results are com puted for sin2 2013 =  0.
(instead of 5%), the increased uncertainty leads to a considerable deterioration in precision. 
Irrespective of the error on the solar parameters and the energy resolution, longer baselines are 
preferred, especially for sin2 023.
5.4.2.5 Sensitiv ity  to  m axim al 023 and th e octant-discovery potential
A natural explanation for maximal mixing (023 =  n /4) might involve a new symmetry between 
vß and vT. Therefore, the degree to which 023 differs from n /4  is a powerful tool to discriminate 
between different neutrino-mass models [701,740]. Figure 92 (left panel) shows the sensitivity 
to deviations from maximal 023. The curves have been computed for 013 =  0. Deviations as 
small as 10% of sin2 023 from maximal mixing could be established at the L =  4000 km baseline 
for certain values of A m J^ A better sensitivity may be obtained for L =  7500 km, however, in 
this case, the energy and baseline match the first oscillation peak in matter. The sensitivities 
reached are at the level of sin2 023 € [0.45 — 0.48] almost independent of the value of A m ^, 
which means tha t deviations from maximal mixing of the order of 4% could be established.
Notice that, although this sensitivity is rather good, in general it is very difficult to determine 
the octant in which the atmospheric angle lies. It is quite difficult to break the 023 ^  n /2  — 023 
symmetry induced by the leading term in the transition probability; the sub-leading terms that 
could help in lifting this degeneracy are strongly correlated. However, for 013 =  0, full advantage 
can be taken of m atter effects in the muon-neutrino dis-appearance signal. The Neutrino Factory 
shows a certain (limited) capability to solve this degeneracy, irrespective of the baseline and the 
value of ö. The ability to resolve the octant is shown in figure 92 (right panel); longer baselines 
perform better and it is easier to resolve the octant if the true 023 < n/4.
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Figure 92: Left panel: 3a sensitivity to  deviations from maximal $23;. Right panel: 3a sensitivity to  the 
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Figure 93 shows the sensitivity to deviations from maximal mixing for a normal mass hierarchy 
and sin2 2913 =  0 as a function of L and Eß. The sensitivity is given as the relative deviation 
of sin2 923 from 0.5 in per cent at 3a, including all parameter correlations. Note tha t only the 
upper branch sin2 023 > 0.5 is taken into account, because there is hardly any sensitivity to the 
(923,n /2  — 023) ambiguity [211] and the problem is symmetric around 023 =  n /4 . A very similar 
qualitative and quantitative behaviour is found to that reported in reference [739]. However, 
the low-energy performance for very long baselines (L > 6 000 km) is significantly improved as 
the efficiencies at lower energies are better when including dis-appearance data without CID. 
Most importantly, it is very hard to improve the sensitivity to deviations from maximal mixing 
with the standard setup, probably because of the rather large normalisation uncertainties that 
have been assumed. In particular, T2HK could achieve a similar quantitative performance [701].
5.4.2.6 O ptim isation for large sin2 2 0 13
Consider now large values of sin22913, sin2 2913 ~  0.1 [913 ~  9°], which means that it will be 
measured at the next generation of super-beam experiments. It is well known tha t for large 
sin2 2913, matter-density uncertainties affect the precision measurements of sin2 2913 and ö (see, 
e.g., references [340, 736]). Therefore, it is an interesting question whether the optimisation 
changes for large sin2 2913 depending on the matter-density uncertainty, and if the performance 
of conventional techniques can be exceeded.
For the mass hierarchy, the optimisation is hardly affected by the matter-density uncertainty. 
As a general rule, the mass hierarchy can be determined for all values of ö for L > 1000 km 
almost independent of muon energy. Discovery of non-vanishing sin2 2913 is possible independent 
of ö. The CP-violation discovery potential is shown in figure 94 as a function of L and E M, for
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Figure 93: Sensitivity to  deviations from maximal mixing for a normal mass hierarchy and sin2 2$i3 =  0 as a 
function of L and E M. The sensitivity is given as relative deviation of sin2 023 from 0.5 in per cent at 3a including 
all param eter correlations, where only the upper branch sin2 023 >  0.5 is taken into account. The minimum, 
marked by a diamond, is at 4.2%.
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Figure 94: Fraction of (true) S as function of L and for the measurem ent of CP-violation for sin2 2$i3 =  0.1 and 
a normal mass hierarchy (3a, including all param eter correlations and degeneracies). The left panel corresponds 
to  a m atte r density uncertainty of 5%, and the right panel to  a m atte r density uncertainty of 1%. The maxima, 
marked by the diamonds, are at 68% (left) and 77% (right).
sin2 2913 =  0.1 and a normal mass hierarchy, for two different values of the m atter density 
uncertainty: 5% (left panel); and 1% (right panel).
The maximum achievable CP-fraction depends on the matter-density uncertainty, and is only 
marginally affected by the choice of baseline for baselines between 1 500 and 5 500 km for small 
matter-density uncertainty. A very peculiar behaviour of for larger matter-density uncertainty 
can be observed in the left panel of figure 94. A m atter density uncertainty of ~  5% is more 
realistic with the present level of understanding [735,736,741]. In particular, the combination
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L =  3 000 km and Eß =  50 GeV, which is often considered, performs especially badly. It is 
not trivial to explain this loss of sensitivity. First, smaller muon energies are preferred since 
m atter density uncertainties hardly affect the leading sin2 2913-term close to the m atter resonance 
(which is acting as a background to the ö measurement; see figure 3 of reference [736]). Second, 
shorter baselines are preferred since m atter effects are smaller there and, therefore, the impact 
of density uncertainties is reduced. Third, there is a second maximum for L ~  5 000 km, where 
the CP-asymmetric term is enhanced for E  ~  10 GeV, equation (299); remember that the 
mean neutrino energy is considerably below the muon energy). These factors together cause the 
structure in the left panel of figure 94.
Comparison of figure 94 (right panel) with figure 86(left) shows tha t for small values of the 
matter-density uncertainty, the ‘usual’ optimisation for CP violation is qualitatively recovered. 
The optimal performance for small m atter density uncertainties is reached in a wide range of L 
and Eß.
5 .4 .3  S o lv in g  d eg en era c ies
Various solutions have been proposed to reduce the parametric correlations and degeneracies 
observed in the simultaneous measurement of 913 and ö at the Neutrino Factory. The design 
of the magnetised iron detector used to measure golden-channel wrong-sign muons and the 
tight kinematic cuts applied to reduce the background, result in very few events being collected 
in the energy region below 10 GeV. This region, however, is where the first oscillation peak 
lies for neutrinos produced in the decay of 50 GeV muons. Unfortunately, having sufficient 
statistics above and below the oscillation peak has been shown to be the key to solve many of 
the parametric degeneracies. This is why Neutrino Factory experiments suffer from this problem 
more than super-beam or beta-beam experiments, for which the results are limited by statistics.
The different methods tha t may be used to resolve the correlations and degeneracies will be 
discussed under three headings:
• Combining data collected using several magnetised iron detectors of the type described in 
section 5.4.1.1 placed at a number of baselines;
• Combining different channels collected using the detectors described in sections 5.4.1.2 and 
5.4.1.3; and
• Improving the performance of the detector described in section 5.4.1.1.
5.4.3.1 C om bining baselines
The first option to resolve the degeneracies is to combine golden-muon signals from experiments 
located at different baselines. It was recognised very early in the literature tha t certain types 
of correlations are less pronounced if data from different baselines are analysed together, see for
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Figure 95: The sin2 20n  sensitivity limit relative to  the optim um  value of 5.9 • 1CPB at L \ = Ln ~  7 500 km. It 
is plotted at the 3a  confidence level as function of the baselines L i and Ln heading from the 50 GeV Neutrino 
Factory towards two 25 K ton detectors. The sensitivity lim it includes full correlations and degeneracies. The true 
param eters for this figure are Amix =  3 • 10~ 3 eV2, 023 =  7t/4, A mix =  7 • 10~B eV 2 and sin2 O1 2  =  0.28. Figure 
taken from [43].
example [205,206]. It turns out that the most useful additional baseline is around L  ~  7500 km, 
the magic baseline [43]. At this distance, m atter effects completely suppress any three-flavour 
effect and allow for an unambiguous measurement of sin2 26\s and of the mass hierarchy (see 
also section 5.4.2.3). In figure 95, the sensitivity to sin2 2^13 is shown for a Neutrino Factory 
with two baselines as a function of the two baselines. Clearly, the combination of L \  ~  3 000 km 
and L -2 =  7500 km has a very good performance (star labeled ‘(2)’). The other possible choice, 
i.e. putting all the detector mass at L  =  7500 km (star labeled ‘(1)’), is very good for sin2 2^13 
measurements but would have no sensitivity to CP-violation at all. The third possible solution 
‘(3)’ is fine tuned, as shown in figure 2 of [43].
The combination, L  ~  3 000 km and L  ~  7 000 km, is very effective; it allows for a clean 
measurement of sin2 29\3 and of the sign of A m ^  at the magic baseline and for a good measure­
ment of Ö at the shorter baseline, where the ($13, ö) correlation is strongly reduced because $13 is 
already constrained by the magic-baseline data. A second detector at 3 000 km in combination 
with the first at or around the magic baseline significantly improves the sin 26\s sensitivity, by 
about, an order of magnitude (the results do not change significantly if the detector is anywhere 
between 3 000 km to 5 000 km). The sensitivity is not strongly affected by the exact value of 
the location of the first detector in the range 6 000 km to 9 000 km either [742].
5.4.3.2 C om bining channels
1. The silver channel: In reference [44] it was noticed that muons arising from r  decay when
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t  s are produced via a ve ^  vT transition show a different (013,ö) correlation from those 
coming from ve ^  vM transitions. By using an Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC) capable 
of T-decay vertex recognition, it is possible to use the complementarity of the information 
from ve ^  vT and from ve ^  vM to solve the intrinsic degeneracy. The relatively small mass 
of the ECC, the small vT-nucleon cross section, the small t  ^  ß branching ratio, and the 
decay-vertex requirement, cause the statistical significance of the silver channel to be much 
lower than that of the golden channel. Silver muons, in combination with golden muons, 
are also extremely helpful in dealing with the [0 2 3 , n / 2  — 023] ambiguity, since the leading 
term in P (ve ^  vT) is proportional to cos2 023, whereas the analogous term in P (ve ^  vM) is 
proportional to sin2 023. However, the sensitivity of the silver/golden channel combination 
to the 023-octant strongly depends on the value of 0 13.
The addition of the silver-channel data does not affect the golden-channel baseline optimi­
sation. The golden channel suffers significantly from degeneracies at the 4 000 km baseline, 
in particular for true ö =  3n/2. For sin2 2013 ~  3 x 10-3 , the sensitivities to maximal 
CP-violation and to the mass hierarchy are lost, and a sensitivity gap appears.
For a golden channel setup fixed to Eß =  50 GeV and LMID =  4 000 km, the optimal ECC 
baseline to close the sensitivity gap is found between 2500 and 5 000 km. It will therefore 
be assumed in the following tha t the ECC detector is located at the second golden-channel 
detector baseline (3 000 km).
2. The vß ^  vT channel: Using the ECC detector, it is possible to disentangle the (domi­
nant) v^ ^  vT appearance oscillation from the vM disappearance channel. This oscillation 
probability, which is the main goal of the CNGS experiments, is extremely sensitive to the 
atmospheric parameters 023 and Am31. In principle, it could be used to complement the 
information from the vM disappearance channel in the MID detector to solve the octant- 
degeneracy.
A detailed study of this channel at the ECC is lacking. A preliminary analysis shows that the 
performance of this channel is similar to the vM disappearance channel at the MID detector.
3. The platinum channel: The platinum channel is the T-conjugate of the golden channel. 
Therefore, the (L, E^)-optimisation of the platinum channel is the same as tha t of the golden 
channel. It will be assumed tha t the platinum-channel detector should be sited at the same 
baseline as the golden-channel detector.
As for the silver channel, the platinum channel is strongly limited by statistics. In the 
left panel of figure 96, A x2 (with respect to the absolute x 2 minimum) values at the 
intrinsic-degeneracy and sign-degeneracy minima are shown as a function of the upper 
electron/positron-charge identification threshold for sin2 2013 =  2.5 x 10-3 . Recall that, 
for the standard platinum-channel detector [210], the upper threshold has been fixed to
7.5 GeV. As can be seen in the figure, for a 15 Kton magnetised liquid-argon (LAr) detector 
the A%2 at the degenerate solutions does not change a lot. This is a severe limitation of this 
channel due to the small size of the available data set. On the other hand, for a 50 Kton 
magnetised LAr detector, both degeneracies are lifted if the upper electron CID threshold
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Figure 96: Left panel: Dependence of A x 2 value at the intrinsic- and sign-degeneracy m inim a (light gray/green 
and dark  gray/red , respectively) on the upper electron CID threshold, for input values sin2 2013 =  2.5 x 10-3  
(i.e. 013 ~  1.5° ) and S =  3n/2 . The baseline is assumed to  be 4 000 km and E ß =  50 GeV. Solid (dashed) lines 
stand for the improved (standard) platinum  detector, w ith 50 (15) K ton mass and 40% (20%) efficiency. Right 
panel: The fraction of (true) S for which CP-violation can be discovered at 3a  as a function of the upper electron 
CID threshold (for a norm al mass hierarchy), combining the 50 K ton golden detector at L =  4 000 km and the 
improved 50 K ton platinum  detector w ith 40% efficiency, for E ß =  50 GeV. Different curves refer to  different 
values of sin2 2013. The arrows refer to  the improvement in the physics potential by using the platinum  channel.
is increased above 30 GeV. In this case, the sensitivity gap can be closed completely. This 
means tha t only with both a significant increase in the detector mass and in the electron 
CID threshold this channel can help in solving degeneracies for low $13. The 15 Kton LAr 
detector, as well as the 5 Kton ECC detector, can contribute for intermediate values of $13 
but not for such low values.
The platinum channel may be used to solve degeneracies both for intermediate and large val­
ues of sin2 2$i3. In figure 96(right), the CP-fraction for which CP-violation can be discovered 
as a function of the upper CID threshold is shown. The dependence of the discovery poten­
tial on the threshold is relatively shallow for sin2 2$13 < 10-2 , whereas for larger sin2 2$13 
a 6 GeV upper threshold can increase the CP-fraction by about 10%. This means tha t if 
sin2 2$13 turns out to be large, a relatively low upper threshold could be acceptable. However, 
if it is intended to use the platinum-channel detector as a degeneracy-solver, the threshold 
will need to be as high as 20 to 30 GeV.
4. The ve disappearance channel While only electron-neutrino (and anti-neutrino) appear­
ance has been considered in this section, one could also think about implementing the ve dis­
appearance channel. The impact of this channel for sin2 2$13 =  0.1 has been tested and some 
improvement has been observed, though it is not as beneficial as the platinum-appearance 
channel. If one cannot achieve CID to the assumed level, the ve-disappearance channel 
alone without CID can provide useful information. The ve-disappearance channel with CID 
performs worse than tha t without CID (as was the case for the ^-disappearance channel). 
The ve-disappearance is not considered further in the rest of this section. If ve detection is
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eventually implemented, the disappearance-channel data should be exploited as well. The 
main issue determining its usefulness is, of course, how well systematic uncertainties can be 
controlled.
C om bination o f th e additional channels
The combination of the data from the additional channels with golden muons is now discussed 
in terms of the three observables: sensitivity to sin2 2$13; sensitivity to maximal CP-violation; 
and sensitivity to the mass hierarchy.
The relative contribution to the physics reach can be roughly understood by looking at the 
statistical significance of the various options. To this end, in table 17 the signal and background 
event rates (as well as the signal over the square root of the background) for two specific points 
in the parameter space, representing two conceptually different cases, sin2 2$13 =  10-1 [$13 =  9°] 
or sin2 2$13 =  3 x 10- 3 [$13 =  1.6°] are presented. For sin2 2$13 =  10-1 , the golden channel 
suffers from the m atter density uncertainties. For sin2 2$13 = 3  x 10-3 , on the other hand, the 
golden channel suffers from degeneracies. In both cases, additional channels could improve the 
Neutrino Factory performance (but are limited by the size of the data set). It can be seen from 
table 17 tha t the golden channel deserves its name, having the largest statistical significance for 
both values of sin2 2$13. This is due to the fact that muons are relatively straightforward to 
detect and easy to distinguish from backgrounds. The silver channel has a much lower statistical 
weight and a relatively high background contamination. The event rates for the silver channel 
are also given at a ECC detector baseline of 732 km, the distance from CERN to Gran Sasso 
where the OPERA detector will be located. No data are shown for the ß - -stored phase, see 
reference [727]. It can be seen tha t the variation of the baseline does not have a big impact on 
the total rates. Notice tha t the size of the platinum-channel data set is larger when the Neutrino 
Factory operates in ß - -polarity, when the golden channel is weaker because of the m atter effect 
suppression. Thus, it acts as an anti-neutrino mode without matter-effect suppression.
The performance of the golden channel can also be improved by a second detector at the 
magic baseline, as was stressed in section 5.4.3.1. Therefore, the golden-channel event rates are 
also given at the magic baseline for comparison. Despite the strong reduction in the neutrino 
flux, there are still a very large number of golden muons, and the signal-to-background ratio 
is still much better than for the silver or platinum channels. It may therefore be expected 
that additional channels will only be useful in those regions of the parameter space where the 
performance of the Neutrino Factory is strongly affected by either degeneracies or correlations 
(i.e., for intermediate $13).
For sin2 2$13 =  3 x 10-3 , the combination of the silver or platinum channel with the golden 
channel data is comparable, with a slightly better impact of the golden/silver combination on 
the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy. For sin2 2$13 =  10-1 , however, the golden/platinum combi­
nation has a rather larger margin of improvement with respect to the golden/silver combination. 
The reason for this lies in the t  production threshold which suppresses the most useful silver 
events around the first oscillation maximum. Thus, an increase in the size of the silver data set
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sin2 26\s = 10“ 1 Signal Background s / V b
Golden 31000 (6000) 39 (73) 5000 (700)
Silver 210 (-) 32 (-) 37 (-)
Silver@732km 260 (-) 110 (-) 25 (-)
Platinum 4 (120) 140 (110) 0.3 (11)
(Golden)MB 5100 (340) 9(17) 1700 (83)
sin2 2013 =  3 x 10" 3 Signal Background s /V b
Golden 1900 (450) 39 (72) 300 (53)
Silver 3 (-) 33 (-) 0.5 (-)
Silver@732km 1.7 (-) 110 (-) 0.2 (-)
Platinum 1 (5) 170 (110) 0.08 (0.5)
(Golden)MB 200 (10) 9(17) 67 (2.4)
Table 17: The (rounded) event rates in the (ß - )-stored phase for the golden channel and the standard  silver 
and platinum  channels at a baseline of 4 000 km and for E M =  50 GeV. For comparison reasons, we also give the 
golden channel event rates at the magic baseline (L =  7500 km) and the silver channel event rates at L =  732 km. 
The upper table is calculated for sin2 2013 =  10- 1  and the lower table for sin2 2013 =  3 x 10- 3 . The remaining 
oscillation param eters are fixed as in equation (298), w ith S =  0.
is not helpful. On the other hand, if one can go beyond the 15 Kton magnetised LAr detector 
and increase the upper electron CID threshold up to 30 GeV, the CP-discovery potential of the 
Neutrino Factory is significantly improved.
Although the additional channels do not improve significantly the $13 sensitivity of the Neu­
trino Factory, they help in solving some of the degeneracies. This is shown in figure 97, where 
the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy (left panel) and to maximal CP-violation (right panel) are 
presented for different combinations of golden, silver, and platinum channels as a function of 
the (common) baseline. The plots refer to ö =  3n/2, a value for which the degeneracy problem 
is severe. Notice tha t the plots (taken from reference [208]) show golden data combined with 
data from the silver* and platinum* detectors. The latter refers to the 50 Kton upgrade of the 
platinum detector described in section 5.4.1.3. The former to the silver detector with a data set 
5 times as large as that assumed above. Since solving the degeneracies for intermediate $13 does 
not rely significantly on the statistical weight of the data, the results shown would not change 
much using standard silver and platinum detectors.
For the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy figure 97 (left panel), the additional silver- and 
platinum-channel data can indeed improve the sensitivity and close the sensitivity gap between 
the dark shaded regions in a large range of baselines. The 4 000 km baseline with channel 
combination becomes as good as the magic baseline to measure the mass hierarchy, for ö æ 3n/2. 
It has been checked tha t the impact of the additional channels is small for ö =  0 and negligible 
for ö =  n/2 .
For the sensitivity to maximal CP-violation figure 97 (right panel), it can also be seen that
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Figure 97: The sensitivity to  mass hierarchy (left pane) and to  maximal CP-violation (right panel) a t 3a for the 
combination of different channels as given in the plot legends, for S =  3n/2 . All correlations and degeneracies are 
taken into account.
the combination of silver and/or platinum channels with the golden one completely closes the 
degeneracy gap. For L æ 4 000 km and ö =  3n/2, CP-violation can be determined unambiguously 
for sin2 20i3 as small as 10-4 [$i3 =  0.3°]. It has been checked tha t the impact of the additional 
channels is negligible for ö =  n /2  for baselines around 4 000 km, since the effect of degeneracies 
is small for tha t specific value of ö.
In addition to the baseline optimisation, the dependence of the sensitivities on the energy 
of the stored muons can be studied. As far as the sensitivity to the normal mass hierarchy is 
concerned, the variation of the maximal reach in (true) sin2 20i3 is of minor importance, and even 
improves slightly for the choice of smaller muon energy. For the golden channel only, or golden 
and platinum channels combined, the maximum is approximately reached for Eß ~  30 GeV. 
A sensitivity-gap for sin2 2$i3 € [1, 5] x 10-3 cannot be cured by the golden channel alone, 
independent of E^. However, if combined with the silver or platinum channel, the sensitivity- 
gap can be closed for parent energies Eß > 20 GeV (golden/platinum) or larger than about 
Eß > 25GeV (golden/silver). For the platinum combinations (or all channels combined), the 
additional information not only allows a lower energy neutrino beam to be used, but also favours 
a lower parent energy of Eß ~  30 GeV. On the other hand, when only the silver-channel data are 
used, the T-production threshold disfavours low muon energies. For the sensitivity to maximal 
CP violation, qualitatively the same results as for the mass hierarchy are obtained.
5.4.3.3 Im proved detector
A Neutrino Factory requires a large investment in accelerator R&D and infrastructure. A joint 
optimisation of both accelerator and detector, however, has been neglected so far and it is 
worth considering whether significant gains in performance can be achieved with an increased 
emphasis on the detector side of the experiment. The main problem is the lack of reliable
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performance predictions for large magnetic detectors. The goal of this section is not to prove 
the feasibility of certain detector properties or parameters, but to demonstrate the possible gain 
in the physics reach if certain properties can be achieved. Therefore, the following statements 
or assumptions about the detector performance are not to be mistaken for a claim of feasibility, 
but should be understood as desirable improvements; the extent to which such performance can 
be achieved must be determined by extensive R&D. Choices for the various factors affecting the 
detector performance have been made with the intention tha t the assumptions are not too far 
away from what may be possible [743]. However, the effect of varying the detector-performance 
assumptions on the physics performance will be discussed in some cases. These results may 
serve as guidelines to focus efforts in detector R&D. They should be interpreted as indicating 
the ‘optimisation potential of the detector’, rather than as the ‘optimised detector’ per se.
1. Improved detector assumptions: The main limitation of a Neutrino Factory compared to 
other neutrino facilities comes from the fact tha t the standard detector has a relatively high 
neutrino-energy threshold (necessary for muon charge identification), which makes the first 
oscillation maximum basically inaccessible (cf., reference [42]). All measurements have to be 
performed in the high energy tail of the oscillation probability, off the oscillation maximum. 
This is the reason why it is the facility most affected by the eightfold-degeneracy [212,340]. 
Amongst the possible solutions to this problem, the physics reach of a ‘better detector’ has 
been considered [340]. In the following, reference [340] is taken as a starting point and discuss 
improvements in the detection threshold and energy resolution.
Achieving a lower threshold probably requires a finer granularity of the detector, i.e. , 
a higher sampling density in the calorimeter. This should at the same time improve the 
energy resolution of the detector. The energy resolution is parameterisation by a E [GeV] =  
[a y /E ^  +  0.085] GeV with a  = 0.15 for the energy resolution (as compared to a E = 0.15 E v 
in section 5.4.1.1, corresponding to a  ~  0.5), where the constant part models a lower limit 
from Fermi motion. For definiteness, the neutrino energy threshold is taken to be 1 GeV and 
a constant efficiency of 0.5 is taken for all neutrino appearance events above threshold. The 
background model assumes tha t the threshold will only affect events below the threshold, 
not events above, i.e. , there is down-feeding of background but no up-feeding. The reason 
behind this assumption is that a mis-identified neutral-current event should always have a 
reconstructed energy which is lower than the true energy, since there is missing energy in 
every neutral current event. This setup of combined lower threshold, increasing background 
fraction, and better energy resolution will be called ‘optimal appearance’. Similar numbers 
are quoted for the NOv A detector [16].
The following setups will be compared:
(a) Standard detector: as described in section 5.4.1.1;
(b) Optimal appearance: a  =  15%, ß  =  10-3 , full efficiency of 50% already reached at 1 GeV;
(c) B ette r  threshold: Same as (b), but a  =  50% as for (a); and
(d) B ette r  energy resolution: Same as (b), but old threshold from (a).
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As before, it is assumed tha t the systematic uncertainty on the background is 20% and the 
corresponding uncertainty for the signal is s =  2.5% for all these setups. To a very good 
approximation, it is safe to say tha t varying s from 1% to 5% does not change the results at 
all. On the other hand, the weight factor ß  is only important so long as it does not become 
too large, but even an increase of a factor of 10 is not devastating. Note, however, that 
the error on the background is quite conservative compared to the numbers usually quoted 
for super-beams. Most certainly, the impact of an increased background will be strongly 
reduced by reducing this uncertainty. For more details see figure 13 of [208].
2. Impact on physics reach:
Changing the detector threshold by a significant amount certainly should affect the choice 
of the optimal baseline and muon energy. In the left panel of figure 98, the sensitivity to 
sin2 2$i3 at 5a is shown for the optimal detector as a function of the baseline and muon 
energy, including the effect of degeneracies. The maximal reach, marked by the diamond, 
is sin2 20i3 =  1.1 ■ IO-4 . It is reached for L ~  7 500km and Eß =  24 GeV. Compared to 
figure 84 (lower right), a second maximum in the sensitivity is present at shorter baselines 
even when degeneracies are included. Energies as low as 20 GeV work reasonably well for 
both baselines. It is interesting to see whether the improvements are mainly due to the 
lower threshold or the better energy resolution. This is illustrated in figure 98(right), where 
different combinations of lower threshold or better energy resolution are compared with the 
standard setup on the basis of the sensitivity to sin2 20i3 (in this figure, Eß is fixed to 
50 GeV). The main effect for the sin2 2$i3 sensitivity improvement clearly comes from a 
lower energy threshold, the better energy resolution playing a very minor role. Note that 
the maximum in this figure occurs at around 3 000 km for the optimal detector because the 
muon energy has been fixed. A comparison to figure 98(left) shows tha t this is not the global 
maximum in (L, E^)-space.
The behaviour of the sensitivities to CP-violation and mass hierarchy is substantially the 
same, as is shown in figure 99 In this figure ö =  3n/2 was chosen, since for this value 
degeneracies have a larger impact than for ö =  n /2  and any improvement is more obvious. 
The left panel shows the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy at 3a, where sensitivity is given 
within the shaded/marked areas. The red (dark) shaded regions show the results for the 
standard detector whereas the blue (light) shaded regions show the result for the optimal 
setup. Clearly, the accessible range in sin2 20i3 improves and the constraints on the baseline 
become somewhat weaker for the better detector. The difference between having only a 
better threshold (dashed line) and only a better energy resolution (solid line) is quite large. 
The same happens for the sensitivity to CP-violation, figure 99 (right panel). For all the 
sensitivities considered, large improvements come from a lower threshold, while the improved 
energy resolution makes only a minor contribution. The choice of the optimal L and Eß seems 
to be essentially unaffected by a better detector.
At this stage it is not clear how difficult it will be to push the threshold to lower values. 
The previous sections have demonstrated tha t the measurement of ö is the most demanding 
for the detector. Figure 100 shows the CP-violation discovery potential at 3a (depicted
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Figure 98: sin2 2013 sensitivity at 5a for several improved detector options. The left hand panel shows the 
sin2 2013 sensitivity as a function of baseline and muon energy relative to  the maximal reach for the ‘optim al 
appearance’ detector including degeneracies similar to  figure 84 (lower right). The maximal reach, marked by a 
diamond, is sin2 2013 =  1.1 • 10- 4 . The right hand panel shows the sin2 2013 sensitivity as a function of the baseline 
for different detector options (see plot legend) and fixed E ß =  50 GeV. Note th a t the better energy resolution 
option uses a different background model, which leads to  the crossing w ith the ‘s tandard ’ curve at L ~  7 500 km.
L [km] L [km]
Figure 99: The norm al mass hierarchy (left panel) and CP-violation (right panel) sensitivities (at 3a) as a 
function of baseline and true sin2 2013 for a normal hierarchy and S =  3n /2 , different detector options (see legend) 
and fixed E ß =  50 GeV. Sensitivity is given in the shaded/enclosed regions.
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True value of sin22613
Figure 100: CP discovery reach at 3a for the optim al appearance detector at L =  4 000 km for various choices of 
the energy threshold as explained in the legend.
as the CP-fraction) for several low energy thresholds, for the optimal appearance detector. 
Lowering the threshold to 5 GeV is enough to resolve most of the degeneracies at intermediate 
013. On the other hand, a significant gain is observed for large 013 for thresholds below 5 
GeV.
One important issue in this context is the performance of a Neutrino Factory if sin2 2013 turns 
out to be large, sin2 2013 ~  10-1 . There will be information regarding this case from reactor 
experiments by around 2010 (see references [196,601] for Double Chooz). Note that sin2 2013 
discovery and mass hierarchy measurement are rather easy for large values of sin2 2013, which 
means tha t the optimisation is focused on the measurement of 5.
Figure 101 shows the fraction of 5 for which the sensitivity to CP violation is at or above 
the 3a level as a function of the baseline for sin2 2013 =  10-1 and different combinations 
of experimental setup and matter-density uncertainty. For comparison the CP-fraction for 
which T2HK would be sensitive to CP-violation is shown; super-beams can be competitive 
for large 013. In the left panel the results are shown for the canonical value of the matter- 
density uncertainty of 5%. Clearly, the standard Neutrino Factory setup does not perform 
better than the super-beam. The situation changes once better detectors are considered. 
The optimal setup defined previously would yield a significant improvement over the super­
beam for nearly all choices of the baseline above 1500 km. It also can be seen that the 
improvement comes from both the lower threshold and better energy resolution. In this 
scenario, the detector performance is crucial in making the case for a Neutrino Factory. The 
right panel shows the result if the matter-density uncertainty could be reduced to 1%. Quite 
obviously, this would further improve the performance of the Neutrino Factory. These results 
for the optimal detector hold for a lower muon energy around 20 GeV as well.
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Figure 101: The CP-fraction for the sensitivity to  CP-violation (at 3a) for a normal hierarchy as function of 
baseline for different detector options (see legend) and E ß =  50 GeV. The left (right) panel corresponds to  5% 
(1 %) m atte r density uncertainty.
In the case of large sin2 2$i3, improving the detector energy resolution and energy threshold 
would allow a shorter baseline of about 1500 km and a muon energy of 20 GeV to be chosen, 
while the option 4 000 km at 50 GeV does not mean a significant loss in sensitivity (depending 
on the matter-density uncertainty, the loss is about 5% to 8% in the CP-fraction). Further­
more, for one Neutrino Factory baseline only, it can be concluded that lower threshold, better 
energy resolution, and lower matter-density uncertainty would equally help to improve the 
performance.
5 .4 .4  T h e  o p tim a l N e u tr in o  F actory
The optimised setups from the previous sections are compared below. The baseline and muon- 
energy optimisation is not discussed further, rather, these parameters are fixed from the earlier 
discussion. The muon energy is fixed, unless otherwise stated, to Eß =  50 GeV. Note tha t the 
matter-density uncertainty is assumed to be correlated among all channels at the same baseline.
For the optimal baseline, CP-violation measurements favour a baseline around 4 000 km (but 
baselines between 3 000km and 5 000km do not affect the sensitivity too much). For large 
values of sin2 20i3, shorter baselines L > 1500 km are possible as well. Note tha t the short 
baseline (L < 5 000 km) is affected by correlations and degeneracies for small and intermediate 
values of sin2 20i3, which means tha t it has moderate sin2 20i3 and mass hierarchy sensitivities. 
In addition, this result has been tested for larger values of A m ^ , and it does not change 
significantly (whereas the absolute physics potential increases).
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As far as baseline upgrades are concerned, a degeneracy-solving baseline is necessary to im­
prove the sin2 2013 sensitivity, the sin2 2013 discovery reach, and the mass-hierarchy discovery 
reach. A baseline in the range L ~  7000 — 7 500km (i.e., the magic baseline) can play this 
role, since the appearance probability does not depend on ö at this distance and the intrinsic- 
degeneracy can be solved unambiguously independent of the oscillation parameters, possibly 
over-estimated luminosities, confidence level, etc. (see reference [205]). Furthermore, m atter 
effects are stronger than for the shorter baseline, which means that the magic baseline is sen­
sitive to different physics, rather than being simply a luminosity upgrade. Moreover, it helps 
CP-violation measurements at large sin2 2013, and can establish the MSW effect in the Earth 
even for sin2 2013 =  0 [744]. Since this baseline is useful in all physics scenarios, one may want 
to choose a Neutrino Factory setup with two such baselines from the very beginning. The 
second baseline will be a major challenge from the engineering point of view. However, the 
physics potential of this baseline is well established and the technical feasibility should be rather 
predictable. In the plots of this section, the index ‘MB’ refers to the magic baseline.
For detector upgrades, an improvement of the golden-channel detector is certainly the main 
objective. In particular, lowering the detection threshold will greatly improve the physics po­
tential in all physics scenarios and for both the mass-hierarchy and the CP-violating-phase 
measurements. It has been demonstrated that an improved detector would allow the use of a 
lower parent-muon energy, Eß ~  20 GeV instead of Eß ~  50 GeV, thus reducing the effort on 
the accelerator side. The improvement of the detector with respect to energy resolution and 
threshold should be possible. Notice tha t an improved detector will not be able to solve all the 
degeneracies on its own.
Between the various additional channels, the platinum channel (vM ^  ve) will be very useful 
for large sin2 2013 > 10-2 provided the electron-charge-identification threshold can be increased 
up to ~  10 — 15 GeV (see the right panel of figure 96) and enough events can be collected. 
The reference 15 Kton magnetised LAr detector of reference [210] is statistically limited and 
would not improve the performance of the Neutrino Factory significantly. Platinum-channel 
searches may be implemented in the golden detector (thus allowing for a 50 Kton magnetised 
detector, something extremely difficult for the liquid-argon technique), but the electron-neutrino 
detection may not turn  out to be technically possible at this level and might be effective only 
at much lower energy. It must be noted that a detector looking for the platinum channel is 
complementary to the improved golden detector theoretically, since a different combination of 
CP-violation and m atter effects would be measured and it would permit the measurement of 
T-violation. However, it should be a secondary objective after improving the golden-channel 
threshold.
For intermediate values of 013, the silver and platinum channels give similar results as degeneracy- 
solvers, the former having a slightly larger. This channel, also, is statistically limited and any 
possible improvement of the detector (mass, magnetisation of the emulsions, better vertex- 
identification efficiency, etc.) would be extremely helpful. Notice that the silver channel is 
interesting for applications such as searches for physics beyond the SvM or deviations from 
maximal mixing; the discussion below is restricted to the measurement of the parameters of the
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Figure 102: Left panel: CP-fraction o f the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy at 3a. The different shaded areas 
correspond to successively taking into account: 1 )  the magic baseline (yellow) and 2) an improved detector at E M =  
20 GeV (green). Right panel: CP-discovery potential at 3a. The different lines correspond to successively taking 
into account additional optimisations as given in  the legend. Solid (dashed) stands fo r  a 5% (2%) m atter density 
uncertainty. Shaded areas represent the improvement potential with respect to the unknown m atter density profile. 
Notice that in  going from  Golden to Golden* the m uon energy goes down from  E M =  50 GeV to E M =  20 GeV.
Sv M.
W ith the reference MID detector (with MINOS-like performance), the muon energy of a 
Neutrino Factory should be in the range 40 GeV to 50 GeV to be optimised for all measurements. 
The muon energy may not have to be as high as 50 GeV for neutrino-oscillation physics because 
of the m atter resonance in the E arth ’s mantle. An improvement of the detection threshold 
could reduce the muon energy to 20 GeV while achieving excellent physics sensitivities, and the 
physics scenario ‘large sin2 2013’ may even allow for lower energies. Note tha t the use of the 
silver channel disfavours low muon energies, i.e., E ß should be ~  25 GeV or greater.
The left panel of figure 102 summarises the outcome of this optimisation discussion by present­
ing the CP-fraction for the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy, successively switching on the magic 
baseline and the golden* improved detector. One can easily read off the excellent combined 
potential for mass hierarchy and CP-violation of the Neutrino Factory below sin2 2013 < 10-2 . 
Remember tha t none of the suggested improvements could be achieved with a simple luminosity 
upgrade, i.e., adding mass to the golden-channel detector.
Finally, it is well known tha t the matter-density uncertainty is important for sin2 2013 and 
ö measurements at large sin2 2013 (see, e.g., references [340,736] for the relevant regions in 
parameter space). Since the magic baseline and the platinum channel extract the information 
on sin2 2013 (and ö) in a different way compared to the golden channel, one may suspect that 
the correlation with the m atter density can be partially eliminated. The impact of the matter-
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density uncertainty on our optimisation summary is shown in the right panel of figure 102. For 
the L =  4 000 km baseline alone, it can be seen tha t the impact of m atter density uncertainties 
is rather large (‘Golden’). However, adding the magic baseline and (possibly) the platinum 
channel reduce this dependence significantly. This result is very interesting since in this case 
an improvement on the knowledge of the m atter density profile may not be necessary anymore. 
Nevertheless, note that a lower m atter density uncertainty cannot replace the detector, channel, 
and baseline improvements discussed in this section.
In conclusion, the optimal Neutrino Factory setup for oscillation parameter measurements
has two baselines (at L ~  1500 -----4000km and one at L ~  7 500km, respectively), a ‘better’
golden channel detector (with lower threshold and higher energy resolution) and a muon energy 
of Eß ~  25 GeV. This set of improvements exhausts the optimisation potential in most of 
the parameter space. The only region where an additional gain may be achieved is for large 
sin2 2013 10 1 (see section 5.4.5). Here, adding a high-mass platinum-channel detector (with 
electron CID capability) would decrease the impact of the m atter density uncertainty. If, for 
any reason, the long baseline cannot be implemented, combination of the golden detector with 
a standard silver or platinum detector (with a slight preference for the former) can significantly 
improve the performance of the Neutrino Factory for intermediate 013.
As far as future Neutrino Factory R&D is concerned, the ability to operate two baselines as 
well as the lower detection threshold of the golden detector are the most critical components to 
the optimised physics potential. Furthermore, a better energy resolution of the golden-channel 
detector would improve the physics potential further.
5 .4 .5  L ow -en ergy  n eu tr in o  fa cto ry
In reference [41], it has been suggested tha t a very low energy Neutrino Factory, where the 
stored muons have an energy of 4.12 GeV, may be exciting if 013 proves to be large (013 > 2°).
The primary neutrino-oscillation channel at a Neutrino Factory requires the identification 
of wrong-sign muons, and hence a detector with excellent muon-charge identification. Early 
studies [745] based on a MINOS-like segmented magnetised detector suggested that, to reduce the 
charge mis-identification rate to the 10-4 level while retaining a reasonable muon reconstruction 
efficiency, the detected muon needs to have a minimum momentum of ~  5 GeV. The analysis 
obtained a 50% reconstruction efficiency for charged-current neutrino interactions exceeding 
~  20 GeV. This effectively places a lower limit of about 20 GeV on the desired energy of the 
muons stored in the Neutrino Factory (see section 5.4.2). Recently, a refined analysis has shown 
that, with more sophisticated selection criteria, high efficiencies (>  80%) can be obtained for 
neutrino interactions exceeding ~  10 GeV, with efficiencies dropping to ~  50% by 5 GeV, 
motivating the proposed improvement in the magnetised iron detector studied in section 5.4.3.3. 
This new analysis suggests tha t a MINOS-like detector could be used at a Neutrino Factory 
with energy less than 20 GeV, but probably not less than 10 GeV.
Therefore, to consider a lower energy Neutrino Factory, a finer grained detector tha t enables
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reliable sign-determination with good efficiency for muons of lower energy is needed. One way 
to achieve this could be to use a totally active, magnetised, segmented detector, of the type 
proposed for the NOvA detector [16] but within a large magnetic volume. Initial studies seem 
to show that, for this technology, the muon reconstruction efficiency is expected to approach 
unity for momenta exceeding ~  200 MeV/c, with a charge mis-identification lower than 10-4 
(10-3 ) for momenta exceeding approximately 400 MeV/c (300 MeV/c).
W hether these numbers are realistic must be confirmed by further and more detailed studies. 
Nevertheless, with a magnetised far detector concept tha t makes it possible to measure neutrino 
interactions down to about 0.8 GeV, it becomes interesting to consider a Neutrino Factory with 
a stored-muon energy of a few GeV. In present designs for a 25 GeV Neutrino Factory [746], 
there at least two acceleration stages are required to accelerate the muons from ~  1 GeV to 
25 GeV. A Neutrino Factory for which the final muon energy is a few GeV would require only 
one acceleration stage.
Present Neutrino Factory studies suggest tha t it would be reasonable to expect, for a Neutrino 
Factory with (without) an ionisation-cooling channel before the pre-accelerator, about 5 x 1020 
(3 x 1020) useful positive muon decays per year and 5 x 1020 ( 3 x 1020) useful negative muon decays 
per year in a given straight section. In reference [41] it is assumed that the same luminosity can 
be achieved for a 4.12 GeV Neutrino Factory. Two setups have been considered:
• Setup A: Five years data taking with 3 x 1020 useful muon decays per muon polarity per 
year; or
• Setup B: Ten years of data taking with 5 x 1020 useful muon decays per muon polarity per 
year.
In both cases, a 20 Kton fiducial mass, magnetised, totally active NOvA-type detector is con­
sidered.
Assuming the previous hypothesis on the neutrino flux and the far detector size and perfor­
mances, the physics potential of this setup has been studied in reference [41] for two reference 
baselines: 1280 Km, the distance from Fermilab to Homestake, and 1480 Km, the distance from 
Fermilab to Henderson mine. Taking advantage of both the golden channel and of the vM ^  vM 
disappearance (but not of the silver channel, since the neutrino energy is too low to produce 
taus), it has been shown that:
• Maximal atmospheric neutrino mixing can be excluded at 99% CL if sin2 023 < 0.48 (023 < 
43.8° );
• If 023 =  45°, the 023-octant is identified correctly at 99% CL if 013 > 1° for Setup A and 
013 > 0.6° for Setup B, independent of the value of the CP violating phase, ö;
• The neutrino-mass hierarchy is identified at the 95% CL; and
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• The CP violating phase, ö, is measured with a 95% CL error lower than 20°, if sin2 2013 > 0.01 
(i.e. 013 > 3°) assuming the more conservative exposure scenario.
All sensitivities are computed assuming 2 degrees of freedom and a 2% overall systematic error. 
The statistical error is included, but no background has been considered. Finally, the detector 
efficiency has been assumed to be 100% above 0.8 GeV, and zero below this threshold.
5.5  C om p ar ison s
The physics reach of second-generation super-beams, beta-beam facilities, and the Neutrino 
Factory have been reviewed in detail in the preceding sections. The purpose of this section is to 
make a quantitative comparison of the discovery potential (as defined in section 5.2.10) of the 
three classes of facility for the three unknown quantities sin2 2013, signAmJ^ and ö.
The sensitivity of each of the proposed facilities depends on the choice of a number of param­
eters; optimised parameter choices may require R&D programmes to be carried out successfully. 
To assess the degree to which such R&D programmes can improve the physics reach, a ‘conser­
vative’ and an ‘optimised’ set-up is assumed for each facility; the discovery reach for each facility 
being presented as a band, one edge of which corresponds to the conservative parameter set, the 
other to the optimised parameter set. For each setup, appearance and disappearance data taken 
using both neutrino and anti-neutrino beams are considered. In each case, the m atter density 
is assumed to be known with an uncertainty of 2%. 023 and Am21 were assumed to be known 
within 10%, whereas 012 and Am^1 were assumed to be known within 4%. The conservative 
and optimised set-ups for each of the three types of facility under consideration are summarised 
below.
• Second-generation super-beams: The three super-beam facilities considered, the SPL, T2HK, 
and the wide-band beam experiment, were defined in section 5.2.1. The aspects of these 
facilities that are most important to the performance comparison are summarised below:
— T2HK is the proposed upgrade from the T2K experiment. Here a proton-beam power 
of 4 MW has been assumed. A megaton class water Cherenkov detector with a fiducial 
mass of 440 kt at a baseline of 295 km has been assumed. The running time assumed was 
2 years for neutrinos and 8 years for anti-neutrinos (here, one year corresponds to 107 s). 
For more details see [27];
— SPL is a CERN-based version of a superbeam. A proton-beam power of 4 MW a megaton 
class water Cherenkov detector with a fiducial mass of 440 kt at a baseline of 130 km have 
been assumed. The running time assumed was 2 years for neutrinos and 8 years for 
anti-neutrinos. For more details see [27].
— WBB is the proposal originally put forward by BNL to use an on-axis, long baseline, 
wide-band neutrino beam pointed to illuminate a water Cherenkov detector. Here, a 
proton-beam power of 1 MW has been assumed for neutrino running and a proton-beam
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power of 2 MW has been assumed for anti-neutrino running. The detector assumed was 
a water Cherenkov detector with a fiducial mass of 300 kt at a baseline of 1300 km. The 
running time assumed was 5 years for neutrinos and 5 years for anti-neutrinos. For more 
details see [23,690].
The optimised parameter set corresponds to the assumption of a total systematic uncertainty 
of 2%. The conservative parameter set assumes a total systematic uncertainty of 5%;
• Beta-beam facilities: The beta-beam facilities were defined in section 5.3.1. The conservative 
option is taken to be the CERN baseline scenario with stored 6He and 18Ne beams at 7  =  100 
serving a 440 kt (fiducial) water Cherenkov detector at a baseline of 130 km. The running 
time assumed was is 5 years with 2.9 ■ 1018 6He decays per year and 1.1 ■ 1018 18Ne decays 
per year. A systematic uncertainty of 2% was assumed. For more details see [27].
The optimised parameter set assumes stored 6He and 18Ne beams at 7  =  350 illuminating 
a 440 kt (fiducial) water Cherenkov detector at a baseline of 730 km. The running time is 5 
years with 2.9 ■ 1018 6He decays per year and 1.1 ■ 1018 18Ne decays per year. A systematic 
uncertainty of 2% was assumed. For more details see [341]
• The Neutrino Factory: The Neutrino Factory setups were defined in section 5.4.1. The 
conservative setup assumes 1021 useful muon decays per year and a stored muon-beam energy 
of 50 GeV. The running time is 4 years with and 4 years with ^ - . Neutrino events are 
recorded in a 50 kt golden detector (defined in section 5.4.1.1) at a baseline of 4000 km. This 
detector is assumed to have an appearance vM threshold rising linearly from 0 at 4 GeV to 
its final value at 20 GeV. Systematic uncertainties of 2.5% on the signal and 20% on the 
background 17. For more details see [208,340].
The optimised setup assumes a 20 GeV stored muon beam delivering 1021 muon decays per 
year and baseline. The running time assumed was 5 years with and 5 years with ^ - . 
Neutrino interactions are recorded in two improved golden detectors, called golden*. Both 
have a mass of 50 kt. One is placed at a baseline of 4000 km, the second at a baseline of 
7500 km. The improved detector has a threshold of 1 GeV, above which the effeciency is 
constant. Note, that the results bascially are unchanged if the threshold is raised to 3 GeV, 
since there is only a very small neutrino flux between 1 GeV and 3 GeV. A systematic 
uncertainty of 2.5% has been assumed. For more details see [208].
Figure 103 shows the discovery reach of the various facilities in sin2 2013. The figure shows the 
fraction of all possible values of the true value of the CP phase ö (‘Fraction of öCP’) for which 
sin2 2013 =  0 can be excluded at the 3<r confidence level as a function of the true value of sin2 2013. 
Of the super-beam facilities, the most sensitive is the T2HK with the optimised parameter set. 
The SPL super-beam performance is similar to that of T2HK, while the performance of the 
WBB is slightly worse. The limit of sensitivity of the super-beam experiments is ~  5 x 10-4 ; 
for sin2 2013 > 10-3  the super-beam experiments can exclude sin2 2013 =  0 at the 3ct confidence
17 The fact th a t the num ber of background events is small means th a t the large systematic uncertainty on the
background-event rate  has almost no im pact on the performance
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Figure 103: The discovery reach of the various proposed facilities in sin2 2$13. In the area to  the right of the 
bands, sin2 2013 =  0 can be excluded at the 3a confidence level. The discovery lim its are shown as a function 
of the fraction of all possible values of the true  value of the CP phase S (‘Fraction of SCP’) and the true value 
of sin2 2013. The right-hand edges of the bands correspond to  the conservative set-ups while the left-hand edges 
correspond to  the optimised set-ups, as described in the text. The discovery reach of the SPL super-beam  is 
shown as the orange band, th a t of T2HK as the yellow band, and th a t of the wide-band beam  experiment as the 
green band. The discovery reach of the beta-beam  is shown as the light green band and the N eutrino Factory 
discovery reach is shown as the blue band.
level for all values of 5. The conservative beta-beam set-up has good sensitivity to sin2 2013 for 
sin2 2 0 1 3  ~  1 0 - 3, but runs out of sensitivity for values of 0 13 only just less than the sensitivity 
limit of T2HK. The optimised ( 7  =  350) beta-beam has significantly better performance, with 
a sensitivity limit of sin2 2013 > 5 x 10-5 . Both the conservative, and the optimised Neutrino 
Factory set-ups have a significantly greater sin2 2013 discovery reach; the optimised set-up having 
a sensitivity limit of ~  1.5 x 10-5 .
Figure 104 shows the discovery reach of the various facilities in signAmJ^ The various bands 
shown in the figure have the same meaning as those shown in figure 103; the discovery reach is 
again evaluated at the 3<r confidence level. Of the super-beam set-ups considered only the WBB 
has significant sensitivity to the mass hierarchy with a sensitivity limit of sin2 2013 >  3 x 10-3 . 
Of the beta-beam set-up only the optimised, 7  =  350 option with the relatively long baseline
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Figure 104: The discovery reach of the various proposed facilities for the discovery of the mass hierarchy. In the 
area to  the right of the bands, signAm3x can be established at the 3a confidence level. The discovery limits are 
shown as a function of the fraction of all possible values of the true  value of the CP phase S (‘Fraction of Sc p ’) 
and the true value of sin2 2013. The right-hand edges of the bands correspond to  the conservative set-ups while 
the left-hand edges correspond to  the optimised set-ups, as described in the text. The discovery reach of the SPL 
super-beam  is shown as the orange band, th a t of T2HK as the yellow band, and th a t of the wide-band beam 
experiment as the green band. The discovery reach of the beta-beam  is shown as the light green band and the 
N eutrino Factory discovery reach is shown as the blue band.
of 730 km is competitive with the WBB, having a comparable sensitivity limit. The Neutrino 
Factory, benefitting from the long baseline, out-performs the other facilities. The sensitivity 
limit of the conservative option being sin2 2013 > 1.5 x 10-4 , while the sensitivity limit of the 
optimised facility is sin2 2013 >  1.5 x 10-5 .
Figure 105 shows the discovery reach of the various facilities in the CP phase 5. The various 
bands shown in the figure have the same meaning as those shown in figure 103; the discovery 
reach is again evaluated at the 3ct confidence level. The T2HK and the SPL super-beams show 
a greater sensitivity to CP violation for sin2 2013 ~  10- 3  than the WBB experiment. However, 
the WBB experiment has sensitivity for a larger range of values of 5 that the other super-beam 
facilities considered for sin2 2013 ~  10-1 . The performance of the conservative ( 7  =  100) beta- 
beam is comparable to tha t of the optimised T2HK experiment. The optimised ( 7  =  350)
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Figure 105: The discovery reach of the various proposed facilities in the CP phase S. In the area to  the right 
of the bands, S =  0 and S =  n  can be excluded at the 3a confidence level. The discovery limits are shown as a 
function of the fraction of all possible values of the true value of the CP phase S (‘Fraction of Scp’) and the true 
value of sin2 2013. The right-hand edges of the bands correspond to  the conservative set-ups while the left-hand 
edges correspond to  the optimised set-ups, as described in the text. The discovery reach of the SPL super-beam 
is shown as the orange band, th a t of T2HK as the yellow band, and th a t of the wide-band beam  experiment as 
the green band. The discovery reach of the beta-beam  is shown as the light green band and the Neutrino Factory 
discovery reach is shown as the blue band.
beta-beam shows considerably better performance; a sensitivity limit of 4 x 10-5 and a 
CP coverage of around 90% for sin2 2013 >  10-2 . For low values of 013 (sin2 2013 < 10-4 the 
conservative Neutrino Factory performance is comparable with that of the optimised beta-beam. 
For larger values of 013, the CP coverage of the optimised beta-beam is significantly better. The 
optimised Neutrino Factory out-performs the optimised beta-beam for sin2 2013 <  4 x 10-3 . For 
larger values of 013 the optimised beta-beam has a slightly larger CP coverage.
In summary, for large values of 013 (sin2 2013 >  10-2 ), the three classes of facility have com­
parable sensitivity; the best precision on individual parameters being achieved at the Neu­
trino Factory. For intermediate values of 013 (5 x 10-4 <  sin2 2013 <  10-2 ), the super­
beams are out-performed by the beta-beam and the Neutrino Factory. For small values of 
013 (sin2 2013 <  5 x 10-4 ), the Neutrino Factory out-performs the other options. A significant
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amount of conceptual design work and hardware R&D is required before the performance as­
sumed for each of the facilities can be realised. Therefore, an energetic, programme of R&D 
into the accelerator facilities and the neutrino detectors must be established with a view to the 
timely delivery of conceptual design reports for the various facilities.
6 The potentia l of other alternatives
6.1 Solar- and  rea c to r -n e u tr in o  e x p er im en ts
Possible future solar- and reactor-neutrino experiments are discussed together in this section. 
In addition, a comparative study of the sensitivity of these experiments to Am21 and sin2 012 is 
presented.
6 .1 .1  T h e  G en er ic  pp e x p er im en t
The present generation of solar- and reactor-neutrino experiments will not be able to deter­
mine sin2 012 with an accuracy better than 10%-15%. To make a more precise measurement 
of sin2 012 in solar-neutrino experiments it is necessary to make a precise measurement of the 
pp-neutrino flux [747], sub-MeV solar-neutrino experiments (LowNu experiments) are there­
fore being planned for the detection of the pp neutrinos using either charged-current reac­
tions (LENS [748], MOON [749], SIREN [750]) or electron-scattering processes (XMASS [751], 
CLEAN [752], HERON [753], MUNU [754], GENIUS [755]) [756].
Figure 106 shows the dependence of the sensitivity of solar-neutrino measurements to sin2 012 
on the precision with which the pp flux is known [97]. The results are for a generic ve-e scattering 
experiment with a threshold of 50 keV. The figure shows the two-generation allowed range of 
sin2 012 from the global analysis of KamLAND and solar data including the LowNu pp rate, as 
a function of the error in the pp measurement. Three illustrative pp rates of 0.68, 0.72, and 0.77 
are considered and the experimental error in the pp measurement is varied from 1% to 5%. By 
adding the pp-flux data in the analysis, the error on sin2 012 reduces to 14% (19%) at 3ct for a 1% 
(3%) uncertainty in the measured pp rate [97]. Performing a similar three-neutrino oscillation 
analysis it is found that, as a consequence of the uncertainty on sin2 013, the error on the value 
of sin2 012 increases to 17% (21%) [97].
6 .1 .2  T h e  S K -G d  reactor  e x p er im en t
A detector with the fiducial mass of the Super-Kamiokande (SK) detector tha t was sensitive to 
reactor neutrinos would be able to make a very precise measurement of 012. In view of this, there 
has been a proposal to dope SK with gadolinium (Gd) by dissolving 0.2% of gadolinium chloride 
in the SK water [757]. SK receives the same reactor flux as KamLAND and, in principle, could 
detect these reactor Ve through inverse beta decay. The inverse beta-decay process produces
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Figure 106: Sensitivity plot showing the C.L. (1 dof) allowed range of sin2 012 as a function of the error in pp rate 
for three different values of measured pp rate.
an electron and a neutron: the electron produces Cerenkov light which can be detected; the 
neutron must be detected through neutron capture. Unfortunately, neutron capture on a proton 
releases a photon with an energy of only 2.2 MeV, which can not be detected in SK. The 
addition of Gadolinium circumvents this problem since neutron capture on gadolinium releases 
an 8  MeV 7  cascade which is above the SK threshold. W ith its 22.5 kton of ultra pure water, 
the SK detector offers a target with 1.5 x 1033 free protons for the antineutrinos coming from 
the various reactors in Japan. Therefore, for the same measurement period, the SK-Gd reactor 
experiment may be expected to yield a data set roughly 43 times tha t which can be provided 
by the KamLAND experiment.
In [96], the reactor-z/e data expected in the proposed SK-Gd detector is simulated for A m ^  =
8.3 x 10- 5  eV2, sin2 012 =  0.27, and divided into 18 energy bins, with a visible-energy threshold 
of 3 MeV and bin width of 0.5 MeV. The precision with which the parameters Am21 and 
sin2 012 can be determined after a five-year exposure is shown in figure 107 [96]. Also shown for 
comparison in the figure is the 99.73% C.L. line expected from a 3 kTy exposure of KamLAND. 
The precision expected from SK-Gd is superior in both Am21 and sin2 012. The 3<r spread in 
A m ^  and sin2 012 expected from five-years data taking in SK-Gd would be at the level of 2 % - 
3% and 18% respectively [96]. This is to be compared with the corresponding spread of 6 % 
and 32% expected from 3 kTy of KamLAND data. Results for a similar experimental set-up 
in Europe and the corresponding accuracy in the measurement of A m 21 and sin2 0 12  has been 
studied recently [339].
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Figure 107: The 90%, 95%, 99%, 99.73% C.L. (2 dof) allowed regions in the AmJx — sin2 $ i2 plane from an 
analysis of prospective data, obtained in 5 years of running of the SK-Gd detector. The open contours shows the 
99.73% C.L. allowed areas expected from 3 kTy of KamLAND data. The definition of the C.L. correspond to  a 
two param eter fit.
6 .1 .3  T h e  S P M IN  rea cto r  e x p er im en t
The solar mixing angle could be measured with great accuracy in a reactor experiment with 
the baseline tuned to the Survival Probability MINimum (SPMIN) [98]. Figure 108 shows 
the sin2 012 sensitivity expected in a reactor experiment as a function of the baseline L [97]. 
The sensitivity has been evaluated on the assumption of a total systematic uncertainty of 2% 
and a data set corresponding to 73 GWkTy (given as a product of reactor power in GW and 
the exposure of the detector in kTy). The true value of sin2 012 is assumed to be 0.27 and the 
positron spectrum tha t would be observed in the detector is simulated for four different assumed 
values of for A m ^ . The spectrum is thus simulated at each baseline and the range of values of 
sin2 012 allowed by the experiment is plotted as a function of the baseline. The baseline at which 
the band of allowed values of sin2 012 is narrowest is the ideal baseline for the SPMIN reactor 
experiment. The figure confirms that this ideal baseline depends critically on the true value of 
Am21. The optimal baseline for Am21 =  8.0(8.3) x 10-5 eV2 is 63 km (60 km). At the optimal 
baseline, the SPMIN reactor experiment can achieve a precision of ~  2(6)% at 1a(3a) in the 
measurement of sin2 012 [97,583].
Figure 108 gives the impression tha t the optimal baseline for a given value of Am^1 is very 
well defined. However, note that in figure 108 Am^1 was allowed to vary freely. The uncertainty 
in the Am21 measurement translates to extra uncertainty in the sin2 012 measurement. If Am21 
could be measured to a very high precision in some other experiment, such as KamLAND or 
SK-Gd, then the uncertainty in sin2 012 due to Am21 can be reduced significantly. If Am21 was 
kept fixed, the choice of the baseline for the SPMIN experiment becomes much broader [97].
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Figure 108: Sensitivity plots for the SPMIN reactor experiment showing the 1a, 1.64a, 2a, and 3a (1 dof) range 
of allowed values for sin2 012 as a function of the baseline L.
The measurement of sin2 012 is statistics limited making a large exposure very important. For 
example, the sensitivity to sin2 012 improves from 3(10)% to 2(6)% at 1a(3a) as the exposure is 
increased from 20 GWkTy to 60 GWkTy. The effect of systematics on the sin2 012 measurement 
can be checked by repeating the analysis with a more conservative estimate of 5% for the 
systematic uncertainty. For A m ^ tru e )  =  8.3 x 10-5 eV2, the spread in sin2 012 at L =  60 km 
increases from 6.1% to 8.6% at 3a, as the systematic error is increased from 2% to 5% . Finally, 
the impact of the error on 013 on the precision of sin2 012 is to increase the uncertainty in sin2 012 
from 6.1% to 8.7% at 3a, for A m ^ tru e )  =  8.3 x 10-5 eV2 and L =  60 km [97].
6.2  A tm o sp h er ic  n eu tr in o  ex p er im en ts
The effect of the sub-dominant terms in the Super-Kamiokande (SK) atmospheric-neutrino data 
is not yet statistically significant. However, the sub-dominant terms, if observed in a future high 
statistics atmospheric-neutrino experiment, can be used to constrain: the extent to which 023 
differs from 45°; the octant in 023 is to be found; and sgn(Am31 ).
Assuming tha t the matter-density is constant, the excess of electron-type events in a water-
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Cerenkov experiment such as SK is given by [100,102,702,704,758,759]:
$ - 1  *  sin2 20« s i , L ') x t r c o s ^ - l )
20flM 0; j  /  (Am3i) L  ^ ^ ( mc, ^ 2  
V 4:E
+  sin2 20f| sin x (r sin2 023 — 1)
+  sin 023 cos 023 r  Re Ai3^i2exp(—i^) (300)
where L is the baseline, E  is the energy of the neutrino, r  =  Ne/N ß, Ne and Nß being the 
number electron and muon events respectively in the detector in the absence of oscillations, and 
0M, 0M3, (Am2i)M and (Am31)M are the mixing angle and mass-squared differences in matter.
The first term in equation (300) is the Am21-driven oscillation term -  which is more important 
for the sub-GeV neutrino sample. Since r  ~  0.5 in the sub-GeV regime, this term brings an 
excess (depletion) of sub-GeV electron events if 023 < n /4  (023 > n /4). It can thus be used to 
study the maximality and octant of 023 through the sub-GeV electron sample [703,758]. The 
second term is the 013-driven oscillation term. Being dependent on sin2 023, this term goes in the 
opposite direction to the first term. Therefore, for sub-GeV neutrinos, larger 013 would imply 
tha t the effect of the first term would be suppressed by this term. However, for multi-GeV 
neutrinos, there will be large m atter effects inside the earth and this is the dominant term for 
the electron neutrinos. The sin2 023 dependence of this term could then be used to study the 
maximality and the octant of 023 through the multi-GeV electron sample [38,760]. Since m atter 
effects bring in sensitivity to the sgn(Am31), this term can be used to study the mass hierarchy. 
The last term is the ‘interference’ term [702], which depends on 5. The effect of this term 
could be to dilute the effect of the first two terms and spoil the sensitivity of the experiment. 
However, being directly dependent on 5, this term also brings in some sensitivity to the CP 
phase itself [114,702].
The depletion of muon events in the limit of Am21 =  0 is given by:
N
1 “  Tm — (Pßß +  Pßß) +  (PßßY sin #23 (sin 023 -  - )N° (301)
where:
p1ß =  sin2 0M sin2 2023 sin2
2(A +  A m 31) -  (Am21) L
8E
Pßß =  cos2 9^  sin2 2023 sin2 ------
{ P l J  = sin2 26fi sin2v ßßj 13 4E
(A +  A m 31) +  (Am21)M L
8E
(302)
(303)
(304)
and A  =  2y/2GpNeE  is the m atter potential. The approximation of a vanishing A m ^  has been 
made in equation (304) only for the sake of simplicity, since the main sub-dominant effect in 
the muon-neutrino channel comes from m atter effects, which are large for multi-GeV neutrinos 
for which the Am^1 dependence is of less importance. The results presented in later sections
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have been obtained using the full numerical solution of the three-generation equation. For 
small values of 013, m atter effects are very small and Pßß is the dominant term in the survival 
probability. Since this term depends on sin2 2023, in the absence of m atter effects, sensitivity 
to the 023 octant is not expected from experiments probing the Pßß channel alone. However, 
if 013  is not small, neutrinos which travel through large baselines suffer large m atter effects. 
The mixing angle 013 increases in m atter and the third term (Pßß)  becomes important as well. 
Since this term has a strong dependence on sin2 023, rather than sin2 2023, the Pßß channel is 
expected to develop sensitivity to the octant of 023 in the presence of large m atter effects [761]. 
Also, by probing m atter effects in the resultant muon signal, the neutrino-mass hierarchy can 
be probed [101,759,762-766]
High-energy (multi-GeV) neutrinos are sensitive to m atter effects. Since upward-going neu­
trinos have a longer path length through m atter than downward-going neutrinos, m atter effects 
may be studied by evaluating the up-down asymmetry using multi-GeV atmospheric-neutrino 
data. In contrast to m atter effects in the electron-neutrino-appearance channel, the disappear­
ance probability, Pßß, is a function of L and E. This is illustrated in figure 109 [761], which 
shows the difference between the ratio of upward-going to downward-going muon events for 
atmospheric neutrinos (UN/D N) and anti-neutrinos (Ua /D a ). The rate estimates have been 
made for a large magnetised-iron detector, such as that proposed for the India-based Neutrino 
Observatory (INO) [767]. The normal mass hierarchy is assumed and the results are shown for 
different energy and zenith-angle bins. Since, for a given mass hierarchy, large m atter effects 
appear either in the neutrino or in the anti-neutrino channel, the difference in the ratios for 
neutrinos and anti-neutrinos gives the net m atter effect. The figure indicates tha t the m atter 
effect is largest for neutrinos travelling L ~  7000 km with E  ~  5 GeV and that the net m atter 
effect changes sign with L and E. Thus, in order to see the m atter effects it is necessary to 
bin the data judiciously both in energy and zenith angle. The figure also shows tha t tha t APßß 
depends on the value of 023.
Magnetised-iron calorimeters are expected to have good energy and zenith-angle resolution. 
Therefore, fine binning would allow such detectors to observe m atter effects in the muon signal. 
The magnetic field which allows muon-neutrino induced events to be distinguished from anti- 
muon-neutrino events enhances the sensitivity of these detectors to m atter effects since, as 
noted above, m atter effects appear either in the neutrino or the anti-neutrino channel. Iron 
calorimeters have two principal disadvantages: the neutrino energy threshold is relatively high, 
allowing for the detection of multi-GeV neutrinos only; and electron-neutrino induced events 
can not be detected.
Water Cerenkov detectors have the advantage that sub-GeV neutrinos can be detected. How­
ever, the energy resolution is worse than that of an iron calorimeter. For the results presented 
here, the data is binned in sub-GeV and multi-GeV bins and therefore the m atter effect in the 
Pßß channel is largely averaged out. This averaging implies that only a very small residual 
m atter effect in the multi-GeV muon sample may be observed. However, m atter effects in the 
Pße channel do not change sign over most of the relevant range of E  and L in the multi-GeV 
regime. Therefore, the multi-GeV electron sample has large m atter effects and can be used to
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Figure 109: The difference between the up-down ratio for the neutrinos (UN/D N) and anti-neutrinos (UA/D A) 
shown for the various energy and zenith-angle bins. The solid black and solid m agenta lines are for neu trinos/an ti­
neutrinos travelling in m atte r w ith sin2 023 =  0.5 and 0.36 respectively.
study the deviation of 023 from maximality and the 023 octant, as well as the mass hierarchy.
6 .2 .1  Is th e  m ix in g  an g le  023 m ax im al?
The measurement of both the magnitude and sign of the deviation of sin2 023 from its maximum 
is of great importance. The deviation of sin2 023 from 0.5 may be quantified by defining D =  
^ — sin2 023. At present, the best limit \D\ comes from the SK experiment giving |_D|<0.16 at 
3a [116]; the sign of D is unknown at present. The potential of atmospheric-neutrino experiments 
to test the deviation of 023 from maximality is shown in figure 110. The figure also shows the 
sensitivity obtained by combining data from the current and the next generation of long-baseline 
experiments. The combined long-baseline data set includes five years of running for each of the 
following: MINOS; ICARUS; OPERA; T2K; and NOvA. The middle panel shows the sensitivity 
to |D| of atmospheric-neutrino experiments with water Cerenkov detectors with a data set 
corresponding to an exposure of 4.6 Megaton-years. The left panel shows the corresponding 
sensitivity of atmospheric-neutrino data in large magnetised-iron detectors with an exposure of 
500-kiloton-years. At A m J ^ t ru e ^  2.5 x 10-3 eV2, it should be possible to measure |D| within 
19% and 25% at 3a with atmospheric neutrinos using water and iron detectors respectively. This 
is slightly weaker than the sensitivity of the combined long-baseline experiments, where it should 
be possible to measure |D| to within 14% at 3a. However, note tha t all the results presented in 
figure 110 have been obtained assuming that the true value of 013 was zero. For non-zero 013, the 
presence of m atter effects in the Pßß channel brings a marginal improvement in the sensitivity 
of atmospheric-neutrino experiments using a magnetised-iron detector. For the megaton-water 
atmospheric-neutrino experiment, very large m atter effects in the Pße channel bring a significant
|cJ=|0-0.157| |cJ=|0.471-0.628|
|c?|=|0.157-0.314| |cJ = |0.628-0.785|
ç | J | |
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Figure 110: The regions of A m i^true) and sin2 023(true) where maximal 023 mixing can be rejected at 1a 
(inner bands), 2a (middle bands) and 3a (outer bands) C.L. The sensitivity expected: the left panel [701] shows 
the sensitivity expected from the combined data from the long base-line experiments. The middle panel [703] 
shows the sensitivity expected with atmospheric neutrinos in a megaton water detector (SK50). The right-hand 
panel [761] shows the corresponding reach expected from 500 kTy atmospheric neutrino data in large magnetised- 
iron detectors. The true value of 013 is assumed to be zero.
improvement in the determination of |D|, making this experiment comparable to, or better than, 
the long-baseline experiments for studying the deviation of 623 from maximality [760].
6.2.2 Resolving the 023 Octant Am biguity
If the true value of 623 is not 45°, then the question of whether 623 > n/4 (D positive) or 
623 < n/4 (D negative) arises. This ambiguity is generally regarded as the most difficult to 
resolve. As discussed above, the presence of matter effects in the zenith-angle- and energy-binned 
atmospheric-z/u /Vß data opens up the possibility of probing the octant of 023 in magnetised-iron 
detectors [761]. On the other hand, atmospheric ve/v e data in water Cerenkov detectors could 
also give information on the octant of 623, both through the Am^-dependent sub-dominant term 
in the sub-GeV sample [703,758], and through the matter effect in the multi-GeV sample [38,760]. 
This, therefore, opens the possibility of combining atmospheric-neutrino data with data from 
long-baseline experiments to resolve parameter degeneracies [27,38].
In order to obtain the limiting value of sin2 623(true) which could still allow for the determi­
nation of the sign of D it is convenient to define:
A%2 = x2(sin2 623(true), sin2 613(true), others(true)) — %2(sin2 623(false), sin2 613, others), (305)
with sin2 623(false) restricted to the wrong octant and ‘others’ comprising Am21, Am^1, sin2 612, 
and 5. These parameters, along with sin2 613 as well as sin2 623(false), are allowed to vary freely 
in the fit. The results of the fit are shown in figure 111 for a 500-kiloton-year exposure in 
a large magnetised-iron calorimeter (left panel) and a 4.6 Megaton-year exposure of a water 
Cerenkov experiment (right-hand panel) [760]. For the magnetised-iron detector, the results are 
presented using four different values of sin2 613(true), assuming a normal mass ordering. For a
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Figure 111: Plot showing the octant sensitivity as a function of sin2 023(true), for an atmospheric neutrino 
experiment with large magnetised-iron calorimeter (left panel) and megaton water detector (right-hand panel).
Type of Experiment sin2 623 (false) excluded at 3a if: for
sin2 623(true) < 0.402 or > 0.592 sin2 613(true) = 0.02 
Magnetised-Iron (0.5 MTy) sin2 623(true) < 0.421 or > 0.573 sin2 613(true) = 0.04
sin2 623(true) < 0.383 or > 0.600 sin2 613(true) = 0.00 
Water Cerenkov (4.6 MTy) sin2 623(true) < 0.438 or > 0.573 sin2 613(true) = 0.02
Table 18: A comparison of the potential of different experiments to rule out the wrong 023 octant at 3a (1 dof). 
The third column gives the condition on the true value of sin2 013 needed for the 023 octant resolution.
given sin2 613(true), the range of sin2 623(true) for which sin2 623 (false) can be ruled out with 
atmospheric neutrinos in magnetised-iron detector is given in table 18. These results can be 
compared to the sensitivity that can be obtained using a water Cerenkov detector, which is 
shown for normal mass hierarchy in the right-hand panel of figure 111 and reported in table 18. 
The octant determination can be performed reasonably well even if sin2 613(true) was zero [703]. 
However, if sin2 613(true) is non-vanishing and reasonably large, the octant sensitivity of this 
experiments becomes significantly enhanced through earth matter effects appearing in the multi- 
GeV electron sample [38,760].
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6.2.3 Resolving the ambiguity in the neutrino-mass hierarchy
Large matter effects in atmospheric neutrinos can be exploited to probe the sign of Am21. Figure
112 shows the sensitivity to sign(Am31) that is expected in a magnetised-iron calorimeter with 
4000 observed upward going events [766]. The simulation has been performed for both the 
normal and the inverted hierarchy; the curves show the %2, and hence the C.L., with which the 
wrong hierarchy can be ruled out. Fits have been carried out under the following conditions: all 
parameters other than the mass hierarchy are fixed (red lines); external priors have been used for 
the oscillation parameters (blue lines); and all oscillation parameters are allowed to vary freely 
in the fit (green lines). The left panel is for muon events in a detector with 15% energy and 15° 
zenith angle resolution, the middle panel is for muon events with 5% energy and 5° zenith angle 
resolution, while the right-hand panel is for electron events. For vanishing 613, the matter effects 
vanish giving %2 = 0. As 613 increases, matter effects increase, thereby increasing the sensitivity 
of the experiment to the hierarchy. For a magnetised-iron calorimeter such as INO, where the 
energy resolution is expected to be around 15% and the zenith angle resolution to be around 
15°, the wrong hierarchy can be ruled out at ~ 2a using the muon events, if sin2 2613(true)= 0.1 
and sin2 623(true)= 0.5, and where the information from the other long-baseline experiments on 
the oscillation parameters have been included through the priors. Comparison of the left with 
the middle panel shows that the sensitivity to the hierarchy increases if the detector resolution 
is improved. Comparison of the left with the right-hand panel shows that the sensitivity to 
the hierarchy increases if the detector is able to detect electron-type events. Of course, since 
matter effects increase with 623, the sensitivity to the hierarchy increases as the true value of 
623 increases.
The sign of Am21 can be determined using the excess in the multi-GeV electron sample that 
arises due to matter effects using a water Cerenkov detector [38,760,765,768]. The wrong 
hierarchy can be ruled by a 4.6 Megaton-year exposure of such an experiment at more than 2a 
if sin2 2613(true)= 0.1 and sin2 623(true)= 0.5 [38,760]. This is comparable to the sensitivity of 
the magnetised-iron detectors discussed above. However, since water detectors use the excess in 
electron events for multi-GeV neutrinos for which matter effects contribute to the probability 
Pue, the excess is also dependent on the CP phase 5. If the value of 5 is allowed to vary freely 
in the fit then the sensitivity decreases appreciably [760].
6.3 Neutrino Mass Hierarchy from Future 0vßß Experiments
If neutrinos are Majorana particles, it may be possible to observe the process (A, Z ) ^  (A, Z  — 
2) + 2 e- , neutrinoless double-beta decay (0vßß). The effective mass that may be extracted, or 
bounded, in a 0vßß experiment is given by the coherent sum: (m) = % m i U2 |, where m% is the 
mass of the ith neutrino mass state, the sum is over all the light-neutrino mass states and Uei are 
the matrix elements of the neutrino mixing matrix, i.e. (m) depends on 7 out of the 9 parameters 
contained in the neutrino-mass matrix. In particular, the effective mass that may be extracted 
from neutrinoless double beta decay depends on the neutrino-mass spectrum. There have been 
a large number of papers written on the implications of a future measurement of (m) (see for
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Figure 112: A x2 for the wrong hierarchy as a function of sin2 2013(true). See the text for the details.
example [133]). At present, the best limit on the effective mass is given by the Heidelberg- 
Moscow collaboration (m) < 0.35 z eV, where z(= O(1)) indicates that there is an uncertainty 
in the value of the nuclear matrix elements (NME) involved in the 0vßß process [769]. Several 
new experiments are running, under construction, or in the planing phase [131]. It is reasonable, 
therefore, to expect that (m) will be probed down to ~ 0.04 eV and it is pertinent to ask if such 
a measurement can help determine the neutrino-mass hierarchy.
For the normal-hierarchy (NH) scheme, for which m1 ^  m2 ^  m3, and assuming that m1 
can be neglected, the effective mass may be written:
\J Am 'Ii sin2 012 sin2 0i3 + \J Am|j sin2 0i3 e2*^ (306)
For the inverted-hierarchy (IH) scheme, assuming that m3 ^  m1 < m2, and neglecting m3, the 
effective mass may be written:
(m)IH ~ \JI Am211 sin2 0i3 y/l — sin2 20i2 sin2 a . (307)
Any positive signal for 0vßß will be able to distinguish the IH scheme from the NH scheme if 
the difference between the predicted values for (m) for the IH scheme and the NH scheme is 
larger than the error in the measured value of (m). Among the most important errors involved 
is the one coming from the uncertainty in the value of the nuclear matrix elements. Figure
113 shows the difference in the predicted values of (m)mHx and (m)JHn taking into account the 
error in the nuclear matrix elements [152]. (m)mHx and ( m ) ^  are the largest and smallest 
values for (m) that are allowed, given the present knowledge of the oscillation parameters, in 
the NH and IH scheme respectively. This uncertainty is incorporated through the parameter 
z, which gives the factor by which the nuclear matrix elements are uncertain (see [152] for 
the details). It was argued in [152] that, for a given mass hierarchy, the uncertainty in the 
prediction of (m) coming from the uncertainty in the allowed values of Am31 and A m ^ can be 
neglected since these parameters are expected to be measured with very high accuracy in the 
immediate future. Therefore, the major uncertainty in (m) will come from the uncertainty on
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Figure 113: The difference between the minimal value of (m) for IH and the maximal value of (m) for NH for 
different z, as a function of sin2 $12 (left-hand panel) and sin2 $13 (right-hand panel).
the values of sin2 $12 and sin2 $13. Figure 113 shows the impact of the uncertainty in the values 
of sin2 $12 and sin2 $13 on the sensitivity of the future Ovßß experiments to the neutrino-mass 
hierarchy. The figure shows that for sin2 $13 close to its current limit and assuming z = 2, 
sin2 $12 = 0.3, and A(m) ~ 0.01 eV it should be possible to determine the mass hierarchy if the 
experimental uncertainty in (m) is less than 0.01 eV. The chances of determining the hierarchy 
is largest when sin2 $13 = 0. More importantly, while the dependence on sin2 $13 is weak, the 
sensitivity of the 0vßß experiments to the hierarchy is strongly dependent on sin2 $12. Therefore, 
a substantial reduction in the uncertainty on the allowed values of sin2 $12 is a prerequisite for 
the determination of the neutrino-mass hierarchy using 0vßß experiments.
So far, the assumption that the lightest neutrino mass was close to zero has been made. If 
the lightest neutrino had a mass mo 0.01 eV, it would not be possible to distinguish between 
the NH and IH schemes using 0vßß measurements, the mass spectrum in that case would be 
quasi-degenerate. However, we could still use 0vßß to put a limit on the absolute neutrino-mass 
scale. For a quasi-degenerate (QD) mass spectrum, with a common mass scale m0, the limit on 
the neutrino mass reads [152]:
®o < * <™>m& 1 _  lu - 2 \  Ue3 \2 = " 012’ 013) ' (308)
Currently, the uncertainty on ƒ ($12,$13) is around 50%, 1.9 < ƒ ($12,$13) < 5.6. It is expected 
to reduce to ~ 21% (~ 9%) at 3a if a low energy pp solar-neutrino experiment (a reactor 
experiment at the SPMIN) should be built. The uncertainty depends only a little on the value 
of $13. From the current limit on the effective mass, (m) < 0.35 z eV, with the accepted value 
of z ~ 3 and our current knowledge of ƒ ($12,$13), we can set a limit on m0 of 5.6 eV, clearly 
weaker than the limit from tritium beta decay experiments. However, if ƒ ($12,$13) was known
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with an uncertainty of 20%, say 2.7 < ƒ ($12,$13) < 4.0, then for z ( m ) ^  = 0.1 eV the limit 
would become 0.3 eV ^  m0 0.4 eV. Of course, if there is no signal for 0vßß, but just an upper 
limit on z (m)min, the allowed range of m0 will be replaced by an upper limit corresponding 
to the largest value in the range. The examples given above, indicate that, for the QD mass 
spectrum, a measurement of, or a better constraint on, (m) will lead to a stronger limit on the 
absolute neutrino mass scale than can currently be obtained from direct kinematic searches.
6.4 Astrophysical methods of determ ining the m ixing parameters
Measuring the fluxes of neutrinos from astrophysical sources can help us to determine the mixing- 
matrix elements. The goal of this section is to discuss this method, focusing on the possibility 
of extracting |Uß1|, arguably the most challenging element of the mixing matrix to measure. In 
section 4.4.2, we discussed the possibility of using neutrino beams made up either of pure or 
incoherent mass eigenstates to extract the moduli of the mixing-matrix elements by studying 
their charged-current interactions. Astrophysical sources can yield such beams through three 
classes of mechanisms: adiabatic conversion; neutrino decay; and decoherence. The second and 
third cases will be discussed in detail in sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3. Here we comment on the case 
of adiabatic conversion which takes place for solar neutrinos. Propagating from central regions 
of the Sun, the electron neutrinos with energies E  > 10 MeV are converted to a state which 
nearly coincides with v2 at the surface of the Sun. As a result, by studying the charged-current 
interactions of the solar neutrinos with E  > 10 MeV, we can determine |Ue2|. Unfortunately, the 
energy of these neutrinos will be too small to allow muon production at the detectors; so, they 
cannot be used to extract |Um2|. However, there is a possibility that more energetic neutrinos 
(E »  m ß) may be produced inside the Sun: if the dark matter is composed of Weakly Interacting 
Massive Particles (WIMPs), over time they can be accumulated in the core of the Sun. Thus, the 
WIMP-annihilation rate in the core of the Sun will increase, giving rise to a relatively high energy 
flux (for a recent review, see [770]). As shown in [587], for the low energy part of the spectrum 
Ev < 5 GeV, the transition probability in the Sun will be adiabatic and therefore the oscillation 
probabilities will depend only on the absolute values of the elements of Up m n s . In [587], it was 
suggested that the value of |Uß1| could be derived by studying these neutrinos. Unfortunately, 
because of the high energy-threshold of large-scale neutrino detectors, this method does not 
seem to be feasible. There is another mechanism for production of neutrinos with Ev > 1 GeV 
inside the Sun: cosmic-ray collisions in the Sun can give rise to ‘solar-atmospheric neutrinos’. 
Recently in [771], it has been shown that the oscillation probability of these neutrinos (after 
averaging over neutrino and anti-neutrino channels) depends only on the absolute values of the 
elements of the PMNS matrix. However, low statistics (only ^ten events in ICECUBE per year) 
render this an unsuitable tool for the extraction of |Uß1|.
6.4.1 General remarks about astrophysical neutrinos
The methods for extracting |Uß1| discussed here are based on the flavour-identification capability 
of neutrino telescopes. Since neutrino telescopes cannot distinguish between neutrino and anti-
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neutrino; neutrino and anti-neutrino events will therefore enter the same data sample.
In the energy range 1-100 TeV, a neutrino telescope can identify two types of neutrino events: 
muon-track events; and shower-like events. The muon-tracks originate from the charged current 
(CC) interactions of vo (vo) as well as CC interactions of vr (vr), with the subsequent decay of 
the t  ( t+) to ß (ß+). Shower-like events can be produced in three ways: neutral current (NC) 
interactions of all the active neutrinos; CC interaction of ve (ve); and CC interactions of vr (vr) 
and the subsequent decay of t  ( t+) through non-muonic decay modes. It is convenient to define 
the ratio:
R =
muon — track events 
shower — like events ’
(309)
Following the above discussion, R can be written as:
lCCl (Fvt F t  )
R
LEh dEu dEu x R ß (EM)dE^
rp rEcut f  dNNG (FVa,FVa) . dNGG (FVe,FVe) . p\dNGG (FVt ,FVt)\
1 Je% Æ  1 dE m  J cfF
(310)
where Ro and T are respectively the muon range and the thickness of the detector, and B = 
Br(T ^  ßvovr). dNCC/dE and dN ^0/dE are respectively the rates of CC and NC interactions 
of va and Va:
d N ° c (F ,F )
dE,,
fEcut dF dacc ^  . f Ecut dF dace
-dEv + — — TT^dEr,
dEv dE,, dE^ dE u
(311)
dN  (F, F) 
dF
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dF dF
dE dE
dN NC (F,F) f  E-Eth
dE
da n c  dF da n c  dF 
dEVf dE  dF ^  dF
dEVf •
(312)
(313)
Here acc and acc are the charged-current cross sections for v and V, and daNC/dEVf and 
daNC/dE^  are the partial cross sections for v(E)N ^  Vf (EVf ) +jet and v(E)N ^  Vf (E f  ) +jet, 
respectively. Finally,
dNcc
T —> (1
dE„
(F,F)
(314)
0
f Er rEcut dacc dF f Ecut dacc dF
I L iKiE'"iE^ L  I
where ƒ  (Er , Eo) is the probability of the production of a muon with energy Eo in the decay of 
a t lepton with energy Er .
The possibility of measuring R using the ICECUBE experiment has been studied in detail 
in [772] and it has been found that with E; dFv/dEv = 10-7 GeV cm2 sec-1, the ratio R can be
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measured with 20% accuracy after one year of data taking. Since the statistical error dominates, 
by increasing the data-taking time to 10 years, the uncertainty would decrease to 7%.
Notice that we have used the fact that, at this energy range (Ec.o.m »  mr), the cross sections 
are approximately equal for all flavours. In the above formulæ, E£h ( 1 TeV) and ESh are 
respectively the thresholds for detecting muon-track and shower-like events and E cut (~ 100 TeV) 
is the energy above which neutrinos will be absorbed in the Earth. Above Ecut, all the neutrinos 
will be absorbed in the Earth but vr can re-appear as a result of the transitions vr ^  t  ^  vr . 
Of course, the final vr reaching the detector will be less energetic than the original one, which 
can fake a vr with energy less than Ecut. Consequently, the ratio R will turn out to be smaller 
than expected if this phenomenon is not taken into account. In order to be able to extract |Uo2| 
with the required precision, it will be necessary to evaluate the correction due to such an effect. 
Estimating this correction requires some knowledge of the energy spectrum for E  > Ecut and is 
therefore model dependent.
Notice that before entering the detector, the upward-going neutrinos pass through the Earth. 
However, this will not significantly change the flavour composition because, for E  > 1 TeV, 
A m h fë E  ^  \f2Gpne and the effective flavour mixing in the Earth is therefore strongly sup­
pressed.
6.4.2 Unstable neutrinos arriving from cosmic distances
In [587], the possibility of employing the decaying neutrinos to derive the CP-violating phase 
has been proposed. In a series of papers [773,774], the idea has been further elaborated. In the 
following, the results will be reviewed.
In the SM, neutrinos are stable, however, in the framework of Majoron models, the rapid 
decay of neutrinos may become a possibility [309, 775]:18
V» ^  Vj + J  , (316)
where v  and Vj are mass eigenstates, and J  is a Goldstone boson called the Majoron.
If the lifetime of the neutrinos in their rest frame is finite but much larger than ~ 10-3 sec, the 
solar and atmospheric neutrinos will not undergo decay; however, neutrinos from very distant 
sources (i.e., the gamma-ray bursters, the Active Galactic Nuclei, AGN, and supernovæ) can 
decay before reaching the detectors. At the detectors, the neutrino flux from the distant sources 
will be composed only of the lightest neutrinos, v1 and V1: F1 and Fj. Notice that we have
18 It was shown later in ref. [252] that the decays discussed in [309,775] are so much suppressed that these decay 
modes are phenomenologically irrelevant. However, majoron couplings are rather model-dependent, and it is 
possible to contrive models where they are sizable enough to lead to lifetimes of phenomenological interest. For 
more on these issues, see [76,776]. Here we simply assume that fast invisible decays of neutrinos are possible, 
and ask ourselves whether such decay modes lead to interesting consequences.
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assumed that the ordering of the neutrino masses is normal: m1 < m2 < m3. As a result, 
regardless of the flavour composition at the source, we expect that at the detector:
dFve/dE : dF^/dE  : dF^/dE  = |Ue1|2 : |U^ 112 : |U 1|2 , (317)
and recalling that mixing matrices of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are the complex conjugate of 
of one-another, we have
dF^e/dE : dF^/dE  : dF^/dE  = |Ue1|2 : |U^ 112 : |U 1I2 . (318)
Notice that this result is independent of energy. Equation (310) implies:
R =  M  + B W « ?  ( : m
where (see equations (311), (312), (313), and (314) for definitions):
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and finally:
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In first approximation, FVe : Fv^  : FVt ~ 0.6 : 0.15 : 0.15, which significantly deviates from what 
is expected in the case of stable neutrinos. Thus, by measuring R with a moderate precision, we 
can test whether neutrinos are stable or not. To extract |Uo1| precisely enough, higher accuracy 
in the measurement of R will be required. Though the flux arriving at the Earth is purely 
composed of v1 and V1, for extracting R from the data the knowledge of the dependence of 
the neutrino flux on energy, F1 (E), is necessary since detection of processes contributing to R 
have different kinematics. As discussed in [772], the spectrum of neutrinos can be determined 
by measuring the total energy of muon-track events. The accuracy with which the spectrum 
can be determined, as indicated in [772], strongly depends on the overall shape of the spectrum. 
Another limiting factor will be the size of the data sample which depends on the, as yet unknown, 
neutrino luminosity at the source.
Y-ray bursts may be accompanied by a flux of energetic (~ 1 TeV) neutrinos [777]. Taking 
the distance of the Y-ray burster from the Earth to be of order 1028 cm, one finds that V2 and
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v3 will decay before reaching the detectors if their lifetimes in their rest frame, TVi, satisfy the 
following inequality:
In the case of a hierarchical spectrum m 1 ~ 0, m3 ~ 0.05 eV and m2 ~ 0.009 eV, from equation 
(323) we find that in order to have en route decay of v2 and v3 coming from gamma ray bursters, 
their respective lifetimes have to be shorter than 10 sec and 100 sec. For the quasi-degenerate 
spectrum with m1 ~ m2 ~ m3 = 0.1 eV, the bound is weaker: 103 sec. Taking the coupling of 
the Majoron to neutrinos to be O (10-6) (corresponding to the bound from supernova cooling
considerations [778]), we find the lifetime of neutrinos in their rest frames to be of order of 1 sec
1 /2
for mv = (Am ^) 1 , which means neutrinos with TeV-scale energies that come from cosmic 
distances can decay before reaching the detectors, whereas neutrinos with TeV-scale energies 
produced inside our Galaxy will not have enough time to decay before reaching the Earth. If 
nature is so kind as to set the lifetime of neutrinos in this range, the two methods described in 
this section and the next may be combined to extract the value of |Um1 |. All these considerations 
are essentially at an ‘idea level’ and further study is necessary to see if useful information can 
be obtained from the proposed measurements.
The flux of neutrinos with TeV-scale energies from an individual Y-ray burster at cosmological 
distance z ~ 1 produces (10-1 — 10) muons in 1 km3-size detectors [777]. Since these neutrinos 
are correlated in time with the Y-ray bursts and coming from the same source, they can be 
distinguished from background neutrino fluxes. The rate of Y-ray bursts detectable on the 
Earth is ~ 103/year, so the data sample is fairly large and useful information on mixings may 
be obtained.
6.4.3 Stable neutrinos and loss of coherence
Consider stable or meta-stable neutrinos produced by cosmological sources. For example, con­
sider again the neutrinos with E  ~ 1 TeV accompanying the Y-ray bursts [777] or TeV neutrinos 
from the center of our Galaxy (L ~ 10 kpc). For such neutrinos, the oscillation length is much 
smaller than the distance from the source; i.e., A m ^L /E  »  1. As a consequence, the (anti- 
)neutrino beam will loose its coherence and the transition probability is therefore averaged out
where Paß and Paß are respectively the probabilities of transitions va ^  Vß and va ^  Vß. To 
derive (324) the fact that |UQ,i | = |Uai| has been used. In particular:
(323)
as:
Paß = Paß =  Y ,  |Uai|21Ußj|2 , (324)
= E  !U-|4 = — 2 ^ 2 |2|UM112 , (325)
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and:
PeM = E  |U^|2|Uei|2 = KeM — ^ 2  |2(|Ue112 — |Ue212) , (326)
i
where and KeM are known functions of |Ue1|, |Ue2|, |Ue3|, |Um3| which do not depend on 
|Um1|2 and |Um2|2. The probability Pee does not depend on |Um1 |2 and |Um2|2.
The probabilities in equations (324), (325), and (326) have the following properties which play 
a key role in the calculations: Paß = Pßa; the probabilities for neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are 
equal; and the probabilities do not depend on energy.
Let us assume that at the source FVe : Fv^  : FVt = we : : wT. After traveling long distances 
(Am21L/2E »  1), the flavour ratio will evolve into:
Fve : : Fvt = ^  w«|Um|2|Uei|2 : ^  w«|U«i|2|UMi|2 : ^  w«|Um|2|UTi|2. (327)
a,i a,i a,i
Thus, the ratio R depends on |Um1| and measuring this ratio, the value of |Um1| can, in principle, 
be derived [587] (see also [779-781]). However, this ratio strongly depends on the original flavour 
composition. Two different processes for neutrino production have been suggested with different 
predictions for the flavour ratios:
1. ^  + VM, and then ^  e+ + Ve + VM; and the CP-conjugate of these processes. These 
processes yield F0, : F0 : F0 = 1 : 2 : 0 at the source; and
2. Decay of the neutron: n ^  p + e + Ve which yields F0 : F0 : F0 = 1 :0 :0 .
The two cases can be discriminated by a moderately accurate measurement of R. However, as 
shown in [782], the muon produced in pion decay can lose energy before it decays, which in turn 
reduces the value of F0 : F0 at the source. Moreover, the two processes can simultaneously be 
at work which again will result in an unknown flavour ratio at the source. In order to extract 
|Um1| with an accuracy of 10%, it is necessary to know the original flux with a precision better 
than 10%. As discussed in [587], if FVe/F v^  and FVt/FVm are separately measured, it will be 
possible to independently extract the original flavour ratio. Such information can be derived, if 
the detector can discriminate between electronic showers (resulting from the CC interactions of 
Ve or the CC interaction of vt and the subsequent decay of the produced t to the electron) and 
hadronic showers (produced by the NC interaction of all neutrinos or the CC interaction of vt 
and the subsequent ‘hadronic’ decay of the produced t). Although such a discrimination is in 
principle possible but, in practice, it will be challenging [772].
6.4.4 Summary
In this section, we have discussed the possibility of extracting information on the mixing param­
eters by studying neutrinos from astrophysical sources. As discussed in section 4.4, measuring
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the value of |Um1| is essential for reconstructing the unitarity triangle; it is extremely challenging 
for the accelerator-based experiments to measure |Um1 |. We have therefore focused on deriving 
|Um1| from the astrophysical-neutrino data in this section.
The flavour ratio of astrophysical neutrinos can be employed to measure |Um1 |. In the case of 
stable neutrinos, the result would suffer from the uncertainty in the flavour composition of the 
flux at the source. We have argued that if neutrinos decay on their way with tv < 10 — 103 sec 
(depending on the neutrino-mass scheme) such an uncertainty would not affect the results. So, if 
there sources of sufficient luminosity to provide reasonable data samples, astrophysical neutrinos 
can be considered a useful means of deriving |Um1 | and thus reconstructing the unitarity triangle.
7 Muon physics
7.1 Introduction
Ever since the discovery of the muon, the study of its properties and decays have contributed 
to a deeper understanding of Nature at the smallest distance scale. Muon physics played a 
fundamental role in establishing the V-A structure of weak interactions and the validity of 
quantum electrodynamics. Moreover, muon physics has not yet exhausted its potential and, 
indeed, may provide crucial information regarding one of the most fundamental quests in modern 
physics: the structure of the theory which lies beyond the Standard Model of particle physics. 
The present 3.4 standard deviation difference between the measured [783-785] and Standard 
Model [786] values of the muon anomalous magnetic moment, = (gM — 2)/2, might be such 
an example.
A muon storage ring is an essential part of the Neutrino Factory idea, with the primary 
aim of the machine being the study of neutrino properties. The Neutrino Factory is also an 
ideal place to study muon properties, since they provide, necessarily, muon fluxes which are 
orders of magnitude larger than that which can be obtained at present. For example, at the 
Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) beams of 108 ^/s are available. At the Japan Proton Accelerator 
Research Complex (J-PARC) the proposed muon intensity for the PRISM experiment is 1011 
to 1012 ^/s. At a Neutrino Factory fluxes as large as 1013 to 1014 ^/s could be available. It is, 
therefore, imperative to understand how to take full advantage of these intense muon beams in 
order to improve significantly on the reach of low-energy muon experiments.
Independent of whether or not (g — 2)M is constraining, or pointing to, new physics, it, along 
with the suite of muon experiments described below, will provide significant information from 
the precision frontier that is complementary to that expected from the Large Hadron Collider. 
If charged lepton-flavour-violation, or a permanent electric-dipole moment are observed, they 
will help clarify our understanding of the information gained at the LHC. If not observed, 
along with (g — 2)M, they will restrict possible interpretations of the new physics. In order 
to proceed to significantly greater sensitivities, the electric-dipole moment and lepton-flavour 
violating experiments would greatly benefit from this new, very intense muon source.
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While precise measurements of the muon lifetime and Michel parameters provide tests for the 
theory of weak interactions and its possible extensions, one of the main interests in muon physics 
lies in the search for processes that violate muon number, or the observation of a permanent 
muon electric-dipole moment (EDM). The discovery of decays such as ^  e+y , ^  e+e-e+, 
of ^ --e- conversion in nuclei, or the observation of a muon EDM, would be an indisputable 
proof of the existence of new dynamics beyond the Standard Model.
Global symmetries (like individual lepton numbers), as opposed to local symmetries, are con­
sidered not to be based on fundamental principles and are expected to be violated by gravita­
tional effects, in the strong regime, and, more generally, by higher-dimensional effective operators 
which describe local interactions originating from some unknown high-energy dynamics. Baryon 
number conservation is another example of an abelian global symmetry of the Standard Model, 
which can be broken by new-physics effects.
Atmospheric- and solar-neutrino experiments have provided strong evidence for neutrino os­
cillations, which has now been confirmed by terrestrial experiments at accelerators and reactors. 
This implies violation of individual lepton numbers (Li) and, most likely, of total lepton num­
ber (L), which is a first indication of physics beyond the Standard Model. Current neutrino 
data indicate values of the neutrino masses corresponding to non-renormalisable interactions 
at a scale M  ~ 109-14 GeV. New lepton-number violating dynamics at the scale M  cannot 
yield observable rates for rare muon processes, since the corresponding effects are suppressed 
by (mM/M )4. The observation of muon-number violation in muon decays would thus require 
new physics beyond that responsible for neutrino masses. Theoretically, however, there is no 
reason why Li and L would be broken at the same energy scale. Indeed, in many frameworks, 
such as supersymmetry, the Li-breaking scale can be close to the weak scale. In this case, muon 
processes with LM violation would occur with rates close to the current experimental bounds.
It is also very important to stress that the information which can be extracted from the 
study of rare muon processes is, in many cases, not accessible to high-energy colliders. Take 
supersymmetry as an example. While the LHC can significantly probe slepton masses, it cannot 
compete with muon-decay experiments in constraining the slepton mixing angles.
In the following section we discuss dipole moments, lepton-flavour violation and other muon- 
decay experiments. Many additional details can be found in the excellent report of the CERN 
working group [787] of 2001, on which this document is based.
7.2 The Magnetic and Electric Dipole Moments of the M uon
The electric- and magnetic-dipole moments have been an integral part of relativistic electron 
(lepton) theory since Dirac’s famous 1928 paper, in which he pointed out that an electron in 
external electric and magnetic fields has “the two extra terms:
eh eh
™ (< T ,H )+ i™ P l (<T,E), (328)
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Ê B fi or d
P - + +
C - - -
T + - -
(a)
Particle Present EDM Standard Model
Limit (e cm) Value (e cm)
n 2.9 x 10“ 26 (90%CL) [793] 10“ 31
e- - 1.6 x 10“ 27 (90%CL) [794] IO-38
fi < 10“ 18 (CERN) [795] 
- 10“ 19 t (E821)
IO“ 35
l " H g 2.1 x 10“ 28 ( 95%CL) [796]
^Estimated
(b)
Table 19: (a) Transformation properties of the magnetic and electric fields and dipole moments. (b) Measured 
limits on electric dipole moments, and their Standard Model values
.. . [which], when divided by the factor 2m, can be regarded as the additional potential energy of 
the electron due to its new degree of freedom. [788]” These terms represent the magnetic-dipole 
(Dirac) moment and electric dipole moment interactions with the external magnetic and electric 
fields.
In modern notation, the magnetic dipole moment (MDM) interaction becomes:
Ur
te
eFi(<?2)7/3 + Ur (329)
where Fi(0) = 1, and F2(0) = ar , the latter being the anomalous (Pauli) moment. The electric 
dipole moment (EDM) interaction is:
Ur
te 
2m r
F2(q2) - F3(q2)75 &ßöq uß ,
where F2(0) = ar , F3(0) = dr , with:
I — )\2mc j
dß =  ( ( 7^ - ^  — rj x 4.7 x 10 14 ecm.
(330)
(331)
This n, which is the EDM analogy to g for the MDM, should not be confused with the Michel 
parameter n.
The existence of an EDM implies that both P and T are violated [789-791]. This can be seen 
by considering the non-relativistic Hamiltonian for a spin one-half particle in the presence of 
both an electric and a magnetic field: H  = —fi ■ B  — d ■ E . The transformation properties of E , 
B , fi and d are given in the table 19(a), and we see that while fi ■ B  is even under all three, d ■ E  
is odd under both P and T. While parity violation has been observed in many weak processes, 
direct T violation has only been observed in the neutral-kaon system [792]. In the context of 
CPT symmetry, an EDM implies CP violation, which is allowed by the Standard Model for 
decays in the neutral-kaon and B -meson sectors.
The identification of new sources of CP violation appears to be a crucial requirement for 
explaining the dominance of matter over anti-matter in the Universe. Permanent electric-dipole
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Figure 114: (a)The time spectrum of 3.6 x 109 electrons with energy greater than 1.8 GeV from the 2001 E821 data 
set [784]. The diagonal “wiggles” displayed modulo 100 ^s result from the muon spin precession in the storage 
ring. (b)Measurements of the muon anomaly, indicating the value, as well as the muon's sign. As indicated in 
the text, to obtain the value of a^~ and the world average CPT  invariance is assumed. The theory value is taken 
from reference [786], which uses electron-positron annihilation to determine the hadronic contribution.
moments of fundamental particles would violate both time reversal (T) and parity (P) invariance, 
and with the assumption of CPT conservation also the CP symmetry [790,791]. The present 
limits from EDM searches are given in table 19(b).
The anomalous magnetic moment (anomaly) of the muon, aM =  gß — 2, has a long history 
of constraining models of physics beyond the Standard Model. It has now been measured to a 
relative precision of 0.54 parts per million [783-785]. Muons are stored in a super-ferric storage 
ring, and the spin difference frequency between the cyclotron frequency and the muon-spin- 
rotation frequency is given by:
a^B  —
1
aß —
Y2 — 1
ß x E (332)
which is the frequency that the spin precesses relative to the momentum. At y = 29.3 the 
electric field used for vertical focusing does not contribute to the spin precession for a muon 
on the central orbit. By counting high-energy positrons as a function of time, one observes the 
muon lifetime modulated by the (g — 2) precession, as shown in figure 114(a). Both aß+ and 
aß- were measured. Assuming CPT invariance, the E821 collaboration obtained the anomalous 
magnetic moment [785]:
a^(Expt) = 11659181.2(6.9) x 10-iU (0.54 ppm). (333)
The total uncertainty includes a 0.46 ppm statistical uncertainty and a 0.28 ppm systematic 
uncertainty, combined in quadrature.
The Standard Model theory value consists of well known QED and Weak contributions, plus a 
hadronic contribution of about 60 ppm of aM which dominates the uncertainty on the Standard 
Model value. The leading-order contributions are shown diagrammatically in figure 115.
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The hadronic contribution has been the source of substantial work [797,798], which continues 
to the present. The lowest order must be taken from e+e- ^  hadrons using a dispersion 
relation [786]:
(Had;l) =  (  2 /‘°°
ß V 37T ) JAm2 S2
where:
„ ^tot (e+e ^  hadrons)
R  = --- -------- ---— , (335)
^tot(e+e- ^  ß+ß-)
and K (s) is a known function [786]. The only assumptions here are analyticity and the optical 
theorem. Recently published data on the hadronic cross sections [799-802] have significantly 
reduced the uncertainty on the hadronic contribution [803,804]. The present Standard Model 
value is [786]:
aßSM07) = 116 59 1 785(61) x 10-11 . (336)
When compared with the experimental value in equation (333) one obtains 3.4 standard devia­
tion difference between experiment and theory [786,803,804].
It has been proposed that the hadronic contributions could also be determined from hadronic 
t-decay data, using the conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis [805]. Such an approach 
can only give the iso-vector part of the amplitude, i.e. the p but not the w intermediate states. 
In contrast, the e+e- annihilation cross section contains both iso-vector and iso-scalar contri­
butions, with the cusp from p — w interference as a dominant feature. Since hadronic t  decay 
goes through the charged-p resonance, and e+e- annihilation goes through the neutral p , un­
derstanding the isospin corrections is essential in this approach. This use of the CVC can be 
checked by comparing the hadronic contribution to aß obtained from each method. Alternately, 
one can take the measured branching ratio for t - ^  V -vT, where V is any vector final state 
(e.g. n-n0) and compare it to that predicted using CVC and e+e- data, applying all the ap­
propriate isospin corrections. At present, neither comparison gives a satisfactory result [804], 
and the prescription of CVC with the appropriate isospin correction seems to have aspects that 
are not understood. Given two consistent e+e- data sets and the uncertainties inherent in the 
required isospin corrections to the t  data, the most recent Standard Model evaluations do not 
use the t  data to determine a(Had;1) [786,803,804]. Additional e+e- data are expected to become 
available in the next year which should increase our confidence in the e+e--based evaluation.
Since the muon anomaly results from virtual particles that couple to the muon, or photon, 
in principle it is sensitive to all such particles, not just the known Standard Model particles. 
Thus the muon anomaly is sensitive to a number of potential candidates for physics beyond the 
Standard Model [806], e.g., new particles that couple to the muon such as the supersymmetric 
partners of the weak gauge bosons [807,808]; muon substructure, where the contribution depends 
on the substructure scale A as, öaß(Aß) ~ mß/Aß; W -boson substructure; and extra dimensions 
[809].
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 115: The Feynman graphs for: (a) Lowest-order QED (Schwinger) term; (b)Lowest-order hadronic con­
tribution; (c) hadronic light-by-light contribution; (d)-(e) the lowest order electroweak W  and Z  contributions. 
W ith the present limits on m h, the contribution from the single Higgs loop is negligible.
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Figure 116: The lowest-order supersymmetric contributions to the muon anomaly. The x are the superpartners 
of the Standard Model gauge bosons.
The potential contribution from supersymmetry has generated a lot of attention [807,808], 
with the relevant diagrams shown in figure 116. A simple model with equal masses [806] gives
( S U S Y ) _________< X ( M Z ) m l  . /  4 a  , r n \
^  - 8ir sin2 0\y m 2  ^ tt ln m J
~ (sgn/x) 13 x 10“ 10 tanß  ^ 100 GeV ^  _ (337)
where tan ß is the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs fields. If the 
SUSY mass scale were known, then aßSUSY) would provide a clean way to determine tan ß.
One candidate for the cosmic dark matter is the lightest supersymmetric partner, the neu­
tralino, x0 in figure 116. In the context of a constrained minimal supersymmetric model 
(CMSSM), (g — 2)ß provides an orthogonal constraint on dark matter [810, 811] from that 
provided by the WMAP survey, as can be seen in figures 117 and 118.
The results from E821 at the Brookhaven AGS are interesting, if not definitive. Whatever 
the final interpretation of aß turns out to be, it will constrain the theories of physics beyond 
the Standard Model [812]. This ability is clearly demonstrated in figures 117 and 118 (see 
reference [812] for additional examples). An improved experiment is possible at existing facilities, 
and does not need the ultra high flux of muons that would be available at the Neutrino Factory. 
However, it is clear that the measurement needs to be further refined at BNL or a future facility.
While the MDM has a substantial Standard Model value, the Standard Model EDMs for the 
leptons are immeasurably small and lie orders of magnitude below the present experimental limits 
(see table 19). Thus an EDM at a measurable level would signify physics beyond the Standard 
Model. SUSY models, and other dynamics at the TeV scale do predict EDMs at measurable
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tan ß = 10 , p > 0 tan ß = 10 , p > 0 tan ß = 10 , p > 0
gaugino mass m ^  (G eV ) m ^  (G eV ) m ^  (G eV )
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 117: The m 0-m1/2 plane of the CMSSM parameter space for tan ß =  10, A0 =  0, sign(^) =  +. (a) The 
Aa(today) =  295(88) x 10-11 between experiment and Standard Model theory is from reference [786], see text. 
The brown wedge on the lower right is excluded by the requirement the dark matter be neutral. Direct limits on 
the Higgs and chargino x± masses are indicated by vertical lines. Restrictions from the W MAP satellite data are 
shown as a light-blue line. The (g — 2) 1 and 2-standard deviation boundaries are shown in purple. The region 
“allowed” by W MAP and (g — 2) is indicated by the ellipse, which is further restricted by the limit on M h. (b) 
The plot with A a( =  295(39) x 10-11, which assumes that in the future both the theory and experimental errors 
decrease to 22 x 10-11. (c) The same errors as (b), but A =  0. (Figures courtesy of K. Olive)
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Figure 118: The CMSSM plots as above, but with tan ß =  40. (a) As in figure 117 but for tan ß =  40 (b) The plot 
with A a(  =  295(39) x 10-11, which assumes that in the future both the theory and experimental errors decrease 
to 22 x 10-11. (c) The same errors as (b), but A  =  0. (Figures courtesy of K. Olive)
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MDM
Figure 119: The supersymmetric contributions to the anomaly, and to ß ^  e conversion, showing the relevant 
slepton mixing matrix elements. The MDM and EDM give the real and imaginary parts of the matrix element 
respectively.
levels [418,813-816]. In the context of SUSY, the EDM and MDM provide information on the 
diagonal matrix element of the slepton mixing matrix, while muon flavour violation provides 
information on the off-diagonal matrix element, as indicated in figure 119.
If the muon possessed a permanent electric-dipole moment, the spin precession formula (equa­
tion (332)) is modified by the addition of a second term:
LÜ = --
m
a„. ~
Y2 — 1
ß x E e
H--
m
(338)
where dß = (n/2)(eh/2mc) ~ n x 4.7 x 10 e—cm and aß = (g — 2)/2. For reasonable values 
of ß, the motional electric field ß x B is much larger than electric fields that can be obtained in 
the laboratory and the two vector frequencies are orthogonal to each other.
A new idea optimises the EDM signal in a storage ring using the motional electric field in the 
rest frame of the muon interacting with the EDM to cause spin motion [817]. The dedicated 
experiment will be operated off of the magic y, for example at ~ 500 MeV/c, and will use a 
radial electric field to stop the (g — 2) precession. Then the spin will follow the momentum as 
the muons go around the ring, except for any movement (out of plane) arising from an EDM. 
Thus the EDM would cause a steady build-up of the spin out of the plane with time. Detectors 
would be placed above and below the storage region, and a time-dependent, up-down asymmetry 
R  = (Nup — Ndown)/(Nup + Ndown) would be the signal of an EDM.
Two muon EDM experiments are being discussed. Adelmann and Kirsh [818] have proposed 
that a sensitivity of 5 x 10-23 e—cm could be achieved with a small storage ring at PSI. An 
experiment to search for a permanent EDM of the muon with a design sensitivity of 10-24 e-cm 
has been presented to J-PARC as a letter of intent [819]. These sensitivities lie well within values 
predicted by some SUSY models [813]. For a dedicated muon EDM experiment, a sensitivity of 
10-24 e cm requires the product of polarisation times detected decays to be N P 2 = 1016, a flux 
only available at a the front-end of a Neutrino Factory, or other high-power proton accelerator. 
The sensitivity is limited by the muon flux, and it should be possible to improve significantly 
on the sensitivity at a higher intensity facility such as a Neutrino Factory.
If an EDM were to be discovered, one would wish to measure as many EDMs as possible to 
understand the nature of the interaction. The muon provides a unique opportunity to search
1e
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for an EDM of a second-generation particle. While naively the muon and electron EDMs scale 
linearly with mass, in some theories the muon EDM is greatly enhanced relative to linear scaling 
relative to the electron EDM when the heavy neutrinos of the theory are non-degenerate. [418, 
813,816]
7.3 Search for muon number violation
7.3.1 Theoretical considerations
In the Standard Model (SM), muon number is exactly conserved. When neutrino masses are 
added and neutrino oscillations take place, muon-number violating processes involving charged 
leptons become possible as well. However, because of the smallness of neutrino masses, the rates 
for these processes are unobservable [820-825]; for instance:
y *V  .US
111 e% M lW
10-60
V * V
10 2
mv
10-2 eV
(339)
The observation of muon-number violation in charged muon decay would, therefore, serve as 
an unambiguous sign of new physics and indeed, a number of SM extensions may be probed 
sensitively by the study of rare muon decays. Here we will concentrate on supersymmetric 
models and models with extra dimensions, but it should be pointed out that various other 
SM extensions also predict observable rates for the rare ß decays: models with new Z' gauge 
bosons [826]; leptoquarks [827]; or Lorentz-invariance violation [555,828-830]. For a review on 
muon number violation, see reference [349].
2 2 4
7.3.2 Model-independent analysis of rare muon processes
Although a purely model-independent analysis based on effective operators cannot make any 
prediction for the absolute rate of rare muon processes, it can be very useful in determining the 
relative rates. We will compare the rates for ß+ ^  e+Y, ß+ ^  e+e-e+, and ß--e- conversion. 
In a large class of models, the dominant source of individual lepton number violation comes 
from a flavour non-diagonal magnetic-moment transition. Let us therefore consider the effective 
operator
m
£  = - jjß R V ^ e L F ^  + h.c. (340)
This interaction leads to the following results for the branching ratios of ß+ ^  e+Y (B (ß ^  eY)) 
and ß+ ^  e+e-e+ (B(ß ^  3e)), and for the rate of ß--e- conversion in nuclei normalised to
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the nuclear capture rate (B(ßN ^  eN)):
3(4n)2
B(ß ^  eY) =
B (ß  —> 3e) 
B{ß-> e i)
B (f iN  -»■ eiV) 
B{ß-> e i)
G  F A4
a mf 11
= —  In—£ --- = 6 x 1 0 -3
3n
= 1012 B (A, Z)
m2
(47t)3o;
= 2 x 10-3 B (A ,Z ) .
(341)
(342)
(343)
Here B(A, Z ) is an effective nuclear coefficient which is of order 1 for elements heavier than 
aluminium [831]. The logarithm in equation 342 is an enhancement factor for B(ß ^  3e), 
which is a consequence of the collinear divergence of the electron-positron pair in the me ^  0 
limit. Nevertheless, because of the smaller phase space and extra power of a, B (ß ^  3e) and 
B (ßN ^  eN) turn out to be suppressed with respect to B (ß ^  eY) by factors of 6 x 10-3 and 
(2-4) x 10-3, respectively. See reference [787] for further discussion.
Next, let us include an effective four-fermion operator which violates individual lepton number:
£  = -^2ßLlßzLf Ll ßf L + h.c. (344)
where ƒ  is a generic quark or lepton. The choice of the operator in equation 344 is made 
for concreteness, and our results do not depend significantly on the specific chiral structure of 
the operator. First we consider the case in which ƒ  is neither an electron nor a light quark, 
and therefore ß+ ^  e+e-e+ and ß--e- conversion occur only at the loop level. Comparing 
the ß+ ^  e+y rate in equation 341 with the contributions from the four-fermion operator to 
B (ß ^  3e) and B (ßN ^  eN), we find:
B(pi —> 3e) 
B{ß->  eY)
B (ß N  ->■ eN) 
B{ß-> e i)
8a2 N 2
9(4n)4 \ Af  j
LX ln max(m2, mf)
m f
= 1012 B (A, Z)
32 G ^ m ^ N j  
9(47t)6 A YAf ) ln
max(m2, mf )
m f
(345)
(346)
Here N f  is the number of colours of the fermion ƒ  and M f is the heavy-particle mass generating 
the effective operators (typically M f is much smaller than A or A f because of loop factors and 
mixing angles). The logarithms in equations 345 and 346 correspond to the anomalous dimension 
mixing of the operator in equation 344 with the four-fermion operator generating the relevant 
rare muon process [832]. If A ~ A f , then the contributions from the four-fermion operator 
are irrelevant, since the ratios in equations 342 and 343 are larger than those in equations 345 
and 346. More interesting is the case in which the four-fermion operator in equation 344 is 
generated at tree level, while the magnetic-moment transition in equation 340 is generated only 
at one loop, as in models with R-parity violation [228,229,833] or with leptoquarks [827]. In 
this case, we expect:
a V
Af  J
(4n)3
a
(347)
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Searches for Lepton Number Violation
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Figure 120: Historical development of the 90% C.L. upper limits (UL) on branching ratios respectively conversion 
probabilities of muon-number violating processes which involve muons and kaons. Sensitivities expected for 
planned searches are indicated in the year 2008 (see also reference [349]). The projections for a neutrino factory 
(NUFACT) are also shown.
If equation 347 holds and if we take M f ^  1 TeV, then the ratios in equations 345 and 346 
become of order unity, so the different rare muon processes have comparable rates.
Alternatively, if the fermion ƒ  in equation 344 is an electron (or a light quark), the effective 
operator can mediate ß ^  3e (or ß--e- conversion) at tree-level, and the corresponding process 
can dominate over the others [380]. For instance, we obtain:
1 (AY
B (ß ^  eY) 12(4n)2 ^AF J  
for the case ƒ  = e.
(348)
In conclusion, the various rare muon processes are all potentially very interesting. In the event 
of a positive experimental signal for muon-number violation, a comparison between searches in 
the different channels and the use of the effective-operator approach will allow us to identify 
quickly the correct class of models.
7.4 Experimental prospects
The experimental sensitivities achieved during the past decades in tests of muon number con­
servation are illustrated in figure 120, and given in table 20. Generally the tests were limited 
by the intensities of the available ß and K beams, but in some cases detector limitations have 
played a role as well.
All recent results with ß+ beams were obtained with “surface” muon beams (see for in­
stance [840]), that consist of muons originating in the decay of n+’s that stopped at the surface
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Table 20: Present limits on rare ß  decays.
mode upper limit (90% C.L.) year Exp./Lab. Ref.
ß+ ^  e+y 1.2 x 10-11 2002 MEGA / LAMPF [350,834]
ß+ ^  e+e+e- 1.0 x 10-12 1988 SINDRUM I/ PSI [351]
ß+e- ^  ß-e+ 8.3 x 10-11 1999 PSI [835, 836]
ß- Ti ^  e-Ti 6.1 x 10-13 1998 SINDRUM II / PSI [837]
ß- Ti ^  e+ Ca* 3.6 x 10-11 1998 SINDRUM II / PSI [838]
ß- Pb ^  e-Pb 4.6 x 10-11 1996 SINDRUM II / PSI [839]
ß- Au ^  e-Au 7 x 10“ 13 2006 SINDRUM II / PSI [352]
of the pion-production target, or “sub-surface” beams, in which the muons originate from the 
decays of n+ stopping just below the surface. Because of the narrow momentum spread, such 
beams are superior to conventional pion decay channels in terms of muon stop density; they 
permit the use of relatively thin (typically 10 mg/cm2) foils to stop the beam; and they offer the 
highest muon stop densities that can be obtained at present. Such low-mass stopping targets are 
required for the ultimate resolution in positron momentum and emission angle, photon yield, or 
the efficient production of muonium in vacuum.
In this section we indicate how far experimental searches could benefit from muon beam 
intensities which are 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than are presently available. Further 
details can be found in the CERN study of 2001 [787].
7.4.1
Neglecting the positron mass, the 2-body decay ß+ ^  
E y
0 e7 = 180° ; and
e+Y of muons at rest is characterised by:
= Ee = mMc2/2 = 52.8 MeV ;
tY — te •
All ß ^  eY searches performed during the past three decades were limited by accidental co­
incidences between a positron from normal muon decay, ß —> ew, and a photon produced in 
the decay of another muon, either by bremsstrahlung or by e+e- annihilation in flight. This 
background dominates the intrinsic background from radiative muon decay ß —> evv^. Acciden­
tal eY coincidences can be suppressed by testing the three conditions listed above. The vertex 
constraint resulting from the ability to trace back positrons and photons to an extended stop­
ping target can further reduce background. Attempts have been made to suppress accidental 
coincidences by observing the low-energy positron associated with the photon, but with minimal 
success.
The most sensitive search to date was performed by the MEGA Collaboration at the Los 
Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) [350,834], which established an upper limit (90% 
C.L.) on B ß^ ei of 1.2 x 10-11 [350]. The MEG experiment [841] at PSI, aims at a single-event
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Figure 121: Side and end views of the MEG setup. The magnetic field is shaped such that positrons are quickly 
swept out of the tracking region thus minimising the load on the detectors. The cylindrical 0.8 m3 single-cell LXe 
detector is viewed from all sides by by 846 PMTs immersed in the LXe allowing the reconstruction of photon 
energy, time, conversion point and direction and the efficient rejection of pile-up signals.
sensitivity of ~ 10-13 — 10-14, and began commissioning in early 2007. A surface muon beam 
is employed that reaches an intensity around 5 x 108 ß+/s.
A straightforward improvement of more than an order of magnitude in suppression of acci­
dental background results from the DC beam at PSI, as opposed to the pulsed LAMPF beam 
which had a macro duty cycle of 7.7% . Another order-of-magnitude improvement is achieved 
by superb time resolution (æ 0.15 ns FWHM on tY — te).
The MEG setup is shown in figure 121. The MEG spectrometer magnet makes use of a 
unique “COBRA”(COnstant Bending RAdius) design which results in a graded magnetic field 
varying from 1.27 T at the centre to 0.49 T at both ends. This field distribution not only 
results in a constant projected bending radius for the 52.8 MeV positron, for emission angles 
d with | cos 0| < 0.35 , but also sweeps away positrons with low longitudinal momentum more 
effectively than does a solenoidal field as used by MEGA. This design significantly reduces the 
instantaneous rates in the drift chambers. The drift chambers are made of 12.5 ßm thin foils 
supported by C-shaped carbon-fibre frames which are out of the way of the positrons. The foils 
have “vernier” cathode pads which permit the measurement of the trajectory coordinate along 
the anode wires with an accuracy of about 500 ßm. There are two timing counters at each end 
of the magnet (see figure 122), each of which consists of a layer of plastic scintillating fibres and 
15 plastic scintillator bars of 4 x 4 x 90 cm3. The fibres give hit positions along the beam axis 
and the bars measure positron timings with a precision of a = 40 ps. The counters are placed 
at large radii so only high-energy positrons reach them, giving a total rate of a fewx104/s for 
each bar.
High strength aluminium-stabilised conductor is used to make the magnet as thin as 0.20X0, 
so that 85% of 52.8 MeV/c gamma rays traverse the magnet without interaction before entering
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Figure 122: Installing one of the timing counters into the COBRA magnet during the pilot run of the positron 
spectrometer at the end of 2006. The large ring is one of two Helmholtz coils used to compensate the COBRA 
stray field at the locations of the photomultipliers of the LXe detector.
Table 21: Performance of a prototype of the MEG LXe detector at E ^ = 53 MeV.
observable resolution (a)
energy 1.2%
time 65 ps
conversion point æ4 mm
the gamma ray detector placed outside the magnet. Whereas MEGA used rather inefficient pair 
spectrometers to detect the photon, MEG developed a novel liquid-xenon scintillation detector 
as shown in figure 121. By viewing the scintillation light from all sides, the electromagnetic 
shower induced by the photon can be reconstructed which allows a precise measurement of the 
photon conversion point and direction [842]. Special PMTs that work at liquid-zenon (LXe) 
temperature (—110°C), persist under high pressures and are sensitive to the VUV scintillation 
light of LXe (A æ 178 nm) have been developed in collaboration with Hamamatsu Photonics. 
To identify and separate pile-up efficiently, fast waveform digitising is used for all the PMT 
outputs.
The performance of the detector was measured with a prototype detector. The results are 
shown in table 21. First data taking with the complete setup is scheduled for the second half 
of 2007. A sensitivity of 0(10-13) for the 90% C.L. upper limit in case no candidates are found 
should be reached after two years.
As a next step it seems reasonable to consider experiments aiming at a sensitivity of 10-15 
or better. However, it is not at all obvious how to reach such levels of sensitivity without 
running into the background of accidental eY coincidences. Surface-muon rates ten-times larger 
than those used by MEG already can be achieved today. However, to exloit such rates, the 
background suppression would have to be improved by two orders of magnitude.
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Accidental background, Nacc, scales with the detector resolutions as:
Nacc «  AEe • At • (AEy • A 0 e7 • A xy)2 • A-1 ,
with the coordinate of the photon trajectory at the target and AT the target area. Here, it 
has been assumed that the photon can be traced back to the target with an uncertainty that 
is small compared to AT. Since the angular resolution is dictated by the positron multiple 
scattering in the target, this can be written:
N acc oc A E e ■ A t • (AE 1 ■ A x7)2 ■ ,
with dT the target thickness. When using a series of n target foils each of them could have a 
thickness of dT/n and the beam would still be stopped. Since the area would increase like n • AT 
the background could be reduced in proportion with 1/n2:
N acc oc A E e ■ A t ■ {AE1 • A x r f  • ,
n • At
so a geometry with ten targets, 1 mg/cm2 each, would lead to the required background suppres­
sion.
The expected number Ns of observed ß ^  eY decays can be written as:
Q
Ng = R ßT -— £e£j£cut 7 ) (349)
4n
where R ß is the muon-stop rate, T is the total measuring time, Q is the detector solid angle (we 
assume identical values for the photon and the positron detectors), ee and e7 are the positron- 
and photon-detection efficiencies, ecut is the efficiency of the selection cuts. Selection cuts can 
be applied on the reconstructed positron energy (Ee), photon energy ( E Y ), opening angle (0eY) 
and relative timing (teY).
In the MEG experiment at PSI, the background is dominated by accidental coincidences of a 
positron from normal muon decay and a photon which may originate in the decay /x+ —> e+WY 
or may be produced by an e+ through external bremsstrahlung or annihilation in flight. In a 
DC beam the number of accidental coincidences is given by:
0 Q 0 A02
N b =  R ß2f e£ef1e1(— )2i T ^ 2 A t T ,  (350)
where f e ( )  is the e+ (y) yield per stopped muon within the selection window and At is the cut 
applied on the e+ — y time difference. For a non-DC beam, Nb must multiplied by the inverse 
of the duty cycle.
Since the accidental background rises quadratically with the muon-stop rate, it will be even 
more problematic in future experiments using a higher beam intensity. An experiment with 
Rm = 1010ß/s and all the other quantities of equation (349) unchanged would yield one ß ^  eY 
event for B ß^ ei = 10-16. However, the accidental background would increase to 104 events. It 
is obvious that better detector resolutions and/or improved experimental concepts are required.
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7.4.2 ß+ ^  e+e+e-
From an experimental point of view the decay ß ^  3e offers some important advantages com­
pared to the more familiar ß ^  eY discussed in the previous section. The principal background 
is from accidental coincidences between positrons from normal muon decay and e+e- pairs 
originating from photon conversions or scattering of positrons off atomic electrons (Bhabha 
scattering). Since the final state contains only charged particles, the setup may consist of a 
magnetic spectrometer without the need for an electromagnetic calorimeter with its limited per­
formance in terms of energy and directional resolution, rate capability, and event definition in 
general. On the other hand, of major concern are the high rates in the tracking system of a 
ß ^  3e setup which has to withstand the load of the full muon decay spectrum.
The present experimental limit, B (ß ^  3e) < 1 x 10-12 [351], was published in 1988. Since no 
new proposals exist for this decay mode we shall analyse the prospects of an improved experiment 
with the SINDRUM experiment as a point of reference. A detailed description of the experiment 
may be found in reference [843].
Data were taken during six months using a 25 MeV/c sub-surface beam. The beam was 
brought to rest with a rate of 6 x 106 ß+ s-1 in a hollow double-cone foam target (length 220 mm, 
diameter 58 mm, total mass 2.4 g). SINDRUM I is a solenoidal spectrometer with a relatively low 
magnetic field of 0.33 T corresponding to a transverse-momentum threshold around 18 MeV/c 
for particles crossing the tracking system. This system consists of five cylindrical MWPCs 
concentric with the beam axis. Three-dimensional space points are found by measuring the 
charges induced on cathode strips oriented ±45° relative to the sense wires. Gating times were 
typically 50 ns. The spectrometer acceptance for ß ^  3e was 24% of 4n sr (for a constant 
transition-matrix element) so the only place for a significant improvement in sensitivity would 
be the beam intensity.
Figure 123 shows the time distribution of the recorded e+e+e- triples. Apart from a prompt 
contribution of correlated triples one notices a dominant contribution from accidental coinci­
dences involving low-invariant-mass e+e- pairs. Most of these are explained by Bhabha scatter­
ing of positrons from normal muon decay /x —> evv. The accidental background thus scales with 
the target mass, but it is not obvious how to reduce this mass significantly below the 11 mg/cm2 
achieved in this search.
Figure 124 shows the vertex distribution of prompt events. One should keep in mind that 
most of the uncorrelated triples contain e+e- pairs coming from the target and their vertex 
distribution will thus follow the target contour as well. This 1-fold accidental background is 
suppressed by the ratio of the vertex resolution (couple of mm2) and the target area. There 
is no reason, other than the cost of the detection system, not to choose a much larger target. 
Such an increase might also help to reduce the load on the tracking detectors. Better vertex 
resolution would help as well. At these low energies tracking errors are dominated by multiple 
scattering in the first detector layer but it should be possible to gain by bringing it closer to the 
target.
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Figure 123: Relative timing of e+e+e- events. The two positrons are labelled according to the invariant mass 
when combined with the electron. One notices a contribution of correlated triples in the centre of the distribution. 
These events are mainly /x —»■ 3evV decays. The concentration of events along the diagonal is due to low-invariant- 
mass e+ e- pairs in accidental coincidence with a positron originating in the decay of a second muon. The e+ e- 
pairs are predominantly due to Bhabha scattering in the target.
Figure 124: Spatial distribution of the vertex fitted to prompt e+e+e triples. One clearly notices the double-cone 
target.
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Figure 125: Total momentum versus total energy for three event classes discussed in the text. The line shows the 
kinematic limit (within resolution) defined by £|pc| + |£pjc|<mMc2 for any muon decay. The enhancement in the 
distribution of correlated triples below this limit is due to the decay /x —»■ 3evV.
Finally, figure 125 shows the distribution of total momentum versus total energy for three 
classes of events: (i) uncorrelated e+e+e- triples; (ii) correlated e+e+e- triples; and (iii) sim­
ulated ß ^  3e decays. The distinction between uncorrelated and correlated triples has been 
made on the basis of relative timing and vertex as discussed above.
What would a ß ^  3e set-up look like that would aim at a single-event sensitivity around 
10-16, that would make use of a beam rate around 1010 ß+/s? The SINDRUM I measure­
ment was background-free at the level of 10-12 with a beam of 0.6 x 107 ß+/s. Taking into 
account that background would have set in at 10-13, the increased stop rate would raise the 
background level to æ 10-10; so six orders of magnitude in background reduction would have to 
be achieved. Increasing the target size and improving the tracking resolution should bring two 
orders of magnitude from the vertex requirement alone. Since the dominant sources of back­
ground are accidental coincidences between two decay positrons (one of which undergoes Bhabha 
scattering), the background rate scales with the momentum-resolution squared. Assuming an 
improvement by one order of magnitude, i.e., from the æ 10% FWHM obtained by SINDRUM I 
to æ 1% for a new search, one would gain two orders of magnitude from the constraint on total 
energy alone. The remaining factor 100 would result from the test on the collinearity of the e+ 
and the e+e- pair.
As mentioned in reference [843], a dramatic suppression of background could be achieved by 
requiring a minimum opening angle (typically 30°) for both e+e- combinations. Depending on 
the mechanism for ß ^  3e, such a cut might lead to a strong loss in ß ^  3e sensitivity as well.
Whereas background levels may be under control, the question remains whether detector 
concepts can be developed that work at the high beam rates proposed. A large modularity will 
be required to solve problems of pattern recognition. Also the trigger for data readout may turn 
out to be a great challenge.
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7.4.3 ß — e conversion
When negative muons stop in matter, they quickly get captured, form muonic atoms, and mostly
where the final nucleus is likely to be in an excited state.
Because of the two-body final state, neutrinoless ß- — e- conversion in muonic atoms:
significant increases in sensitivity over present limits; potentially by as many as six orders of 
magnitude. The electrons produced in ß — e conversion are mono-energetic with the energy:
where Bu(Z) is the atomic binding energy of the muon, and R is the atomic recoil energy, 
for a muonic atom with atomic number Z and mass number A. In the lowest approximation 
Bu (Z ) «  Z 2 and R(A ) «  A-1.
For conversions that leave the nucleus in its ground state, the nucleons act coherently which 
boosts the conversion probability relative to the rate of the dominant process of ordinary nuclear 
muon capture. The electron is emitted with energy Ee æ muc2, which coincides with the 
endpoint of muon DIO, the only intrinsic physics background. Since the energy distribution 
of muon decay in orbit falls steeply above muc2/2 the experimental set-up may have a large 
signal acceptance and the detectors can still be protected against the vast majority of decay and 
capture background events.
The muon-electron conversion probability, Bu-e, varies as a function of A and Z , and with the 
probability that the nucleus stays in its ground state. Calculations [363,844-848] predicted a 
steady rise of the branching ratio until Z æ 30, from which point it was expected to drop again. 
For this reason most experiments were performed on medium-heavy nuclei. The nuclear-physics 
calculations predict the coherent fraction to be larger than 80% for all nuclear systems [849,850].
Muon decay in orbit (DIO) constitutes an intrinsic background source which can only be 
suppressed with sufficient electron-energy resolution. Energy distributions for DIO electrons 
have been calculated for a number of muonic atoms [851-853]. The process predominantly 
results in electrons with energy EDIO below muc2/2, the kinematic endpoint in free muon decay, 
with a steeply falling high-energy component reaching up to Eue. In the endpoint region the
ß + (A, Z) —> e + ve + + (A, Z) ; (351)
and nuclear muon capture (NMC):
ß + (A) Z) — + (A) Z — 1) ; (352)
ß + (A, Z ) —— e + (A, Z ) ; (353)
with a nucleus of a mass number A and an atomic number Z , has the greatest potential for
Eue — muc2 — Bu(Z) — R(A) , (354)
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DIO rate varies as (Eue — EDIO)5 and a resolution of 1 — 2 MeV (FWHM) is sufficient to keep 
the DIO background under control. Since the DIO endpoint rises at lower Z , great care has to 
be taken to avoid low-Z contaminations in and around the target.
Another background source is due to radiative muon capture (RMC):
ß-(A, Z ) — y (A,Z — 1)*Vu , (355)
after which the photon creates an e+e- pair either internally (Dalitz pair) or through y — e+e-- 
pair production in the target. The RMC endpoint can be kept below Eue for selected isotopes.
Most low-energy muon beams have large pion contaminations. Pions may produce background 
when stopping in the target through radiative pion capture (RPC) which takes place with a 
probability of 0(10-2). Most RPC photons have energies above Eue. As in the case of RMC, 
these photons may produce background through y — e+e- pair production. There are various 
strategies to cope with RPC background:
• One option is to keep the total number of n- stopping in the target during the live time 
of the experiment below 104-5. This can be achieved with the help of a moderator in the 
beam, exploiting the range difference between pions and muons of given momentum or with 
a muon storage ring exploiting the difference in lifetime; and
• Another option is to exploit the fact that pion capture takes place in a time-scale far below a 
nanosecond. The background can thus be suppressed by using a pulsed beam and selecting 
only delayed events.
Cosmic rays (electrons, muons, photons) are a copious source of electrons with energies around 
æ 100 MeV. With the exception of y — e+e- in the target, these events can be recognised by 
the presence of an incoming particle. Passive shielding and veto counters above the detection 
system also help to suppress this background.
The present best limits (see table 20) have been measured with the SINDRUM II spectrometer 
at PSI. Most recently, a search was performed on a gold target [352]. In this experiment (see 
figure 126), pion suppression is based on the the fact that the range of pions is a factor of 
two shorter than that of muons at the selected momentum (52 MeV/c). A simulation using 
the measured range distribution shows that about one in 106 pions cross an 8 mm thick CH2 
moderator. Since these pions are relatively slow, 99.9% of them decay before reaching the gold 
target which is situated some 10 m further downstream. As a result, pion stops in the target 
have been reduced to a negligible level. What remains are radiative pion capture in the degrader 
and 7T- —> e~Ve decay-in-flight shortly before entering the degrader. The resulting electrons 
may reach the target where they can scatter into the solid angle acceptance of the spectrometer. 
0(10) events are expected with a flat energy distribution between 80 and 100 MeV. These events 
are peaked in the forward direction and show a time correlation with the cyclotron RF signal. 
To cope with this background two event classes have been introduced based on the values of
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Figure 126: Plan view of the SINDRUM II experiment. The 1M W  590 MeV proton beam hits the 40 mm carbon 
production target (top left of the figure). The nE5 beam line transports secondary particles (n ,^ ,e ) emitted in 
the backward direction to a degrader situated at the entrance of a solenoid connected axially to the SINDRUM II 
spectrometer. Inset a) shows the momentum dispersion at the position of the first slit system. Inset b) shows a 
cross section of the beam at the position of the beam focus.
polar angle and rf phase. Figure 127 shows the corresponding momentum distributions. The 
spectra show no indication for ß — e conversion. The corresponding upper limit:
B ße =  r(A' A lw  e_ ^ ug-s-) < 7 X 10-13 90% C.L.; (356)
r capture(ß Au)
has been obtained with the help of a likelihood analysis of the momentum distributions shown 
in figure 127 taking into account: muon decay in orbit; ß — e conversion; a contribution taken 
from the observed positron distribution describing processes with intermediate photons, such as 
radiative muon capture; and a flat component from pion decay-in-flight or cosmic rays.
Based on a scheme originally developed during the eighties for the Moscow Meson Factory 
[854], ße-conversion experiments are being considered both in the USA and in Japan. The key 
elements are:
• A pulsed proton beam permits the removal of pion background by selecting events in a 
delayed time window. Proton extinction factors between pulses of <10-9 are needed;
• A large acceptance capture solenoid surrounding the pion-production target leads to a major 
increase in muon flux; and
• A bent solenoid transporting the muons to the experimental target results in a significant 
increase in momentum transmission compared to a conventional quadrupole channel. A bent 
solenoid not only removes neutral particles and photons but also separates electric charges.
Unfortunately, the MECO proposal at BNL [855] designed along these lines was stopped 
because of the high costs. Presently, the various possibilities are being studied to perform a
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Figure 127: Momentum distributions of electrons and positrons for two event classes described in the text. 
Measured distributions are compared with the results of simulations of muon decay in orbit and ß — e conversion. 
N.b.decay in orbit is labelled “M IO” in this figure.
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Table 22: ß  — e conversion searches.
project Lab status Ep [GeV] pß [MeV/c] ß stops [s 1] 5 °
SINDRUM II PSI finished 0.6 52±1 107 2 x 10-13
MECO BNL cancelled 8 45±25 1011 2 x 10-17
mu2e FNAL under study 8 45±25 0.6x 1010 4 x 10-17
PRISM/PRIME J-PARC LOI 40 68±3 1012 5 x 10“ 19
“ value of B ße corresponding to an expectation of one observed event
MECO-type of experiment at Fermilab (mu2e). There is good hope that a proton beam with 
the required characteristics can be produced with minor modifications to the existing accelerator 
complex which will become available after the Tevatron collider stops operation in 2009. A letter 
of intent is in preparation.
Further improvements are being considered for an experiment at J-PARC. To exploit fully 
the lifetime difference to suppress pion induced background, the separation has to occur in 
the beamline rather than after the muon has stopped, since the lifetime of the muonic atom 
may be significantly shorter than the 2.2 ßs lifetime of the free muon. For this purpose a 
muon storage ring, PRISM (Phase Rotated Intense Slow Muon source, see figure 128), is being 
considered [856] which makes use of large-acceptance fixed-field alternating-gradient (FFAG) 
magnets. A portion of the PRISM-FFAG ring is presently under construction as an R&D 
project. As the name suggests the ring is also used to reduce the momentum spread of the beam 
(from ^30 % to ^3 %). This is achieved by accelerating late muons and decelerating early muons 
in RF electric fields. The scheme requires the construction of a pulsed proton beam [857], which 
is under consideration by the J-PARC Laboratory Management. The low momentum spread 
of the muons allows the use of a relatively thin target which is an essential ingredient for high 
resolution in the positron momentum measurement with the PRIME detector [858]. Table 22 
lists the ß- stop rates and single-event sensitivities for the various projects discussed above.
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Figure 128: Layout of PRISM /PRIM E. The experimental target is situated at the entrance of the 180° bent 
solenoid that transports decay electrons to the detection system. See text for further explanations.
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Figure 129: Time dependence of the probability to observe an anti-muonium decay for a system which was initially 
in a pure muonium state. The solid line represents the exponential decay of muonium in the absence of a finite 
coupling. The decay probability as anti-muonium is given for a coupling strength of =  IOOOGf  by the
dotted line and for a coupling strength small compared to the muon decay rate (dashed line). In the latter case 
the maximum of the probability is always at about 2 muon lifetimes. Only for strong coupling could several 
oscillation periods be observed.
7.4.4 Muonium-anti-muonium conversion
Muonium is the atomic bound state of a positive muon and an electron. For leptons, a sponta­
neous conversion of muonium (ß+e— ) into anti-muonium (ß~ e+) would be completely analogous 
to the well known K° — K° oscillations in the quark sector. A search was suggested in 1957 by 
Pontecorvo [2,859] three years before the atom was discovered by Hughes [860,861]. The process 
could proceed at tree level through bi-lepton exchange or through various loops. Predictions 
for the process exist in a variety of speculative models including left-right symmetry, R-parity- 
violating supersymmetry, GUT theories, and several others [862-869].
Any possible coupling between muonium and its anti-atom will give rise to oscillations between 
them. For atomic s-states with principal quantum number, n, a splitting of their energy levels:
X =  8 G f___G MM . (or.7\
V2n27ra3 GF ’ (357)
is caused, where ao is the Bohr radius of the atom, is the coupling constant in an effective 
four-fermion interaction and G f is the weak interaction Fermi coupling constant. For the ground 
state we have ö =  1.5 x 10“ 12 eV x (Gm^ /G f)  which corresponds to 519 Hz for GM^  = Gf- An 
atomic system created at time t = 0 as a pure state of muonium can be expected to be observed 
in the anti-muonium state at a later time t with a time dependent probability of:
-.2 (  S t_ \ „ — A u t  ^  f  ^  o —-V*
pMü (t)  =  sin2 ( I I )  e A^  æ \2h) 6 ’ (358)
where \ß =  1/rß is the muon decay rate (see figure 129). The approximation is valid for a weak 
coupling as suggested by the known experimental limits on GMj^.
The degeneracy of corresponding states in the atom and its anti-atom is removed by external 
magnetic fields which can cause a suppression of the conversion and a reduction of the probability 
Pmm- influence of an external magnetic field depends on the interaction type of the process.
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Figure 130: The muonium to anti-muonium conversion probability depends on external magnetic fields and the 
coupling type. Independent calculations were performed by Wong and Hou [870] and Horikawa and Sasaki [871].
The reduction of the conversion probability has been calculated for all possible interaction 
types as a function of field strength (figure 130) [870,871]. In the case of an observation of 
the conversion process, the coupling type could be revealed by measurements of the conversion 
probability at two different magnetic-field values.
The conversion process is strongly suppressed for muonium in contact with matter since a 
transfer of the negative muon in anti-muonium to any other atom is energetically favoured and 
breaks up the symmetry between muonium and anti-muonium by opening up an additional decay 
channel for the anti-atom only [872,873] 19. Therefore any new sensitive experiment needs to 
employ muonium atoms in vacuum [835,836].
The most recent experiment, which was carried out at PSI, utilised a powerful signature in 
which the identification of both constituents of the anti-atom and their coincident detection 
after its decay. In this experiment, an energetic electron appears in the ß- decay. The positron 
from the atomic shell remains with an average kinetic energy of 13.5 eV [874]. The energetic 
particle could be observed in a magnetic, wire-chamber spectrometer and a position-sensitive 
microchannel plate (MCP) served as a detector for atomic shell positrons onto which these par­
ticles could be transported in a guiding magnetic field after post-acceleration in an electrostatic 
device. A clean vertex reconstruction and the observation of annihilation y’s in a pure Csl 
detector surrounding the MCP were required in an event signature [835,836]. Half a year of 
data-taking was carried out what is currently the most intense surface-muon source; the nE5 
channel at PSI. The previous upper bound on the total conversion probability per muonium atom 
PMg  = ƒ  pM^ (t)d t  was improved by more than three orders of magnitude and yielded an upper 
bound of PMj^<8.0 x 10_11/Sb. Here, a magnetic field correction 5 b  is included which accounts 
for the 0.1 T magnetic field in the experiment. Sb is of order unity and depends on the type of 
the MM interaction. For an assumed effective (V-A)x(V-A)-type four-fermion interaction the 
quoted result corresponds to an upper limit for the coupling constant of Gm^j<3.0 x 1 0 _ 3 G f  
(90 % C.L.). Several limits on model parameters were significantly improved, such as the mass
19 In gases at atmospheric pressures the conversion probability is approximately five orders of magnitude smaller 
than in vacuum mainly due to scattering of the atoms from gas molecules. In solids the reduction amounts to 
10 orders of magnitude.
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Figure 131: The distribution of the distance of closest approach (Rdca) between a track from an energetic particle 
in the magnetic spectrometer and the back projection of the position on the MCP detector versus the time of 
flight (TOF) of the atomic shell particle for a muonium measurement (left) and for all data recorded within 1290 
h of data taking while searching for anti-muonium (right). One single event falls within 3 standard deviations 
region of the expected TOF and R dca which is indicated by the ellipse. The events concentrated at early times 
and low R dcacorrespond to a background signal from the allowed decay ß ^  3e2v. In a new experiment such 
background could be suppressed significantly through the characteristically different time evolution of a potential 
anti-muonium signal and the background.
of the bi-leptonic gauge boson, and some models were strongly disfavoured, such as a certain Z8 
model with radiative mass generation and the minimal version of 331 models [835,836].
With a new and intense, pulsed beam the characteristic time dependence of the conversion 
process could be exploited only if the decay of atoms that have survived several muon life­
times, rß, can be observed. Whereas all beam-muon-related background decays exponentially, 
the anti-atom population increases quadratically with time, giving the signal an advantage over 
background which, for a 3-fold coincidence signature as in the PSI experiment, can be expected 
to decay with a time constant of rß/3 (compare equation (358)). Some two orders of magnitude 
improvement can be envisaged [875] with no significant background arising from the ß ^  3e2v 
process or internal Bhabha scattering in which the positron from ß+ decay would transfer its 
energy to the electron in the atomic shell and mimic a signal event (figure 131). The require­
ments for radiation hardness and rate capability of the set-up are similar to those of a ß ^  3e 
experiment. As before, a common approach to these two measurements may be found.
7.5 Normal muon decay
7.5.1 Theoretical background
All measurements of normal muon decay, ß_ —> and its inverse, vße~ —> ß_ z/e, are
successfully described by the ‘V-A’ interaction, which is a particular case of the local, derivative­
free, lepton-number-conserving, four-fermion interaction [876]. The ‘V-A’ form and the nature 
of the neutrinos (z7e and ve) have been determined by experiment [877,878].
The observables in muon decay (energy spectra, polarisations and angular distributions) and
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in inverse muon decay (the reaction cross section) at energies well below mWc2 may be param- 
eterised in terms of the dimensionless coupling constants and the Fermi coupling constant 
Gf . The matrix element is:
M  =  ^ W  £  . (359)
^  y=s,v,t
£,^=R,L
We use here the notation of Fetscher et al., [877, 879] who in turn use the sign conventions 
and definitions of Scheck [880]. Here y = S, V, T indicates a (Lorentz) scalar, vector, or tensor 
interaction, and the chirality of the electron or muon (right- or left-handed) is labelled by 
e, n  =  R, L. The chiralities n  and m  of the ve and the are determined by given values of 
Y, e and ß. The 10 complex amplitudes, g]ß, and GF constitute 19 independent parameters to 
be determined by experiment. The ‘V-A’ interaction corresponds to gVL = 1, with all other 
amplitudes being 0.
With the deduction from experiments that the interaction is predominantly of the vector type 
and left-handed (gVL > 0.96 (90 %CL)), there remain several separate routes of investigation of 
normal muon decay, which will be discussed in the following.
7.5.2 Muon-lifetime measurements
The measurement of the muon lifetime yields the most precise determination of the Fermi cou­
pling constant Gf, which until recently was known with a relative precision of 9 x 10-6 [231]. 
Improving this measurement is certainly an interesting goal [874] since G f is one of the fun­
damental parameters of the Standard Model. Until recently, the ability to extract G f from 
rß was limited by theory, the recent the radiative corrections calculated by van Ritbergen and 
Stuart [881-883] have removed this uncertainty.
A clean beam pulse structure with very good suppression of particles between pulses is indis­
pensable. Presently three experiments are in progress, two of which are at PSI [884,885] and 
one is located at RAL [886]. The MuLan experiment at PSI has recently released an 11 ppm 
measurement of rß obtained from their 2004 data set [887], which gives a new world average 
rß = 2.197 019(21) ßs and determines the Fermi constant to be GF = 1.166 371(6) x 10-5 GeV-2 
(±5 ppm). The 2006 MuLan data set has 1012 ß+ decays on tape which, in principle, will give 
a 1 ppm measurement. A final data run in 2007 should accumulate a data set of equal size. 
These new data should result in an improvement in the precision of rß by about a factor of 20 
over the previous world average [231]. An additional order of magnitude could be gained at a 
Neutrino Factory primarily from increased muon flux, with the major systematics being pile-up 
and detector timing stability.
There are two caveats, however: reducing the error on Gf by precise measurements of the 
muon lifetime would not improve the electroweak fits, because the error on the dimensionless 
input GfM| is dominated by the uncertainty on M |, which is now 23 x 10-6 (or 23 ppm), where
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(MZ = (91187.6 ± 2.1) MeV [231]). Also GF is commonly determined assuming exclusively V-A 
interactions. A somewhat more general formula has been given by Greub et al.
g F =
1927T^h a  (  2 25 
2ir ( T
1 - ?
5
( y
\mw )
1 -4r?—  - 4 A ^  
m,  m ,
, me 
+ 8 ( —  
m,
+ 8
mv
m,
(360)
V — 2 ^ e [9ll9rr  +  9rr9ll +  S ' l r ^ r l  +  # r l )  +  9rl(9lr +  5 ' l r ) ] (361)
(362)
Here, besides the muon lifetime and the muon mass, radiative corrections to first order and mass 
terms are included. Most important is the muon-decay parameter n which is 0 in the SM. If 
we assume that only one additional interaction contributes to muon decay, then rj ~ ^R ^ r r )  
where $Rr  corresponds to a scalar coupling with right-handed charged leptons. Including the 
experimental value of n = (-7 ± 13) x 10-3 [889] the error on G f increases by a factor of 20.
2 2
X
7.5.3 Precision measurement of the M ichel parameters
The measurement of individual decay parameters alone generally does not give conclusive in­
formation about the decay interaction owing to the many different couplings and interference 
terms. An example is the spectrum Michel parameter, g. A precise measurement yielding the V­
A value of 3/4 by no means establishes the V-A interaction. In fact, any interaction consisting 
of an arbitrary combination of g£L, #Lr , gRL, gRR, gRR, and will yield exactly g = 3/4 [890]. 
This can be seen if we write g in the form [891]:
Q — I  = “ I  M r I 2 + I<7rlI2} + 2 ( I 5'lr 12 + \ok\2) + {9lr9lr + 9rl9rl) • (363)
For q  =  I  and gRL =  g " [R =  0 (no tensor interaction) one finds gR L =  $ l r  = with all of the 
remaining six couplings being arbitrary. On the other hand, any deviation from the canonical 
value certainly would signify new physics. Tree-level new physics contributions to the Michel 
parameters occur in supersymmetric theories with R-parity violation or theories with left-right 
symmetric gauge groups. For instance, the R-parity violating interactions A^iLL^lL^-ER^ +
(3) (2) _ (2)
A322LL ;LL )ER) (where the index denotes the lepton generation) give the following contributions 
[228,229,833]:
Ap = f , A , = |, A€ = 4  A* = 0, e S  j Ä -  ■ (364)
eT
For a left-right model, one finds:
A p = -  = - 2$WR ~ 2 ( m “ “ ) > (365)
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where "&wR is the WL-WR mixing angle, and MWl (MW2 ) is the mass of the mainly left (right) 
charged gauge boson. Measurements of g and £ with a precision of 10-4 can probe WR masses 
of about 1 TeV (in the most unfavourable case $Wr = 0) and values of the R-parity violating 
couplings A3h  æ A322 æ 0.2 (for a slepton mass of 200 GeV). These tests are competitive with 
direct searches at high-energy colliders.
There exist also observables which yield valuable information even if they assume their canon­
ical values, all of which are related to the spin variables of the muon and the electron:
• A measurement of the decay asymmetry yields the parameters ö and P,£. Especially in­
teresting is the combination P ,£ö/g, which has been measured at TRIUMF [892] with a 
precision of æ 3 x 10-3. A new, ambitious experiment of the TWIST collaboration at 
TRIUMF measuring g, ö and P ,£ has published improved results on the former two decay 
parameters (p = 750.80 ± 0.44stat. ± 0.93syst. ± 0.23n) x 10-3, where the last uncertainty is 
due to the correlation of p with n [893], ö = (749.64 ± 0.66stat. ± 1.12syst.) x 10-3 [894] and 
P,£ = (1000.3 ± 0.6stat. ± 3.8syst.) x 10-3 [895]);
• A measurement of the longitudinal polarisation of the decay electrons Pl consistent with 1 
yields limits for all five couplings where the electrons are right-handed. This is a difficult 
experiment due to the lack of highly polarised electron targets used as analysers. The present 
precision is APl = 45 x 10-3;
• The angular dependence of the longitudinal polarisation of decay positrons at the endpoint 
energy is currently being measured at PSI by the Louvain-la-Neuve-PSI-ETH Zürich collab­
oration [896]. This yields the parameter £" which is sensitive to the right-handed vector and 
the tensor currents; and
• A measurement of the transverse polarisation of the decay positrons requires a highly po­
larised, pulsed muon beam. From the energy dependence of the component Pt1 one can 
deduce the low-energy decay parameter n which is needed for a model-independent value 
of the Fermi coupling constant. The second component Pt2 , which is transverse to the 
positron momentum and the muon polarisation, is non-invariant under time reversal. A 
second generation experiment has been performed at PSI by the ETH Zürich-Cracow- 
PSI collaboration [897]. They obtained, among several other results, for the energy av­
eraged transverse polarisation components (PTl ) = (6.3 ± 7.7stat. ± 3.4syst.) x 10-3, (PT2 ) = 
(—3.7±7.7stat. ±3.4syst.)x10-3 and for the decay parameter n = —2.1±7.0stat. ±1.0syst.) x 10-3 
[898]. This last value has been obtained considering only terms interfering with the dominant 
V — A interaction.
7.5.4 Experimental prospects
As mentioned above, the precision on the muon lifetime can presumably be increased over the 
ongoing measurements by one order of magnitude. Improvement in measurements of the decay 
parameters seems more difficult. Most ambitious is the TRIUMF project which has published
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first results on the parameters g (positron energy spectrum), P ,£ and ö (decay asymmetry) 
[893-895]. Their final goal is an improvement by more than one order of magnitude. The 
limits on most other observables are not given by the muon rates which usually are high enough 
already (æ 3 x 108 s-1 at the ßE1 beam at PSI, for example), but rather by effects such as 
positron depolarisation in matter or by the small available polarisation (< 7%) of the electron 
targets used as analysers. The measurement of the transverse positron polarisation might be 
improved with a smaller phase space (lateral beam dimension of a few millimetres or better). 
This experiment needs a pulsed beam with high polarisation.
7.6 Muon-Physics Conclusions
The main conclusion of this study is that the physics potential of a new slow muon facility, 
such as the one that will become available as a necessary step on the way to building a muon 
storage ring (Neutrino Factory), is very rich and compelling, with a large variety of applications 
in many fields of basic research. Indeed, muon physics, that has already played an important 
role in establishing the Standard Model, may provide us with crucial information regarding the 
theory that lies beyond, proving itself to be still far from having exhausted its potential.
This new low-energy muon source will have unprecedented intensity, three to four orders of 
magnitude larger than presently available. It can have the large degree of flexibility necessary 
to satisfy the requirements of very different experiments, providing muon beams with a wide 
variety of momenta and time structures. Both continuous and pulsed beams are possible. In 
addition, it is capable of producing physics results at the very early stages of the muon complex, 
well before the completion of muon cooling, acceleration, and storage sections.
Only preliminary ideas on the design of this facility are introduced here, suggesting ways by 
which the muon flux could be boosted orders of magnitude above present or foreseen facilities. 
The tasks of detailed conceptual design of target and capture systems and of quantitative esti­
mates of beam performances are still entirely ahead of us. The possibility of using pions/muons 
produced in the backward direction is actively being studied, which if feasible would permit the 
Neutrino Factory to take forward muons simultaneously and operate simultaneously with the 
muon facility.
A major interest in muon physics lies in the searches for rare processes that violate muon num­
ber conservation, or for a permanent electric-dipole moment of the muon. In many extensions of 
the Standard Model, such as supersymmetry, lepton flavour violation may occur at rates close to 
the current experimental bounds. Their discovery would have far-reaching consequences. The 
most interesting processes are ß+ ^  e+Y, ß+ ^  e+e-e+, and ß--e- conversion in nuclei. We 
emphasise that all the different processes should be pursued, along with a search for a muon 
EDM. Indeed, the relative rates of the different modes provide a powerful tool for discriminating 
different manifestations of new physics.
The muon facility discussed here has enough flexibility to allow the study of different muon 
processes, and promises to be more sensitive by at least a few orders of magnitude, when
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compared with current experiments. In closing, we should mention that if such a facility existed, 
a number of fundamental studies with muonium and other muonic atoms would also be possible. 
Such studies would permit increased precision of the measurement of fundamental constants, 
and would serve to attract an additional community to such a facility.
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A Origin of the ISS and its Committees
Further information on the activities that took place during the course of the International 
Scoping Study of a future Neutrino Factory and super-beam facility (the ISS) and links to the 
working groups can be found at: http://w ww .hep.ph.ic.ac.uk/iss/.
A.1 Origin
The international scoping study of a future Neutrino Factory and super-beam facility (the ISS) 
was carried by the international community between NuFact05, (the 7th International Workshop 
on Neutrino Factories and Superbeams, Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Rome, June 21-26, 
2005) and NuFact06 (Ivine, California, 24-30 August 2006).
The physics case for the facility was evaluated and options for the accelerator complex and 
the neutrino detection systems were studied. The principal objective of the study was to lay 
the foundations for a full conceptual-design study of the facility. The plan for the scoping 
study was prepared in collaboration by the international community that wished to carry it out; 
the ECFA/BENE network in Europe, the Japanese NuFact-J collaboration, the US Neutrino 
Factory and Muon Collider collaboration, and the UK Neutrino Factory collaboration. STFC’s 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory was the host laboratory for the study.
The study was directed by a Programme Committee advised by a Stakeholders Board. The 
work of the study was carried out by three working groups: the Physics Group; the Accelerator 
Group; and the Detector Group. Four plenary meetings at CERN, KEK, RAL, and Irvine were 
held during the study period; workshops on specific topics were organised by the individual 
working groups in between the plenary meetings. The conclusions of the study were presented 
at NuFact06. This document, which presents the Physics Group’s conclusions, was prepared as 
the physics section of the ISS study group.
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